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MEN WANTED AS

CERTIFICATED
ELECTRICIANS

This is the Electrical Age, and this wonderful new profession is calling you. The
demand for expert Electricians is greater every year and the salaries higher. Elec-

tricity is truly the greatest motive power in the world, to-day, and now is the time to

enter this profession.

YOU CAN DO THIS

AFTER HOME STUDY

$3620 TO $10020 A WEEK
\(m can earn $36 to $100 a week and more as an Expert Electrician, If you have a

romnion school education T can train you in a few months at home. Big lighting and
|p(iwcr companies, municipalities, and manufacturers are always seeking trained men to

handle their Electrical problems.
SPECI.VL OFFER: Owing to the bis tleinaml for irniiird Kkctricians in the rmvirnintnt .Service I am making

a wi.nilerliil ulTer for those who enroll during' October.

I Guarantee Satisfaction
I'very student receives our .Sealed Cniaranlee Bond, which Ruaraiitces to return every penny of his money if he

is not entirely satisfied. Xo other school has made this wonderful ofl'er. but [ know the success I have brought to
hundreds of my students, and I know what I can do fur any ambilions younj; man who will uive me a little of his

-pare time each da v.

FREE ELECTRICAL OUTFIT
MAIL THIS COU

CHIEF ENGINTL

W'u'.iout obliga

of your compl

X^S^aSv"

Praclicil' 41999 F.lcclr

^3m Of i«?S
^y.

For tlic next 30 days I am giving each student an Outfit of Elcclrical

_^ ^_. Tisiing Instrumt-nt.'*, Tools, Electrical materials, and Motor absolutely Free.Nl My instruction is by practical methods and this outfit is used in, workine
* nut the lessons. Practical training with the theory makes perfect. I am Chief

__ _ ^,1 Engineer of the Chicago Engineering Works, and I can give you the training
' that will land the big jobs and hold i-hcrn.

I This is the only Correspondence School in America that has fully equipped
' Electrical Shops where students irnty come for special instruction.

I

If "you arc in real earnest I want to send you my Book—"How to
Brcomt- an Electrical Expert." It's frfte. No matter how many other schools(you write to I want you to have "my book— It's difTerL^'nt because it's

practical—Write today, ,

I CHIEF ENGINEER L. L. COOKE
I CHICAGO ENGINEERING WORKS
I

Dept. 20 - - 441 CASS STREET, CHICAGO, ILL.
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^^ Taught By A Practical Man
Prepare for the Future Now

.4»--- When the war is won and over, thousands of unskilled men will be
competing for a livelihood.

Then more than now or in the past will the trained man dominate the
situation while the man untrained will find his way made still harder
b)' the preference naturally given to the returned warriors of no greater

Now is the Young Man's Opportunity
Prepare yourself to take your place among those who have made good.
No matter what your present work or position, there is an open road
to betterment.

Electricity is the Royal Road to Success
There is no industry today in which electricity dues not bear an important part, either in the product

or in connection with the manufacture.

This calls for a constantly increasing army of skilled electrical workers who are invariably among
the best paid men in the factory.

The Government Recognizes the Value of Trained Men
Recognizing the value of the skilled workman and desirous of giving young men every opportunity

to become so trained, the government is as far as possible omitting young men of 18 and 19, even

though they are within the draft age, who are endeavoring to fit themselves for positions of value

to themselves and the country, and on the contrary have announced that they will call immediately

students in technical schools and colleges who do not keep up with their classes.

We Make You Ready
Our course of instruction in Applied Electricity prepares you for success in peace and war.

No matter what your previous training, if you are able to read and understand ordinary English

we teach you the fundamental details of electricity including the building, operation and repair of mo-
tors, dynamos, controllers, batteries, and many other elements of electrical apparatus and equipment.

One Payment Covers Everything
We offer no free eciuipment or other misleading inducements. A moment's consideration will show
you that no man can give anything worth anything for nothing.

If we misled you in one case, we probably would in others.

We DO include with our course of instructions, without extra cost, tools, experimental material and
apparatus, electro magnets, motors, electrical instruments, batteries and drafting outfits sufficient

to enable you to do practical work in building, testing and operation.

Instructions by a Practical Man
Every student is under the constant supervision of Superintendent Yorke Burgess, a thoroughly prac-

tical consulting engineer who has had years of successful experience in Electrical Engineering and
teaching by correspondence and personal instruction.

Every student is taught as an individual with careful attention to his personal characteristics and ability, enabling

him to proceed as fast as his grasp of details will permit and no student is railroaded through simply to complete
his training.

We Have Made Good
Hundreds of students taught by Mr. Burgess are now occupying high-salaried positions of trust and responsibility.
Many of these have of their own accord written us stating their success and recommending our course of instruc- (

tion to others who may aspire to do likewise. Space forbids publishing these letters here, but we will be glad to
submit certified copies to any prospective student who may be interested. We are proud o.f' our record and their
success mav easily be yours. Write today. - '

'.

BURGESS ELECTRICAL SCHQOI.

f-'r

746 East 42nd Street,

Yorke Burgess, Supt.

chi^;jitj

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when tvriting to advertisers. '

'^'^'^J
. -^> '
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LetUs TellYouHow
ToMake a6i$Success in

CHIR0PR4CT1C
Advanced Science of Spinal Adjustment

Mail the coupon below, rightnow—today—and let us tell you
all about the remarkable opportunities there are for ambitious
men and women in this great, new profession of Chiropractic.

You are, of course, aware that drugless healing is steadily

advancing in public favor. Chiropractic has come to the front

so rapidly during the past few years that it is today recognized

as the most advanced, most scientific, and most successful of

drugless healing methods. It is calling to its mnks men and
women from every walk of life—and there is abui,dant evidence
that they are making good in a big way in this new ar.d

uncrowded field.

Mail the coupon and we will send you full information— tell

you how there is a splendid chance for yon to build a success-

ful career as a Doctor of Chiropractic.

Learn At Home In Spare Time
The American University method of teaching Chiropractic

enables you to study by mail or in class and obtain a complete
education in the shortest time consistent with thoroughness,
while you hold your present position. And you can pay on easy
terms. A splendid faculty will personally instruct you in

the basic principles and in the most approved methods for

relieving Headache, Indigestion, Lumbago, Epilepsy, Pleu-
risy, Constipation, Rheumatism, Asthma, Neuralgia, Neuritis,

Catarrh, Fevers, Jaundice, Dyspepsia, Paralysis, etc. No
special preliminary study is needed. You will graduate with
the degree of Doctor of Chiropractic, receive a handsome
diploma and be ready at once to open your office.

$3,000 To $5,000 a Year
Remarkable Free

Charts Offer
We want men and women seriously intending to take up

professional careers in Drugless Healinf? to have these charts.

Their actual value is 531 .50. But on our offer they come free.

There are 22 in all. printed in colors. Send the coupon below
to eet all the facta about our offer.

, . , ,^-1.~ Anatomical and PhyiioIoBical Charts
(with Bound Manual Key Handsomely
Lithoeraphed in Lifelike Colors.

Original Compcndigraphs.

Illustrative Spinal Columnc.

Colored Nerve, Pain Area and Concus-
sion Charts.

"Magnificent Charts—Value $31.50—All
Absolutely FREE.

SEND
the coupon today. Don't de-

lay. Do not think that your
chances for building a bucccsb-

ful career are less than others

whoare succeed i ng in the prac-

tice of this great profefiBion.

Just let us give you all the

facts— then judge for yourelf.

Mailing the coupon places you

under no obligation of any kind whatever. All we a«k is the opportunity to prove to yo" tha'

what we tell you is the absolute truth. We have the facta to prove it -facts which >™ «;''"""

mightj- interesting. Just send the coupon or a post card for our beautiful new illustrated "-Pafe'

book and full particulars of our remarkable Free Charts Offer. Mail coupon or write today SUKt.

AMERICAN UNIVERSITY Man.erre BIdg. Depf. 316 ChicagO, I"

There are many instances of Chiroprac-
tors earning from $3,0U0 to $5,001) a year.

Some upwards of $10,000 Dr. M. D. Moore,
of Kentucky, reports an income of $9,000 a
vear. Dr. L. H. Roche, New Jersey, .$5,000;

Dr. Hanna, of Florida, over $5,000 yearly.

The success of Chiropractors in many
cases has come so quickly as to be almost
startling—almost like the accidental dis-

covery of a gold mine. And yet, it is not
to be wondered at when you consider the

scientific accuracy of Chiropractic methods,
the really remarkable results of a benefi-

cial character in the treatment of both

acute and chronic cases that have been af-

fected through these methods, the rapid
increase in the number of people who show a decided

preference for Chiropractic over any other treatment

for their bodily ills and the comparatively few Chiro-

practors that are now in the lield.

Your Opportunity
If others have achieved such remarka-

ble successes is there any reason why you
should not do as well or even better?

Why not Ret out of the rut and qualify now for this splendid profes-

sion that offers ?uch remarkable posaihilities for making you prosperous and independent.'

'Cma^Ur w\erryou'he!if you Le ambitious to make -"-Vr^ufroirtX"way'?o"r'ihe
and be a "somebody" in the world, our course in Chiropractic will point the way tor the

attainment of you

IDP" A ¥> What These Doctors
X\£iX^^^ of Chiropractic Say:

" My Charges Are $25.00 for

13 Treatments"
American University:
My practice avurages ten patients a

day, of which many are women. My
charges per course are SlS per 13 treat-

ments. Tlit-'iiumberoftieatrnents varies
from otii' to two courses in stubborn
cases. Minor cases take from ij to 10
treatments, I bavy your school at heart
and will boost it a I I can.
DR. W. H. WEDELL. M.T. D .D.C.

N.Y.
Heartily Recommends Course
Charges $2.00 per Treaiment

American University:
I have no hesitation in recommending:

your oouise in Chiropractic to anyone
contemplatinK such a course, as it is

thoroUM^hlv praclirril. well-written, in-

terestinK and vahjableto the new student
and a valuable ailjunct to any druKless
healer I ri-ccive S2 for all trcatm^ nts.

Dli. ANNIE li. McDKItMOTT. N. J.

"I Am Proud of Your Chiropractic
Course"

American Univei'oity:
Our reKiilar price for such work is J2.

Treat on an averag'? ot about eight a day,
and give fill 1 1v- way from I'.^ to 21 treat-

ments, which depends en how obstinate

the case is. Some are cured with only
tive or six treatments. I am proud ot

your Chiropractic course.
DR. W. H. WOOD. Missouri.

"somebody in me worio. our t-uui^c m v^nn"*""^ -- -- .

"your ambition. Never has there been a more opportune time than now. for

never has the demand for competent Doctors of Chiropractic been so t-reat as it is today.

r~
AMERICAN UNIVERSITY
Manierre Bldg., Depl. 316 Chicago, 111.

Without coBt or oblie-ltion send me by mail, your ne»

illustrated. 72-pafe bock and your Free .:::ar.3 Offer.

Name..

Address..

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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TME WAE
F we go back to the dawn of the human
race we find that at the beginning the

population of the earth was very modest.
It took literally hundreds and thousands of
years before a million human being were
actually living all at the same time on
this globe. Man had many enemies who

preyed on his existence and made life almost unen-
durable. Only very gradually did the race multiply.

After man had conquered the more savage animals, had
emerged from his forests and his caves and taken to

agriculture, new enemies beset him to keep the race
from increasing too rapidly. Man's arch-enemy .was,

and still is, hunger. As long as he dwelt in the for-

est, primordial man had sufficient meat, which he ob-
tained by killing animals, and being well fed, his health
was good. But as agricultural man multiplied and kept
on multiplying, there was soon not enough to eat and
he began to starve much and often. This weakened
his body considerably and a new enemy sprang up to

slay him by the million—disease.

This was Nature's inexorable method to propagate a
healthy race, for only by slaying myriads of human
beings, for whom there was nothing to eat, could the
race be perpetuated.
The human race had and still has to contend with

many forms of disease, whether it be pestilence, chol-
era, tuberculosis or war. All of these diseases are
working for Nature to keep up her "average," i.e., the
proportion of food to human beings. Let there be a
food shortage for only a few years, and the population
of the districts so affected will immediately dwindle.
Often, too, the thus reduced and starving nation becomes
diseased with war and falls upon the richer nation,
which by high living can offer but a weak resistance
as a rule and succumbs. Thus for a time a balance
between the two nations is re-established by Nature.

But well-nourished man is not always immune from
disease, as is well known. He may succumb to the
cholera germ as well as to the war germ, strictly in

accordance with Nature's farseeing plan.

Thus, nations who have enough to eat for the time
being and who are consequently healthy, may become
inoculated with the war_microbe, as has happened so
many times in history and as has occurred to the Huns in

1914. Here, too, we see Nature working out her "av-
erages." Side by side were France and Germany, each
country of about the same area. But in Germany there
were 66 million human beings, in France only about 39
million. Nature in her omniscient way to bring about a
"balance" inoculated the Germans with the war disease,
and we now witness the result where Germany is

losing from three to five males, to every French male,
this for the reason that the French at the outbreak of
the war summoned her Allies who, now greatly out-
numbering the Huns, slay them, thus reducing their num-
bers, thereby inadvertently executing Nature's de-
cree. Exactly the same thing happens in every bee-
hive, where, in order to keep up "averages" betweep
bees and food, the bees, after each swarming season is

over, fall upon the males, the greater part of them
being ruthlessly massacred by the workers, as if in
dread of their consuming too much of the common
store.

The human race has conquered many diseases and it

will isolate the war microbe in time. But before that
happens Nature will see to it that the non-food produc-
ing, prepondering city population is reduced in favor of
the country population, so that there will be enough
food for the rapidly increasing human race.

If we think of war as a disease, which finds its origin
in hunger, and treat it as such, we will abolish it

that much sooner.

H. Gernsback.

& m
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' LEARN BY II ING
The Only Way to Learn Electricity

The only way you can become an expert is

by doing the very work under competent in-

structors, which you will be called upon to do

later on. In other words, learn by doing. That
is the method of the New York Electrical

School.

Five minutes of actual practice properly

directed is worth more to a man than years

and years of book study. Indeed, Actual Prac-

tice is the only training of value, and gradu-

ates of New York Electrical School have

proved themselves to be the only men that are

fully qualified to satisfy EVERY demand of

the Electrical Profession.

At this "Learn by Doing" School a man
acquires the art of Electrical Drafting; the

best business method and experience in Elec-

trical Contracting, together with the skill to

install, operate and maintain all systems for

producing, transmitting and using electricity.

A school for Old and Young. Individual in-

struction.

No previous knowledge of electricity, me-
chanics or mathematics is necessary to take

this electrical course. You can begin the

course now and by steady application prepare

yourself in a short time. You will be taught

by practical electrical experts with actual ap-

paratus, under actual conditions. 5,000 of our
students are today successful electricians.

Come in and read their enthusiastic letters.

Let us explain this course to you in person. If

you can't call, send now for 64-page book

—

it's FREE to you.

NEW YORK ELECTRICAL SCHOOL,
29 W. 17Ui St., New York, N. Y.

I'lea.M' send FREE and without obligation to me your 64

page book.

Name

Street

City

NEW YORKELt^
TRICA'-

SCHOOL

29W.I7IBST
NEW YORK, N.V.

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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Our New 400,000 G. P. Aeroplane Flares

FOR carrying out night operations
under war-time conditions the Teu-
tons, as well as the Allied air forces

have often resorted to the use of
"flares" as they are called. These

are usually dropt from airplanes or dirigi-

ble balloons and, suspended from para-

An airplane flare with a brilliancy

equalling that of 400,000 candles has been
perfected, says our official report from
Washington. When hanging from its para-

chute over a German munition plant it

lights up an area so brightly that an air-

man, thousands of feet in the air, can

lights in any building that might possibly

be used as a target. Therefore, the air-

man must be able to supply his own means
of locating the object of this attack.

When orders are received to bomb, say
a particular railroad center, the aviator

proceeds very much in the same manner

•iOOXOOCPJWEOCHl'TEFLiiKEo !N \ H '/
rWGHETlC RELEASE HOLDERS \ (/ .'/

Uncle Sam's War Experts Have Recently Evolved Something Entirely New ni "FlcKes." This Design Permits .of Launcliing tlie

"Flares" from Aeroplanes, and the Powerful Prolonged Illumination They Provide Will Make the Visit of our Nocturnal Aerial Bombers
One of Extreme Anxiety to the Inhabitants of German Towns and Cities. Each "Flare" develops 400.000 Candle-Power and Lights up

an Area One and One-Half Miles in Diameter.

chutes, they give an intense illumination
over considerable areas.

Uncle Sam's ordinance experts have
something new to spring on the "All
Highest" shortly—a new "flare" light that

will give 400,000 candle-power, and light

up a circular area one and one-half miles in

diameter

!

select any building he is directed to make
a target for his aerial bomb, and, it may
be added, American aviators are becom-
ing so expert in bombing that they can
usually hit the target at which they slioot.

In every European city within the zone
of aerial raiding operations, the rule is

rigidly enforced against the burning of

as does the captain of a vessel. The cities

and their environs are charted and the

night-flyer proceeds by compass, due al-

lowance, of course, being made for atmos-
pheric conditions. He is also frequently

aided by prominent markings, such as the

reflection of moonlight from a river.

Having reached the particular district

365
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sought, he must locate the particular ob- is equal to that of a battery of from 150 to

ject of his attack from his position, which 175 street arc lamps, or of from 15.000 to

may be 5.000 or 10.000 feet, or even higher, 17.500 ordinary incandescent lamp bulbs

above the earth. Equipt with the airplane such as are used in the home

!

I'lii.h.
: by French Pictorial Service

Just What a Night •Flare" Can Do Is Readily Imagined by Looking at This Photo of a
British "Heavy" and Its Crew Lighted up by a German Star Shell. Note the Camouflage on

the Barrel and also the Captured "Boches" Working at the Left.

flare, the aviator pulls a lever and releases

it In other cases the "flares" are held in

an electro-magnetic device, so that all the

"flare officer" has to do is to push the

proper button. The button closes the bat-

tery circuit thru the particular release mag-
net ; the magnet trips the frame finger hold-

ing the parachute and attached flare "pow-
der capsule".

As it drops, the resistance offered by
the air sets the fuse mechanism in opera-

tion. The result is the emission of a pow-
erful light of from 300,000 to 400,000 can-

dlepower, which completely illuminates the

terrain below. The amount of light given

As soon as the flare gets into operation,

a huge parachute made of the best quality

of silk opens and holds the brilliant light

in suspension in the air for a sufficient

time to allow the aviator to select his ob-
jective or target. Having located the fac-

tory, railroad depot, ammunition dump,
hangars, munition plant, or whatever the

target may be, the aviator drops the bomb
and proceeds on his way. His aim is cer-

tain to be most deadly with such perfect

illumination as is provided by this newly
perfected "flare" light.

The height at which an aviator flies

when attacking depends, of course, on sur-

rounding conditions. If the enemy is

aware of his presence and is preparing for

attack, he must keep up and out of range
of anti-aircraft guns. An idea of the effec-

tive light thrown on the ground by this

flare may be gained from the fact that,

when suspended at a height of from 1,500

to 2,000 feet, it will clearly hght a circular

area one and one-half miles in diameter.

BELGIANS USE NEW ELECTRIC
TRENCH MORTAR.

A new development in mortars on the

Belgian frontier, makes use of electricity

as the prime agent of operation. Its pur-

pose is to clear the barbed wire entangle-

ments in the line of advance. A very novel

method of timing the explosion is employed.
It can be used in close quarters where

there is not ample time for loading into

the mortar, by grasping the shell by the

wire and swinging it over the head, then

throwing it into the enemy trench. When
put to the latter use it functions the same
as when fired from the trench mortar. The
pin is pulled when the shell is lifted and
swung by the wire ; the action is explained

by the accompanying diagram.
The shell shown here is one of the units

that is placed into a metallic container and
fired with its rear end forward. It is aimed

Comprfssfit Arcutlef

mnnghsiffti ' valve
.

Jj c
be/lan/s i

PacMng

I'liom ^ by rndprwfrftd & rnderwood

Special Form of Belgian Trench Mortar Firing Electric Bombs Used in Destroying Barbed
Wire Fences. The Wires Catch on the Fence and Detonate the Bomb by an Electrical

Device.

The Belgian Electric Trench Bomb Used for
Destroying Barbed Wire Fences, Etc. It

Can Also Be Used as a "Hand Grenade."

at the barbed wire enclosure and when fired

it turns while in mid-air, thus leaving the

wire B to trail behind and catch in the

barbed wire. When caught the sub-shell

A is pulled from the large shell containing

the other subshells, and a sudden pull causes

C to pull out until collar D prevents further

outward motion. The spring loaded bel-

lows E wherein F is the spring is now re-

leased from its comprest position and slow-

ly moves toward contact G^ guided by rail

M. The speed of tlie opening of the bel-

lows is regulated by the air inlet valve L,

and takes about two seconds to close con-

tacts G' and G^ H represents the flash-

light batteries and when contact by the

bellows is made, the filament or very thin

wire J is made incandescent and the powder
charge K ignited. A violent explosion oc-

curs due to the charge B being under heavy
pressure by packing I, and the barbed wire
is broken and supporting posts shattered.

Thus a clear road is made for the Dough-
boys to "go over the top."

the same operation follows the pulling

of the wire when it is desired to use the

shell as a hand grenade, and it proves to

be a very effective two-in-onc article.
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How "Blimps" and Telephone Aid
Artillery

THE accompanying illustration shows
a Telephone Exchange Lorry of the

British Royal Air Force in communi-
cation witli a dirigible balloon. Many
of these balloons are used for obser-

vation purposes and the observer has to be
ready for almost any emergency, as he is

in constant danger of being attacked by
enemy shell fire or aircraft. Should the

and planes being fitted to it for the purpose.
The majority of the balloons used for

army observation purposes are plain blimps,
anchored by a steel cable to a quick-acting
drum or winch on the ground. It is inter-

esting to note that these balloons are often
filled with gas (hydrogen) made by elec-
trolytic cells. The U. S. Army balloon
school at Ft. Omaha, Neb., has one of the

feet, under compression of 200 pounds to
the square inch, are filled in a single day.
In actual war service on the battle-fields of
Europe, powerful motor lorries, each
loaded with several dozen of these gas bot-
tles are dispatched to the various balloon
depots as required. Sometimes the bottles
of several trucks are all connected up to a
common pipe leading to the balloon "beds."

© Underwood & Underwood

What Would the Artillery Officers Do Without the Scout 'Planes and "Blimps?" They Would Be Lost, for the Observers Who Fly
About Midst Bursting Shrapnel Are the Men Who "Spot" and Telephone the Exact Ranges and "Shell Hits" to the Artillerists Below.A Dirigible "Blimp" Is Seen in the Foreground In the Act of Ascending. The Telephone Exchange Lorry Is One Belonging to the

British Royal Air Force. The U. S. Army Is .Training Many Students for Balloon and "Blimp" Observation Work.

observer be attacked he descends by means
of a parachute. The observer is connected
to this Lorry by telephone by which he can
communicate with headquarters.
The balloons used for the purpose are

of several types, some being of the simple
gas-filled "bhmp" variety, held by a steel

cable from the upper end of which they
swing about in the breeze, while others are
of the dirigible gas-filled design here illus-
trated. The dirigible carries a gasoline en-
gine power plant and propeller at the front
of the nacelle or crew's basket, by which
means it can move about in the air and
maintain any desired position in a consid-
erable wind. The dirigible balloon does not
have to depend on an anchoring cable and
winch to pull it down, but can ascend and
descend by its own power, suitable rudders

largest electrolytic gas generating plants
e.xistant. These generators have a series

of large cells fitted with oppositely charged
plates which are immersed in water. The
passage of the electric current thru the
water decomposes it into its constituents

—

hydrogen and oxygen gas (H2O). The
hydrogen gas is led off thru suitable pas-
sageways and pipes and fed into the bal-

loons in their "beds." There are fifteen

balloons now in use at Ft. Omaha.
This balloon instruction camp, one of the

most efficient and best equipt, has recently
installed besides the electrolytic gas genera-
tor, the first silicon plant in this country.
In this new form of balloon gas plant hy-
drogen is made from caustic soda and
ferro silicon. As many as twenty-two steel

bottles, each with a capacity of '2,000 cubic

To be a balloon observation officer is a
real distinction, for besides being fully at

the mercy of enemy aeroplanes, who may
pump him full of bullets before he can
down the attacker with his rifle or Hotch-
kiss gun, he must be an accomplished Tiap
reader and map draftsman—not to mention
the knowledge of spotting shell hits in-

stantly, radio operating, telephony and
telegraphy, balloon rigging and maneuvers,
weather forecasting, et cetera. When the
balloonist leaves the U. S. Army school he
must know all these things and many more,
and be able to note and record .«hell hits at

a distance of four miles.

An electrically operated vacuum cipaner
for the teeth has been patented. Let's in-

troduce them to our after dinner speakers

!
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The Artillery ''Barrage"—How It Works
By H. WINFIELD SECOR

e

S^
^

ICOMMUNICIiTMCf
TRE^'ICHES ^

THE "barrage" fire as now practised

by Allied and Teutonic artillerists

represents one of the greatest ad-
vances of military science conceiv-
able, for in order to achieve success

in using the barrage, and in order not to

kill many of your own men, hundreds of
guns have to be fired simultaneously to the
fraction of a second. Furthermore, all of
these guns—in some cases as many as five

hundred to one thousand cannon—are re-

quired to increase

their range periodic-

ally so as to keep it

just a certain distance

ahead of the advanc-
ing troops. Tele-
phony, radio, meteor-
ology, ballistics and
range finding, besides

many other highly
perfected ramifica-

tions of modern
science figure in the
barrage.
No one outstanding

feature of the great
war now raging
across the sea has so

imprest men of
science as well as the

lay student, of mili-

tary and naval aflfairs,

as the wonderful ad-
vance in military fire,

known technically as

the "barrage" (pro-
nounced bar - rag.

with "g" pronounced
as "zh" or having
the sound of "raj"
in rajah). Many ac-

counts have been
given from time to
time by our war
correspondents and
other writers in the
daily and periodical
press, mentioning
the wonders
achieved by the Al-
lied artillery offi-

cers with their
modern and highly
perfected barrage
fire, by means of
which it has become
possible to carry
out an o flf e n s i V e
movement with in-
fantry, even when
an enemy trench, or
series of trenches,
is particularly well
const r u c t e d and
heavily manned. The
importance of the
barrage or "curtain
of fire" will be the
more strongly ap-
preciated in relation
to infantry maneuvers, when we con-
sider that the trench lines have often
lain dormant for months, during which
time the enemy has usually succeeded in

constructing an almost inconceivably
strong breastworks with concrete-lined
trench walls and machine gun emplace-
ments, all of these connecting with elab-

orate underground galleries and dug-outs,
some of which have been found to be
capable of holding two regiments of sol-

diers and sustaining ordinary gim fire for
days.

By means of the artillery barrage as it

is usually employed, three major operations
are carried out in a short space of time,

once the hundreds of guns have been lined

up almost hub to hub for the purpose, and
these are as follows :

—

First, eitlier a por-
tion or all of the guns start firing on the

second in a "searching barrage" extending
over a considerable stretch of the enemy's
ground behind his trenches for the purpose
of cutting off his communications, prevent-

;^ ^ N
1?
M/"^

y^-
yii- S,

'

? ff^' U6 MAN-'5"LftNb"
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ing the bringing up of supphes, and rein-

forcements of troops. Secondly, and mean-
while some of the guns keep up a

"standing barrage" on the enemy first and
second line trenches. It is interesting to

note that the watches used by the infantry

officers in the Allied trenches, as well as

those used by the artillery officers, are of

the split-second type, because when the

troops are to advance behind a barrage,

perfect coordination must exist between
the artillery and the infantry—in order that

when the troops advance, the curtain of ex-

ploding shell* shall advance at a certain

prearranged distance ahead of the wave
or waves of infantry.

The "searching barrage" is set up several
hours before the time that the infantry is

ordered to advance, and it thoroly combs
the enemy trenches, filling the landscape
for several miles with shell holes and
craters, and smashing his wagon and auto
supply trains, not to mention the pulveriz-
ing of his once inhabitable front-line and

support trenches. This
veritable holocaust of
exploding shrapnel
and gas shell raises

extreme havoc with
the enemy 'morale,
not to mention his

casualties and the
destruction of enemy
igun positions and
ammunition dumps.
Thus far we have

the prelimin'ary
"searching barrage"
and the "standing
barrage", which latter

is kept playing on the
enemy front - line

trenches. We then
come to the critical

moment when the
troops are to go "over
the top", and this ex-
act time is, of course,
well known before-
hand by all of the ar-
tillery and infantry
officers concerned.
Part of the artillery
barrage batteries, just
prior to the moment
when the infantry is

scheduled to go "over
the top", is ordered to
start the third opera-
tion or the "creeping
barrage", behind
which the "dough-
boys" are to advance
and storm the enemy
trenches. The accom-
panying diagram of a
creeping barrage
time-table shows how
wonderful this opera-
tion actually is, espe-
cially when one stops
to consider the sev-
eral dozen different
and highly diversified

f.'ictors which enter
into the firing of even
a three-inch field gun.
For who would be-
lieve that one could
tell to a hair as to
just what pressure a
certain charge of ex-
plosive in a cannon
l)arrel will create, and

hovi^ far it will throw the projectile! Then
again we have such scientific problems as
the wind velocity, the humidity of the air,

gun erosion or pitting due to wear, etc.

Reverting once more to the action of the
"creeping barrage", and the troops' ad-
vance on the enemy trenches, we learn that
the creeping curtain of shell-fire starts
about twenty-five yards in front of the
Allied trenches. In one minute the bar-

(Continued on page 431)

Gun Borrage
vy Gun Barraqe to

ce Enemy ArtiMery

*The plural is shell, not shells.
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Movie Tricks Exposed
Bv W. EDOUARD HAEUSSLER

October, 1918

HC)\V
often has it annoyed you,

while lounging comfortably in

your favorite motion picture thea-

ter, endeavoring to enjoy the latest

photo-plays to be seated behind the

pest who claimed to be on speaking terms

with Francis X. Cushman and Mary Ford-

pick and who was forever "explaining" to

his friends beside him how all of the mys-
teries and illusions of the movies were
made and worked out in the studios.

Did you ever stop to reason how they

make an automobile race toward you and

at the psychological moment when the auto

appears to come crashing into the camera.

forward movement as ti'icrsc niotii'ii.

This method is also employed to produce

the illusion of a man jumping from the

third-story window of a building to the

sidewalk and then back again, without any
mechanical means or hoisting apparatus.

The various films showing an enormous
speed of action are of the "Speedex" class.

This novelty was first released to the pub-

lic in a series of screen travelogues by Bur-

ton Holmes. In one of the films showing
a steamship passing thru several canal locks,

the time for the actual operation of which
is ligured in hours, is very rapidly por-

iraved on the screen in the course of a few

graphed at a speed less than normal (,16

pictures or frames per second) and pro-

jected at the normal speed show a very
rapid motion. Likewise a film when ex-
posed at a high rate of speed above normal
attains a very slow action wlien projected.

The Ultra-cinematographic Film Camera
is based on this latter principle. This type

of film is exposed at the rate of 1(K1 frames
per second. When projected at norn»al

speed, the photograph of an athlete jump-
ing a hurdle is so slow in action, that every
muscular movement can be analyzed and
exceptional detailed action giving the en-

tire hurdle jump a floating apfn.iraiu-i as

IMinios Cnurlesy Vlianrapli

Fig 1—The Film Drying Room. Here the Films, After Development, Are Whirled on Large Drums Until Thoroly Dried. Fig 2—A Corner
rig.

1
_' ne riim_L^ry u ^.^ J—Battery Of Film "Printlna" Machines. Flo. 4—The "Polishmg" Machines Which Remove All

Water Spots and Other Stains From the Film.
•Positive" Perforating Room.

it stops and suddenly races away, rttti-

nhig hackuards. Friend Pest comes to

the rescue by remarking that it is accom-

plisht by rui'ining the film backwards thru

the projector. That was once the writer's

iinprcssion until he learned that this hack-

ward motion effect was executed by re-

versing the "take up" belts in liie camera
employed in taking the picture. It can also

be produced by placing the unexposed film

in the upper magazine, if the camera is of

the underfed type or vice versa in the ever-

fed models. In both instances, however,

the automobile actually moves toward the

camera in a forward motion and is photo-

graphed in the usual way. The negative

ifilm in the camera that has been arranged

to produce backward motion, registers this

iinntiles. This metliod also enables one to

see the action of very slow and hardly per-

ceptible motions, extending over a long

period of time. In this particular type of

subject, the moving of a five-story house

can be cited. A freak film can be obtained

l)y camera and one is not suirprised to see

a shin racing thru the water at an unljc-

lievable rate of speed. This unique process

is accomplisht by taking the i)icturcs at a

reduced rate of speed, that is, less than 16

frames per second ; and at successive in-

tervals in the case of a subject, the complc-

t'on of which may be a matter of weeks.

When these films are projected on the

screen at the normal rate of speed, they

a-ipear noticeably accelerated.

it is a peculiar fact that films plioio-

tho the athlete actually had a pair of wings.

In Figure S, is shown the chronological

progression in the manufacture of a

"movie" from the time that tlie camera

lirst opens its shutter upon the scene until

you are thrilled Ijy the same -cenc at >(iur

favorite playhouse.

The second phase is the taking of ordi-

nary photographs, termed ".'^tills". These
photos are obtained during the taking of

the scene at a signal from the director to

stand still. The photo is then taken. In

fome instances after the scene has been

filmed, the director calls for a reassernblage

of some crucial tableau for a ^till picture.

These "stills" are used for advertising pur-

poses and are displayed in front of all Mo-
tion Picture theaters. A common belief
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that one often hears

exprcst is to ihe ef-

fect that these ad-

vertising placards

are made hy enlarg-

ing the small '4 >^ }
inch frames. This

is, of course, utterly

impossible as a dis-

tinct and sharp out-

line could not be

obtained were these

small pictures to be

enlarged to one of

from four to five

feet in size

!

The developing of

the exposed films is

the third step of the

process. After the

films have been de-

veloped they are

placed on large reels

and whirled rapidly

until thoroly, dry, as

illustrated by Fig. 1.

Black objects when
photographed, ap-

pear as white on the

master or negative

film: white likewise

appears as black.

This condition is

transposed in the

miiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

Fig. 6. A Strip of
Animated Cartoons.
These Are Cleverly
and Rapidly Made
From Actual Draw-
ings Drawn by Art-
ists. !t Requires
Several Weeks to
Make a Reel of
These "Phoney
Films."

fourth step, that of

printing or the ir.ak-

ing of positive
films.

Some firms pro-
cure the positive
lilms is a non-per-
forated state and
make use of the
machine shown in

Fig. 2.

These positive
films are made by
placing them upon
the master film and
exposing to a strong
light. They are

Fig. 5. The History of a "Movie" in One
Reel. Movies Are Photographed at the Rate
of 16 Pictures Per Second. Equal to One Foot

of Film.

illlllil

ra

r s

ra

m?^

then fixt in a chemical bath so as to retain

their images without fading.

Figure 3 will give you an idea of tlie

intricate and delicate machinery and instru-

ments that are employed for this step.

After the films have been printed, these

positives are run thru the polishing ma-
chine. This is an important operation, as

it removes all surplus water, stains and din

from the celluloid side of the film. A pho-

tograph of this machine is shown in Fig. 4.

Malching is the fifth and most tedious

portion of film making. Under this head-

ing all of the scenes arc placed in proper

sequence. This work is again checked up
under the heading of Inspection. Here tlie

lilm goes under the close scrutiny of a

trained eye to pick out all mutilated sec-

tions, blurs, scratches and the operator cuts

out faded, overexposed and blemished por-

tions of the reel. The censor's review is

the "anxious seat" of all films and if tlicy

are past upon, they are ready to be dis-

tributed to exchanges and to exhibitors

ihruout the various countries. The last

phase is for you, Mr. and Mrs. Reader, to

decide—that of the Audience, acting as a

Board of Critics. For it is according to

how you "take to" the film that deterinines

its future success or failure. Film produ-
cers are attempting to please all manner of

tastes and are succeeding remarkably well.

This is proven beyond a doubt by the

crowds that frequent the innumerable
photo-play houses and theaters.

There is still another and most interesting

part of the Cinematograph Industry known
as educational diagrams. These diagrams
are a series of visual lectures on the screen
portrayed by animated drawings produced
by the' Bray Studios. Mr. J. R. Bray is

the originator and creator of animated
drawings and cartoons, a strip of which ts

shown in Fig. 6. His previous wonder-
ful gift to the Motion Picture Followers of
this distinct type of comedy has stood alone
in its field. Its scope has been enlarged
upon by Mr. Jacob F. Leventhal. an asso-

ciate of Mr. Bray, by an ingenious adapta-
tion of Mr. Bray's creation for scientific

uses. It lends itself to an unlimited degree
of adaptaliility in this work and has been
most successfully applied. The most note-
worthy use in the scientific field to which
this class of motion picture film has been
put, is to teach rapidly the art of warfare
to "Our Boys" by this new method. The
moving picture is being widely used in the
training of American pilots in England.

The young flying

officers who are sent

to the Armament
.School there to ac-

quaint themselves
with the use of air-

plane guns and gun
gears find their three

Fig. 8. This Is a
Sample of the Films
Being Used to Quick-
ly Teach Our Soldiers
and Sailors. They
Show, Step by Step,
the Action of Various
M e c h a n i sm s, an
"Adding Machine" in

This Instance.

weeks' course a most
inicresting one, ow-
ing p r. r 1 1 y to the

large si.are which
the moving-picture
machine plays ni the

instruction.

The pupil is not

required to sit out a

lengthy lecture read

aloud from the notes

of an instructor. In-

stead, the various
branches of gunnery
training, such as the

stripping and assem-
bling of guns and
the various points to

lie observed before,

during, and after

flight, are demon-
strated by films, ac-

companied by con-
cise explanations by
competent officers.

There are numer-
out and interesting

tricks employed by
the various produc-
ers to attain certain

desired results. Take
as an example a fig-

u r e representing
"Satan." He sud-
denly vanishes amid
a cloud of smoke.
This disappearing:;

phenomena when
portrayed on the

screen is awe-inspir-
in" and remarkably
well executed. Dur-
ing the production
of this scene the

disappearance is

{Cont. on page 408)

7. This Strip Illustrates How "Magic" Film Stories Are Photographed. The Camera Is Stopt While the Figure Walks Off the Spot
—the Bomb Is Lighted, the Camera Started Again, and Presto! You Wonder Where the Kaiser's Right-Hand Ally Went.
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The Automatic Soldier

October, 1918

By H. GERNSBACK

A S science advances, and as all sorts of

/\ infernal machines are thrown into a

/\ modern war, the men in the front
-^ -^hne trenches become less and less

anxious to bear the full brum of

high explosive shells, gas attacks, liquid fire

and what not. No matter how courageous

a body of soldiers, their morale is bound to

deteriorate considerably under a murderous
mustard gas attack, or under a modern
barrage.
As has been so often demonstrated in

this war, if the men in the first and second

line trenches can be demoralized, the enemy
as a rule can tear quite a gap into the lines,

and make his assault in strength. If we
could devise some sort of a soldier who
was bomb and shell proof and who did not

mind either liquid fire or the most vicious

kind of gas, our front line trenches would

be verv much more secure than they are

now. It would be diflScult to storm such

trenches.

This is exactly what a Danish engineer

has had in mind when he recently obtained

patents on a device which he terms an

"Automatic Soldier." Trials recently made
with a model automatic soldier are reported

to have been eminently successful.

Our front cover as well as the accom-
panying illustration shows the device

clearly. The automatic "soldier" brieflx

consists of 'a special double steel cylinder

made of shell-proof Tungsten steel or the

like. There is one outer, stationary cylinder

and a second inner cylinder, the latter tele-

scoping into the stationary one. The en-

tire device is set into trenches as shown in

our illustration, the contrivance taking the

place of a human soldier. These automa-
tons may be spaced from one to three yards

apart, and the operation is as follows

:

As already mentioned, there are two
cylinders—one. the outer, in the form of .i

can, and the inner one, in can-shape, too.

but with a dome at the top. The inner

cylinder rises up and down vertically and
normally the dome is level with the sur-

rounding land. When the "soldier" goes

into action, the inner cylinder rises eighteen

inches, which brings it above the parapet of

the trench. In other words, the automatic

soldier normally is invisible, and only can

be seen when the inner cylinder rises. The
guns as well as the entire mechanism are en-

tirely controlled by wireless, operated from
five or more miles at a distance. If the

commander wishes to open battle with his

automatons—after the aerial observer has

reported the approach of the enemy—he
merely notifies his wireless control station.

which immediately sends j)ut impulses, and

these in a well-kn

automatic soldier.

The first impulse raises the inner cylinder

above the trench. The second impulse

pushes the machine guns thru the slots of

the dome, while a third impulse may rotate

the inner cylinder so as to direct the fire.

The fourth impulse may set off the ma-
chine guns, each of which, according to its

inventor, is able to fire four hundred
rounds into any given direction.

Our front cover shows the disposition of

the aerial wires which encircle the main
steel cylinder.

It goes without saying that the fire of

the machine gun can be stopt by radio by
sending out the correct impulses at any de-

sired moment. The aerial observer flying

lediately sends out impulses, and
well-known njBimer operate the

over the trench lines containing the auto-

matic soldiers sends back his wireless re-

ports so that the fire of the automatics can

he directed where it does the most good.

The action of the device is such that the

instant the guns stop firing, the inner cylin-

der immediately sinks into the outer one,

thus disappearing from view. It goes with-

out saying that these automatons cannot

only be used to pump bullets into the on-

coming enemy, but they can be used as well

for other purposes—such as to belch forth

liquid fire or to let loose a gas attack as

depicted in our cover illustration. Perhaps
it would not be a bad idea to equip every

sixth automatic soldier with a poison gas

:ank, all of which will certainly tend to

stop the most gallant as well as vicious

attack of the enemy.
While machines of this kind seem very

cumbersome, and perhaps not efficient, be-

cause it may be argued that they cannot

think, nevertheless they would often be

very- much more valuable than the average
soldier. For one thing, the machine knows
no morale—it never retreats. It is not

much affected by rifle bullets, and only a

direct shell hit during a barrage will put
the automaton hors de combat.
The automatic soldier is not dependent

upon the rear for victuals, as the only

thing it eats is munitions with which it can
lie supplied at night by way of the trenches.

It is not affected bj- shell shock nor mus-
tard gas, and liquid fire has no effect upon
it. It never surrenders and never turns

traitor. In order to be overcome, the au-
tomatics must be destroyed one by one, pos-
sibly only by exploding large quantities of

T.N.T. against its sides. As long as the

ammunition lasts no soldier would care to

approach it. as he would never know when
tile wireless would set it off. which would
immediately bring the automaton into ac-

tion, no doubt killing the attacker.

It is difficult to see how ordinary infantry
could overcome these automatics if planted
three or four lines deep. Each trench line

would have to be won at tremendous odds,
and there is not a soldier living who would
stand up under the withering fire of such
automatons who know no fear.

A device of this kind is, of course, not
chimeric, but entirely within the realms of

present day science, and we would be very
much surprised, indeed, if the automatics
would not make their appearance soon at

strategical points along the front. Nor are
they difficult or expensive in construction,
each one of the atitomalons not neces-
sarily costing more than five or six thou-
sand dollars, which is but the price of a
modern torpedo. The wireless apparatus
does not take up much room, while the mo-
tors which drive the entire mechanism may
be readily operated by a 24-volt storage
battery placed at the Ijottom of the large
cylinder. All the rest of the mechanism is

readily worked by comprest air which can
be replenished easily at night after the au-
tomatics have gone into action during the
day. This is the case also of ammunition,
gas or chemicals for liquid fire, all of which
can be replenished during the night time by
men walking up to the machine thru lateral

trenches.

Of course if there was no action during
the day, there would be no need for re-

plenishing anything.
It should also be understood that these

automatics can be operated singly or in

groups by means of electric cables buried
into the trenches, if it is preferable to use
this method instead of the not always so

reliable wireless.

HISTORY OF THE RELAY WHEN
"HUN" MET "YANK."

There is a curious fact connected with
the history of the telegraph relay. It could
not be patented in Germany, and there-
fore could not with safety be exposed. In
18+8 two young Americans named Charles
Robinson and Charles L. Chapin had gone
there with Morse apparatus to try their

fortunes in building lines. Wheatstone had
a dial instrument in use on a short rail-

road line, but its action was feeble and un-
satisfactory. Robinson and Chapin built a
line of telegraph from Hamburg to Cux-
haven, a distance of ninety miles, by which
to transmit marine news. The magnets,
however, were carefully locked up in

boxes, just as Alfred Vail did in Washing-
ton and Philadelphia. The line worked
w'ell. The registers clicked out loud and
strong at either end. The German elec-

tricians scratched their heads and won-
dered. Finally, Steinheil was sent to make
observations. He was a man of genius
and culture and had a sort of telegraph at

work in Europe before Morse in Amer-
ica. He looked carefully around, and his

keen eyes soon saw the locked boxes. He
asked to see their contents. But the view
was courteously declined. So he turned
and complained that the Yankees kept their

secret locked, but that the action was mag-
nificent. When, however, at a later date,

he did finally know all, he gave Morse his

hand, confest himself beaten, and the two
were friends forever after.

HAS ANYBODY HERE SEEN
S-P-E-R-R-Y??

Would you lielieve that "Sperry" was
your good old friend the Experimenter in

a new dress? Of course you wouldn't! But
then you see it is like this ; All is not gold

that glitters and everything does not read
as it sounds, hence we have EkSPERRY-
menter ! In other words, "SPERRY" is a

new nickname for your good old friend

"Experimenter". Now we admit that in

our dull way of thinking, we never had an
idea like it, and it had to come all the way
from Malvern, which lies in sunny Aus-
tralia, to put us wise to it. It also appears
that the nickname for the "Experimenter"
is "Sperry" in Australia. If you don't be-

lieve it, read the following:
Editor, Electrical Experimenter :

I have been reading the Electrical
Experimenter now, for about two
years, and I think it is absolutely the

finest magazine on Electricity and
Wireless. Long Life to "Sperry" as it

is called out out here. I notice that it

is going up in price (for Australia)
with the next issue. Well, I'm sure I

(and anybody else) don't mind paying
double the price that it is going up to,

1 am, sir.

Yours truly,

(Signed) S. Robinson,
87 Dandenong Road,

Malvern, Australia.
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THE AUTOMATIC WIRELESS SOLDIER

373

.FIRING MAGNET

luiivriElu, l:ilS. by K. I>. I'o.

The Latest Brilliantly Conceived and Patented Military Weapon Is the Bullet-proof •Automatic Soldier." Loaded Up With Triple

Machine Guns For Shooting Bullets, Liquid Fire and Gas," and Finally—Controlled By Radio From a Bomb-proof Dugout—This Death-
Dealing Invention Promises to Revolutionize Modern Warfare on Land.
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Locating Submarines by Reflection
DE\'ICES for locating or detecting

tlie presence of suliniarines are in

great demand nowadays, for once
a war vessel or merchaniinan be-
comes apprised of the fact that he-

is face to face witli a sub-sea fighter, the
officer in charge will at once put himself
on the qui z'ke. The gun crews can at

once be summoned to quarters, and if the

here presented which comprises an optical
submarine detector invented by Edward S.

Jones, of Mobile. Ala. In the words of
the inventor, "This invention relates to
improvements in a scientific instrument for
locatin.sr submarines, floating mines, and
other objects of menace to navigation,
within a certain radius about the ship.

It consists primarily of a series of re-

.\ powerful electric searchlight or scries
of searchlifihts are arranged above the
optical locating device just described for
use at night, and the searchlight compart-
ment is arranged with suitable windows
and shutters so that tlie one or more beams
of light used can be swept over the water
rapidly in any formation desired. The de-
vice is effective over 180 degrees of horizon.

Copyright, 1818. by B. P. Co.

Here's the Latest Anti-Submarine Invention. The Patentee of the Scheme Illustrated Proposes to Mount a Large Concaved Reflecting Mir-
ror and a Magnifying Mirror at Some Elevated Point, as for Instance on the Mast of a Ship, and to Thus Picl< Up by Reflection the Image
of a U-Boat or Its Periscope. The Magnifying Mirror Is Ruled Off In Squares to Facilitate Measuring the U-Boat's Range and Direction.

enemy is to be located at night, the search-
light can be caused to sweep the waters,

and the vessel put over a zig-zag course,

these precautions having saved many ves-

sels from a disastrous finish as the press
reports of such encounters have indicated
in the past. Only recently there was a

case where an English merchantman spot-

ted the periscope of a submarine— in other
words, he was at once apprised of the fact

that he had to face' two kinds of warfare,
by torpedo and by gun fire. To show that

it proved valuable for the skipper of this

vessel to know what conditions he was up
against, it can be said that the captain

caused the vessel to pursue a zig-zag
course, and shortly after starting this ma-
neuver, the boat managed to just miss
by a few yards a white-nosed German tor-

pedo. Presently the submarine arose to

the surface and started firing with her
deck guns. The merchantman, however,
had the best oi the game, for being pro-
\ ided with guns both fore and aft. the

U-boat was efficiently bombarded and after

the twenty-sixth shot the sub-sea craft was
rendered helpless, and according to the

report of the merchantman's commander,
the U-boat was undoubtedly sunk.

All of which leads us to the in\ ention

Hectors, cooperatively so arranged as to

show upon a magnifying mirror the sur-

face of the sea and objects thereon within
a given radius, so that it inay be observed
from the look-out cage at the top of the

mast, as the illustration herewith depicts,

thus enabling tlie iiroper officials on board
the vessel to be instantly warned of any
danger so as to defend the ship if armed,
and to escape if unarmed."
As the drawing shows in detail, the

look-out cage is fitted with speaking
tubes as well as telephones for maintain-
ing constant communication with the

bridge and officers' quarters. In the form
of the invention here illustrated, the re-

flecting mirror is concaved, and has its

upper end broadened so as to reflect images
on the surface of the water as indicated

by the dotted lines on to the magnifying
mirror, on which the officer looks. This
magnifying mirror is preferably gradu-
ated by very fine lines running at right

angles to each other, their purpose being
to assist the observer in locating the dis-

tance the reflected image is from the ship.

The farther away the submarine or mine
happens to be, the smaller, of course, will

its image appear on the magnifying mir-
ror, and vice versa.

GERMANS USING MEXICAN
RADIO?

Activities of Germans or German-Ainer-
icans from the United States across the

Mexican Lower California border, where
a wireless plant is located, are now under
investigation by Government agents.

Reports indicate that for months groups
of about fifty Germans, changing every
week or ten days, have been found in

Mexicali, a torrid little collection of baked
shacks just across the border from Calex-
ico, Cal.

The Germans, who were never known
to visit the town before the war, now
congregate at a store started recently by
a German. This German is known to have
been active in propaganda work in the

United States before the war. The Ger-
inaus have used the wireless station there,

which is capable of commimicating with
Mexico City.

Government officials profess not to know
liow the Germans reached the town from
the United States, since the railroad is

carefully watched. It is suspected they

crost the border at a nurnber of points

in sparsely settled conimiuiitics.
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An Electric Speed and Direction Indi-

cator for Trans-Atlantic Planes

IT
is easy enough to read of making a

Trans-Atlantic aeroplane flight, but
when it comes down to actually mak-
ing sucli a trip, no one but an experi-

enced aviator, or one who has studied

the subject \ ery closely, can imagine just

what this means. In the first place, the

layman thinks mostly in terms of horse-
power and wing surface, and he argues

:

Given sufficient of these two quantities and
a good pilot, there should be no trouble at

all to fly across the Atlantic Ocean at its

greatest breadth, of say three thousand
miles or more. But he forgets one thing,

and that is, that it is almost impossible for an
aviator, no matter how experienced or well
traveled he may be, to steer a course across
such a vast expanse of water as the Atlantic
Ocean, for he cannot check his route by
any familiar or well-known land-marks

;

and even when using the latest scientific

apparatus, such as the Sperry Synchron-
ized Drift Set. which utilizes the wave
movement or a succession of movements to

warn the aviator how his machine is being
drifted or forced sidewise from the desired

and again—the wave crests might easily be
very choppy, and have a more or less con-
fused movement due to freakish air cur-
rents, and these would make it difficult

indeed, if not impossible, for the pilot to

accurately establish the true course of his

flight in relation to the earth itself.

Therefore, inventors and aviators inter-
ested in such long flights as these have
busied themselves with the devising of other
schemes and methods which would make it

possible in a TrSns-Atlantic trip for the
pilot to check up his course of flight with
the greatest accuracy possible. What avia-
tion engineers conceive to be one of the
best solutions of this problem appears to

be that recently suggested by Rear Admiral
Bradley A. Fiske of New York. His
proposition is illustrated herewith and in-
volves the towing of a small floatmg body
thru the water by an aeroplane. This plan
kills three birds with one stone, for it,

among other things, enables the distance
covered in miles or kilometers to be re-
corded in the same manner as a ship's

mechanical log; tallies the mileage covered

of his proposition specifies that for long
flights over water, an aeroplane should be
made to steer as straight a course as pos-
sible, not only laterally, but also vertically.

Thus we come to what we may call the
"aeroplane log."

This is illustrated in detail, as also in

actual use by an aeroplane in flight, in the
accompanying illustration. Among other
things, as Admiral Fiske has pointed out,

the most important information that the
aerial pilot needs to know, is not only the
length of the flight, but the direction of
flight, and tliis latter all-important quantity
can be easily found by simply towing or
hauling thru the water a small torpedo-
shaped object such as the "aeroplane log"
here illustrated. This log would measure
about one foot in length and has a diameter
of about one inch, and is secured to one
end of a long light steel wire—such as
piano wire. Before going further it is

well to point out at this juncture, that it

is perfectly feasible to utilize an "electric

log" for this purpose, and not necessarily
a purely mechanical log, as seems to be

Copyright. 1918, by E. P. Co.

The Crossing of the Atlantic Ocean by Aeroplane Is Not Such a Simple Task as it May Seem. Even for an Experienced Pilot. This Is so
Because, Until the Invention of the "Aeroplane Log" by Admiral Fiske. There Was No Way of Establishing the "Direction of Flioht." This
Device Here Illustrated in Actual LIse and in Detail, Not Only Shows the Direction of Flight but Integrates the Mileage Flown by the 'Plane.

course, he would be at a loss to utilize

such an instrument whenever ibc visibility

happened lo be low, and particularly when
low'-flying clouds or mists were encountered.
which would cut off his view of the under-
lying water. The same problem would con-
front him during night flying, especially
when the moon happened to be obscured.

each day, and also it provides physical con-
tact with the earth, and supplies a visible

index of the exact inlluence of air currents
in forcing the aeroplane laterally from its

intended compass course, besides indicating
the speed in miles per hour. By Admiral
Fiske's plan, the aeroplane would fly about
100 feet above the water. The first part

llie idea held by most of the aeronautical
engineers who ha\e discust this idea in the
technical press. .\s has been pointed out
in several of the discussions concerning
this method of indicating the direction of
flight of an aeroplane and the mileage cov-
ered, there is the objection, altho slight,

(Coiitinurd on f'age 413)
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Seaiclilights Mounted onAn ti- Aircraft Gannon

The electric searchlight has been advan-
tageously combined with many different

forms of war machinerj' in the past

few years of the great international

cataclysm across the sea, but possi-

bly one of the most unusual adap-
tations of the electric searchlight is

tliat shown herewith, which illus-

trates how the English cannon em-
ployed for the defense of London
against enemy aircraft, was fitted

with a small searchlight in order to

increase the rapidity and accuracy
of fire. The anti-aircraft gun is

mounted on a tall building or
promontory, or else on a high
powered motor truck so as to speed
rapidly from place to place. Such
a combination spells deadly accu-
racy of fire, as anyone who has ex-
perimented with the electric flash-

light pistol will have found, for when the
searchlight or flashlight beam was cen-
tered on the target, and the shell or bullet

dispatched, it struck the center of tlie

spot of light on the target; in the present
case, it would strike in the center of the
beam from the searchlight. It can readily

be imagined with what rapidity the gunners
can "spot" an enemy aeroplane or dirig-

ible and bring it down.

It would first be desirable to keep up the
volume of manufacturing power and then

McADOO WOULD ELECTRIFY ALL
RAILROADS.

Director-General of Railroads McAdou
said recently on his return from a trip

that his observation of the vast resources
of water power during the two months he-

had been absent from Washington since

the close of the last bond campaign, had
imprest him with the idea of electrifying

the railroads of the United States. If the

Government were to continue the adminis-
tration of the railroads of the country
for any prolonged period, he said, he would
be in favor of resorting to the use of elec-

tricity just as far as it could be practically

employed.
Director-General McAdoo said that for

the present nothing could be done toward
substituting water-power for coal-produced
steam, but it might come as a plain mat-
ter of ncccssitv while this war was on.

it would be required to relieve terminal
needs. Ultimately electricity would be
principally employed first of all in simplify-
ing terminal problems.
The fact that the topography of the

country was relieved by its many moun-
tain ranges, all abounding in streams that
would provide power, was a guaranty of
the practical distribution of current in the
sections that were now forging rapidly
forward in manufacturing importance.
Some of the virgin ground of ujanufac-

turing development, such as the South
along the Atlantic seaboard, especially in-

vited the consideration of this plan to re-

lieve the countn,- from the thralldom of
coal mining and shipment, according to

Mr. McAdoo. He held that even if there

were no such great necessity to conserve
our coal suoply, the fact that transporta-
tion limits the available power of our coal

would of itself justify transforming many
of our railroads to electrical systems.

The Secretary suggested that probably
electrification would be actually under-
taken while the Government had control

of the railroads, and that the problem would
be attacked at the most favorable points ii

the country where the static value of water
was most obvious and the cost of raakin"

the change from steam to electricity would
be comparatively slight.

/ ^ .vXl?^^ks^^P-

gism

U-BOAT IN SPANISH
PORT DIRECTS
RAIDS BY RADIO.
Investigation has dis-

closed that the German
submarine U-.'i6, which re-

cently arrived at Santan-
dcr, Spain, under its own
power, had been in com-
munication with other
U-boats at sea.

Commander Reisser of
the U-boat, repeatedly was
seen signaling toward the

sea. while the Spanish gov-
ernment intercepted wire-
loss messages from the U-
.^6 after a French steamer
was sunk and its crew
killed by a submarine.

It is quite obvious that

the U-S6 was sent to San-
tander to orcanize the de-
struction of .Allied and
Spanish shipping from a

favorable spot, it is be-
lieved.

English Anti-Alrcraft Guns Used In the Aerial Defense of
London Have Been Fitted With Searchlights to Increase the
Accuracy and Rapidity of Fire, This Unit Being Mounted on

a Motor Truck.

FRENCH VIEW OF
ELECTRICITY IN
MODERN WAR.
The important part

played by electricity in the
modern war game is set

October, 1918

forth in an entire number recently given
over to the subject by the leading French
magazine, Je Sais Tout. Trench warfare
has imposed the use of the telephone for

the transmission of orders, for reports and
for communications of all kinds. In order,

however, that it should be the ideal

agent of communication, there are
certain features attending the use
of electricity in this connection not
necessary in times of peace.

Communication must be secret,

and the wires must be placed so
tliat they cannot be destroyed by
sliot or shell. In the first days of
the war the Boches quite success-
fully tapt the French wires. Their
listening posts were discovered, and
the telephone officer attached to
each regiment has so disposed of
wires and currents that secrecy is

now assured.

.\ means of making use of the
electric magnet under water has

been devised in Japan, and it promises to be
of great assistance in locating sunken ves-
sels, to recover which salvage operations on
a big scale are expected after the war.

ARC-WELDING SAVES MONEY.
.'Krc-welding by electricity has been

brought prominently before the public thro
the fact that it was used to restore the
broken engine castings of the interned Ger-
man steamships. When breaking these cast-
ings the much learned (?) and foxy Ger-
mans thought they could not be repaired,
and that it would require a year or more to
replace them. However, even before the

Welding High-Speed Steel Tips on Tool
Shanks of Ordinary Steel by the Arc Method.

ships could be otherwise overhauled and
made ready for transport service the broken
castings had all been repaired and were
good as new. This achievement has imprest
the value of arc-welding upon the minds
of many shop managers, and in many plants

castings and other parts of apparatus which
in the past would have been scrapped as
hopelessly damaged, are now perfectly re-

stored by the arc-welding process at small
cost and great saving of time.

One large manufacturer, working on mu-
nitions, has installed an arc-welding equip-
ment for the sole purpose of making tools

for turning shells.

Ordinarily these tools are made from
high speed steel and cost about $12.00 each.

This manufacturer uses high-speed steel

for the tip of the tool only, welding it to a
shank of carbon- or machine-steel, and in

this manner the tools are produced at a

cost of $2.00 to $4.00. For some time this

plant has been turning out 240 welded
tools per day, the men working in shifts

of four, which is the capacity of the outfit

illustrated.

—

Photo courtesy IVestinghouse
f.Icctric Co.
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Why Not Electricity from the Ocean?
WHILE all of the vast resources of

the country are being combed and
reconibed by the various experts
connected with the National Gov-
ernment in order to produce the

greatest output of war materials at tlie most
economical cost, and also to conserve the

The basic idea of this wave motor involves
the utilization of the powerful lifting force
exerted by the waves as they rise and fall,

and to this end the inventor proposes the
used of large steel float members, each float

in a commercial sized machine to measure
about eighty feet square, thus giving an

be fed into storage batteries, and also to

the wires supplying electric lights, etc. The
smaller illustration shows a perfect model
of this unique wave power plant built by
Mr. Stodder, and in which the float member
is shown suspended by the upper and lower
end cables aforementioned, each cable be-

The Latest Idea in Wave Motors— It Comprises an Extended Series of Buoyant Tanks or "Floats," Each Float Rising and Falling with the
Waves and Serving to Compress Air. The Comprest Air Drives a Pneumatic Motor Connected to a Dynamo, Thus Producing Free Electric-

ity From the Ocean Waves.

great resources of the nation to the highest

possible degree, a stupendous amount of
power is daily and hourly going to waste,
viz., that hydro-electric power which is not

being developed as yet.

The rivers, lakes and waterfalls of the

country represent a source of energy suffi-

cient to care for a large proportion of all

the needs required for our industrial and
social life, if they could be harnest and
applied to our requirements in an efficient

manner; some of these waterpower develop-
ments, however, would prove uneconomical
owing to the high initial cost in harnessing
them to our needs.

Waterpower is not, however, confined
to rivers, lakes and waterfalls, but there is

constantly millions of horse-

power going to waste in the

action of the ocean waves
along our sea-coasts of which
we have several thousand miles

on the Atlantic and Pacific sea-

boards. With the idea in mind
of utilizing the gigantic power
inherent in this constant wave
motion which perpetually rolls

up on our beaches day after

day. year in and year out, a
Yankee inventor, Mr. E. T.
Stodder of New Rochelle, N.
Y., has given a large amount
of his time to the study of
ti'nir motors and devices in-

tended to turn to industrial
uses the great power which
they possess. His invention is

shown in the illustrations here-
with.

The larger view shows how
Mr. Stodder's wave motor
would be installed in a manner
whichmuchresemblesone of the
large steel piers to be found at

any of our seashore resorts.

area on which the wave can exert a lifting

action, of 6,400 square feet, while a num-
ber of these floats can be placed along the
pier as our illustration shows. At each end
of these steel float members, which are air-

tight of course, there arc two steel cables

which lead upward to specially devised air

compressors, so that no matter in which
direction the float rises or falls, efficient

work is perforiTied by each and every move-
ment of the float.

All of the comprest air generators con-
nected with the cables from the floats, are
connected with a main pipe line, and this

in turn feeds a comprest air motor con-
nected with an electric dynamo. The dy-
namo produces electrical energy which can

Model of New Wave Motor Built by Its Inventor, and Dem
How Each "Float" Operates Alternately Eight Air Compres

Utilizing Effectively Every Motion of the "Float."

ing connected by suitable pulleys and bal-

ance weights to its own air compressor

;

which in this case was a small steam en-

gine. As becomes evident, the inventor has
used eight of these engines, and the model
demonstrates very effectively the correct-

ness of his theory and ideas along this line.

There are several very good features as

disclosed by Mr. Stodder, and among others

we find the following: By extending the

pier out into the ocean, as the illustration

shows, and by having a successive series of

floats arranged along the pier, use is made
of each wave as it progressively rises and
falls in its motion toward the shore, and
thus a steady stream of comprest air is

kept flowing thru the pipe line to the pneu-
matic motors and dynamos.
Owing to the fact that while
one float may be all the way
down or part of the way up,

another one may be two-thirds
the way up to the limit of its

motion, etc. By looking at the

various positions of the suc-
cessive floats in the illustration,

this feature will be more clear-
ly understood. The invention
seems to be better in this re-

spect than those designed to be
installed in any one spot, and
which are intended to absorb
the energy from the waves as
they pass that spot, fn such a
case it is evident that as the
wave recedes from the side of
the wave motor, then practical-
ly no power is given to the
floats or other devices which
may have been provided. Also,
ill one wave power turbine de-
vised for the purpose, the re-

ceding waves could not clear
the blades efficiently.

(Continued on page 413)

onstrating
ors. Thus
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This Car Carries a Complete 'Tcnver House'
What is believed to be the most powerful

self-propelled car yet built in the United

States has been placed in service on the lines

of the Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis

Railroad. <

hours of sunshine receives heat equivalent

to the combustion of more than 2,600 tons

of coal. And we scientific barbarians can't

as yet harness 1/1,000 of one per cent, of it.

Some day we may learn how.

The Latest Type of Gas-Electric Car. It is Driven by Electric Motors Which Derive Their Power from an Oil

Engine Driven Dynamo. A Storage Battery Floats On the Electric System to Care for Extra Demands On As-

cending Grades, Etc. No Trolley is Required as the Power Plant is Self-Contained. Electric Drive '- "—
to Maintain Even Engine Speed and Great Flexibility of Drive.

Built by a New York locomotive con-

cern, it has a 150-horsepower oil engine of

the standard four-cycle eight cylinder ma-
rine type direct connected to a 100 K. \V.

diflferential compound wound 250-volt di-

rect-current generator running at a constant

speed of 1,000 r.p.m.

A storage batterj' having a rated capacity

of 438 ampere hours at a five-hour rate is

also installed, the combination of generator

and storage battery providing ample reserve

power for peak loads. The car is propelled

by electric motors attached to the axles,

thus providing the most flexible control pos-

sible. It is the same principle as that used
in the new electric-drive warships, which
have shown the quickest and most fle.xible

control of any arrangement heretofore util-

ized. The engine burns either kerosene or

fuel oil. The oil passes from the storage

tank to a gas generator placed in the muffler

of the exhaust. From the generator the gas

passes directly to the cylinders of the en-

gine, being mixed with air in the proportion
of one part of gas to six of air.

The storage battcrj- is suspended under-
neath the car body and operates in parallel

with the generator, which is so constructed
that the voltage automatically coincides

with that of the battery. The generator will

deliver current up to its capacity, while at

the same time it works in unison with the

storage battery which delivers any excess
of current the load may require. The bat-

tery will deliver 400-horsepower for five

minutes. 210-horsepower for fifteen min-
utes, 93-horsepower for one hour, and 30-

horsepower for five hours. This power is

in addition to the 150-horsepower developed
by the generator, so that the car has an
abundance of power for acceleration or
while ascending hea\y grades. With this

arrangement the engine works at nearly
full load at all times, and the efficiency is

therefore a maximum. All the power re-

quired above the capacitj' of the engine is

supplied by the battery, and all power gen-
erated by the engine and not required to

drive the car is employed to charge the
battery-, which furnishes a convenient source
of energj- for starting the engine, lighting

the car, operating the auxiliaries and in case
of emergency driving the car itself.

ELECTRIC RIVETERS WORK
RAPIDLY.

Electric riveting machines are now being

used in the erection of the huge steel work.
Tlie machines hammer home the rivets in

short order, and by their use some good
speed is being made in the work.

An electric heater has been invented to

prevent moisture collecting on an auto-

mobile wind shield.

According to an Italian scientist's figures,

a square mile of the earth's surface in six

MODERN ROTARY ELECTRIC
BLUE-PRINTERS.
By Frank C. Perkins

The accompanying illustration shows a

rapid, continuous electric blue-printing ma-'

chine in operation in connection with an au-
tomatic washing and drying machine, as de-

veloped at Chicago, 111., and showing the

course of paper thru the machine.
It is pointed out that in these days of

business activity every engineering depart-
ment feels the necessity of having its own
up-to-date blue-print plant. Today the blue-
print is the expression of the finished work
of the drafting-room and they are being
used in an ever-increasing volume, especial-

ly by the ."Vrmy and Navy Departments.
The photograph shows in

operation a new blue-print-

ing equipment, which is

really three machines in one
—printing, washing and dry-
ing by one continuous oper-
ation. No valuable space is

taken up by open wash-
trays and there are no wet
floors and no lines of drip-

ping prints. The equipment
occupies only 55^ x 6j4 feet

of floor space, and is clean

and noiseless.

There is only one operator
required. He stands in

front of the printer and
places the tracings on the
sensitized paper as it is pass-
ing thru the machine. To-
gether the tracings and
oaper are carried up past a
Innk of powerful arc lamps,
the tracings being returned
automatically to the tray in

front of the operator, while

the exposed paper is carried back, passing

lirst tliru a bath of clear water, then tliru a

bath consisting of a weak solution of bi-

cliromat of potash or bichromat of soda, and
lastly thru another clear-water wash, after

which it passes up over the dryer and down
into the rolling-up device at the back of the

macliinc. where the finished prints are auto-

matically wound up into

a loose roll, perfectly

free from wrinkles or
distortions and ready
for use. The entire

process is accomplisht
without waste.

It is claimed that

these machines have a

capacity of five to six

linear feet per minute,
or 100 to 120 yards (the

equivalent of ISO, 24 x
36 - inch prints) per
hour, which has been
proven to be as fast as

an operator can prop-
erly handle the average
run of tracings and
keep the paper covered.
At this speed the great-

est economy is effected;

no light or paper is

wasted, and the prints

are thoroly washed and
evenly dried. By this

method blue-prints of
the finest quality are produced on either

paper or cloth.

It may be stated that the electric dryer
is provided with a series of switches so
that ihe heat can be regulated in accord-
ance with the speed at which the printer

is being run.
The arc lamps are especially rich in the

actinic or violet ray necessary for blue-

printing. Each lamp is independently con-
nected in at the bottom, and is controlled by
a knife switch mounted in a metal box of

approved design, which is located at the left-

hand end of the machine. It is only neces-
sary to burn a sufficient number of lamps
to cover the width of the paper being
printed. Thus again no electricity is wasted.
There is a fan for circulating the air

mounted on the left-hand end of the printer,

and obviates all danger of breakage of the
contact glass.

Used

A Remarkably Fast Electric Blue-Printing Machine. It

Prints, Washes and Dries the Prints—All in One Continu-
ous Operation. One of These Machines Has a Capacity of
Five to Six Linear Feet of Finished Blue-Print Per Minute.
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TREATING OLD MASTERS WITH
X-RAY.

Interesting experiments have been con-

ducted at Munich and \ienua in the exam-
ination of old portraits with Roentgen rays.

One of the curators of the art museum used
the X-rays on an old Madonna portrait

and discovered evidence of a later over-
painting. In \ienna, Prof. Max Dvorak
applied the same test to a picture of the

Mantegna School, which had been badly
disligured by later attempts at reconstruc-

tion. The X-ray photograph disclosed per-

fectly the original contour of the painting.

ELECTRIC ESCALATOR HANDLES
RAILWAY STATION TRAFFIC.

Every raihva\- terminal where the tracks

are either elevated or deprest, or where
passengers must be moved from level to

level, will find the electric escalator or mov-
ing stairway of service.

The watchful and progressive railroad

companies have spared no expense to make
travel pleasant and comfortable, and now
many of them are improving their terminal

service by installing these escalators. The
photo shows one of these interesting instal-

lations in the Pennsylvania Railroad Ter-
minal in New York City.

During the morning hours the service

is taxed practically to its capacity, about
11,000 people per hour. That the escalator

is popular with the traveling public has been
proved many times. Ninety-eight per cent

of the people using this exit, travel on the

escalator. The old-time stairway adjoining
has been practicall}' aliandoned. No one
will sap his strength or waste his energy
in climbing stairs when he can ride, and many
people will w'alk considerable distances

to ride one or two stories on an escalator.

The continuous stairway belt is driven by
electric motoas. They are so designed that

the passengers clothes cannot be caught
and furthermore when they reach either

the upper or lower floor levels the peculiar

shape of the step elements causes the feet

to be pushed off on the floor without dan-
ger of catching.

TREATS ROENTGEN RAY ILLS
WITH RADIUM.

Tlie Journal of the -Vmerican Medical
.Association publishes a paper by Dr. Rob-
ert Abbe on "Roentgen Ray Epithelions,

curable by Radium,
an Apparent Para-
do.x," which was read
at the last session of
the association in San
Francisco in which
the surgeon after cit-

ing cases wherein
were effected cures
of Roentgen ray in-

juries, so common
among those who
work with the X-
rays, says

:

"I may say that no
cases have presented
themselves to me of
chronic dermal
Roentgen ray disease
in the early stages
of thick patches,
cracked, ulcerated
and painful, or of the
epithelial growths of
basil cell type on the
back of the left hand
of those who have in

past years used that
hand to test the tubes
which have not yield-
ed to radium ther-
apy."

Dr. Abbe presented
to a gathering of
roentgenologists a t

the British Medical
Association meeting
tw^o years ago the
possibility of curing
the disease in its

early stage by ra-
dium, and most of
the physicians were
skeptical but he met
one from Australia
who had found in his

own e.x-

perience
that the

applica-
t i o n of
r a d ium
had kept
his hands

ELECTRIC AIR WARNING SIGNS
USED IN ENGLAND.

In England the air warning signals are
now supplemented by electric signs which
flash out the unwelcome news as soon as

London and All the Larger English Cities Are Now Supplied With
Electric "Air Raid" Warning Signs. As Soon As a "Boche" Aerial
Attack Is Imminent the Signs Flash "Take Cover"—When the Raid
is Over They Show "All Clear." Electric Bells and Sirens Give the

Audible Signal.

Electrically Operated Step Escalator, or inclined Moving
Stairway, For Transferring Passengers From Floor to Floor
of a Store or Building, Which Eliminates Elevator Attend-
ants. This Installation Is in the Pennsylvania Railroad

Station, New York City.

well. Dr. Abbe said

that no efficient action of radi-

um is beneficial in the advanced
stage of epitheliomas, so far as

he can yet see, but in the early

stage of the disease, he said, the

cure may be assured.
He treated his first case in

1903. The patient developed
typical epithelioma of the back
of the left hand, and one appli-

cation of radiimi cured it.

There has been no recurrence
after twelve years. Ten cases

of physicians whose hands, dis-

eased by the Roentgen ray,

were treated by him and all, he
said, have shown the happy re-

sults of radium treatment.
"It seems almost a paradox

of radiology," Dr. Abbe said,

"that the accepted use of a

heavy gamma radiation from
a Roentgen tube will cause a
diseased condition of the skin
which a similar radiation from
a tube of radium will cure.
This becomes intelligible when
wc know that the output of
the Roentgen ray tube is almost
wholly composed of hard, pene-
trating, irritating gamma rays."
This is indeed good news.

'

the sirens start "booing." So as a measure
of safety in Great Britain during the war,

electric signs are now installed in all the

large coastal cities to warn citizens against

anticipated air raids. The signs are rectan-

gular in shape, provided with clamps for

mounting on lamp posts. They bear the

wording "TAKE COVER—ALL CLEAR"
with switching apparatus, so that the words
'Take Cover" can be shown, and when the

danger has past, the words "All Clear" can

be illuminated.

RADIUM IN GOLF BALLS.

The use of radium in golf balls is ex-

plained in the following manner. It is

not the radium itself, but the residue after

the radium is extracted.

There is about 10 cents worth in the ball

that is on the market now, which seems
to be about the right proportion.

Uranium, which is the ore that radium is

extracted from, is not expensive, but w'hen

it requires so many different processes to

get the tiniest bit of the pure article, the

cost amounts to a fabulous sum.
It is the heat in the radio-activity that

warms the rubber and keeps the ball alive.

Warm ruljber will respond to the driver

much quicker than if it were cold. Ouimet
has used these balls with great success.
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Tesla Has New Pointless Lightning Rod
SIXCE the introduction of the light-

ning rod over one hundred years ago
by Benjamin Frankhn, its adoption
as a means of protection against de-
structive atmospheric discharges such

as lightning bolts, has been practically uni-

versal. In a recent discussion on the sub-

ject of lightning protection, Dr. Nikola
Tesla of New York, brings out many in-

teresting facts not generally known concern-
ing the real efficacy of the ordinary light-

ning rod as installed on houses, barns and
public buildings all over the world.

Says, Dr. Tesla, "The efficacy of the or-

dinary lightning rod is to a certain degree
unquestionably establisht thru statistical

records, but there is generally prevalent,

nevertheless, a singular theoretical fallacy

as to its operation, and its construction is

radically defective in one feature, namely
its typical pointed terminal." In his new
form of lightning protecting rod and ter-

samc, facilitates the passage of the bolt.

Therefore it increases the probability of a

lightning discharge in the vicinity. The
f^uidamental facts underlying this type of
lightning-rod are : First, it attracts light-

ning, so that it will be struck oftener than
would be the building if it were not present

;

second, it renders harmless most, but not all,

of the discharges which it receives ; third,

by rendering the air conductive, and for

other reasons, it is sometimes the cause of

damage to neighboring objects; and fourth,

on the whole, its power of preventing in-

jury predominates, more or less, over the
hazards it invites.

By contrast, Tesla's new lightning pro-
tector is founded on principles diametrical-
ly opposite. Its terminal has a large sur-

face. It secures a very lon' density and pre-
serves the insulating qualities of the

ambient medium, thereby minimizing leak-

age, and thus acting as a quasi-repellant to
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Nikola Tesla, Expert on High Frequency Currents. Such As Lightning Discharges, Has
Recently Patented the New "Rounded" Form of Lightning Rod, Which He States is Superior
to the Time-Honored "Pointed" Rods so Familiar to All of Us. Also, Dr. Tesla Has Good

Reasons For This Radical Departure in Lightning Rod Design.

minal here illustrated, Tesla avoids all such
points on the metal parts facing skyward,
and uses an entirely different form and
arrangement of terminals.

In permitting leakage into the air, the

needle-shaped lightning rod is popularly be-
lieved to perform two functions : one to

di^in the ground of its negative elec-

tricity, the other to neutralize the positive

electricity of the clouds. To some degree
it does both. But a systematic study of
electrical disturbances in the earth has made
it palpably evident that the action of Frank-
lin's conductor, as commonly interpreted,

is chiefly illusionary. .Actual measurement
proves the quantity of electricity escaping
even from many points, to be entirely in-

significant when compared with that induced
within a considerable terrestrial area, and of
no moment whatever in the process of dissi-

pation. But it is true that the negatively
charged air in the vicinity of the rod, ren-
dered conductive thru the influence of the

increase enormously the safelj' factor.

.\n understanding of but part of the truths

relative to electrical discharges, and their

misapplication due to the want of fuller

appreciation has doubtless been responsible
for the Franklin lightning rod taking its

conventional fointcd form, but theoretical

considerations, and the important discover-

ies that have been made in the course of
investigations with a Tesla wireless trans-

mitter of great activity by which arcs of a

volume and tension actually comparable to

those occurring in nature were obtained, at

once establish the fallacy of the hitherto

prevailing notion on which the Franklin
type of rod is based and show the distincti\ e

novelty of this new lightning protector.

Practical estimates of the electrical quan-
tities concerned in natural disturbances
show, moveover. how absolutely impossible
are the functions attributed to the pointed
lightning conductor. A single cloud may
contain several billion electric units, or

more, inducing in the earth an equivalent
amount, which a number of lightning rods
could not neutralice in many years. Par-
ticularly to instance conditions that may
have to be met, reference is made to an
actual case (in 1904) wherein it appears that

upon one occasion approximately 12,000
strokes occurred within two hours, all with-
in a radius of less than 31 miles from the

place of observation.

But altho the pointed lightning rod is

quite ineffective in the one respect noted,
it has the property of attracting lightning

to a high degree,—first, on account of its

shape and secondly, because it ionizes and
renders conductive the surrounding air.

This has been unquestionably establisht in

long continued tests with the Tesla wire-
less transmitter above-mentioned, the in-

ventor claims, and in this feature lies the

chief disadvantage of the Franklin type of
protector.

In Fig. A and Fig. B, different forms
of such low density terminals and the

arrangement of the same are illustrated.

In Fig. A, there is a cast or spun metal shell

of ellipsoidal outline, having on its under
side a sleeve with a bushing of porcelain

or other insulating material, adapted to be
slipt tightly on a metal rod, which may be
an ordinary lightning conductor. Fig. B
shows another form of terminal made up
of rounded or fiat metal bars radiating

from a central hub, which is supported
directly on a metal rod and in electrical con-
tact with the same. The special object of
this type is to reduce the wind resistance,

but it is essential that the bars have a

sufficient area to insure small electro-static

density, and also that they are close enough
to make the aggregate capacity nearly equal
to that of a continuous shell of the same
outside dimensions. The general view of
the building shows a cupola-shaped and
earthed metal dome carried by a chimney,
serving in this way the twofold practical

purpose of hood and protector.

From the foregoing it will be clear that

in all cases the new Tesla terminal prevents
leakage of electricity and attendant ioniza-

tion of the air. It is immaterial to this end
whether it is insulated or not. Should it be

struck the current will pass readily to the

ground either directly or, as in Fig. A,
thru a small air-gap between. But such an
accident is rendered extremely improbable
owing to the fact that there are everywhere
points and projections on which the ter-

restrial charge attains a high density and
where the air is ionized. Thus the action of

the improved protector is equivalent to a

repellant force. This being so, it is not

necessary to support it at a great height,

but the ground connection should be made
with the usual care and tlie conductor lead-

ing to it must be of as small a self-induc-

tion and resistance as practicable. Tesla

has taken out a patent on this new lightning

protector.

ELECTRIC VEHICLES IN
NORWAY.

Electric vehicles are now receiving con-

siderable attention and encouragement in

Norway for every form of mechanical pro-

pulsion. Heretofore gasoline cars have

been practically the only machines in use

in the country. For several months past

no gasoline has been received, and as there

are but few electric cars in Norway, auto-

mobiles have practically disappeared.
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Are Aeroplane Parachutes Practical?
Bv W. EDOUARD HA.EUSSLER

THE writer, who has been following
aviation for the past few years, and
who has had experience in actual

Hying, having owned an aeroplane,

became interested in an editorial

debate on the subject of "Airplane Para-
chutes," appearing in the New York Times,
wherein Mr. Adrian Van Muffling, by pro-

fession a Chief Aero Engine Instructor at

a New York Aeroplane School, gives ut-

terance to such speeches as: "If an air-

plane comes down 'out of control' it is

the duty as well as the natural tendency
of the pilot to 'stick it out' and to do his

uttermost to regain equilibrium. If he hap-
jiens to be high enough the chances are

in favor of his doing so before connection
with the ground is made. By the time he
realizes that it is too late for him to right

his machine before crashing it will be loo

late for the parachute to open, provided
he could possibly manage to jump clear of
it into space."

Wherein he shows that his estimation of
the value of an aviator, the cost of whose
training aggregates some $10,000, is less

than the value of. the machine in which he
is flying and further that if the machine
comes down out of control it is the duty
of the pilot to come down with it, and
calmly "stick it out".

Were I to be granted the opportunity
of seeing Mr. Muffling in a flying machine
that was equipt with a "parachute," de-

spite hs weak reasons why this is impos-
sible, I am most positive that he would
use the parachute in the case of an acci-

dent and would not adhere to the duty of
"sticking it out." The balance of his text

explains in a large volume of words the

idea that it is impossible to get out of the

pilot's seat and fall clear of the dropping
plane, by the use of a parachute.
The diagram shown in the semi-cir-

cular illustration below will give the reader

a clear idea of the various positions in

which the machine may fall while out of

control, and that in these positions the

parachute w'ill operate with sufficient cer-

tainty that a great percentage of the fatal-

ities up to date could have been prevented.
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the device is simple and easy to understand.
The lever marked A, is pulled when it is

desired to release the parachute B, which is

placed on the upper side of the fuselage.

Piercez. He was

Diagram showing relative posifions offhe

foiling plane in yyhich parachule 'i ora/MIe

for use
.,

CopjriBht, 1918, by E. P. Co.

It may also be of interest to make refer-

ence here to a parachute being used suc-

cessfully in Rheims on October 16th, 1913,

by a young French airman, Louis Renault
the designer of the

parachute device

shown in our illustra-

tion and he attached

his invention to a

Nieuport monoplane.
On the day that he
made his test flight,

he sat in the ob-
server's seat and had
the parachute strapt

to his shoulder belt.

Another aviator pi-

loted the machine.
The weather was
squally and he was
warned not to make
the trip ; he, however,
started, heedless of
the admonition and
when about 2,000 feet

in the air and making
a turn, a sudden
heavy gust of wind
struck his right plane
and crumpled it! His
life was saved by his

parachute device,
while the pilot "stuck
it out" and was killed !

Louis Piercez was
killed in 1914 in an
automobile accident,
and his device has not
been exploited any
further, except by the

Huns. The action of

Side Elevation, Wings Detached, of the Nieu-
port IVIonoplane, Used by Louis Piercez, with
His Device Attached Wherein A is the
Emergency lever, B the Collapsed Parachute,
C the Wind Board, D the Guide Rail for
Wind Board, E Bolt Liberating C. and X
Position of the Parachute When Partially
Inflated by the Forced Air Current Due to

the Falling of the Plane Thru the Air.

The pulling of the lever causes air curtain

C, to slide down or up, according to the po-

sition of the machine. It is spring loaded

and is forced down with a snap. The for-

ward or downward motion of the plane

causes a rush of air which fills the para-

chute and lifts the pilot free of the ma-
chine ; the machine dropping from under

him. It therefore becomes apparent that he

has not so difficult a task to become free

from the machine as Mr. Muffling would

have it. The Times editors, who are very

keen on correcting letters from the readers

that may in any way be misunderstood, make
comment on Mr. Muffling's letter, under

the heading of "His answer hardly con-

vincing"—wherein one of the paragraphs

is directly to the point and fully coincides

with the writer's ideas on the subject. This

editorial paragraph in part read ;

—"that if

this device were always at the aviator's

command some of the fatalities that now
occur could be prevented, or that to have

the lives of even a few of these enor-

mously valuable men would be worth ivhilc.

Still less did the expert's argument meet

the fact that, according to a report of trust-

worthy origin, a German aviator was seen,

this week, to extricate himself and a para-

chute from an airplane that was falling

in flames." And that an aviator "is not a

man who can be replaced by the first man
on ivhom the Government is wilting to make
another like expenditure. He is literally 'a

rare bird' and to lose him unnecessarily is

worse than unwise." Therefore one may
readily see that even the daily press is not

falling in line and "gobbling up" mere rnen-

tion of a certain thing being impossible,

and letting it go at that. We are now liv-

ing in an era where impossible and can not

should be stricken from our vocabulary.

This is the age of wonders and when an

idea does not work against the principles of

Nature, it is possible. At least let us try it

out thorolv.
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Popular Astronomy
THE PLANET M ARS—FOU RTH PAPER

By ISABEL M. LEWIS
Of the I'. S. Naval Observatory

NO planet in our solar system arouses
more interest in the popular mind
than our near neighbor Mars. This
is due partly to the nature of the

surface markings of the ruddy
planet, which are more clearly visible than

As a result the distance of Mars from the

earth at opposition, when it is best seen,

\aries from thirty-five million miles for a

near or favorable opposition to sixty-one

million miles for a distant or unfavorable
opposition, depending upon the position

Two Views of the Planet Mars, Photographed With the Mount Wilson 60-inch Reflector. The
Large View is a Photo Taken on October 4th, While the Small Photograph Was Taken on
November 3rd. At the Time the First Picture Was Taken Mars Was Near Opposition and
Consequently Showed Up Much Larger Than When the Second Picture Was Taken As By

That Time Mars Had Receded Quite a Good Deal and Therefore Appears Smaller.

those of any other planet, and partly to the

strong possibility of the existence of life

there.

One would naturally expect that W^nus,

—

the earth's twin planet in size, mass and
density, the nearest to us of all the planet^

and as likely as Mars to be the abode of

life, since it is possest of a dense atmos-
phere filled with water vapor,—would have
a greater interest for us than Mars. How-
ever the great density of this planet's clovid-

ladened atmosphere renders observations of

its surface markings so difficult that even
to the present day the period of its rotation

on its axis, which determines the length of

its day and night, is unknown. Moreover,
the orbit of V^enus, tho nearer to the earth

than the orbit of Mars lies Iietween tlie

earth's orbit and the sun, which makes ob-

servation of this planet still more difficult.

When best situated for observation \'enus

shows the phase of a half moon or crescent,

half or more than half of its disk beiiif;

unillumituited. and it is then within about
forty-live degrees of tlic sun. Mars, on tlie

other hand, is better situated for observa-
tion than any other planet. It is the onh'
one of the terrestrial planets whose orbit

lies beyond the earth's orbit. When in op-

position to the sun it is on the meridian at

midnight and is visible from sunset to sun-

rise. For these reasons, Venus, the most
brilliant and beautiful of all the planets, is

less interesting to observe telescopically

than fiery Mars, which in size is next to the

smallest of all the planets.

The orbi; of Mars departs more from the
circular form than that of any other planet

with the exception of Mercury. Its eccen-
tricity is nearly one-tenth and its distance

from the sun at perihelion, or nearest ap-
proach, is tw'ent>-six and a half million
miles less than when it is in afihcUon or the

point in its i.rbit furthest from the sun.

Mars occupies in its orbit at the time of

[he opposition. Of course the apparent di-

ameter of the planet's disk and its brill-

iancy are considerably less wlicn opposition

occurs near the aphelion point in its orbit

than when it occurs near the perihelion

point. The relative lirightness of the planet

in the two positions are in tlie ratio of one
to four. Favorable oppositions of the planet

occur every fifteen or seventeen years and
at such times the unusual brilliancy of the

planet makes it a most striking object in

the heavens, the rival of Jupiter in splen-

dor. Furthermore, Mars is always easily

distinguished from all the oilier planets by
its deep red tinge.

The year of the

Martians, granted
there are such, is 687
days, or 1 year lO''!-

months in length, but

the time that elapses

between successive op-

positions of .Mars
with the earth is

greater, due to motion
cif the earth in the in-

terval. It is equal to

780 days or a little

more than two years,

so observations of the

planet, which can only
lie made satisfactorily

near the time of oppo-
sition, are olitained in

alternate years for

several months pre-
ceding and following
the date of opposition.

The equator of
Mars is inclined near-
ly twenty-four de-
grees to the plane of
its orbit, which is

al)Out half a degree more than the inclina-

tion of the earth's equator to its orbit. As
a result Mars has seasons very similar to

otir own. a little more pronounced, since

the inclination is greater, and nearly twice

as long since the Martian year is nearly

e(|ual to two of our \cars.

Observations of surface markings on
]\lars have been recorded for more than

two hundred and fifty years, the earliest ob-

servaiiuns being those of Hooke and Cassini

in IbOti. One result of these long continued
observations has been a very accurate de-

termination of the length of the Martian
day. or the period of its rotation on its

axis, which is given as 24h 37m. 22.67s.

This value is in error less than two hun-
dredths of a second and shows to what a

high degree of accuracy it is possible to

determine certain astronomical results.

Mars. then, closely resembles the earth

in the length of its day and night.

The mean annual temperature of the

earth is 60° Fahrenheit. If it were situated

at the distance of Mars from the sun it

would receive per unit area only 43% of

the light and heal that it now receives and
it can be shown tliat its temperature would
be 3y° below zero on the Fahrenheit scale.

If. then, the atmosphere of Mars were simi-

lar in composition and density to our own
and if the nature of surfaces of the two
planets were the same.—two very doubtful
assumptions.—the temperature of Mars
would approximate —39° F. There are rea-

sons for assuming that this estimate of the

average yearly iMartian temperature is

much too low. Prof. W. H. Pickering, one
of the leading observers of the planet

-Mars at the present time, advances evidence

to show that the mean daily temperature at

the Martian equator thruout the year can-
not be far from the freezing point and
that tropical frosts are to be expected at

any Martian season and, in fact, have been
observed during the opposition just past

ill the Martian morning.
Even the early observers of Mars with

the aid of telescopes far inferior to the

best telescopes of to-day noted the most
prominent markings of the planet's surface.

MARS
09-14)

Jan.ii. March ZS

Vegetation increasing North
and decfeasiny South.

Interesting Photogra
creasing North and
In 1914 Show Also So

phs Showing Vegetation on Planet Mars In-

Decreasing South. These Photographs Taken
me of the More Prominent Canals. Photos by

Lowell Observatory.
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Two Different Views of the Planet Mars. As IVIars is Turning On Its Axis Once in Every Twenty-four Hours the Same as the Earth, We Are
Abie to See the Entire Surface of the IVIartian Globe During That Time. The Views Shown Here Are Taken Six Hours Apart From Each Other.
Photographs Were IVlade During the Opposition of 1911 When IVlars Was Some 47 Million Miles Distant From the Earth. In 1924 the Two Planets
Will Be About 36 Million Miles Apart, the Smallest Distance Ever Reached Being 35 Million Miles. Photos Show the Top South—the Bottom
North, as in the Telescope All Objects Are Turned Upside Down. The White Patch At the Bottom Is the North Polar Snow-cap. The South-
ern Cap is Not in Evidence, It Having Already Melted At the Beginning of the Martian Summer. The Melted Water Has Been Conducted
Equatorward By the Canals. The Light Areas Are Supposed to Be Deserts. Nearly All Canals Are Perfectly Straight, the Ones Near the
Edges of the Photograph Appearing Curved Only Because We Are Looiting on a Globe and Not on a Plane Surface. Photo Courtesy of the

Late Prof. Percival Lowell, Flagstaff Observatory, Flagstaff, Ariz.

the white polar caps and their seasonal

changes, the reddish or orange-colored
tracts that cover five-sevenths of the

planet's surface and which they spoke of

as "deserts," and the greenish or greenish-

grey regions which they incorrectly named
"maria," considering them to be seas or
lakes.

In the year 1877 occurred one of the fa-

vorable oppositions of Mars and this date

was epoch making in the study of the planet

for it marked both the discovery of the

two tiny moons of Mars, Deimos and
Phobos.'hy Prof, .\saph Hall, with the 26-

inch equatorial, which had just been in-

stalled at the U. S. Naval Observatory and
the discovery of the far-famed "canals" by
the Italian astronomer Schiaparelli at

Milan. This keen-eyed observer of Mars
noted at the extremely favorable opposi-
tions of 1877 and 1879 a number of fine,

narrow, dark lines crossing the orange-
colored regions in all directions and usually
connecting the maria or dark regions.
Schiaparelli gave these markings the name
of "canali," meaning '"channels," which has
been translated, rather unfortunately, into

"canals." Whatever the nature of these
peculiar surface markings they bear no re-

semblance to terrestrial canals. The more
conspicuous of these markings average from
one thousand to two thousand miles m

length and from one hundred to two hun-
dred miles in width. Schiaparelli's dis-

covery of the canals was confirmed by a

number of observers, including Perrotin

and ThoUon at Nice, the late Prof. Lowell,

who observed the planet continually under
excellent atmospheric conditions at Flag-

staff. Arizona, from 1894 to the date of

his death in 1916, and Prof W. H. Picker-

ing of the Harvard College Observatory,
who started observations of the planet in

1890 and is now observing it at Jamaica
under atmospheric conditions as fine as are

to be found at the Lowell Observatory at

Flagstaff. Prof. Lowell's observations of

Mars arc being continued at this observa-
tory under the able directorship of Dr. V.
M. Slipher, who was Prof. Lowell's assist-

ant for many years. There are, however,
man\' skilful observers who have been un-
able to see the canals, tho they have been
aided 1>\' the largest reflectors and refrac-

tors in the country. Such observers include
Barnard, with the 40-inch Yerkes refrac-

tor; Hale, with the 60-inch Mt. Wilson re-

flector, and Prof W. W. Campbell and
other observers at the Lick Observatory.
.\11 these observers see a great variety of
other surface marking, however. The canals

of Mars are as much the subject of dis-

cussion and controversy to-day as they
were twenty-five years ago and the reality

of the canal system is still denied by certain

astronomers.
The discovery, made by Lowell and a

number of other observers, that the canals
traversed the maria or seas as well as the

desert tracts and also the variety of shade
and detail visible in these dark green or
greenish-grey regions, led to the gradual
abandonment of the early belief that they
were bodies of water. They are now be-

lieved to be marshy tracts of vegetation
that are watered by the melting of the polar
caps during the spring and summer sea-

sons. A dark blue line is always observable
on the border of the melting polar cap and
since this dark line is not to be seen ex-
cept when the polar cap is decreasing in

size, or melting, it seems to prove conclu-
sively that the Martian polar cap is similar

lo the terrestrial polar cap and consists of

snow and ice. Moreover, the melting of the

cap is attended by a decided darkening of
the canal system and the greenish regions
due, one would naturally assume, to the
quickening of vegetations with the advent
of spring.

The theory held by the late Prof. Lowell,
that the canals are strips of vegetation bor-
dering water-ways or irrigation ditches,

built by intelligent beings to conserve the
water supply of the planet, which is believed

(t oiitiiiiicd on page 428)

O # • • ® ®

Nine Different Telescopic Views of the Planet Mars Taken With the Yerkes 40-Inch Refracting Telescope at Short Intervals. A Slight
Shift of the Martian Configuration Will be Noted Due to the Rotation of Mars on Its Axis. The Brilliant White Spot at the Top is the South

Polar Snow-Cap and It Is Summer in the Southern Hemisphere of Mars.
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The Gyro - Electric Destroyer
;* LTHO the Electrical Experimenter

/% has only been out for the past ten
/~% liays. as we go to press with this

^ -^article, and altho the September is-

sue of this magazine is not as yet

in the hands of most of the readers, 1 feel

rather encouraged at the result of my last

month's article. . In that issue, as will be

remembered, I took the advice of several

readers who suggested that I

build a model of the Gyro-Elec-

tric destroyer, the latter to be

turned over to our Government.
The funds were to be supplied

by "E.xperimenter" readers*

The magazine was hardly out

in New York before many people

whom I had never seen before

began pouring into my office

with their dollar bills and signed

blanks. All were enthusiastic

and earnest about the idea, all

glad to be permitted to "do their

bit" and to "wipe the Hun artil-

Icrj' from the face of the map,"
as one elderly gentleman put it

when shaking hands with me and
wishing luck to the enterprise.

Then remittances began to

pour in, in amounts from $10.00

d o w^ n w- a r d , and while the

amounts so far received are rel-

atively small, due to the fact that

the magazine at this time of

writing is hardly in the bands of

5% of our readers, all signs

point to the actual building of

the Gyro-Electric Destroyer.
In the November issue will be

printed the first list of readers
who subscribed to the funds, as

well as the total amount col-

lected up to that date. AH
amounts received up to Septem-
ber 23rd (the closing date for

the November issue) will be
found in the next issue.

This month I will content my-
self to print a few extracts from
the letters of enthusiastic con-
tributors to the Gyro-Electric
Destroyer Fund. Here they are :

HERE IS REAL FAITH.

"Enclosed find my dollar, that one I
have been sai-ing toward my subscrip-
tion to the E. £., but I have confidence
enough in myself to believe J can have
a few more by the time it expires. I

am studying electricity and it takes
about all I can get to buy books and

WE TOO HOPE!

"Hope
same."

Science
ET LA

,.-^\|:.V\ri^
IE

EVERY LITTLE HELPS.

"
. . . / urn a regular

E. E. reader and have
watched the development of
the idea from the start. I

also have faith in it and
therefore my support, altho

it may be small, will help if all of the

readers are as faithful and patriotic,

li'ishing you success in the matter, I

remain"
Yours truly.

R. H. Rcitz,

Trevorton, Pa.

The Gyro-Electric Destroyer, a 45-Foot Monster, Built of Steel
and Running at High Speed, Due to Its Large Circumference,
Easily Rides Over Shell Holes and Trenches and Other Formidable
Obstacles. Its Use Is Mainly to Harass and Put Out of Action
Enemy Artillery by Either Grinding It Into the Ground or Other-
wise Bomb the Artillerists With Their Guns Out of Their Posi-
tions. Experimenter Readers Are Going to Build a Model of
This Machine to Be Turned Over to "Uncle Sam." The Above
Illustration Shows the Front Cover Illustration of the Largest
French Scientific Monthly Featuring This American Destroyer.

all the other 'Bugs' do the

Theodore Collins

Kewamia,Ind.

"I HAVE FAITH."

/ have read 'Modern Elec-
trics' and the Electrical
Experimenter ever since
they first started. I have
faith in your Gyro-Electric-
Destroyer. Go to it and if

more money is needed I can
help a little at least."

Yours for success,
F. A. Barber,

Manager of Service Depart-
ment, Bosworth, De Frenes
& Fclton, Master Ciiiema-
tographers, IVilkesbarre, Pa.

"ASTOUNDINGLY INTERESTING.'
" ... In my estimation

it is an 'astoundingly excel-
lent' idea, and you have my
best wishes for its early
completion."

Yours,
Walter E. Hoagland,

c/o M. L. If. P. Co..

Mays Landing, N. J.

GOOD LUCK—AND A P.S.

"... Good luck to the
'£. £.' and to the Gyro-Elec-
tric Destroyer, and to you
and to your organization.
P. S. I may comes across
with another dollar for the

'G. E. D.' in a few days."
A. L. Terr\,

1422 Hurt Bldg.,
Atlanta, Ga.

things that I need in my lab: but if

you need another dollar let me know
• so I can help wipe the Huns off the

globe. I have faith in the Gyro-F.-D!'

T. D. Cooper,

Winterville, N. C.

"IT IS MY DUTY."
"/ am not sending you this

dollar because I want my
name published in your mag-
azine. I am sending it to

you because it is my duty as
0)1 American citizen under
the protection of the Stars
and Stripes. Thanking the
originator of the idea and
yourselves, I remain"

Yours,
Ferdinand L. IVestheimer,

3707 Washington Ave.,
Avondale, Cincinnati, Ohio.

SHORT AND TO THE
POINT.

"Make it as

soon as you can
and give 'em
h-l"
Marshall C.

Howenstein,
602 A'. Main St..

Goshen, Ind.

•See February, 1918,
and September, 1918,
issues concerning the
Gyro-Electric Destroyer
and how to help win
the war with it.

Editor Electrical Experimenter:

I enclose herewith $ as my contribution towards building a model
of your Gyro-Electric-Deslroyer.

You are to build as large a model as the funds will permit and the money is

to be used for the sole purpose of building this war machine. You agree to publish

an exact account of all funds spent and all contributions are to be acknowledged
thru the columns of the Electrical Experimenter.

You pledge yourself to construct the machine as quickly as possible and you
will turn it over to the U. S. Government immediately upon its completion.

As a sign of the times, and merely to
show what others think of the Gyro-
Electric Destroyer, we reprint herewith
the cover illustration of the famous French
monthly La Science et la Vie (Science and

Life).

Science et la Vie

Name.

Address.

is the greatest and
most widely read
French popular sci-

entific monthly. It

is a really great pub-
lication, the current
issue, for instance,

numbering 192
pages.' They choose
for their cover il-

lustration, which is

printed in four col-

ors, the Gyro-Elec-
{Cont. on page 389)
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Autumnal Uses of the Electric Fan
By Grace T. Hadley

HERE are the latest directions for

drying fruits and vegetables be-

fore an electric fan

:

AH the vegetables must be thoro-

ly washed and dried and in the case

of root vegetables pared thinly, then sliced

the woman- folks while they labor over
the annual .canning job.

As a symptom of the recent rapid develop-
ment of Japan's commercial interests in

Shanghai, Japanese lighting companies are
now supplying a large proportion of the

(I'erhaps the cat's hair was scared stiff!

Ed.)

The chief inventions used in the present
war as distinguished from the Napoleonic
wars are : Steamship, submarine, aircraft,

high-power guns, smokeless powder, breech-

Put the Electric Fan to Work—Make It Dry the Dishes For You

—

Madame. The Draft of Air Will Evaporate the Water Almost
Instantly.

Now is the Time to Dry Those Apples, and Many Other Fruits—Let
the Electric Fan Expedite the Work For You. The Cost is Very

Small.

as thin as possible and placed on cheese
cloth over racks. Then start the fan. Have
it at an angle of about 30 degrees so there
may be a slightly upward current of air thru
the racks.

Vegetables such as turnips, carrots, etc.,

if allowed to stand for about ten minutes
(after slicing) in a 4 per cent, water solu-

tion (1 teaspoonful salt in 1 qt. water) will

not discolor in the drying process.

Corn should be put into boiling water
for—^from five to ten minutes to set the
milk before the cutting from the cob; then
spread the cut corn upon the cheesecloth.
Green vegetables such as string beans and

wax beans should be blanched in hot water,
for from five to ten minutes before drying.

Fruits such as berries are merely thoroly
washed then placed on racks to dry. These
will take a little longer to dry because of
the somewhat higher water content.
Berries are dried enough if they do not
stain the fingers when prest.

Other fruits and vegetables should
have a pliable, leathery appearance
when dry and should not be dried so
long that they become brittle.

It is best not to pack and seal the
dried products for several days, but
keep them in open traj-s or pans
covered with a clean cloth. If the
products appear to be too moist they
should be returned to the drying
racks for a short time. Ability to
judge accurately as to when fruit
has reached the proper condition for
removal from the drier can be gained
only by experience. It should be so
dry that it is impossible to press
water out of the -freshly cut ends of
the pieces, yet not so dry that it will
snap or crackle.

Two other practical uses for the
electric fan in hot weather are il-

lustrated herewith—the first, that of
drying dishes by blowing a breeze
over them and the second, cooling

electric lamps for the city which were for-

merly imported chiefly from the General
Electric Company in America. The fact is

pointed out in the report of the Japanese
consul-general at that point.

loading guns, rapid-fire gun, revolver, auto-
matic pistol, telephone, wireless telegraphy,
automobile, poisonous gas. Yes, and Ger-
man "Peace-Oflfensives I"

Splicing links and a unit made of a non-
conducting material have been invented for
insertion in electric light chains to insure
that they are insulated.

AN ELECTRIFIED CAT.
A cat has been in the habit of sleeping on

a rubber mat under a dynamo in Cleveland's
power house, runs the yarn in a Cleveland
paper. Somebody removed the mat and
the cat slept on an iron plate. It didn't

seem to hurt the cat, but her fur became
so charged with electricity that ever since
it has stood stiff on end like bristles of a

hairbrush.

Canni
Kitch

ng is An Unpleasant Job at Best—Especially in
ens. For One-half Cent An Hour An Electrl

Will Keep You Cool.

AIR MAIL PILOTS GO THRU
THUNDER STORMS.

The air mail pilot is solving the prob-
lem of flying in all sorts of weather. Prior
to the establishment of the Air Mail Ser-
vice it was regarded as impracticable to

make flights with airplanes during severe
storms.
The practise of this daily service has

shown that the mail can be carried thru
the air in the teeth of a storm.
On three or four occasions the air mail

pilots have encountered severe thunder and
lightning, wind, hail, and rain without be-
ing stopt in their flight. No flight at-

tempted in a storm has 3'et failed.

Recently Lieut. Stephen Bonsai from
Philadelphia to Washington ran into

a violent thunderstorm at Laurel,
Md., at an altitude of 5,000 feet and
proceeded on his way to the landing
field in Washington without inter-

ruption. It was impossible to distin-

guish any landmarks in such torrents
of rain. When he descended to a
lower altitude for observation he
was near the wireless towers at

Radio, Va. To observers he ap-
peared to drop out of the clouds
from nowhere at an angle of 45° to

a height of about 300 feet when he
leveled the plane and made a perfect
landing at Potomac Park in the
midst of a torrent of rain. The
plane arrived on schedule, time, not
being delayed by the storm. The
propeller was slightly damaged by
the pelting rain.

Lieut. Bonsai was not assisted by

Small radio guide but depended entirely up-
c Fan cm his compass and his judgment

from familiarity with the route.
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Experimental Physics
By JOHN J. FURIA, A. B., M. A., (Columbia University)

LESSON SIXTEEN

The Principle of the Eiectro-iVlagnet and How It Is Applied to the

Electric Bell. The Electro-Magnet Comprises a Soft Iron Core
Surrounded with Coils of Wire, Thru Which a Current Passes.

Experiment with Three-Way Switching in Lighting Circuit— IVloving
Switches to Alternate Position Lights Lamp. Fig. 86- B—Experiment

of Moving a Coil in a Magnetic Field to Produce an E.M.F.

CURRENT ELECTRICITY (concluded)
EXPERIMENT 93

INSERT a piece of soft iron in the helix

shown in Lesson 15, and allow the cur-

rent to pass thru the helix. On testing

the strength of the poles now (by bring-

ing the helix near a compass or bj'

picking up iron filings) we find a great in-

crease in the magnetism. The iron core

which was inserted has been magnetized

by induction just as if it had been placed

in the field of a permanent magnet ; and
now we have added to the magnetism of

the heli.x the magnetism of the core, which
accounts for the increase in strength. A
helix with a core is called an electro-mag-

net, the commercial form being usually in

horse-shoe form (see figure 84-A) in order

to double the strength of the magnet.

Figure 84-B shows the arrangement of the

lines of force thru an electro-magnet tn.

and its armature o (piece of soft iron thru

which the lines of force pass). The
strength of an electro-magnet depends upon
the ampere-titrns (product of the amperes
or amount of current, times the number of

turns of wire in the helix). The importance

of the electro-magnet in modern electricity

cannot be over-estimated. One has but to

recall its use in the bell, current measuring
instruments, motor, dynamo, telephone,

telegraph, induction coil, and an indefinite

number of devices.

Experiment 9A—The electric bell illus-

trates the use of the electro-magnet to pro-

duce an intermittent action. The construc-

tion is simple (see figure 85) ; c and f are

binding posts, d a screw with platinum
point, e a flat piece of spring steel, fastened

to binding post g, and to a hammer con-

sisting of hairpin with ball-bearing soldered

to the end, / is gong, and k an electro-

magnet consisting of two spools wound
with magnet wire, two screws for cores and
iron nail connecting the cores.

On closing the switch b (equivalent to

pushing the button) current flows from bat-

tery to binding post /, from / thru connect-
ing wire to the magnet, from the magnet
to the binding post g, from g thru the

spring steel to screw d and thence out thru
binding post c. The passing of the current

causes k to become magnetized, and k draws
the spring steel toward it, thereby breaking
the contact at the screw d. This causes the

current to stop flowing; the magnet loses

its magnetism and the spring of the steel

causes it to snap back to the screw which
closes the circuit again, making the current

flow thru the magnet once more. These
operations are repeated over and over again
as long as switch b remains closed. Hence
the hammer is alternately drawn to and
pulled away from the gong, and tlie bell

"rings".

Experiment 95—Cut in half a lead pencil

having a large size lead. Shave off the

wood from the lead; connect the leads thru

a battery of about thirty volts, and separate

the leads about an eighth of an inch. An
arc will be formed similar to that of die

commercial arc lamp, but of course not as

bright. After a few minutes cut off the

current and examine the leads. One will

be found to be concave and the other con-
vex. The concave is the positive and the

convex the negative. (The polarity can be
determined as suggested in Lesson 15).

This is just as you might have expected;
for the current is going from + to — has
carried some of the carbon with it and
deposited it on the other electrode. Try
bringing the leads as close together as pos-

sible without their touching. No arc will

he formed unless the leads are first touched
together. If the leads are not touched to-

gether the resistance of the air prevents
electricity of such low voltage from passing
thru the gap however small it may be. But
when the leads are first touched together

and then drawn apart (the heat of the cur-

rent while the leads are in contact vapor-
ises the leads and fills the gap with carbon
particles which offer but slight resistance to

the passage of the current) ; the current
now passes thru the gap and the hot parti-

cles glow. Using regular commercial car-

bons and the proper voltage (50 volts) an
arc of great brilliancy is obtained. In the

more up to date forms the carbons are im-
pregnated with lime, magnesia, silica, or

other minerals which give off a very bril-

liant light when heated to incandescence.

Figure 86-A, shows a three wire "hook-

up" for controlling current from two dif-

ferent points. This hook-up is extensively
used where it is desired to control a stair-

way light from each of two floors, ab and
cd are single pole double throw switches
(or the two button type). The middle wire
is used as the neutral, and connections are
made to the outside wires. If b and d are
closed, the circuit is closed and current
passes thru the lamp L. If person at the

left wishes to extinguish the light he opens
b and closes a—b and c now both being
open, the circuit is open. The person at the

right can open or close the circuit by simi-

larly manipulating the switch dc. (The
reader should try all possible combinations
of the switches ab and cd and trace out the

various paths of the current.)

Experiment 96—No doubt Oersted's dis-

covery of the magnetic effect accompany-
ing an electric current thru a conductor led

to Sturgeon's discovery of the electro-
magnet in 1825, six years later. Sturgeon's
discovcrj' in turn attracted the atterijion of
physicists the world over, to the production
of an electric current by means of a mag-
net (the electro-magnet being so much
more powerful than the ordinary magnet).
The year 1831 marked the beginning of
modern electricity when Joseph Henry in

America and Michael Faraday in (jreat

Britain discovered independently and sim-
ultaneously the dynamo principle. Now
electricity on a commercial scale for the
production of light heat and power was
possible. The principle is simple and can
be easily understood without recourse to

the intricacies of the modern dynamo.
Wind a coil of about 500 turns of number
22 copper wire, with a diameter of about
two inches. Connect this coil with a gal-

vanometer or other current detecting de-

vice. A simple galvanometer can be made
by suspending a coil of about 200 turns of

number 30 copper wire between the poles

of a horseshoe magnet. (See figure 86 B.)

Thrust the coil c down over the S-pole of

the magnet. The deflection of the needle

P of the galvanometer will indicate that a

current is passing thru the coil. If, how-

{Conlinucd on page 427)

^^^^Sn/ram/ve/er
rig SSA

Experiment to Demonstrate the Principle of the Electric Motor,
Showing That When an Electric Current Is Past Thru a Conductor

in a Magnetic Field, a Motion of the Conductor Results.

An Interesting Experiment In Electro-Magnetic Induction, Fig. 88-A.
At Right, the Component Parts of an Induction Coil, Fitted with

Primary Condenser for Producing Sparks.
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New Developments in Telephotography
By LeROY J. LEISHMAN.

I.\

tliis, my second arlicle on picture

telegraphy to appear in the Electrical
Experimenter, I shall explain another

of my systems. This method reduces

gravity, friction and inertia to a mini-

mum and makes use of a new and very
superior type of synchronizer. This system
was frequently referred to in my previous

article. See the December, 1917, issue of

this journal.

Readers of the Electrical Experimenter
are, no doubt, familiar with the cj'linder

phonograph arrangement for covering all

parts of the picture in the same succession,

and with the necessity for perfect synchron-
ism to prevent distortion. A familiarity

with these essentials will be taken for

granted, and only the means for accom-
plisliing the latter will be explained.

Let us first consider the sending of the

picture. It is well known that selenium has
the peculiar property of changing its elec-

trical conductivity according to the inten-

sity of light to which it is exposed. Selen-

ium is therefore particularly adapted to

form the "eye" that translates light and
shade into corresponding intensities of an
electrical current. Dr. Korn makes use of
selenium in this regard, but in a way that

differs considerably to my method. I have
endeavored to make it unnecessary to have
the sending cylinder in a dark box, and in

so doing have also eliminated the necessity

of using a film. A small selenium cell is

placed in the back of a deep and compara-
tively large dark box. Lenses are arranged
in front of the dark box and brought as

close as possible to the sending cylinder.

The purpose of this arrangement is to have
only a very minute portion of the cylinder
focused upon the cell. The picture to be
transmitted is wrapt around the cylinder.

On both sides of the dark box, very strong
lights arc placed to illuminate the picture.

The cylinder has a threaded shaft, so that it

advances as it revolves. This pennits every
part of the picture to be focused in turn
upon the selenium cell, which varies the
current according to the intensity of the
reflected light. In this manner the picture
is transmitted.
The receiving is equally novel. Light is

not subject to the law of gravity and has no
friction and no inertia. The electro-mag-
nets at the receiving station therefore act
directly upon a magnetically affected ac-
tinic ray. This beam of light may be polar-
ized, a cathode ray, or, in fact, any ray
upon which magnetism will exert its in-

fluence.

I shall first explain the polarized light
arrangement for receiving. LInlike the.

sending cylinder, the receiving drum is in-

closed in a dark box, close to the aperture
of which is located an analyser thru which
all light entering the box must pass.
The light is polarized by Nicol prisms in
line with the aperture of the dark bo.x and
the analyzer. Between these is placed an
electro-magnet, thru the core of which the
light passes. This apparatus may be ad-
justed to produce either a positive or a
negative by arranging the prisms so that
no light enters the dark box excepting when
the magnet is energized, or vice versa,
when it is not energized. The amount ro-
tates in the plane of polarization. If a
film is placed on the receiving drum and
the magnet connected in series with the
sending machine, very good pictures are
obtained when the cylinders revolve in syn-
chronism.

A cathode ray may be diverted from its

path by a magnet, and the same thing is

true of many other rays. Quite a variety of
optical effects may be produced in a mag-
netic field, many of which lend themselves
to the uses of telephotography because the

effect of gravity and friction is not felt,

and the inertia is nil compared with me-
chanical ways of receiving. In a rough
manner, these rays may be used by causing
them ordinarily to pass over an electro-

magnet thru the aperture of the dark box;

they work as fast as the lag in several hun-
dred miles of wire will permit them.
Without synchronism, telephotography

would be impossible. In my previous arti-

cle, I explained a manually controlled syn-
chronizer, and made reference to an auto-
matic system. In connection with this

system, I have arranged automatic starting

and stopping features.

When the machines are not in operation,
the starting relay on the receiver is con-
nected direct to the binding posts, to which

'Wa^ to cur out s/arZ/r/^

rss "7 mofor ar-ct/i'f

Pheosfof

.
Starring
resisfarjce

Brusfjes,

f/acc wJiere

Wesapes mk^-

B* e

'•o.eno/d

I

Aperfurs

/ Currinf posses
^ //iru t/7esemm
only at s>cri'ny

re/cj /Ina/i^ zer

Pa/arize/:

L'g^f roy.

This Diagram Shows the Electrical Connections and Arrangement of the Various Appa-
ratus in IVIr. Leishman's Newest Telephotographic Instrument. Intended For Transmitting
Pictures Over Telephone or Telegraph Wires. Among Other Interesting Departures the
Inventor Makes Use of a Novel Polarized Light Ray. Which is Deflected by an Electro-

Magnet.

and when the magnet is energized, the ray
is either bent entirely away from the aper-
ture or its effect materially lessened.

Of course, there is a little inertia in the
selenium cell even tho connected with a
Wheatstone bridge, and also in the magnet
that controls the beam of light at the re-

ceiving end ; but the further we get away
from purely mechanical telephotography and
the more nearly we approach the actual
connections between light and electricity,

the greater the speed.
But in justice to the mechanical schemes

for telegraphing pictures, let it be said that

are attached the wires from the sending
machines. The arm of this relay is held
by gravity against a contact to effect this

connection. The arm is then inclined about
15 degrees from the perpendicular. When
the sending machine starts, the first impulse
causes this relay to pull its arm against a
different contact, against which it is also
held by gravity, as the position is 15 de-
grees the other side of the perpendicular.
This breaks the relay connection and starts

the motor which operates the machine.
An important part of the synchronizer is

iConUnued on paye 414)
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Original Valves Used by Dr. J.A. Fleming

PROFESSOR J. A. FLEMING in 1904

was the first to apply the phenomena
of thermionics to the rectification of

alternating electric currents, whether of

high or low frequency.* The device which
he made to effect this mav take one of scv-

The space between the cold and hot elec-

trodes, therefore, possesses unilateral con-

dii-cth-ity. and the arrangement acts as an
"electrical valve", passing electric currents

in one direction but not in the opposite

direction. Fleming next found that this

Historic Oscillation Valves Used by Dr. J. A. Fleming, F.R.S., in 1904.

eral forms, some of the original ones of

which are shown in the photograph here-

with. It consists of an ordinary carbon

filament incandescent lamp provided with a

separate insulated electrode, in the shape of

a Mat or cylindrical metal plate, or another

carbon filament, sealed into the bulb. When
the carbon filament is rendered incandescent

by a source of electric current it will be

found that a single cell will pass a current

thru the vacuous space between the insu-

lated elcclrnde and the hot filament pro-

vided that the negative pole of the cell is

rconnected to the negative side of the fila-

n\ent. If the connections of the cell are

reversed, practically no current passes, the

small amount of current obtained being due

to positive ions formed from the residual

gas in the bulb. This is what we should

expect from the fact that the hot filament

is emitting negatively charged particles, and
in order to draw these across the gas space

to the cold electrode the latter must be

raised to a po-sitive potential with respect

to some portion of the incandescent fila-

ment

See British Patent 24,850—1904.

device could be used, on tliis principle, to

convert either audio or radio frequency

electric oscillations into unidirectional cur-

rents, which may then be detected by
means of an ordinary' galvanometer.

Fleming found later that greatly im-

proved results were obtained when the

valve was constructed with a tuiu/sten fila-

ment and an insulated copper cylinder sur-

rounding it. This is due to the fact that

the tungsten can be raised to a much higher

temperature than carbon without volatilisa-

tion and gives a much greater electronic

emission, and this type of thermionic valve

is almost universally constructed at the

present time with either a tantalum or

tungsten filament.

The next step in the evolution of the

thermionic valve was made by Dr. Lee de
Forest and consisted in the introduction of

a third electrode into the evacuated bulb.

Lee de Forest had been working on the

simple rectifying valve containing a metal
or carbon filament and one insulated elec-

trode (already described) at practically the

same time as Fleming, and his results were
first described in a paper before the Ameri-
can Institute of Electrical Engineers in

October, 1906. Considerable controversy
has since then ensued as to the relative

priority of the inventions of the Fleming
valve and the "Audion", the name assigned
to the valve by de Forest ; liut this has now
been settled in favor of Fleming for the

original valve. Lee de Forest having the

credit (if introducing another insulated elec-

trode into the bulb, thereby transforming it

from a rectifving valve into a kind of gas
relay, having' an amplifying effect on the

received oscillations.

—

Photo courtesy Wire-
less World.

AN UNUSUAL TYPE OF ELEC-
TRON RELAY.

The hot filament rectifier or electron re-

lax- illustrated herewith is of rather unusual
type, being encased in a perforated alumi-
num jacket, made from an individual egg
boiler.

The advantage of the construction shown
lies for the most part in the decrease of
filament current required, due to the heat
being retained by the metal covering.

Three connections are made to the in-

side of the bulb and the fourth to the out-

side shell.—/?. U. Clark. 3rd.

Novel Electron Relay Encased in an Alu-
minum Egg Boiler Which Acts as a Heat
Jacket, with a Reduction in the Filament

Current Required.
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New Developments in Radio Apparatus
THE type of radio frequency Hot-

Wire Meter shown in Fig. 1 is of

extremely low resistance and is de-

signed to operate at a low tempera-
ture, thereby allowing a heavy over-

load w'ithout burning out as well as keep-

ing the case from heating up. This low
resistance insures a tninimum of losses in

the circuit. It is made in two models.

With This "Vernier Condenser" Shunted Across Any
Standard Variable Condenser a Finely Graduated Capacity
Is Attainable. This Instrument Makes a Laboratory Con-

denser of Any Variable Capacity. Fig. 3.

flush and full case type, measuring 3 inches

in diameter. The meter is contained in a
portable aluminum case suitable for lab-

oratory uses. The expansion strip is of

thin platinum and defies oxidation which
gradually changes the readings of most
instruments of this type. The steel shaft

is supported by saffire bearings and a zero
adjusting button on the front of the in-

strument allows instant calibrating of the

pointer. The range of the meter varies

from 14 to 10 amperes. It is finished in

satin black and all of the parts and move-
ments are interchangeable.

The new radio frequency Decade Bridge
(Fig. 2) is made up of resistances in suit-

able arrangement for bridge measurements
adapted to the measuring of inductance,
capacity and resistance at high frequen-
cies, using a sine wave generator or oscil-

lating vacuum tube, as well as to D. C.
measurements. Its operation is identical
to the Wheatstone bridge. In measuring
capacity and inductance on this bridge, one
arm of the bridge compensates for the

resistance of the capacity or inductance
under measurement as compared to that

of the standard, thus giving an indication

of the resistance as well as the capacity

and inductance at the particular frequency
employed. The bridge is mounted
in a compact and convenient cabi-

net and arranged to eliminate

losses at high frequencies. This
bridge is accurate up
to 1,500,000 cycles.

Fig. 3 illustrates the

latest development in

the form of a Vernier

Condenser, which has

been designed and
adapted to give a

closer variation of
condenser capacities

when shunted across
the leads of any
standard condenser.
The two crescent
shaped metal plates

are made movable in

two ways ; they can
be brought closer to-

gether or spaced fur-
ther apart and they
same plane as the ordinary

PIPING UNDER SAYVILLE WIRE-
LESS.

A Mineola contractor in the use of his
steam traction trench digger has just com-
pleted an extensive underground piping

New Rad
uring

move in the
condenser plates in a variable rotary type.

The long hard rubber handle ininimizes
body capacity to a practically nil degree,
due to the nearlv perfect insulation afforded
by it.

The Telephone Transformer (Fig. 4)
is designed to give a large field of vari-
able inductance values and that represents
its advantage over the old type of open-
core telephone induction coil or Audion
transformer now in use. It is substantial-
ly constructed and will stand rough usage.
The eight binding posts on the front hard
rubber panel make it very siinple to connect
into a circuit for any desired inductance
ratio very readily. Photos courtesy Gen-
eral Radio Co.

io Frequency Decade Bridge Suitable for Meas-
Inductance, Capacity and Resistance. Fig. 2.

system at the Sayville Wireless Station,

which adds to the efficiency of this huge
wireless plant, now such an important fac-

tor with the United States Government.

<
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THE GYRO-ELECTRIC
DESTROYER.

(Continued from foge 384)
trie Destroyer, pressure because the French
scientific editors thought the machine feasi-

ble. The copy featuring the machine is the

July 1918 issue and reached New York just
as the September issue of the Experi-
menter had gone to press.

If the French scientists have faith in the
Gyro-Electric Destroyer—and they surely
ought to know— Experimenter readers
should back up an America idea for all

that it is worth. I firmly believe that the
machine is thoroly practical and feasible.

.\nd I am just as certain that if we had
twenty of these machines in France just
now with which to grind the Hun artillery
into the ground, or by blowing it to pieces,
the w'ar would be ended much sooner. De-
prive the Huns of their guns, and we will

have them back to the Rhine in no time.
This is a machine war—let's have the best
machine. In the meanwhile—if you share
this view with me—you might sign the sub-
scription blank.

H. Gernsback.

U. S. SHIPS HEAR "HUN" RADIO
TO U-BOATS.

Wireless operators un American and
other ships crossing the Atlantic at night
frequently "pick up" orders being sent by
the German Admiralty to submarines at

sea. The messages are in code, of course,
and the submarines never acknowledge re-

ceipt of the orders, because if they did
some warship of the enemy might get a
clew as to the location of one or more of
the undersea boats.

These messages to the submarines are
from Nauen. a small towm near Spandau,
where Germany has its great wireless sta-

tion. Electrical waves produced there will

reach some 6,000 iniles.

Nine towers are in use, the highest be-

ing 8.SQ feet. Last year Nauen sent to

the outside world almost $2,500,000 for the

German government.

Telephone Transformer for Linking Up Au-
dion Circuits, and Permitting of Various
Ratios Between Primary and Secondary

Being Readily Obtained. Fig. 4.

Lsmg a modified wireless receiving in- Recent Design of Hoi-Wire Ammeter, Cali-
strument, a French scientist has been able brated for Radio Frequency Measurements,
to detect thunder storms more tinn ^00 '* Possesses an Extremely Low Resistance,lu aeieti imiiiuer storms more tnan JUU g ^ych Desired Quality in All Such Instru-
iniles distant. ments. Fig. 1.
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The ReA olving Mirror and Spark Discharges
By PROF. LINDLEY PYLE, Professor of Physics, Washington University

I
T is a matter of historic interest, espe-
cially to wireless enthusiasts, that an
American physicist, Joseph Henry, first

secured, in 1842, indirect experimental
evidence of the oscillatory- discharge of

a Leyden jar ; that Lord Kelvin, in 1855,

made the mathematical prediction that the

Relative Position of Rotating Mirror "M" and
Photographic Plate "P"; Spark at "S."

time elapsing during an oscillation is given

by the now familiar equation, T = 2 t

\ LC; that Feddersen, in 1857, obtained di-

rect experimental evidence of the oscilla-

tions by examining the spark in a rotating

mirror; and that Hertz, in 1887, showed
experimentally that

there is an accom-
p a n y i n g electro-

magnetic wave
propagated outward
into space, thereby
explaining certain
puzzling experi-
ments performed by
earlier experiment-
ers, and inaugurat-
ing the marvelous
development of
wireless telegraphy.
The amateur elec-

trical experimenter may easily repeat Fed-
dersen's classic experiment and measure to

his own intense satisfaction the number
of to and fro surgings per second in the

discharge of a condenser thru an induct-
ance and low resistance. This number is,

of course, the number of waves thrown
of? into space per second. Since in one
second the wave motion travels out into

space 186,000 miles, the wave length in

miles is immediately found by dividing
186.000 by the rale l<cr second at which
the waves are produced.
Figure 1 shows the arrangement of the

required apparatus. A small transformer,
T, is used to charge a capacity (condenser),
C. arranged so that discharges take place
thru the inductance, L, across the spark
gap, S. The spark gap device consists of
two zinc rods thrust thru holes bored in

the sides of a wooden box, the box com-
pletely enclosing the spark except on one
side where a hole is cut (see dotted out-
line of box in Fig. 1). The box may be
about six inches along its edges and the
gap should be about one-eighth of an inch
long. Light from the spark passes out
thru the hole in the box, thence thru a
lens, /, to a piece of good plate-glass mir-
ror, m, from which it is reflected back

thru the lens to a focus on a photographic
plate at P. The mirror is fastened upon
the projecting shaft of a small high-speed
motor in the manner indicated in Fig. ~.

tin fact, there are (it't> mirrors.) Refer-
ing to ligure J, Ji' is a piece of wood bored
to fit tightly upon the motor shaft ; m and
III are two pieces of good quality plate-

glass mirror fastened securely to the wood
by red sealing wax. The lens should be
bought at an optician's shop. A.sk for a

spectacle lens of one diopter focal power,
i.e., one whose focal length is one meter, or
39.4 inches. It should not cost more than
fifty cents when bought with the unfinished

edges. The lens should be held in a sta-

tionary support facing the spark gap at a
distance therefrom of 39.4 inches, with the

motor driven mirrors as close as possible

behind the lens (see Fig. 1). The faces of
the mirrors should be as large as the face

of the lens.

With the spark discharge in action

(switch K closed) and the motor at rest,

one should then be able to obtain a bright

and sharp image of the spark upon a piece

of white paper held at a point P at the side

of, and close to, the spark-enclosing box.
(It will be necessary to shift the position

of the motor armature by hand until the

beam of light reflected from a mirror falls

in the right direction.) Move the armature
slowly by hand and a number of separate
images of spark discharges appear upon the

white paper. Each separate image corre-

sponds to the easily distinguishable separate
crashes of noise coming from the spark gap
and corresponds to the discharge phenome-
non following each charging of the ca-

Typical Oscillatory Spark Image Photographed With the Revolving Mirror by thej

Author.

pacity C. We now proceed to show that

when the armature rotates at high speed
each of these separate patches of light will

itself be found to be broken up into separ-

ate discharges, meaning that the discharg-
ing of the capacity C really consists of a

to and fro surging of electricity across the
spark gap,—each to and fro surging corre-
sponding to an electromagnetic wave
"shaken off" into surrounding space. The
appearance of the discharge is then as re-

produced in Figure 3. It can be seen di-

rectly on the white paper screen when the
motor is at high speed but it is better to

register the effect upon a photographic
plate.

Darken the room or work at night in an
unlighted room. Place a fresh and extra-
rapid photographic plate in the position P,
with the sensitive face pointed toward the
lens. It is most convenient to put the plate
into a regular plate holder, if one be avail-

able, and to draw the slide just previous to

the exposure. Start the motor and when it

has attained its highest speed close the
switch in the primary circuit. Now watch
the face of the exposed photo plate to see
when the light of the spark falls upon it,

—

for it is obvious that only when the spin-
ning mirrors happen to be in a certain posi-

tion will they tlirow the light to the plate.

Several records may be obtained upon the

same plate provided it be inured sloivly

sidc'a'ise to avoid having a spark image fall

upon the same part of the plate twice.

It is now plain that the box is placed
around the spark gap so that there may be
no fogging of the plate by stray light while
exposure is being made. Shut off the spark
and the motor, develop and fix the plate, .

and, if careful, you will have succeeded in

taking a picture like that illustrated in

figure 3.

The photograph reproduced in figure 3
was obtained by using 6 one-gallon Leyden
jars connected in parallel to give the ca-

pacity C, and 8 turns of a helix of 12 inches

diameter whose turns were one inch apart
furnislicd the inductance L. In this case

the photo plate was 58.7 inches from tlie

lens and the motor was revolving at the

rate of 3,764 revolutions per minute as

measured by a speed counter. The speed at

which the spot of light crost the photo
plate may be easily calculated if it be re-

called tliat when a reflected beam of light

comes from a revolving mirror the beam
turns TWICE as fast as the mirror. (For
example if a looking glass receiving a sun-
beam is turned thru 45° the reflected beam
is turned thru 90°.) In the present case
the beam of light coming from the lens is

turning at the rate of twice 3,764 revolu-
tions per minute, or 125.5 revolutions per
second. Hence that part of the beam at a
distance of 58.7 inches from the lens has a
speed of 2 X 3.1416 x 58.7 x 125.5 = inches

per second, or 46,280 inches per second, or
3.857 feci per second.

Ill (itlier words,
Uie ^p()l of light

from the spark
crost the photo
plate at a speed
much greater than
il'at of a rifle bullet.

Furthermore, care-

lul measurements
on the photograph
showed tlial there

were 4.83 complete
to and fro electrical

oscillations record-

ed while the image
of the spark made a trail one inch long.

Whence the oscillations were taking place

at the rate of 4.83 x 46,280 per second, or

Construction of Rotating Mirror, Comprising
a Wooden Block "W," and Two Mirrors "M"

and "M."

223,500 oscillations per second. The photo-

graph shows that only about 20 oscilla-

tions took place before the energy of this

particular discharge was dissipated, but

meanwhile 20 wireless waves were thrown
{Continued on page 419)
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The Einthoven Galvanometer
By SAMUEL D. COHEN

PART n.

THE next important thing is the tele-

scopic apparatus, 13, 14. The frame
for this is shown in Fig. 18. It is

made from brass, and in this job it

will be necessary to use a lathe and
turn it down very accurately to the diame-
ters given. The lens opening, which is

three-quarters of an inch in diameter, will

have to be bored out in order to produce a

fine job. At the opposite end a three-

eighths inch shank is turned and threaded

with a No. 40 thread, and this is done on
the lathe, as it is very difficult to obtain a

die with this pitch, unless made to order.

A double-concave lens three-quarters of an
inch in diameter is inserted in each tube.

These are firmly held in the seat by means
of a brass washer, made as shown in Fig.

19. A flannel ring with dimensions equal

to the metal washer should be inserted be-

tween the lens and telescope tube. Precau-
tion must be taken in securing the lens.

The lens can be procured at any opticians'

shop at a nominal price. In purchasing the

lens it is advisable to obtain those having
a focal length of two inches, as this is the

proper size for the tube. One of these

tubes is used for viewing, while the second
is used for admitting light to strike the

wire.

The wire or string is one of the most
difficult parts that the constructor will have
to obtain. This is a .002 mm. quartz fiber,

the surface of which is silver-plated. This

may be obtained from manufacturers of

scientific measuring instruments. They are

worth about $5.00 per string. However, if

the amateur finds it difficult in obtaining the

quartz, the writer has found that a N^o. 50
copper Zaire will give fairly good results.

The difficulty with this wire is that its tem-
perature coefficient is high in comparison
with the quartz, and it requires constant

adjustment with temperature changes. A
piece of No. 18 wire is soldered to each
end of the fine wires, so as to support it

between the stationary and movable holders

on the instrument. The tension is derived

by turning the top tension knob.
As soon as the constructor has made all

of the required parts, he should carefully

assemble them as indicated in Fig. 4. Great
care should be exercised to see that all parts

fit properly, as the sensitivity of the wdiole

device depends upon how accurately it is

made. Three binding posts are placed in

the rear of the base, those at the end are
connected to each of the electro-magnets,

while the central post is used to connect
the series terminals of the coils. Two
binding posts are stationed in the front

two holes on the base and these are used to

terminate the ends of the fine quartz or
copper w ire. This is

,

done by connecting
one terminal with
the wire support,
while the second is

brought from the

Bakelite insulating
block screw, which
has the lug with the
solid fle.xible con-
ductor. All of the
wires should be sol-

dered at all termi-
nals so as to avoid
excess resistances, as

the currents travel-

ing thru the quartz
or copper wire are
extremely minute in

magnitude, and a
slight increase in

contact resistance
would cause a sud-
den drop in ampli-
tude, which would
destroy the desired
effect.

Great care must
be taken in adjust-
ing and the follow-
ing points will be found

ohms
meter

and
M.A.

a very sensitive milliampere
A key, K, is inserted in the

//y ^/

Photographic
apparatus m m

M/er

De^e/oper Fi/er

to give excellent
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Connections For Calibrating String Galvano-
meters, Regulating Resistances, Etc.

"'SdnJI

Details of Home-made String Galvanometer Parts.

Radio Receiving Circuit Hooi<ed Up With Einthoven String Galvano-
meter and Photographic Recorder. This System Was Used Commer-

cially By the Federal Telegraph Company.

circuit and the maximum resistance is

inserted at the beginning of the test. Hav-
ing done this, the next thing is to see

whether the string will be displaced when
the current from the battery, Bi, is sent

thru it, and maximum exciting current
traveling thru the electro-magnet. This is

noted by viewing thru one of the tele-

scopes, while the other one is placed in the

path of a strong ray of light and intermit-

tently closing the key with a light tension
on the string. If the string does not de-
flect the trouble lies with the improper
connections- of the electro-magnets giving
two like polarites at their pole piece, poor
electrical connections, or an open-circuit.

This should be remedied by carefully trac-

ing out the circuits. The former trouble

can be overcome by testing the polarity of
the pole pieces with the aid of a magnetic
compass. If the trouble lies with the po-
larity, then reverse the leads from one of
the electro-magnets.
To adjust to maximum sensitivitj% pro-

ceed as follows : Close the string circuit

key and adjust its resistance controller Ri,

tmtil the milliamperemeter reads nine-hun-
dredths of one milliampere. Then obtain a
projector lens and place it in such a posi-

tion that if a beam of light from an incan-
descent lamp is placed before one of the

telescopic tubes, that the string will be
projected upon a white screen placed one
meter away from the instrument. Adjust
the lens so as to obtain a sharp image of
the string on the screen. At the point of
the string image, place thereon a metric
system rule with its millimeter scale facing
the string, and place so that the unit mark
shall accurately coincide with the string

image. Having all this performed, the next
step is to slightly tighten the tension of the

string, and with a minimum excitation cur-
rent in the magnet field, close and open the

key rapidly, and note the amount of de-
flection of the string image on the scale.

In order to detect when the gal-
vanometer is most sensitive, the string

must be displaced one millimeter on the

scale with the ori^'inal predetermined cur-
(Coiitiiiiied on page 425)

results in adjusting

the instrument as

found by the author
from actual experi-

ence. First, the in-

strument should be
connected as indi-

cated in Fig. 20 for

adjustment. The two
coils are connected
in series with a six-

volt storage battery,

B ; an ammeter. A;
and a variable re-

sistance, R. The
string circuit has its

terminals 2, 2, con-
nected to a variable

high resistance Ri
with a maximum
range of 10,0(X)
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Spectroscopic Methods and Spectra
A SEQUEL TO " HOW TO BUILD A SPECTROSCOPE."

By D. S. BINNINGTON

BEFORE taking up the production of
Spectra, it will be necessary to refer
back to the previous article on this

subject,—"How to Build a Spec-
troscope," which appeared in the

August issue. The instrument described

f/g.i

Deep
cnmson

Set-up of Complete "Spectroscope." Showing
Relative Position of Collimator Tube and Tel-

escope, as well as Source of Light.

will perform a considerable amount of this

work, but if this work is taken up system-
atically, as this kind of work should be, a
few small additions to the instrument al-

ready described will

be found convenient.
The chief of these

is connected with the
observation of the
spectrum, namely the
Telescope. The Spec-
trum can be observed
by placing a reading
glass against the spy-
hole, which will mag-
nify the spectrum
sufficiently for gen-
eral purposes, but for
thoro work and good
results a small tele-

scope is a decided
improvement. This need not be elabor-
ate or expensive and does not need to be
very powerful, one magnifying about 5 to 7
diameters and costing about one dollar, is

very satisfactory.

The mounting of this telescope is shown
in Fig. 1. The block of wood is adjusted
so as to bring the lens of the telescope
on a level with the spy-hole, which must be
enlarged sidewise to allow of the telescope
being moved. The telescope is fastened to
this block by means of a strip of tin or
copper, and the end of the telescope placed
just inside the box which covers the prism,
and exactly horizontal zcith the prism.
The exact angle between the prism and

the collimator and telescope can only be
secured by moving the prism till the maxi-
mum spectrum is obtained. The block to
which the telescope is fixt should be fas-
tened to the base by one screw only, so as
to allow it to be moved sidewise as all the
spectrum cannot be seen at once. If this

addition of a telescope to the instrument is

made, the instrument will need to be ad-
justed.

This is done as follows : Place a small

mirror in place of the prism, so that any
light past into the collimator is reflected

into the telescope. Having previously fo-

cust the telescope on some distant object,

place a w/iiVi? light in front of the slit, and
slide the tube containing the slit (either in

or out) till a distinct and clear image of

the slit is seen in the telescope. Both the

collimator and the telescope tubes should
be marked with a line so that the instru-

ment can be placed at these points when
necessary. It should be noticed here that

the collimator should not be moved from
this position, but the telescope will need to

be re-focust for each individual test in

order to make the spectrum distinct and
clear. If these directions have been fol-

lowed carefully the instrument will be
ready for use.

It would not be out of place here now to

consider a little of the theory of the in-

strument, as this, if intelligently studied,

will give the operator much more confid-

ence in himself and a better understanding
of the principles which undcrly the in-

strument. To do this, it will be necessary

to go back to one of the first principles of

Rs</ Yg//oty 6reen B/ue Violet

Fig. I-

A

Note the Two Ctasse
the "Band-Spectra."

s of Spectra^the First the "Continuous Spectrum" and the Second
The Latter Comprises Distinct Isolated Bands of Color as Shown.

Optics, which is that light of any descrip-
tion, when passing from a rarer to a denser
medium, does not travel in a straight line

hut is bent at an angle out of its path. i. e..

it is said to be "REFR.\CTED." This is

easily seen from FIG. 2.

Now, light (by this is meant a primary
color) has a definite wave length, by which
is meant the length of the vibration of the
ether which corresponds to the sensation of
a definite color. In this respect. Red has
the shortest wave length, and the other
colors gradually increasing in wave lenglh
till violet is reached, which possesses tlie

longest wave length of the visible spectrum.
Beyond this, rays of still higher wave
length, invisible to the eve, are known to
exist. These are the ULTR.\-VIOLET
RAYS. The same is also true of the red
end of the spectrum, in which waves of still

shorter wave length than the red are known
to exist. These are the INFR.'\-RED
RAYS.

It will be useful to note here that the red

rays are the heat-carrying rays, while the

violet rays are the rays whicli produce
chemical action, photography being due to

the violet or .Actinic rays.

From the fact that these colors which
make up white light each have a definite

wave length, it can easily be seen that they

are not all refracted alike. This is actually

the case, and can be readily demonstrated
by holding a reading glass outside its focus
on a sheet of white paper. A colored halo

will be seen around the edge. This is due
to the varying refraction of the light, which
is partially split up. When a prism is used
in this fashion, the effect is intensified and
a spectrum results.

SPECTR.\ arc divided into two classes,

(1) Spectra in which the colors form a con-
tinuous blend. This is a CONTINUOUS
SPECTRUM, and is produced by incande-
scent solids such as the particles of carbon
in oil or gas flames, or the filament of
electric light. See Fig. 1-A. (2) Spectra in

which the colors are isolated bands. This is

B.A.ND-SPECTRA, and is produced by an
incandescent VAPOR or gas. In the fol-

lowing; material, whenever a white light, or
a continuous spectrum is needed, either gas
(an ordinary burner or Welsbach), oil or
electric light may be used. When a color-

less flame is mention-
ed, a Bunsen burner
is preferable, but an
alcohol lamp with a

clean ivick can be
used.

Tlie methods of nro-
ducing spectra : Class
I. Methods in which
.i;as, alcohol or gaso-
line is used to pro-
duce the s p e c t ra .

Class 2. Methods" in

which electricity is

used to produce the
spectra.

Continuous
spadrum

Pofass/i/m

Sodium

Lithium

"Refraction"—the Principle of Optics Which
Says That a Light Ray, When Passing from
a Rarer to a Denser IVIedium, Is Bent out of
Its Path, as When Passing thru Glass or

Water.
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Class 1 being the simplest will be taken

up first. When using this triethod, how-
ever, it must be borne in mind that only

those metals whose salts can be volatized

at the temperature of the Bunsen flame can

be used for this method. These metals are

Sodium, Potassium, Barium. Strontiurn and
Calcium, and the rarer metals. Rubidium
and Caesium, and the extremely rare

metals, Thallium, Indium and Gallium.

The wires used in this method are pre-

ferably of platinum, but a pure grade of

iron wire (piano wire) can be used satis-

factorily. If platinum is used, about 2

inches of No. 28 B. & S. gage is sufficient

for each wire, but if iron is used about 3

to 4 inches of a slightly thicker wire should

be used. The wires are mounted as shown
in Fig. 3. A piece of glass tubing about

4 inches long and 3/16" diameter is drawn
out to a jet, which is broken off and the

wire inserted, the glass tube is now heated

around the wire till it fuses onto it. The
other end of the tube is heated in a flame

till it closes. The free end of the wire is

bent into a loop about % inch diamter. If

platinum wire is used, two wires 'will be
sufficient, but if iron is used about six

should be made. Platinum wires are kept
in a small bottle containing chemically pure
hydrochloric acid. The glass handle of the

wire should be pushed thru a hole in the

cork. They are cleaned by first wiping off

any loose matter with a piece of cloth and
then dipt in hydrochloric acid and heated
in the flame. This is repeated till no color
is given to the flame.

If much work is planned, a stand to hold
tliese wires when in use is desirable. This
can be made easily as follows : Make a base
of wood, about 2 inches square and yi inch

thick. Thru the center bore a small hole,

thru which push a stif? pointed piece of
steel wire (a hatpin with the head removed
is just the thing). Then take a cork about
1 inch long, and push it on to the pin so

that it can be moved but fits tightly. Bore
a small hole in it to take the glass handle
of the wire at right angles to the upright
pin. The wire can then be moved up and
down or around, and adjusted and held in

the flame for any required length of time
without any trouble. The finished stand is

shown in Fig. 4.

The Spectrum is taken by this method
as follows : First take a white light, and
place if in front of the slit and about 12
inches away. Observe the spectrum and
gradually move the lamp closer till a point
is found at which the maximum intensity
of spectra is obtained. This distance is

noted and always used in practise. It

would be as well, however, to note that
lamps, biirners and electrical methods vary
in intensity of illumination and the writer
would advise determining experimentally
the most effiecient working distance for
each method. When this distance has been

ELECTRICAL EXPERIMENTER

obtained, the thoroly cleaned wire is moist-

ened with hvdrochloric acid, dipt in the

f>ozvdered salt, placed into the holder and

heated in the flame. If much work is being

done, it is advisable to darken the room, as

this is easier on the eye.

When a spectrum is wanted for a con-

siderable length of time, the following pro-

cedure can be adopted :—A small piece of

asbestos wool is placed in a large test tube,

covered with hydrochloric acid, and boiled ;

the acid is then decanted oflf, water added,

shaken up well, the asbestos allowed to set-

tle, and the water decanted off. The as-

bestos is then shaken out onto a piece of

cheese-cloth, squeezed till dry, placed

in the tube again, fresh acid added, and

the process repeated. It should then be

held in a twist of wire and heated in the

flame for about 5 to 10 minutes. If it

colors it at the end of this time, it should

be again washed with acid and water.

When clean it is twisted onto a clean wire

about 5 to 6 inches long.

The material desired for the spectrum is

dissolved in water to make a strong solu-

tion. The asbestos is dipt into this, and

then gently heated till dry, and then again

dipt into the solution and re-dried. Two
drops of hydrochloric acid are dropt onto

it, and it can then be placed into the flame.

The spectrum thus produced will last a

considerable time.

This method has one objection, however,

and that is when the asbestos becomes red

hot, it gives a continuous spectrum, but if

the slit has been made narrow enough this

will not cause any trouble.

Occasionally, a yellow sodium light is re-

quired. This can easiest he made by us-
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tlie bottom is closed. This will eventually

bring it to about the same length as the

other.

Wire Loop and Handle Used to Volatize

Various Metal Salts in the Bunsen Flame,

for the Production of "Spectra'
Studied in the Spectroscope.

to be

Stand for Holding Vaporizing Ring In Bunsen
Flame for the Production of Spectra in

Spectroscope.

ing an alcohol lamp and placing a little salt,

or borax, on the wick. This will give a

\ellow light indefinitely.

The best salts to use in taking flame

spectra are the chlorides or chlorates. If

these can not be procured, however, the

available salt is mixt to a thick paste with

hvdrochloric acid. Iliis subject, however,

w'ill be treated of more fully further on.

This about covers the field of one method

of spectra-production. The next section to

be taken up is :

—

ELECTRICAL METHODS

Electrical methods can be sub-divided

into into three general classes :--

(1) Production of spectra of and in

gases.

(2) Production of spectra of liquids or

solutions.

(3) Production of spectra of solids.

Class No. 2 being the one most widely

applied, will be considered first. In this

method the material in the form of- a solu-

tion is vaporized in the electric spark.

The apparatus requires an induction coil,

giving not less than 54 inch spark. Indeed

the larger the spark the better will be the

results obtained. The apparatus is shown
in detail in Fig. S. The glass cup "A"
should be about 1" diameter and about 3

inches long. Test tubes can be purchased

about 8" X 1", which when treated as be-

low, make two excellent cups. The tube is

cut about 3 inches from the bottom. This
gives one good cup about 3" long and a

piece of tube about 5" long. It is heated in

the flame and worked with a large nail till

Electrical Apparatus for Producing Spectra
of Various Liquids—These are vaporized In

the Electric Spark Provided by a 1/4 Inch
Spark Coil.

Of course as will be seen later on, a

small bottle with its bottom cut off coiild

be used, but the author would not advise

this as the thickness of the glass will cut

off some of the violet rays, besides distort-

ing the image, while the apparatus made
with a test tube is easier to make and will

give far more satisfactory results.

A hole about i^" diameter must now be

made into the bottom of the tube. This is

done as follows :—Plug up the tube with a

cork thru which passes a piece of glass tube

connected to the mouth with a piece of

rubber tubing. Heat about H" in the cen-

ter of the bottom of the cup with a small

flame, to bright redness, and then blow
strongly into the tube. The bottom will

then blow out. It should be carefully

trimmed with a file till it is flush with the

tube. The edges of this hole should now
be heated in a small mouth-blowpipe flame

till they fuse and assume a smooth ap-

pearance.
The next step requires about 3" of

platinum wire. This can be obtained from
any laboratory supply house. A six-inch

piece of No. 28 B. & S. gage will cost about

75c and will make various pieces of ap-

paratus. No. 32 B. & S. can be used and
comes a little cheaper, but No. 28 is more
satisfactory and will give better service.

The tube "B" is about 5 inches long and
3/16" internal bore. One end has sealed

into it about 1 inch of platinum wire, so

that about yi" projects into tube. The tube

"C" is the most important part of the ap-

paratus, and the directions should be care-

fully followed. A piece of glass tubing

about l-i" intrnial diameter is drawn out to

a jet and cut oS to about 1 inch over-all

length. The large open end of the tube is

smoothed in the flame, and the jet end is

. ground on a piece of moist emery cloth till

it has an aperture not larger than 3/64"

(between 1/32" and 1/16" is correct). The
bottom of this tube is corked with a small

piece of rubber thru which a small hole has

been made. Thru this hole, the platinum

wire (about two inches) is worked, so that

when the rubber stopper is in place, the

platinum wire is just in the end of the jet.

The position of this wire can always be
adjusted by moving the rubber stopper

slightly. About yi inch or more of wire
should project beyond the lower end of the

cork. The whole arrangement is fastened

into the tube "A" by a cork in the lower
hole. The tube "B" is fastened into the

tube by a large cork, which should have a

slit cut in one side "to allow gases to es-

cape. Tbe distance between the spark
(Continued on page 427)
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Ohm's Law and A. G. Circuits
By ARXO A. KLUGE, Instructor in Radio, University of Nebraska

A
SUBJECT that is usually rather
hazy in the mind of the practical

electrical man who has never had
. the opportunity of engineering

training, is the application of Ohm's
law to alternating current circuits. This
may be traced to a total lack of literature of
a concise nature on the matter, for in most

Inductance. LP, (L = inductance in henries)
In the above P represents the reactance
factor of the current applied, being
P = 2 T n (.where n =; frequency in cycles)
The difference in the value of these re-

sistances is due to the differing effect which
they have upon the voltage and current of
our power supply. A condenser in the cir-

iheni, and by use of the formulae attached
the student is enabled to calculate the cur-
rent which will tlovv in any possible circuit.

It should be borne in mind, however, that
while these formulae will give the actual
value of the current flowing in the circuit,

we cannot then mutiply this amperage by
the imprest E.M.F. and obtain the power

f,ffl
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Here Are the Various Alternating Current Circuits Encountered in Practise. Ttiese Combinations Inciude Different Combinations ofResistance, Inductance and Capacity, and the Simplified Forms of Ohm's Law Applicable to Ail of These Circuits Are Here Given
Cut out These Charts and Paste Them in Your Note-Book.

text-books it is necessary to digest several
chapters of non-essentials before the point
is reached.

In alternating current practise we en-
counter three different kinds of paths or
conductors of the current, and it is the
method of computing their effective resist-

ances in various combinations thai this ar-
ticle has to deal with. The first kind is the

simple straight wire, whose resistance, for
low frequencies, at least, depends wholly
upon its length, cross-section, and material.
It must be clearly understood that this ap-
plies only to currents of audio frequencies,
as from 25 to 500 cycles, since any conduc-
tor at radio frequencies possesses appreci-
able capacity and inductance.
The second and third cases of paths are

the condenser and the inductance coil, de-
signated as capacity and inductance, re-

spectively. Seldom if ever do we find these
cases in a circuit alone, but usually in com-
bination with one or both of the other two.
For example, an inductance coil always has
resistance associated with it. since it is im-
possible to obtain a perfect conductor.
We can then make a table for the equiv-

alent ohmic resistance of each of these
types, from the data we find in text-books,
as follows

:'

Type Equivalent Ohmic Resistance
Simple R, (Resistance of conductor)

I

Capacity . .
.— , (C = capacity in farads)
CP

cuit causes the current to lead the voltage,
while an inductive resistance causes the
current to lag behind the voltage, the maxi-
mum possible limit in either case being 90°,
which represents a .ri'ro po-wer factor, or a
watt-less current. This is grafically shown
by Fig. 1.

.'\pplying Ohm's law to the case of a sim-
ple non-inductive resistance, we find that
the current is given by the expression

:

E
I =—

R
with which the reader is already familiar.
This is represented in Case I, see diagrams.
Extending our formula to the case of a

pure capacity, we have
K

(Effective) I

consumption of the circuit in watts. The
latter is wholly dependent upon the power
factor, i.e., the per cent lag or lead of the
current, and it will be necessary to multiply
the product by this factor to obtain the true
wattage consumption of our circuit.

The power factor of an A. C. circuit is

found by dividing the trite K-atls as read off
from a compensated indicating watt-meter
by the apparent ivatts, which latter term is

the voltage resultant from multiplying the
effective or indicated volts by the effective
or indicated (or calculated) amperes. Some
A. C. installations are fitted with a direct
reading power factor meter.

I/CP
= ECP

or, the current which will flow in the circuit
is the product of the voltage applied (volt-
age as measured by an A, C, voltmeter
which gives the "effective value"), times
the capacity (farads), and the reactance
factor P. Case 2 shows this.

And for the case of a pure inductance.
if such a thing were possible, we would
then have E

LP
as shown by Case 3.

In addition to these simpler ones, cases
4 to 11 illustrate various combinations of

WOMEN INSTRUCT IN RADIO
WORK.

Miss Jiaruch, daughter of lii-rnard

Baruch of Glen Cove, Miss Chanler of
Stony Brook and Miss Perrine of New
York are instructing the men ot the air
service at .Mitchel Field in radio work.
There are twenty-five other women who
are volunteering their services in instruct-
ing the men in both the English and
French language. Special attention is given
to the men who arc not familiar with the
English htiig\iaue, with especial reference
to military terms.

At one period no mail reached the miners
of Spitzbergen for eight months, but they
are now able to get the world's news twice
a day by wireless telegraph.
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The Manipulation of Glass Tubing in the

Experimental Laboratory
By Prof. HERBERT E. METCA.LF

P ART 1

1

IT
is often necessary to fuse a small tube

to a large one or to make other ciid-to-

ciid fusions. Fusions are the hardest

part of glass blowing and mu>t be done
carefully in order to produce satisfac-

tory results. Many experimenters heat the

Successive Stages to be Followed In Fus-
ing a Glass "Tee.*' It is Made of Two
Pieces of Glass Tubing of Approximately
the Same Sizes. It Looks Hard, But Is

Comparatively Simple When You Once
Master the Tricl< of Handling Glass.

Read Part I First by ajl Means.

ends of two pieces of glass in a flame and
then stick them together only to find out
that they^ will break apart upon the least

provocation. A real fusion, properly done,
will prove as strong as any other portion of

the tubing. Heating the ends and sticking

them together is the first part of the pro-
cess, it is true, but the procedure extends
beyond that. After the -ends are stuck to-

gether they must nn'er be allowed to cool.

A cork is stuck in one of the ends and then
a sharp needle-like flame from the blast

lamp is directed at one side at the place
where the two tubes join. This point will

soon become white hot, the glass will run
together and will bend in under the force
of the flame. Removing the flame, blow
very gently into the open end of the tube,

thus bringing back the bent portion into its

proper shape. At this point the glass is

properly fused. This same procedure must
be repeated all around the circumference of
the fusion. When finished all points will

be perfectly fused, with the two ends of
each melted off smoothly one into the other

:

All this time the tube must not be allowed
to cool. Therefore the work must be done
rapidly and the joint must not be laid

down until entirely finished. When the

fusion is completed it must be gradually
cooled in a yellow flame until sooted. It

may then be laid on the asbestos mat to

cool.

MAKING 'T'S" AND '• YS."

T's and Y's are only variations of the

end-to-end fusion process. The principal

difference, however, is in making the hole

in the side of the glass tube, and the order

of procedure in the more complicated

pieces.

To make a hole in the side of a piece of

glass tubing is a simple matter, but to make
a hole of the proper size is much more dif-

ficult. First select the top bar of the "T"
and direct a sharp, very fine needle-pointed

flame at the place where the hole is to be,

see Fig. 5. A cork having been placed in

one end of the tube will enable the manipu-
lator to blow out a small bubble on the side

of the tube at the point which the blow pipe

is heating white hot. Now the size of the

resultant bubble will depend upon the area

which is white hot and also upon the force

with which the bubble is blown out : A few
trials will soon give the knack of obtaining

various sizes of holes. This bubble may
then be broken with a file and the edges

trimmed down, taking extreme care to

leave a small lip to aid in fusion : The
hole is now ready for the fusion. Heat the

edges of the hole until they are sticky

;

heat the end of the piece to be fused on
until it also is sticky, then stick them to-

gether with a slight rotary motion, being

sure that no small air leak exists. If a

leak is present it will prevent the effect of

blowing in the tube.

As there are now two open ends, one of

them must be plugged with a cork, leaving

only one to blow into. The needle pointed

flame is again brought into use and the

joint fused by alternately melting in and
blowing out tlie glass all around the cir-

cumference of the weld. The "T" must
then be sooted thoroly and laid away to

cool.

A few words about this all important

blozmng operation which forms a part of

all glass tubing manipulation. It is so im-

portant it must be thoroly understood.

Upon directing the needle-pointed flame on
a portion of the circumference of two
tubes at the point where fusion is to take

place, the glass in a small spot, depending
on the size of the flame, will become white

hot and the edges will fuse or run to-

inside ono/iier
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gcther. But, at the same time the tube at

this point will bend inward, and must be
gotten back into shape. This is done by
blowing gently into the open end of the

tube just hard enough to get the hot por-

/luODerfuje

Commercial Home-macfe
vacuum pump yacuam jump

hg. 7

Method of Sealing One Glass Tube Inside
Another Larger Tube for Certain Re-
quirements. Sealing Wax is Frequently

Used for Joining the Two Tubes.

Duplicating a Commercial Glass Vacuum
Pump (left) by Simple Home-Made De-
sign (right). Former cost $2.50—"Made In

Germany." Latter Cost 25 Cents and
Works Just as well.

tion of the tube back to its proper position.

That is why corks have to be put in all but

one opening, and that one left to blow thru.

Now it is sometiines necessary to use pieces

of tubing which are too short to be blown
into without being burned. This may be

avoided by attaching a small piece of rub-

ber tubing to the open end of the glass

tube and then blowing into the rubber tube.

Never blow into the tube while the flame

touches the glass.

Having made a "T" it is a very simple

matter to make a "Y". After the "T" has

been fused, direct a larger flame so as to

heat the entire tube in the neighborhood of

the joint and then bend into the shape of

a "Y".

Tubes with any number of side openings

may be made : A cross may be made with

one precaution. Proceed to make a "T",

and then immediately start working on the

other side without allowing the first joint

to cool. This is to avoid re-hcating and re-

cooling a joint once made, as they are apt

to crack.

MAKING CONSTRICTIONS IN GLASS TUBING

.The ordinary way of making a constric-

tion in a glass tube is to merely heat a por-

tion of the tube and then draw the two ends

apart until the required result is obtained.

(Continued on page 422)
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Experimental Electric Furnaces
By JEROME S. MARCUS, B. Sc. (Chem. Eng.)

AN electric furnace is an apparatus for

/\ the production of high temperatures
r~\ by electricitj'. The advantages of

-^ -^ such an apparatus are—the direct

application of heat to the material,

thus eliminating excessive losses by con-

ileetrades

[^

Rhtoifat.

JTOMSOl
Transformer

Line

ng 1

For the Resistance or Induction Type of Elec-
tric Furnace, a Step-up Transformer is Gen-
erally Necessary as a Higher Voltage Than
That on Commercial Circuits is Required.

duction thru the walls of a containing ves-

sel ; the production of high temperature,
usually above those obtainable from fuel

in common uses ; simple and accurate regu-

lation, giving absolute control of a process

and an economical use of power ; and
finally, with sources of water-power, a low
operating cost.

There are several type^ of electric fur-

naces in use. The general division are

—

the Induction type, and the Resistance type.

The purpose of this article is to give the

experimenter the simple construction de-
,

tails and operating principles of these fur-

naces.

Before going further, it is well to in-

form the operator of any of these devices

to watch his fuses, as many will be blown
without the proper regulation of the rheo-
stat in Fig. 1. The experimenter will find

that a transformer is not necessary for a

small arc furnace, but in the case of the re-

sistance or induction types a higher voltage
than the ordinary lighting current is re-

quired for good results.

The author has found the simplest rheo-
stat to be of the water-barrel type. A
wooden pail is first filled with strong salt

water. A metal plate in the bottom is at-

tached to one lead, which is well insulated

;

a piece of rubber hose over the wire is ex-
cellent. To this other lead is soldered a

metal electrode of any sort. The distance
between the plate and the electrode regu-
lates the current ; the closer they are the
less the resistance. The experimenter may

A Simple Vi/ater Rheostat For Regulating the
Current Passing Thru the Electric Furnace,
and a Small Furnace Constructed From Two

Lime Blocks.

fit up a support for his adjustable electrode

to suit his convenience. Fig. 2.

The arc furnace is by* far the best for

the amateur. It is the simplest and cheap-
est in construction, the easiest of operation
and regulation, the most economical and is

productive of higher temperature than the

other types.

A furnace which will give practical re-

sults can be made from two blocks of slaked

lime, hollowed out and grooved for two
carbon electrodes, as shown. This appara-
tus can be run on the ordinary lighting

current the same as an arc-light. To start

the arc in operation the carbons are touched
together and then drawn a small distance
apart, giving a steady arc. The material

to be melted is placed in the hollow beneath
the arc. To stop the arc, the carbons are

drawn far apart, thus breaking the arc.

The use of a rheostat or "ballast" improves
the steadiness of the arc. A transformer is

not necessary as w'as stated before.

Since an electric arc between carbon
wears down the postitive electrode, adjust-

ment is frequently necessary in order to

maintain the flow of current. One carbon

Srasi strip
Brass sciv

F,g4

Strips ofagar box ivaoa

Stripofagar
tv/ mtooa

Fig 4A

Sase
fig 43

,^

'A

fig 4C fig 4D
The Flower-pot Electric Furnace—a quickly
Made Type For Experimental Work. Note
the Three-Electrode Furnace at Fig. 4-D.

should therefore be made loose in order to
feed it in as required.
The above apparatus is not one that the

experimenter cares to have as a permanent
part of his laboratory. Below is given a
description of a highly efficient furnace
w-ith which any experiment can be readily
performed.
A clay flower pot is drilled to permit the

carbon to pass thru, and is lined with fire-

clay or lime. The carbons are attached to
wooden blocks, as shown. The pot is set on
a board base with a circle of asbestos be-
neath. The adjustment of the carbon is

made by means of threaded bolts moving
the blocks in grooves. A single pole, single
throw-knife switch may be mounted on tlie

base. K clay cover is placed over the pot
when in operation. The details are shown

in Figs. 4 A, B and C. One inch wood is

used for blocks and base.

A three-electrode arc furnace is shown
in Fig. 4-D. The positive electrode only

needs to be adjusted to keep the arc in the

center of the chamber.
The adjustment of the electrodes is elimi-

Fig. 6, Shows a Two-Electrode Resistance
Furnace. Fig. 7, a Single Carbon Electrode
Furnace Utilizing a Grafite or Fire-clay Lined

Metal Crucible as the Second Electrode.

nated if water cooled metal ones are
utilized in place of the carbon. These are
more expensive to make, however, and un-
less carefully made soon come apart. A
copper disc is welded or brazed on the end
of a copper or brass tube. The cooling
water is introduced thru a small metal
pipe, see Fig. 5. An electrode can be made
of iron pipe with a cap screwed on the end
but is less efficient, owing to the high re-

sistance of the iron.

The resistance type of furnace depends
on the resistance offered by the material to
an electric current, for its source of heat.

This form of furnace is the one used in the

manufacture of carborundum, the smelting
of ores, especially aluminum and in the
refining of zinc.

The simplest resistance furnace consists
of a flower pot or other clay container, in

which the material is placed around two
carbon electrodes, as shown in Fig. 6. Very
often it is necessary to place a little granu-
lated carbon between the electrodes to start

the flow of current.

Another type of resistance furnace util-

izes the container as one electrode. A
grafite crucible is generally used, altbo an
iron pot lined with fire clay in which a
large amount of carbon has been mixed,
may be used for the lower temperatures.
Only one connection is then made to the

carbon electrodes, of which there may be
one or several, depending on the size of
the furnace, the other connection being
made to the container itself. Higher
voltages than 110 are best for this type of

Fnmary ivind/nff

—

Iron core
Fig 8

The "Induction Furnace"— in Which the
"Charge" Forms the Secondary Circuit at
A-A. Current Is Transferred From the Pri-

mary Winding by Induction.
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furnace, the amperage varying with the re-

sistance offered by the material. The car-

borundum furnace at Niagara Falls runs on

potentials as high as 22,000 volts.

The induction furnace (Fig. 8) is not a

practical one for the experimenter. It re-

quires some of the molten material to start

it, and due to the high reactance resulting

from the distance between the primary and

Cooling yya/er m/ef tire electrode

"^ n
Walerouflel

The "Arc Furnace," to Be Successful For
Steady Work. Is Best Equipt With Hollow,
Water Cooled Electrodes of the Design Shown.

secondary is uneconomical for a laboratory

device. The induction furnace operates as

a transformer, the secondary \yinding in

this case being the "charge," which is coii-

tained in the circular channel A, and is

heated by the secondary current. The
amount of energy put into the secondary

can be varied by varying the applied pri-

mary voltage.

It is hoped that these few notes will

prove useful to the electrical experimenter.

There is a large number of unsolved prob-

lems concerning the behavior of various

substances at high temperatures y-et to be

worked out, and the results of some experi-

menter's research may be, for all wcNcan
tell, of great commercial or scientific value.

TRICKS IN 3- AND 4-WAY LIGHT
SWITCHING.
By Y. R. M.ANN

In the experimenter's laboratory it is

often desirable to have control of current

from two or more points. To accomplish
this easily and at a low cost, battery type,

porcelain base, knife switches may be sub-

stituted for the standard 3-way and 4-way
push button switches. It must be remem-
bered, however, that when the current is

turned off by opening one of these switches
(see Fig. 1) the blade must be thrown over
to the opposite contact, so that the throw-
ing of another blade will close the circuit

again. In the standard snap and flush

switches this operation is accomplished
automatically by means of the spring.

The solid lines from switch to switch
(Fig. 1) show the circuit as arranged for

control from three points, using one double-
pole and two single-pole, double-throw
switches. The connections for control from
two points are made by using only the

1

l/ne

lixa
o-

-
} o

/

— ) --i^
r

1 ' s
1

'

1

F/g 1
rt

Circuits of a 3-Point Control For Electric
Lights, using Standard Knife Switches.

r

If.

i

JS

ng. 2 -^
AaB /amps on para"sf . Ouf confro/lea i>y s

way in c and p

single-pole switches, connnected to the line

and load as shown, and connected together

as shown by the dotted lines.

Making a D. P. Sivitch from a 2-Way.—
Any standard 3-way flush push-button
switch may be changed to a double-pole
switch by removing the contacts from one
side (not one end) of the shell and trans-

posing them. As in a 3-vvay push-button
switch the contacts are arranged so that

there is a high and a low one in each end
of the shell, this change gives two high
contacts in one end and two low ones in

the other, making the switch either all on
or all off at each consecutive push.
The strip of metal which bridges the

"live" end of the 3-way must be removed
or permanently disconnected. Line connec-
tion may be made to the point which has
no screw by soldering the wire to it or by
simply hooking the wire firmly and tightly

in the unthreaded hole.

To change a double-pole flush push-button
switch to a 3-way, reverse the above opera-
tion, bridging one end by a piece of wire
and removing one screw from that end so
that the "live" end can be readily distin-

guished.
2-Way Hook-Ups.—Fig. 2 shows two S.

P. D. T. knife switches connected up to

control two lamps in two rooms from two
different locations. Fig. 3 illustrates two
3-way (or two S. P. D. T. knife switches)
controlling two or more lamps. A, B, etc.,

in a group, the switches being placed in

such positions as at the top and bottom of

a stairway, etc.

1

'A

i i

Fig 3 EE

Hook-up For Two 3-Way Switches to Control
One or More Lamps A, B, Etc., in a Group,
the Switches Being in Such Locations As At

the Top and Bottom of a Stairway.

FILING SMALL HOLES.
It is often necessary to enlarge a hole

thru a thick piece of metal by filing. If

a very thin file is used, that will pass right

thru the hole, there will be no risk of its

getting jammed and snapping off with the

end firmly imbedded in the work, as might
happen if a stouter file were used that

would only enter the hole for a portion of
its length. On the other hand, only a lim-

ited amount of force can be exercised with
safety when using a thin and delicale file,

which makes the .operation rather tedious.

The best way is to select as strong as file

.

as possible for the job, marking the safe
limit to which it may enter the hole, and
preventing it from going ai\v further by
slipping a small cork over the end. The
file can then be used vigorously without
anv risk of striking.

Contributed by H. J. GRAY.

Fig. 1. For the extension gong (Fig. 3) re-

move the vibrator from an old electric bell

and connect as shown in diagram. D is a
bumper for the armature.

In Figure 4, A is a rubber washer ; B,
brass screw, and C, carbon cup.

Controlling Two Lamps. Connected on Paral-
lel at Different Points. By Two 2-Point Bat-

tery Switches in Different Locations.

AN EXTENSION GONG FOR A
CLOCK.

In the sketch, A is a carbon cup holding
mercury; B, a piece of No. 10 gage wire;
C, a weak spring to raise B from cup ; D,
stop to prevent apparatus from turning out
of position ; E, piece of tin cut in triangular
shape; F, pivot for tin triangle; G, cord
or catgut connecting hammer with triangle;

H, hammer, and I, the clock gong.
Figure 2 shows the arrangement if ham-

mer is over gong and cannot operate as in

A "Mercury Switch" Rigged Up to Ring Ex-
tension Bells Whenever a Clock Strikes the

Hour and Intermediate Periods.

I recently made an extension electric

gong for a clock, so that it would strike

whenever the clock struck, but I experienced
trouble in getting good contacts in the clock.

At first the contact was made by the ham-
mer striking the gong, but this did not give
satisfaction, so I devised an apparatus
which is shown in diagrams, that worked
with excellent success.

The carbon cup, A—which is mentioned
in the diagrams—is easily made from a
piece of a round carbon from an old bat-

tery. The holes are easily made in it with
the use of an old pocket knife.

Contributed by CHAS. J. EDWARDS.

TITLING BOOKS
Many readers desire to title bound vol-

umes of the Electrical Experimenter, or
other magazines, or books which have been
re-covered, etc. The usual method is to

mark it in either black or white ink, ac-
cording to the color of the covering. This
method may be improved upon by applying
a coat of transparent shellac over the let-

tering, and thus prevent the wording from
becoming obliterated from hard usage or
by being rubbed off with the fingers. When
the lettering his dried, the shellac is ap-
plied, and allowed to dry thoroly before
being used. It is advisable to apply one or
more coats to the cover.

Contributed bv
ALBERT W. WTLSDOX.

A Hint on Titling Bound Volumes of the
"Electrical Experimenter" and Other Bookf.
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Experimental Chemistry
By ALBERT \V. WILSDON

Twenty-ninth Lesson

THE HALOGENS—CHLORIN (HISTORY)

CH L O R I X
\v a s tirst

prepared b y
Scheele in

1774 while
he was cxperiment-

inj: with "black mag-
nesia" (an ore con-

sisting largely of

manganese dioxid)
and hydrochloric
acid, lint it was not

until 1801 that Davy
first establisht its ele-

mentary cliaracter.
Scheele called it

"Dephiogistic .Muri-

atic Acid". BerthoUet
namrd it "Oxidized I

Muriatic .\cid", sup-
posing it to be a com-
pounu, because he ob-
servca that its solution

muriatic (hydrochloric)
when placed in sunlight.

' 0' unaisacnea
cloth

Jlo// of i/eac/ied

irMe c/oth

Fig. /32

Complete Chain of Immersion Tanks Used in Bleaching Cloth. The Cloth Passe;
i-roni Lett to Right Thru the Acidulated and Chlorinated Water Vats Successively.

in water yielded

acid and oxytren.

Davy applied the

Fig. 133. Set-Up of Chemical Apparatus for
Preparing Chlorin Gas From Hydrochloric

Acid ami Manganese Dioxid.

present name, chlorin, on account of its

greciiish-ycllow color.

Gay-Lussac and Thenard demonstrated
that one volume of it united with one vol-

ume of hydrogen to form hydrochloric

acid.

OCCURRENCE.
Chlorin does not ncciir in the free state

in nature as its affinities are too great. It

is found abundantly in combination with

sodium in the form of sodium cMorid.
which is found in sea waters, inland lakes.

and beds or deposits, from which it is dug
like coal. It is also found combined with
magnesium, which is a much smaller con-
stituent of sea water than sodium, and
which is also found in some mineral
springs.

Preparation :

—

(1) In the laboratorj' it is usually pre-

pared by removing the hydrogen from hy-
drochloric acid with the aid of manganese
dioxid. In this reaction the hydrogen taken

from the acid unites with the oxygen of

the manganese dioxid, according to the

equation :

—

4HC1 -\- MnO= = MnCU -f 2H=0 + CL

Chlorin has affinity for metals, and so

half of it unites with the manganese pres-

ent to form the compound manganous
chlorid (MnClj). It might be exnectcd that

MiiCb -j- 2H,0 would be ibe products, but
one atom of manganese cannot liold more
than two atoms of chlorin, and half the

chlorin is thus set free, having nothing with
which to combine, while all the oxygen goes
to form water. You will observe that the

\alence of the manganese in the factors (to

the left of the above equation) is 4, while
in the products (to the right of the above
equation), it is 2; or in other words, to-

wards oxygen, manganese has a valence of

4, while towards chlorin its valence is 2.

This is a reduction and oxidation, hydro-
chloric acid being the reducing agent,

manganous chlorid the reduction product,
; lid chlorin the oxidation product.

(2) It may be prepared by the electrolysis

of hydrochloric acid or the chlorides by
utilizing the electrohtic generator shown
by Fig 130 of this series, in the September
issue of this journal. The principle in-

volved is the decomposition of the acid, or
chlorides, by means of an electric current.

Thistle Tube

Delivery tube
,

V

i

lar^ £}0!'ie

tr/.'n chlo//n

. gas
fi'orence
Hash

\^

Apparatus Used
Chlorin

Xa= -I- H=0 =
2NaOH -I- Cl= =

3NaC10 =

in which the chlorin

is liberated and col-

lected at the anode,
and the hydrogen or
sodium (if sodium
chlorid is used) col-

lected at the cathode.

In the various pro-
cesses, many mechan-
ical difficulties have
been encountered in

the form of second-
ary reactions taking
place with the forma-
tion of sodium hypo-
cblorit, chlorat and
chlorid, due to the
difi^usion of the
chlorin thru the solu-
tion, the reactions
being:

—

2NaCl = Xa= + CU
2NaOH -f H=
NaClO + NaCI -f H.O
NaClO, + 2NaCl

in Burning
Gas Experim

Fig. 136. Apparatus for the Dry Collection
of Chlorin Gas by the Displacement of Air.

Height of Gas in Bottle Is Seen by Its Green-
ish Color.

NaClO., + 3H. = XaCl: -|- 3H2O
Numerous devices have been invented to

overcome this difficulty. Probably the most
successful has been the Castncr-Kellner
process, described in the Xovember, 1917,

issue and illustrated by Fig. 88 of the same
issue.

(3) On the large scale chlorin is made by
a method known as the Weldon process.

The only difference between this method
and the one first described above, namely
thai of acting on manganese dioxid with
hydrochloric acid, consists in transforming
the manganous chlorid into a compound
that can be again treated with hydrochloric
acid. The manganous chlorid was formerly
wasted, and thus the cost of chlorin, when
made into bleaching powders, etc., was
considerable, caused by the necessity of
using new manganese dioxid each time.

By W'cldon's method the manganous chlorid
nbtained is treated with calcium hydroxid
(slaked lime. Ca (OH);), converting it into

manganese dioxid, thus,

MnCl= + Ca (OH)2 = Mn (OH): + CaCU

(Continued on page 411)
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This department will award the following monthly prizes: First Prize, $3.00; Second Prize, $2.00; Third Prize, $1.00.
The purpose of this department is to stimulate experimenters towards accomplishing new things with old apparatus or old material

and for the most useful, practical and original idea submitted to the Editors of this department, a monthly series of prizes will be award«i'
For the best idea submitted a prize of $3.00 is awarded; for the second best idea a $2.00 prize, and for the third best prize of $1 00 TTie
article need not be very elaborate, and rough sketches are sufHcient. We will make the mechanical drawings. Use only one side of sheetMake sketches on separate sheets.

FIRST PRIZE, $3.00

A MAGNET-LESS BUZZER.
To make this buzzer, a piece of resistance

wire. X, about 18 inches long is sus-

A Buzzer Without Magnet Coils—Sounds Im-
possible, Doesn't It? Well, This One Does

the Trick.

pended from standard A. .-^t its lower end
it is connected to arm B which is hinged to

A and insulated from it. W is a weight to

regulate the tension of X. .\t C. on B, is

soldered a contact. S is an adjustable con-
tact screw which touches the contact at C.
When current is applied at 2, it flows up
standard A and down resistance wire, thru
arm B and contacts to 1. The current
heats the wire and it expands, letting down
arm B. which breaks the circuit. Wire
then cools and contracts, closing circuit

again and wire again heats and cools, as

long as current is applied.

Contributed by
T. R. WIESEMANN, JR.

HOW TO OIL KNIFE SWITCHES.
As oil is an insulator, it cannot be suc-

cessfully used to make switches work easily

of the ordinary blade and clip type, as the

oil forms a film between the switch-post

To Make a Good Contact Thru Knife Switch
Joints, Especially When Oiled, Solder a Flex-

ible Lead to Both Hinge and Blade.

SECOND PRIZE, $2.00

A SIMPLE BATTERY MOTOR FOR
THE BOYS.

I am sending you a plan of an electric

motor which I designed. The rotcr is made
of an old spool sucli as magnet wire comes
on. On its circumference are set eight

nails or screws on either side of the spool

and these spaced evenly apart. One set of

screws or nails is used for the commutator
as shown in Fig. 2. This set of screws is

connected to the shaft by wires as shown.
When the screw D comes to brush E, F
is drawn to the coil and so on. The con-
nections are as follows : One terminal of
battery is connected to the shaft by means
of a brush, or by connectitig a wire to the

frame. The other terminal is connected to

one side of coils, and the other terminal of
coils is connected to brush E, Fig. 2.

Contributed by C. P. WALKER.

A Simple Form of Battery Motor Which Ex-
perimenters Will Find Interesting.

and switch-blade, thereby insulating one
from the other. This may be overcome in

the following manner

:

To the switch-post solder one end of a
flexible conductor about two or three inches
long. Solder the other end ^o the switch-
blade. For this conductor drop -cord for
electric lights will serve very etSciently.
Contributed by

RICHARD J. ANDERSON.

AN ELECTRIC "COMBINATION"
DOOR LOCK.

The sketch shows a simple electric door
lock attachment which any amateur elec-
trician can make. It has been in use on my
door for several months and has proven
entirely satisfactory.

The solenoid "S," armature "A." and hook
"B" are mounted on the casing of the door;
inside the house of course. The row of
push buttons "H" is placed outside of the
door. The buttons 3, 4, and 6, are con-
nected in series with the relay switch "f,"
which is normally closed, and the solenoid
coil "S." Buttons, 1, 2, 5, and 7 are con-

THIRD PRIZE, $1,00

BURGLAR ALARM FOR A SLIDING
DOOR.

This alarm has worked with success and
I thought that someone else might wish to

:Sn7jj sfno S'id/ng cfoor

" 'spring

I Nail

MllllH
Baffery 5n Bell

A Burglar Alarm For Sliding Doors—When
the Doors Are Opened the Spring Hits the

Nail, Closing the Bell Circuit.

use it. The material consists of a strip of

brass, a screen door spring, a long nail, an

electric bell, switch and batteries. Fasten

the strip of brass at one end on wall and

bend it to shape*shovvn in diagram. Drive

nail in ceiling so that strip of brass will

hit it when the door is open. Then fasten

screen door spring so it will pull the brass

strip against the nail "A." When the door

is shut the brass strip is held away from
the nail, but when it is open the brass strip

touches the nail and closes the circuit, caus-

ing the bell to ring.

Contributed by VIRGIL McELROY.

nected in multiple and the group in series

with the relay switch magnet "D."
If buttons 3, 4 and 6 are prest, coil "S" is

energized, raising the hook "B" which al-

lows the door to be opened. However, if

any other buttons are prest at the same
time, then coil "D" opens the solenoid cir-

cuit at "F," and the door remains fastened.

"C" is a switch placed inside the room to

J J

JI^
^^i^

>

1 1

^^M^l^'.
V V 1

A Puzzling Electric Combination Lock.

open the door when leaving or to admit

anj'one.

Contributed by RAE GALUSHA.
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Electrical Engineer
Elcc. Li^hr aiid Power 5upt
Ilydroelect'ric Engineer
Telephone Engineer
Telegraph En/inccr
Wireless Operator
Archifcct"
Building Contractor
Civil En/inccr
Structural Engineer
MechanicalEngineer
Shop SupGrintcndcnt
Steam Engineer
Draftsman and Designer

i^ver*Y Trade
Needed '^

t^UROPE is devastated. It must be rebuilt. And America
-'--' must rebuild it. American brains, ingenuity, and inven-
tive genius are going to supply war-torn Europe with new buildings, new
factories, new machinery, new equipment of every description. In fact,

there isn't one thing needed in the reconstruction of Europe that America
won't supply. Can you grasp what that means?

The moment peace is declared America will begin the titanic task. No other country
can do it. Think of what it will mean to America— to YOU and every ABLE man in

the country. The task facing America will mean a decade or more of unparalleled
prosperity— an era of COLOSSAL OPPORTUNITY for the TRAINED MAN.
Earning power will be limited only by the lack of ability to DO THINGS. Every line

of business will be worked to the limit. There can be no question about that, for the
skilled workers of Europe have died by the hundreds of thousands. Now you see why
training is so essential, and why every man not in the fighting line must prepare for the

gigantic task facing America. The man with TRAINING will reap rich rewards.

Prepare Now For the Big

Future
Don't sit on the sidelines when the big call for

trained men comes. You don't have to. TRAIN and
get into the game yourself. In six months you will be better fitted

for the job you want than you are now. In a year you will have a

strong grip on that job. In two years you can be an expert— a big

money-maker. There will be a place for you no matter what your
profession or age may be. There is time for you to get ready it you
begin NOW. Trained men will be capable of earning salaries

that will satisfy the most ambitious. And there will be a humlred
or r.iore openings for every man who can deliver the goods. There
is no limit to the opportunities facing YOU and every man in

the U. 8.

—

only the limit you place on yourself

.

Results Follow If Training

Leads
It needs a little backbone to study. It means devot-

ing some part of your leisure hours to learning. But if

you are man enough to do it, then the rewards are so

sure— so certain— that the time you spend in home
study will repay you a thousandfold. There is going to

be a tidal wave of prosperity sweeping this country. It

is beyond dispute. Are YOU going to ride on the

crest of it, or will you be content to travel with the

driftwood that follows it? IT IS UP TO YOU!

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when wriiinQ to advertisers.
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iusincssNana^cr
rertrifled PublicAccountant
AccountantandAuditbr
bookkeeper
?tcno^rdphcr
ire Insui'ancG Expert
7ani taryEn^inecr
faster Plumber
leatin^ andVentilating En^.

\utomobilcEngineer
\utbraobilcRepairer
'Virplanc Mechanic

and Profession
Rebuild Europe
Train with the Greatest Educational Institution in America
If you have ambition, and the backbone, you are going to prepare for the immense
possibilities of the near future. It is simply a matter of saying "I WILL" and mailing

the coupon below. No matter what profession you choose to follow, you will have back
of you the greatest correspondence school in the country—the greatest staff of experts
in all branches of endeavor to instruct and coach you. Back of this staff, back of this great institution, is nearly

twenty-five years' experience. The American School has the prestige of having trained thousands of men — and

women—who today rank high in the industrial and commercial world. They have made their respective marks
because they were TRAINED. But first they marked the COUPON.

Satisfaction Guaranteed o^^p^i^g^^
*^ * " ^* "^ *^ * erns the Ameri-

can School: the student must be satisfied or his money
is refunded in full. There is no quibble or equivocation

about it. Just as it is up to you to mark the Coupon to

prepare for the golden age to come, so is it up to you
to tell us if you are not satisfied. That guarantee goes ivit/i ei'ery

Course. Then there is the EASY PAYMENT PLAN that

makes it possible for you to.get training without missing the money.

Mark and Mail Coupon !:"„rs:s°l.e!o:

lies your future— a big future if you master that Course.

And you can do it without a doubt. On receipt of the

coupon we will promptly send you full particulars—
everything you will want to know about the Course
you are interested in, the Instructors back of you, our business and

training methods. Refund Guarantee and easy payment plan. Send
the Coupon NOW—while this most important matter is before you.

^

American School ?:..?.?r^'sss^

TRAINING TME KEY TO SUCCESS

.Electrical Engineer
-Elec. Light and Power

Superintendent

.-Hydroelectric Engineer

..Telephone Engineer
-Telegraph Engineer

.wireless Operator
Architect

Building Contractor
..civil Engineer
.Structural Engineer
..Mechanical Engineer
..Shop Superintendent

..Steam Engineer

.. Draftsman and Designer

..Lawyer

.Business Manager

.Cert. Public Accountant
-Accountant and Auditor
..Bookkeeper
..Stenographer

..Fire Insurance Expert
-Sanitary Engineer
.-Heating and Ventilating

Engineer
-Master Plumber

-Automobile Engineer
..Automobile Repairer
..Airplane Mechanic
.-High School Graduate
.-Gen. Education Course

.-Com. School Branches

Check Course you
are interested in and

nnail the Coupon
Address..

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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EDITED BY S. GERNSBACK

S»4-

BOILING WATER WITH ICE.

This is an old. tho very curious and inter-

esting experiment, calculated to mystify the

uninitiated.

Obtain a Florence flask or glass distilling

retort and till it half full of water. Boil

If You Have Never Boiled Water With Ice.

Here Is Your Chance! Next They Will IVIake

Ice-Cream on the Gas-Range.

the water, and immediately on removing the

flame, cork the flask tightly, and turn it

upside down. As soon as the steam con-

denses it will form a partial vacuum over

the water. It is well known that water

boils in a vacuum at a much lower tempera-

ture than is required in the open air, and

consequently, if the vacuum could be kept

up. the water would boil long after it was
removed from the source of heat. But as

soon as steam is formed, it exerts a pres-

sure on the water and stops the boiling.

If now we place a piece of ice on the top

of the flask, the vapor or steam will be

condensed, a vacuum will be formed and

the water will commence to boil violently

and will continue to do so until the tempera-

ture of the water in the flask falls below

that at which water boils in a vacuum.
If the ice be removed before this occurs.

the vapor will again form, press on the

water and stop the boiling; but the boiling

may be renewed by replacing the ice.

In performing this experiment, it is well

to wrap the ice in flannel to avoid the

dripping of the melted ice.

Contributed by V. H. TODD.

A FEW USEFUL INK FORMULAS.
Blue ink

:

3 parts I'ru^sirin blue.

1 part Oxalic acid.

30 parts water.

When dissolved add 1 part of RUm arable.

Green ink : Sap green dissolved in- very

weak alum water.

A good ink eraser

:

A. Oxalic acid mixed with citric acid

may be used.

B. Equal parts of cream of tartar and
citric acid in solution with water.

Inks that appear thru heat

:

.\. A weak solution of nitrat of copper;
when heated it becomes (Red).

B. With a solution of sulfuric acid
(Black).

C. With lemon, onion, leek, cabbage or
milk and will be visible when paper
is heated.

D. With a weak .solution of nitrat of
mercury (Black).

Invisible ink

:

A. Write with pure dilute tincture of
iron and develop with a blotter

moistened with strong tea.

B. Linseed oil 1 part

.\mmonia 20 parts

Water 100 parts

Mi.x well before using.

\ anishing ink :

To make an ink black at the time but
that will disappear in 24 hours : Boil
nutgalls in alcohol, add copper sul-

fate and sal ammoniac, let cool and
then dissolve a little gum in it.

Contributed by GEORGE JOHNSON.

The first will turn red, the second white
and the third blue.

Contributed b\-

DUNBAR L. SHANKLIN.

HOW TO MAKE, USE, AND TEST
COAL GAS.

.\ test tube is half filled with ground
soft coal, packed loosely. The tube is

heated and the gas allowed to pass thru
a bottle filled with air. Anything left in

this bottle will be coal tar. The gas is then
past thru liine water. If any carbon dio.xid

is present, the lime water will become
milky. The gas is then past thru the last

jar containing red litmus solution. This
will turn blue in the presence of ammonia.
From the last bottle, the gas may be

allowed to flow thru a rubber tube in the

end of which is a burner. The gas will

We Should Care Now If "It Goes Up!" We
Will Make Our Own Gas and Laugh at the

Consolidated!

burn with a yellow flame. Using a 6" x -J^"

test tube, this flame will give about 1

candle-power.
Contributed by MORTON BERMANN.

"CHEMICAL SNOW."
Two parts Strontium Nitrat are first dis-

solved in 20 parts of water. Dissolve 2

parts Sodium Carbonat in 10 parts of water
(heat may have to be used to dissolve it).

Pour the second solution into the first. The
result resembles a miniature snow storm.

Sodium Carbonat and Strontium Nitrat

react, forming Sodium Nitrat and Stron-
tium Carbonat. The latter is not soluble

in water.
"Fouring Red, White and Blue from the

Same I'itcher": Fill 3 glasses 2/3 full of

water. In the first dissolve 1 measure of
Ammonium Sulfocyanat. In the second 1

measure of Strontium Nitrat and in the

third Yz measure of Sodium Ferrocyanid.
In the pitcher dissolve 3 measures of Fer-

ric .Ammonium Sulfat in 1/3 glassful of

water. Pour a little of tliis into each glass.

SILVER-PLATING GLASS.
To silver-plate glass first have the glass

clean. To clean it well wash it first with
an alkali and then with distilled water.
Now dissolve 7.8 grammes of silver ni-

trat in 60 c.c of water and divide the solu-
tion in two equal portions. Dissolve also
3.11 grammes of Rochelle salt in 1180 c.c

of water and heat the solution to the boiling
point. Add to it gradually, so as not to
stop the boiling, one of the portions of the
silver solution, boil 10 minutes longer, cool
and decant the clear liquid. To the other
half of the silver solution add just suffi-

cient ammonia water to dissolve the precipi-
tat which is formed, or only leave a faint
cloudiness; then add 360 c.c. of water and
filter. Equal portions of these two solu-
tions, when mixed and poured on glass,

will deposit a brilliant coating of silver in

about 10 minutes, depending on the tem-
perature of the room.
The coating of silver should then be well

washed, dried and varnished.
Contributed by WALTER SWANSON.

A SIMPLE RENEWABLE FUSE.
Amateurs utilizing large amounts of cur-

rent usually have trouble with their fuses
blowing out. A method that makes this

occurrence less expensive is to make use
of the so-called renewable fuses.

Cartridge fuses may easily be arranged
so that new pieces of fuse wire may be
put in very easily. .A fuse of the proper
size as regards the clips is obtained and
the brass caps slit with a saw as shown in

the illustration, thus cutting the ends of

the caps into four pieces. The pointed ends
are bent in and in this manner the caps are

fastened permanently to the fiber tube. The
asbestos filling is removed and the tube

cleaned out.

To renew such a fuse it is only necessary

to run a length of wire of the proper size

thru the tube and bend the ends of the wire
around the ends of the tube', thus making
connection to the brass caps. When the

fuse blows the melted metal will not spat-

ter, since it is confined by the tube. Corks

Saiv slits {ncfs bent Ifirt cismflei)

oierei/}e

fuse

Look at All the W. S. S. You Can Buy, Mak-
ing Your Own Fuses! T. W. B. Sure Has the
Right War Saving Spirit. Send in Some More
Money-Saving Devices Boys! Every Bit

Helps.

may be placed in the ends of the tube to

prevent undue splashing of the hot metal,

but one of them should have a V-shapt slot

cut in the side to act as a vent for the gases.

Contributed by TIIOS. W. BENSON.
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Electric Figure Toy
(No. 1,272,304. issued to tlbert C.

Owens.)
This invention refers to an im-

provement in that class of inventions

for maintaining the electrical con-
nections to the siren motor as the
fog horn is elevated or rotated thru
different positions.

known as games and toys, and par-
ticularly to moving figure toys and
advertising display features. The
inventor makes use of two or more
doll figures, arranged so that the
electric motor drive within the cabi-
net will actuate the figures and cause
them to take on lifelike movements,
the limbs being suitably jointed for
the purpose. Some of the features
incorporated in this patent are a
means for supporting and guiding
the reciprocating rods in the dolls
and other figures, and cushioning
means for preventing noise while the
device is in operation.

Electro-Agricultural Scheme
(No. 1.268,94Q, issued to Reginald

A. Fessenden.)
Prof. Fessenden provides an ele-

vated wire or series of wires above
the plants as shown, and these are
charged with a high potential current
thru a rectifier and step-up trans-
former. An A.C. dynamo excites

L^~^

the transformer, the field of the
alternator being connected to a rheo-
stat, the arm of which is rotated
by a motor. Thus the resistance of
the dynamo field circuit is periodical-
ly increased and diminished during
each revolution, and the rheostat is

designed so as to give a strongly
peaked wave form. He has found
that a low frequency for such a cur-
rent is preferable, even as low as
once in five seconds, or even lower.

Electric Fog Horn
(No. 1,270,355, issued to Jesse A.

Wright.)
An electric signaling horn useful

for fog signaling and other require-
ments, and providing a means
whereby the horn may be mounted
upon the pilot house so that it can

be rotated within the latter and
locked in any of its adjusted posi-

tions. An electric siren such as
used on autos but of larger size is

mounted in the smaller end of the
fug horn, and means are provided

John
Electrical Percussor

(No. 1 ,26h,945 , issued to
Hickey.)

Physicians and surgeons make ex-
tensive use of the art of percussion
in determining whether the body is

sound and healthy, and also for
diagnosing bone locations and dis-

locations, etc. Percussion is general-
ly performed by striking the fingers
on the portion of the body under
examination, but a much more satis-

factory means of establishing per-
cussory sound waves is by means of

the electrical percussion apparatus
here illustrated. The vibrations
created by the vibrating buzzer are
irnnsniitted thru a rod and cup to

Uu- body.

Sound Reproducing Device
I Xo. 1,267,58/, issued lu iienuan G.

Pape.)
This invention provides a new

form of ear cap for telephone re-

ceivers having a number of grooves
or kerfs molded in the side facing
against the ear, so as to allow free
air circulation, so that when the cap
i-' held snugly against the ear, it

maintains communication between
the outside air and the otherwise
closed sound chamber within the
cap. These kerfs prevent or dissi-
pate pressure waves, due to the
vibration of the diafram, which
waves otherwise would be focust
on the ear drum and cause the
sounds to be muffled or indistinct,
besides causing great strain on the
ear drum. An adjustment screw
with spring connection permits of
modifying the vibration of the dia-
fram. The cap also carries molded
extensions around its perifery to
prevent the receiver rolling ofif flat
surfaces.

Ventilating Apparatus
(No. 1,270,352 issued to James A.

Williams.)
This patent covers a unique venti-

lating, cooling and humidifying ap-
paratus intended for use in theaters,
restaurants and the household, and

which will effectively circulate, cool
and humidify the atmosphere at a
small expense. The object of the
invention here presented is to pro-

vide means for cooling the air which
w-ill so distribute the same thru the
room, as to avoid the injurious ef-
fects of direct blasts or drafts of
air usually caused by the ordinary
electric fan. The inventor provides
means for holding ice in the air
tunnel, thru which an electric fan
blows a draft of air, and the ice
water is caught in a drip pan at the
base of the apparatus, which is pro-
vided with an overflow outlet.

Electrical Phonograph Sound
Recorder

(No. 1,271,684, issued to Victor
Hugo Emerson.)

A scheme for producing phono-
graph sound records of the disc type
and providing improved means for
accomplishing this purpose by utiliz-

ing an electric heating coil applied to
the needle of the master- record ma-
chine on which the records are made,
A source of electricity and a rheo-
stat may be used so as to control
the degree of heat applied to the
needle very accurately. In applying
this arrangement, the inventor uses
a high degree of heat applied to the
so-called "cutting stylus" while it

operates upon a record blank of suit-
able material, preferably a hard vola-
tile composition for instance, xylo-
nite ( commercial celluloid) . The
needle is said to work best when
brought to a red glow or to incan-
descence, and the stylus may be
made of platinum or tungsten. This
method seems much superior to the
usual one in which the record is

heated instead of the needle.

Self-Feeding Soldering Iron
(No. 1,268,877, issued to Harry A.

Orme.")

Wire solder is used in the form of
a reel, which can be snapt into place
quickly, and this solder feeds thru
the hollow handle and channel lead-
ing down thru the tip of the iron
itself. A wrapping of asbestos i>^

placed around the iron just ahead of
the tip to prevent too much heat
reaching the solder at this point and

Combined Telegraph and Telephone
Receiver

(No. 1,270,861, issued to Herman G.
Pape.)

This is a clever combination of
telegraph and telephone receiver
which niay be used with an acoustic
amplifi"er described by the inventor,
and which should prove of consider-
able efficacy in telegraph offices
where the sounders now in use make
such a bedlam of noises. For teleg
raphy, the person using the new
'phone is the only one that receives
the dot and dash signals. The elec-
tro-magnet actuating the device for
telegraphy operates an armature at-

melting it. An ingenious feed lever,
which can he worked by the thumb,
is mounted on the front of the
handle, this lever being spring actu-
ated. The bottom of the lever bears
against the solder and is toothed so
as to push it forward a given amount
with each movement of the lever.

tached to a sound anvil, which latter

strikes the diafram, resulting in a
tap or click resembling that given
I)y the standard Morse sounder. An
adjustable buffer is set against the
diafram or anvil to prevent con-
tinued vibration of the diafram and
which permits only an instantaneous
sound or vibration to be heard.

Dry Storage Battery
(No. 1,269,162. issued to Walter A.

Crowdus.)
An improved form of dry storage

Copies of a>iy of the above patents supplied at loc. each

I)atterv in which the electrolyte em-
ployed is non-flowing, and comprises
suitable absorbent inert solid matter
holding the liquid excitant which is

distributed thru the solid mass. A
specially devised gas vent and baffle
is provided so that any gas produced
by the battery can escape. A series
of porous tubes are placed in the
battery together with the plates,
these tubes serving to hold any sur-
plus of the liquid electrolyte which
may seep thru their porous walls.
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Our Amateur Laboratory Contest is open to all readers, whether subsribers or not. Tlie photos are judged for best arrangement and erticiency
of the apparatus. To increase the interest of this Jep.nrtnient we make it a rule not to publish photos of apparatus unaccompanied bv that of the owner.
Dark photos preferred to light toned ones. We pay $3.0u prize each month for the best photo. Address the Editor, "With the Amateurs" Dept.

"Amateur Electrical Laboratory" Contest
In this issue we p

tory. Now Bugs*'we
Lab., in not more tha.
article in display style
don't forget to make yo

THIS MONTH'S $3.00 PRIZE WINNER—LAWRENCE C. ARMANTROUT, MATTOON, ILLINOIS

THK accompanying photos are views of my laboratory and (now extinct) Radio Station. My laboratory is combination, chemical and electrical,
and the piiotos show most of the apparatus. I have about twenty-five pieces of electrical apparatus, such as Tesla and Oudin coils, 110-volt
motors, spark coils, Leyden jars, generators, electrolytic-interrupter, step-down transformer, rheostats, tin foil condensers to 5 M.F. capacity,

experimental arc. condensers for the spark coils, and 1 K.W. transformer, also condenser and rotary gap. which excite the 1 K.W. Tesla coil. The
Chetnical Laboratory consists of test tubes, thistle tubes, retort, delivery tubes, desiccator, hydrometer, Florence and Erlen*neyer flasks, crucible,
chemists' scale, and sufficient other apparatus and chemicals for carrying on extensive experiments. I have carried on interesting experiments with
home-made (jcissler tubes, the construction of which was explained in the Experimenter sometime ago. I also have a couple of storage batteries
and a short line telephone: and a drawing-board and drafting outfit for making strucUiral designs, hook-ups and other drawings.

One of the photos shows my former radio station, with which I obtained excellent results, .Mbany, N. V., being my record sending distance
(about 900 miles). I think that the equipment netds no other descriptionn than that it is a 1 K.W. sending outfit and there are two regenerative,
vacuum bulb detector cabinets for receiving, as well as auxiliary Crystaloi and crystal detectors.

Last but not least, is the work-shop in one end of my laboratory, "all dolled up" for a picture, in which I have a good stock of binding posts,
acts, machine screws, w.ud ^screws, bolls, nuts, magnet wire, springs, strip brass and copper and other "junk" that is usually found about acontact

"mucker's" 1

nagnet wire, spr
I'ping saws, key saws, twist drills, hayi'l drill, pliers and punches of dit'f<T(;!it
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Phoney Patents
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Under this heading eu-e publish t electrical or mechanical Ideas which
•ur clever Inventors, for reasons best known to themselves, have as yet

not patented. We hirtbermore call attention to our celebrated Phoney-
Patent Offirx for the relief of all suffering daffy Inventors in this country
as well as for the entire universe.
We are revolutionizing the Patent business and OFFER YOU THREE

DOLXARS ($3.00) FOR THE BEST PATENT. II you take your Phoney
Patent to Washington, they charge you $20.00 for the initial fee and then

you haven't a smell of a Patent yet. After they have allowed the Pat-
eat, you must pay another $20-00 as a fjnal fee. That's $40.00! WE
PAY YOU $3.00 and grant you a Phoney Patent In the bargain, so you
save $43.00 1 1 When sending In your Phoney Patent application*
be sure that it is as daffy as a lovesick bat. The daffier. the better.
Simple sketches and abort descriptions wilt help our staff of Phoney
Patent Examiners to issue a Phoney Patent on your invention In a
jiffy.

\

THE^/^jQL BATTERY'

\^\^SU^l^AYS.

To 6-EA;^l^Aa<

<
.

/,I^EFLECTOf^

T-U3JBS

BJSJNE
- TANK

Q/QTT^/QY /-^/e /^D-JUSTJNG

PRIZE WINNER. SOLARMOBI LE. Joy rides now being forbidden on Sundays in gasoline buzz wagons, and Doc Garfield not having
clamped the lid as yet on the sun, your petitioner prays for letters Pat-ends on a sun-fliverette. This afore-abovementioned solarmobile
by means of its reflector (which also shades the driver) collects free of charge the sun's rays, which stril<ing the thermo-cells generate
Juice, thence trickling into storage battery, drive fliverette motors. Compressor operates ice plant to cool driver when he gets his tire bill.

The fan blows away his perspiration when he tries escaping the speed-cop. Inventor Kenneth Strickfaden, Paoli, Pa.

TROLLEY REGENARRATIVE SYSTEM. With blushing modiste I announce my revolusionizing inverted scenic-trolleyroad. Oncet started

the trolley pole goes joyriding along the ups-and-downs track which is but a camou-full-flaged trolley wire. Due to its sinuous road it

affects a 2-and-fro motion of the trolley pole. This is utilized to rotate wheel W which in turn turns one good turn into another, thus turning

the pulley of dynamo which in turn interns the resultant juice into storage batteries A, B. C, D for the the duration of the war. The juice

runs the trolley car, surplus current going into line to run other cars. Inventor Leslie E. Neville, Leonia. N. J. ^
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The "Oracle" is for the sole benefit of all electrical experimenters. Questions will be answered here for
I'.e benefit of all, but only matter of sufficient interest will be publisht. Rules under which questions will
be answered:

1. Only three questions can be submitted to be answered.
2. Only one side of sheet to be written on; matter must be typewritten or else written in ink, no

penciled matter considered.
3. Sketches, diagrams, etc., must be on separate sheets. Questions addrest to this department cannot

he answered by mail free of charge.
4. If a quick answer is desired by mail, a nominal charge of 25 cents is made for each question. If the questions entail considerable

research work or intricate calculations a special rate will be charged. Correspondents will be informed as to the fee before such questions
are answered.

BOOKS ON THE "ELECTRON."
(953) Oscar W. Ehrman, Portsmouth,

Ohio, inquires

:

,/

Q. 1. For a good/book treating on the

"electron." /
A. 1. With further reference to the edi-

torial in the March number of the Elpx-
TKIC.XL E.xPERiiiENTKR entitled '"Dormant
Forces," yoU/'will undoubtedly find very
interesting reading, in the new work by
Professor ^illikan. entitled "The Electron,
Its Isolati(»^n and Measurement." Our Book
Departmj/nt can supply it at $1.60 prepaid.
Also you will find some very interestin.a;

reading' along this line in the April, 1918,

issue of the ELECTRIC.^L Experime.\tiu«.

DIFFERENTIAL BATTERY CUR-
RENTS.

(954) A. Hering, Brooklyn, N. Y.,

wishes to know

:

Q. 1. How to detect differential battery
currents in circuits wliere cells are con-
nected in opposition.

,1

-0-

i,

f
la.

Push
Bats conn m
opposition

Showing How a Sensitive Galvanometer is

Connected Up to Indicate Any Differential
Battery Current.

A. 1. It is possible to detect such a cur-
rent when the push button is closed by in-

serting a very sensitive galvanometer at the

place marked "C" in your diagram, for then
and as the case always is with dry cells or
storage batteries there is invariably a very
small current flowing in one direction which
is equal to the algebraic sum of the cur-
rents of the batteries, and the direction of
this resulting current is the direction of the
greater current, which is, by the way, very
small. A very sensitive telephone receiver
should be able to detect this minute current,
while the type of galvanometer used can
be of the lyArsonval type.

DO RADIO WAVES AFFECT TELE-
PHONE CIRCUITS?

(955) Howard N. Hess, Ansted, \V. Va.,
asks several interesting wireless questions

:

A. 1. The reason you can receive a
message without a ground is because in

your case you have a typical couiiler-l>oise
aerial. As far as is known, telephone
circuits are not affected by the radio waves,
unless the stations happen to be in very
close proximit)- to the telephone lines, and

therefore you have experienced nothing un-
usual relative to the reception of telephone
messages.

A. 2. The reason for the elimination of

static disturbances is due to the use of the

variable condenser which has the property
of cutting out these disturbances to some
extent without altering the intensity of the
received signals to any degree. The uses
to which you put the two switches are very
good ones, and produce effects of equivalent
value to that of a series condenser, in which
case the wave length is always shortened.

iJilllllliillBlir

ODD PHOTOS WANTED AT
$1.00 EACH I ! !

Now is the time to make your
Kodak pay for itself in a real practi-

cal it'dv. We are after interesting

photographs of out-of-thc-ordinary
electrical, radio and scientific sub-
jects and are n.'illing to pay $1.00 cask

for every one nv can it-se. Please
hear in mind that for half-tone re-

production in a magazine, a photo-
graph should be particularly sharp
and clear. Of course, if a subject
happens to interest us particularly

li'cll, we can have the photo retouched.
For the general run of subjects, how-
ever; it does tiot pay to go to such
e.vpense. Therefore, please take pains
to properly focus and expose your
pictures. It often happens that a
really mediocre subject well photo-
graphed ztfins approval over an ex-
cellent subject poorly photographed.
And don't send us plate or film "nega-
tives" ; send unmounted or mounted
"prints", preferably a light a)ui dark
one.

As to what to photograph: Well,
that's hard for us to say. We leave
that up to you, and every reader now
has the opportunity to become a re-
porter of the latest things in the realm
of Electricity, Radio and Science.
But, please remember—it's the "odd,
novel or practical stunts" that we are
interested in. Every photo submitted
should he accompanied by a brief de-
scription of 1(K) to 150 words. Give
the "facts"—don't worry about the
style. VVe'll attend to that. Enclose
stamps if photos are to be relumed
and place a piece of cardboard in the
envelope ii.-ilh them to prevent muti-
lation. Eook around your town and
see what yov, can find that's interest-
ing.

Address photos to—Editor "Odd
Photos", Electrical Experi.vienter,
233 Fulton Street, New York City.

CAN SELENIUM CELLS OF DEFI-
NITE RESISTANCE BE MADE?
(956) Ray N. Coft'nuin, Newark, Ohio,

asks among other questions concerning
selenium cells, if it is possible to build

them with a definite, known resistance.

A. 1. Relative to the least intensity of

light which will cause tlic resistance of a

selenium cell of the Frilts or Hammer type

to be lowered to its smallest value, we
would say that when either of these types

of cells are subjected to light rays, their re-

sistance is decreased considerably. In mak-
ing a selenium cell it is very hard to ascer-

tain what this ratio of resistance will be.

An idea of the degrees of the resistance of
some of these cells can be gotten from the

fact that several cells have been constructed
having a ratio of 200 to 1. The amount of
current that will pass when a pressure of
12 volts is subjected to the cell can be com-
puted by Ohm's Law, in the usual manner.

Suppose the resistance of a cell in the

dark is 10.000 ohms and 500 in the light,

then by Ohm's Law the current in the dark
is equal to

E 12

I = — = .0012 Ampere.
R 10,000

The amount of current flowing in a cir-

cuit when the light is on is equal to

E 12

I =; = = .024 Ampere
R 500

The resistance of the relaj', if used,
must, of course, be added to the cell re-

sistance in making this calculation. Yes,
an electrical current can be successfully
broken 4,050 times per second, in fact Dr.
Nikola Tesla has invented a machine for
successfully making 50,000 breaks per sec-

ond. A description of this machine has
been given in the February-, 1917, issue of
the Electric.'^l Experimenter.

ST. ELMO'S FIRE.
(957) Gordon Jones, Jr., Cordele, Ga.,

inquires of the Oracle :

Q. 1. What is St. Elmo's Fire?
A. 1. "St. Elmo's Fire" is the phenome-

non which takes place when the atmosphere
is abundantly charged w-ith electricity. It

usually appears as a brilliant light on the
top of ships' masts, the points of metallic
objects and other conductors from which
a silent discharge usually passes. The
phenomenon is most common during thun-
der storms and in some instances, the ap-
pearance resembles sheets of flame extend-
ing several feet in length.

We would refer your particularly to an
interesting article on atmosphcreic electric-

ity in the July and August, 1917, issues of
this Journal.

WHAT IS "LAUGHING GAS"?
(9,S8) Patrick MacCourt, Medicine Hat,

(Continued on page 408)
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'^IP inDraftsmanship

^ecp

Send for this free lesson which explains the Chicago "Tech"
method of teaching Draftsmanship by mail. Positions at big

salaries are now waiting for competent men. The call of men to

the war has left vacancies everywhere. Even draftsmen of limited

training and experience are snapped up and paid good salaries.

If you are dissatisfied with your opportunities, learn Draftsman-
ship. Chicago '"Tech" will train you in the most practical way in

the shortest time. Mail the coupon today and let us tell you about

the Chicago "'Tech'' method. This free lesson will show you how
well equipped you are to follow Draftsmanship. Enroll in the course

only if you decide that you can take it up to advantage. No cost, no

obligation on }ou to make this investigation.

Come to the
College or Learn At Home

1

i

Hold your present position while training. Our experts will instruct you

by mail. Only your spare time is required. You are directly under prac-

tical draftsmen and engineers. You are taught exactly the work required in the drafting rooms of big con-

cerns. Xo time to put in on unnecessary studies. This means thorough instruction and early graduation.

$2522 to $10022 aWeek
other Mall Courses

Chicago "Tech" not only

helps men to success in dratt-

manship, but in other impor-

tant praotical professions.

General Builders' Course

Plan Reading. Estimating.

Construction. Architecture,

etc., are taught in every de-

tail Intended especially for

contractors, bricklayers, stone

masons, carpenters and others

in the building iiulustrj'.

Plan Reading

Practical instruction from
actual working blue prints,

under the direction of experts.

Eveo'thing made clear. En-
ables a man to get m a few
months what he seldom gets

the opportunity to learn well,

if at all, at his work. Courses
for men in all branches of

building and mechanical lines.

Plan Reading for Builders

How to read Blue Print
plans for every kind of build-
ing construction; how to lay

out work; how to know just

what the architect means. A
course that helps men to be-
come foremen ; foremen to be-
come sui>erintendents and su-
perintendents to become con-
tractors.

Plan Reading for Shop Men
How to read Blue Print

drawings of machinery', foun-
dry work, sheet metal work,
munitions, tools, aeroplanes,
structural steel, cars. etc.. etc.

A mechanic or shop man in

any branch of industry can
quickly increase his earning
power witli this information.

FREE Lessons
Test Lesson In either of

these Plan ReadinK Courses
Bent free. Just mark the cou-
pon to show which you want.
Act now. Prepare to take one
of the higher jobs which are
opening In every industry.

Draftsmen earn good salaries in normal times. They command extra high

salaries now—and the tremendous work to be done after the war will bring a

permanent and intensive demand for good men. Make your spare time count

now for a higher salary and a better position.

Easy Payments
The fees for Chicago "Tech"

Courses are very moderate—and

you can pay on easy terms. And
also—\-ou obtain in a few months
what it would take several years to

acquire by ordinary methods. You
can get an early start. You are

soon ready to take a paying position

and to quickly get back the cost of
your course.

Send the Coupon
The sooner you are prepared the sooner you

will be holding a job that pays a large salary

and opens the way to advancement. Many ex-

ecutives, general managers and superintendents

began as draftsmen.

Other institutions ask you to pay first—and
then to find out later how well qualified you
are for this profession. We send the free lesson

first and place you under no obligation at all.

Discover your qualifications before you pay
anything.

The coupon will bring the Test Lesson, free.

.^Iso information about the profession of

Draftsmanship and detailed facts about Chi-
cago "Tech" methods, the fees, terms, etc.

Mark with X the branch you are interested in—or if in doubt about which course to take,

write 3 letter stating facts about yourself and
asl^ing our advice which will be freely yixeii,

M.iil 'iher the coupon nr the k-i.icr I'ul.iy.

FREE Instruments
E\-ery student of the Chicago "Tech" Course in

Draftsmanship receives this set of instruments,

or a cash credit in case he already has a set.

These instruments are

of the same make and
sizes as used by high

| .^H ^^
salaried experts in m ^F\ ^5FI
drafting rooms of
factories, shops, rail-

roads, etc. You use
them while learning

—

then take them right

into your practical .JS^-^^iilStf^" ^
work.

Chicago Technical College,

1045 Chicago **Tech" Building, Chicago

Without obligatlnn to me. please send me your FREE Test Lesson an<f

other interesting literature coveriUR tbe subject indicated below.

Mark X opposite work in which you are specially interested.

[ ] ,\rchitec(ural Drafting
[ ] Machine Drafting
r 1 Electrical Drafting
C ] Structural DrafUng
I 1 Sheet Metal Prar ing
[ ] Builders' Course

1 Plan Reading-
1 Plan -Reading-
] Estimating
1 Surveying
] Map Drafting
] Reinforced Concreto

Builders
-Shop Men

^^^msmm^mm~

.\ddress

rity State

Ciillege or Hnnic Study? State which.

Yuii benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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WEBSTER^S NEW
INTERNATIONAL

DICTIONARY M

"Whatever youv questton;-be it ihe pro-
nuncia-Hon ofBolsheviki.^e spelling of
a puzzling word.iheloca+ion c^Zeebmigge,
ihe meaning ofbarrage, ace,fburfh arm.
iank. camouflage, Boche, etc.. th is"Supreme
Auihority"coniains an accurate final an;»vver.

To-Doy Facts are demanded as never before. Exact infor-
mation IS indispensable. Hundreds of thousands
of people in all walks of life use, profit from,

end enjoy Ihis vast fund of information.
Are you equipped to win ?

G.&C. MERRIAM CO^ Spn'>9field.Mass

men pof«& nnd
\

"

FPEE POCKET MAP^lADORESS

CORE WIRE
We hare been fortunate In securlne thru auction several tons of guaranteed pure, double annealed

Norway Iron Core Wire and are selling this wire to "Eiperlmenter" readers

At Pre-war Prices 20cts lb.
This wire Is just the thing for spark coils, transformers, etc., and it is, of course, a very much more

superior product than the usual Iron wire. We absolutely guarantee the quality.

If you ever thought of building a spark coll, transformer, or similar apparatus, now Is the chance
to gel the right material for It. As far as we know this is the only lot of Iron Norway Core Wire in the
hands of any dealer at the present time, and none can be gotten until after the war.

We only have these three sizes:

24 INCHES 26 INCHES 36 INCHES
Thickness about No. 21 B and S

If either of these sizes should be too long we advise cutting the wire down yourself by means of
shears. It will pay you to do so as real Norway Iron Wire, sold by a few dealers last year, brought
from 40c to 50c a pound. American core wire now sells for from 30c upwards per pound.

As long as the supply lasts we offer this wire as described above to our customers at the very low
price of 20c a pound. Order at once.

ELECTRO IMPORTING CO., 231 Fulton St., NewYork City

TYPEWRITER SENSATION
PROMPT SHIPMENT.

$4.00 per month buys ii bi';iutilully rot-onsiructed, latest model visible
typewriter, with back spacer, decimal tabulator, two-color ribbon, etc.
Every late style feature and modern operating device. Sent on approval.
Citalogue and special prices free.

Harry A. Smith, 738, 218 N. Wells St., Chicago, III.

-ACTIVE SERVICE-

SI 25

1
Dependable for a life time. Made right to write right. Long or short—Red or Black.
.\l..-lirt ii-Hcisliy tr> any busint-s.-* man or woman. Unctiualltfl fur KL-in-ral writing, billinK. ruling
ir, 1 ruaiijIi.ldinK, Made of pure ^^llL•anl7,od rubber with iiun-corrosive. durable writing fioint.

Ixck-l'au prmtaita K-aking. Extra size. 8 In., blark onlv, ?l,.^0. Vour name in gold inlay 35u.
t'UEE: Liberal supply of Ink irith retail orders. Agents wanted. Good profits.

J. R. ULLRICH & CO., 27 Thames St., New York

$-125

Your Vacation Begins the Moment
You Step Aboard

The Ideal
Tourist Route

Picture to yourself the luxury of a
magnificent, mammoth floating hotel,

perfect in its comforts and con-
veniences, with staterooms de luxe,
private baths and private balconies, ap-
petizing meals, beautiful ballrooms, en-
trancing music. Enjoy the grandeur of
the scenery on the historic Hudson re-

vealed by the giant searchlight.

The Largest River Steamships in the World
NEW YORK

HUDSON
NAVIGATION
COMPANY

ALBANY TROY
Leave Pier 32. N. R.—6.00 P. M.
Sundays and Holidays—9.00 P. M.
West I32d Street, half hour later.

"THE SEARCHLIGHT ROUTE'
Telephone Canal 9000

THE ORACLE.
(Continued from fagc 406)

Q. 1. What is "laughing gas"?
A. 1. Nitrous Oxid is commonly called

laughing gas. It is a colorless gas with a

slightly sweet taste and produces uncon-
sciousness. It is produced in the following

manner : Ammonium nitrat is heated and
as the nitrat melts it soon begins to decom-
pose with effervescence. Great care must
be taken in regulating the heat, otherwise

an explosion may occur.

Q. 2. What is the meaning of Analgesia?

A. 2. Relative to the statement appearing
in a certain weekly paper, we believe that

said statement is in error because the word
analgesia is defined as "the insensibility to

pain in any part of the body." However, as

to the method of removing hair so that no
pain at all is felt, we would say that such
methods are dealt with under the subject

of calaplwresis. This subject of cata-

phoresis is the art of localizing the use of
drugs by electrolysis so that no pain is felt

in that part where it is applied. We refer

you to the book entitled "Cataphoresis" by
W. J. Morton, which can be procured from
our Book Department for $2.50. We do not
know of any case where X-rays have been
used for removing superfluous hair.

MOVIE TRICKS EXPOSED.
(Continued from page 371)

as clear and simple as the result is mystify-
ing and complex. The action is obtained by
the process illustrated in Fig. 7. In
scenes Nos. 1, 2, 3 and 4, the usual process
of motion picture photography is followed.
When the director determines that it is

time for His Satanic Majesty to dissolve

into space, he calls "Stop" at the split be-

tween scenes 4 and 5, marked X. The
camera man stops the camera. Monsieur
Satan leaves the scene

;
Jack, the stage

hand, sets a smoke bomb, as shown in

scene 5, on the place where Satan stood
and lights the fuse. The camera immedi-
ately is started again and the ensuing ex-
plosion is filmed. After this film has been
developed the printer, who makes the thou-
sands of duplicates or positive films from
the master or negative film for general
distribution to show houses thruout the

States, cuts out scene No. 5, and places

scenes Nos. 6, 7 and 8 over scenes 2, 3 and
4 and prints them in that position. The
result attained is to have Satan gesticulate

and instantly a smoke screen starts from
his feet and envelops him entirely. Wlien
this smoke has cleared away, lo ! and be-

hold, you find that the Kaiser's Ally has
also "cleared out".

Figure 8 shows how it was possible by
using the Bray system of animated draw-
ings, to show the action of a commercial
adding machine. This operation would nor-
mally be impossible to visualize with the

naked eye. Therefore it can be readily

seen that with the new process it is possi-

lile to photograph and understand thoroly
the operation of tlie heretofore unphoto-
graphable.

The production of an animated cartoon is

made by a very tedious method, extending
over a considerable period of time. The
artist makes a pencil sketch of the cartoon
tliat he wishes to have photographed and
this is placed under a very thin sheet of
cilhiloid having a thickness of about
1/.S,000 of an inch; and possessing a
marked degree of transparency. The sec-

ond ojieration is to trace tliis pencil sketch
onto the celluloid sheet permanently with
drawing ink. One drawing is made show-
ing the background, which in Fig. 6 is a

room, showing chairs, pictures and two
doors. Upon this background sheet is

(Continued on page 411)

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writina to advertisers.
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ERECTOR
ELECTRICAL SETS
WIRELESS TELEGRAPH SETS
TELEGRAPH SETS
ELECTRICAL MOTORS
TELEPHONE OUTFITS
CMEMISTBY OUTFITS
SUBMARINES
PARCEL POST TOYS
TUM6LING CLOWNS

MECHANICAL TOYS
MACHINE GUNS
PUZZLE PARTIES
NURSES OUTFITS
MAGIC SETS
KIDDIKINS
BRIK-TOR

Chemical and Electrical Outfits

Telegraph, Telephone and
Wireless Sets

THE wonders of electricity and chemistry

—

the things that have made the reputation of

Edison, Bell, Marconi and other great men

—

can be learned by the boy who has a Gilbert tele-

phone, telegraph or wireless set, or an electrical or

chemical outfit.

New discoveries and inventions, as great as those

of the past, are going to be made by boys w^ho

commence to study these things now^. They are

going to be the Edisons of tomorrow. These Gil-

bert sets are practical working outfits with which
you can learn a great deal, and at the same time
have great fun.

Perform Experiments
Learn The Secrets of Electricity

GILBERT CHEMISTRY OUTFITS—A real won-
der set v^rith chemistry manual and laboratory
apparatus. With it you can make disappearing
ink, fire without matches, pour milk from a bottle

full of water, make soap and many other things.

Prices $2.00 to $5.00. In Canada $3.00 to $7.50.

GILBERT ELECTRICAL SETS—Complete with
manual. With it you can make your own electric

motor do electroplating, install electric bells, wire
for telephones, etc. Sets from $ 1 to $ 1 0. In

Canada $1.50 to $15.00.

GILBERT TELE-SET—A complete working tele-

graph outfit and manual of instructions. Price

$2.00. In Canada $3.00.

GILBERT PHONO-SET—A practical electrically

operated telephone set that can be used from
house to house or over long distances. Price

$5.00. In Canada $7.50.

The Gilbert Sets are thoroughly made and are for

sale by all dealers. Write for the Gilbert Catalog,
which illustrates and describes fully these and
many other Gilbert Toys.

Prices Subject to Change without notice

The A, C, Gilbert Co,
433 Blatchley Ave. New Haven, Conn.

In Canada
The A.C.Gilbert-Menzies Co., Limited

439 W. King St., T^rontu

You beuefit by mentiottivg the "Electrical E.rpcrwicnter" when writing to advertisers.
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Revolution
Tlie name of Marat will forever be assoeiated with the Reign of Terror

(luring the French Revolution. He fell at last by the hand of Cliarlotte
Corday to avcng:e the loss of her lover. Thi.s period contains more of dramatic in-

terest than any utlier in the world's history. It is out of this period that the Empire
was horn, dominated and ruled by Napoleon. Again throughout the world thrones
tremble and empires totter in the great war now in progress. Shall the new Russian
Republic survive or will rcd-lianded terrorists again force the people to institute a
monarchy to insure stable government is only one of the many great questions of
the hour. How else are we to judge of the momentous questions confronting the
whole world excejit from the lessons of the past?

The Rise and Fall of Nations
Ridpath, the histori.iii, takes the reader back to the very beginning of

civilization and traces man's career down tlirough the long highway of time,
through the rise and fall of empires and nations. Other men have written histories

of one nation or period; Gibbon of Rome, Macaulay of England, Guizot of France,
but it remained for T)t. Ridpath to write a History of the entire World from the

It is endorsed by Presidents of the United States, practically all university and col-

lege presidents, and by a quarter of a million .\mericans who own and love it. If you would know the history of mankind, every
sacrifice for principle, every struggle for liberty; every conflict and every achievement, then emljrace this opportunity to place in

your home the world-famed publication

—

Ridpath's History of the World
On account of the tremendous increase in the cost of pajier and leather, occasioned by the European War, it

becomes necessary to advance the price in order to cover the increased cost of manufacture.. This is your last oppor-
tunity to buy Ridpath"s History of the World at our present low price and easy terms of payment. We employ no agents as our
low price docs not jiermit the i)ayment of an agent's commission. The bca\itiful sami)le pages will give you sduh' idea of the splen-

did illustrations and wonderfully beautiful style in which the history is written. -Mail the free coupon below.

At a Great Sacrifice in Price and on EasyTerms
We will name our price only in direct letters to thosf sending the coupon lu-low. Tear off the coupon, write name and address
j>lainly and mail now before you forget it. t)r. Ridpath's widow derives her ineome from liis history, and to print our price
broadcast f'>r the sake nf tpiickly sellinjr these few sets would cause great injury to future sales. Send coupon today.

earliest civilization down to the present day.

Supt. Long
St. Louis Schools,
said : "I unhesitat-
ingly commend Dr.
Ridpath's History ol
the World as the
ablest work on that
subject which I have
ever examined."

Prest. Sheldon
President New York
State Normal School,
said: "Ridpath's
History is a work
that would be very

ible on every
icher's table in
every school li-

-ary and in
very home."

FREE

COUPON
^

WESTERN
NEWSPAPER
ASSOCIATION
H. E. Sever. Pres'1

140 So. Dearborn
CHICAGO. ILL.

THE

.*>

Please m&U free tampl« paa<

of RIdpatti's Hlitory of the'

World, cODtalnlnx pbouxn'amree
of Napoleon and Qumo Elizabeth
enffrarinRs of Socrates, Caesar
Shakespeare. Map of Kuropeao Wa;
Zone, and write me fuU particulars
your apeelal ofTer to The Electrical Expert
menter rMUlcrt.

NAME
.MvnnKss
Tear out coupon, write name and address and mall.

pp »Qj^»j fi>r I>r. Kidpath's fiiviatile positimi as
t\.LAo^l> an historian is his wonderfully beauti-

ful style, a styk no other historian in any generation has
er C'lualled. He pictures the great historical events as
hnuKh they were happening before your eyes; he carries
you with him to see the battles of old; to meet kintis

(I queens and warriors; to sit in the Roman sen-
f : to march against Saladin and his dark-
skinned followers; to sail the southern seas with

ake. to circumnavigate the globe with Ma-
ellan. He combines absorbing interest with
iiprcme reliability and makes the heroes of

tnry real, living men and women, and
bout them he weaves the rise and fall

of empires in such a fascinating style

t history becomes as absorbingly
nteresting as the greatest of
novels.

Six Thousand Years of History
Here you read of the rise and fall of nations, the
splendor that was Greece and the glory that was
Rome. You discern the causes which have led to
the overthrow of monarchies and kingdoms, peo-
jiles and races, and if History has proven any fact it is that
the rich and defenseless nation nnist sooner or later fall be-
neath the heel of tlie more warlike and aggressive power. If
you would know tlie fale of tlie ri<-h and defenseless nation
then read the story of ancient Assyria or Chaldea or Persia
or Babylon, whose glory now Is hut a memory. They have been
so obliterated thai even the location of their splendid cities Is

unknown. Any person who reads History, who has red blood,
who loves home and country must favor adequate self defense
against the aggression of warlike jiowcrs. Dr. Ridpath gives
the complete History of every race, every nation, every time
and holds you spellbound by his wi>nderful eloquence.

you benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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MOVIE TRICKS EXPOSED
(Continued from paye 408)

placed the drawin.tc of the subject on a sep-

arate piece of celluloid ;. then it is photo-
graphed. Each succeeding action of the

tigure is accomplished by making a separate
celluloid drawing showing the figure that

is to move placed in a new position. In
this way progressive action is eventually
accomplisht. Each new move is photo-
graphed by the camera man. In the case
where a figure remains passive but where
a part of the figure moves, such as an arm,
the figure is drawn on a celluloid sheet and
is made armless. Each successive move
that it is desired to have the arm make, is

then drawn on another piece and placed
upon the armless tigure in its proper posi-
tion.

EXPERIMENTAL CHEMISTRY.
{Continued from page 398)

Upon introducing a blast of air into the
heated mixture^ the oxygen present gives
Caleium Manganit (CaMnOa)
Ca (0H)2 + Mn (OH,) + O = Ca MnOj

+ 2H=0
This manganit is acted upon by hydro-
chloric acid.

CaMnOs + 6HC1 = CaCl= + MnQ, -f
3H=0 -f 2C1

By this process the manganese, which is

the costly ingredient, can be used again and
again. The oxygen of the air together with
steam, is forced into the mixture of hy-
droxides and water.

(4) By heating: a mixture of 5 parts of
manganese dioxid, 4 parts of sodium
chlorid, and a mixture of 12 parts of sul-
phuric acid with 6 parts water :

—

MnO. + 2NaCl + 2H,.S0. = MnSO, -f
Na=SO. -f 2H:0 + Gz

Manganous
Sulfate

(5) By heating a mixture of potassium
bichromat and concentrated hydrochloric
acid,

K=Cr=0. -f 14HC1 = Cr.Cl, + 2KC1 4-
7H.O -f 3Ch.

Potassium Chromic
Bichromat Chlorid

(6) By adding hydrochloric acid to
bleaching powder or hvpochlorites.
Ca (OCl) ClCaO -|-"4HC1 = 2CaCl2 -f

4H.0 -+- CI.

Bleaching Calcium
Pow^der Chlorid

HCIO -f HCI = H=0 + CI.

(7) The Deacon Process is based upon
the .oxidation of hydrochloric acid gas by
the oxygen of the air, over pieces of brick
which have been saturatccl with copper
chlorid and heated to about 440 degrees
Centigrad. In outline, the reaction is :

—

2HC1 -f O = H.O -I- Cl=

It is presumed that the copper chlorid
acts as a catalylie agent in the liberation of
a portion of its chlorin, and withdrawal of
it from the hydrochloric acid, thru the in-
fluence of the oxygen of the air.

Properties : Physical :

—

1. Chlorin is a ycllou-ish-green gas, of a
suffocating and stifling odor, and when in-
haled, exerts a corrosive action on the
mucous rtiembranes of the air passages. It

is irrespirable and intensely poisonous,
death resulting from inhaling it in quan-
tity. The "Huns" are reported as using
this fiendish gas to check the advancing
drives of the "Allies" in the present World
War, and it is a foregone conclusion that
no other civilized nation would stoop to
such a vile means of not only killing, but
severely impairing the respiratory organs
of their opponents.

ELECTRICITY
as
experts
know it

Be guided by a

Practical Man
Be guided in your study of

electricity by .in experienced
Electrical Encineer of high
profession.al st.Tndinp. Terrell
Croft, author of 7 of these vol-
umes, climbed from the ranks
to Electrical Engineer with the
Westinghouse Company. He
gained his knowledge mth his
sleeves rolled up, and has met
your problems in advance. He
tells in plain, underiitandable
language how to proceed by the
best and most practical methods.

Learn electricity

as you would in

actual PRACTICE
— ill accordance
with the methods
employed by the
highest paid electri-

cal experts in
America. The New
McGraw-Hill Libra-
ry of Practical
Electricity contains
the actual working
facts which you
need in order to
succeed in the elec-

trical field. Terrell
Croft, formerly
with the Westing-
house Company,
makes the conquest

f asy for you. Read the course at home or slip a volume
in your pocket for use on the job.

Not a correspondence course
Tl.is is NOT A CORRESPOXDKXCE COURSE—hut a home-study

course, complete in itself and thorouglily up to date. The set of 8
flexibly bound, pocket size volumes contains a complete electrical
education which would cost several hundred dollars procured from
any other source. You pay only $10 for the set complete—IN SMALL
MONTHLY PAYMENTS. The coupon below entitles you to a free 10-
day examination. Send it in at once.

Recently conipleted, The New McGraw-Hill

Library of Practical Electricity
by Terrell Croft, formerly with Wegtinghous«

Easy Payments, $2 per month—Complete course 8 vols, only $16

After examining the l)ooks under our 10-day free
examination offer you will readily understand why
students and electrical workers are so enthusiastic
iiliout the "Croft Library."
No amount of description can possibly outline to you

the great importance of these new books in the electrical
field today. You must see this flexibly bound Library
;ind run through its :jO(Hi jiages and clearly drawn illus-

trations before you can understand
it means to the student
practical worker. The

volumes cover Practical
Mathematics, Practical
Electricity. 2 Vols.:
Electrical Machinery.
Central Stations,
Wiring for Light
and Power. Wiring
of Finished Build-
ings and Practical
Electric Illumina-
tion.

Examine this new
Library and find out

for yourself wliy they
improve working
methods and form a

sure, short-cut to

BICliER PAT.

"pasw Pavmanfc P^'' t"' "is course as y(.u no alonK. $2 per monlli
I^dtty I^oymeniS f,„ g months will cive .vou a set uf books whioli

represenLs an achievement wittioul parallel in technical literature.

The terms are so easy that you can now easily afford a training
wliich will prepare you in a short time to take a more respon
sible, better paid position.

Ill«t SpTlfl tht^ Cnimnn The coupon belowJUSt oena Uie V^OUpOn f„^ your convenience
in examining tliese practical books. It ubllKates you in
no way; it may easily mean permanent success for
vou in tile weU paid field of practical electricity

Fill out and forward this coupon—and re
ceive the entire 8 volumes by parcel post or
expres,s prepaid for 10 days' free exaniina- *JV
lion. If. after examining them, you are ^ feh\
convinced of tJieir power to help you ,^i^
to the highest positions in Uie field. V.'
send $2 in ten days and the bal-
ance at the rate of $2 per month y»^
imtil $16 has been paid.

.^^"
.0^

Book Co.. Inc.

239 W. 39th St.
New York.

Gentlemen:
Please send me the

Library of Practical
Kleclricity (shlppinR

cliarRes prepaid) for 10
diiys" free examination. If

satisfactory. I will send $2 In
10 days and $2 per month until

$16 has been paid. If not wanted
I will HTite you for re;urn shipping

ins.rm^tions.

McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc.

239 West 39th St.,

New York

<^'
Home Address.

City and Stale.

Name of Employer.

.

His Address

Your Pofli'ton..« (Ex. Oct. "18)

YoH benefit by uientiom^g the -Electrical Expcruncutcr- when ivritimj to advertisers.
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•"S "MUSIC MASTER'

Some /?7uS6C /nas^ers
—and 'not the least of tiiese is ilu> Kllis Music Master, tor it makes possildf the perfect
reproduction of all the wonderful vocal and instrumental compositions of all the music
masters. It brings to you the "livine voice" of all artist>> whose beautiful melodies have
been recorded on discs.

ELLIS "MUSIC MASTER' REPRODUCER
makes your phonograph or talking machine truly delightful. It is tlie "missing link" tiiat overcomes all

faults of ordinary reproducers. It does away with ihat harsh. inetalHc, rasphig. sound that is comiuon
to all mai-hiues using onUnao" records. It makes thai disagreeable, nasal, "phonograph voice" a thing
of the pas:. It reproducps faiLlifulb" and In true tone values, every note that is on the record. It gives
you the ht'iiuliful overtones and the delica'e touches of ac^ompanlnienls that are lost with ordinary repro-
ducers. The Ellis "Music Master" is made for all macliines using disc records and will give you renewed
dtflighl in hearing your favorite selfe;ii'ii. Truly it doubles the value of any phonograph because it

makes possible al^solu^ely perfect reproduction of the music. The cost is little, but the pleasure is great.
Write today for circular E.

J. H. ELLIS, p. O. Box 882, Milwaukee, Wis.

WhatlSCYouTNation'sCapiy
ny

W^i.-hiuotun. till hvmt uf the fatUfuidomm -ctnttr uf cirilization ; hintory ig

mode at thit world capital. The Pathfinder'g
illujitratrd vcekly rccicir oire« you a ctrnr, iiir-

p'lrtifil and rorrrrt dio'jnoHin of public affairs
JhrgF Hfrr»unu)i. rp'ich-mnk tlQ davK.

tht

rfi.1

'I'iir littlf inailiT (if 15c in stamps or coin will lirinK \'ini the
I'alhtliuUT 13 weeks on irijl. The Pathfliider is an ilhistrflted
weekly, puhlislied at the Nation's center for the Nation; a [)a|H.T

that prints all the news of the world and tells the truth and
oidy ihe truUi; now in its 26th year. This ijajier fills the bill

without emptying the purse; it costs but $1 a year. If you want
to keep iHisled on what i.s going on in the world, at the lea>t

txi fhse erf ttnie and money, this is your means. U ymi want a pai>er in yoiir home which is sincere, reliable, entertaining.
wholesome, the PaUiflnder is yimrs. If you wuuld iii'prtciato a pai>er which puts everyihing clearly, fairly, briefly—^hfe it is.

Head ISc to allow that you might like such a paj-er. anil «l' will m-iul the Palltflnder un probation 13 we«ks. The I'lc

2°™ rufr,'?* i,fn.';"VK..r iPathtinder, Box 76, Washington. D. C.

DRAFT MEN—THIS IS YOUR OPPORTUNITY
40.000 Wireless Operators, Men and Women, urgently needed for Arm,v. Xavy and Aviation Service.
Kxcellent opporlunltlei to win promotion to commissioned and non-commissioned urades with Advanced

-^* I*ay, Wireless work trains you for position as Connuercial Operator, after the
m\ iv.ir. with pay up m $L'Oii a month.

Complete Course by Mail in Ten Weeks
Start studying NOW in spare time at home. Complete practice apparatus
sent Willi first hssooft. We helji you enter any branch of Radio Service you
select. Write TOn.-W for full particuhirs. A Postal will do.

NATIONAL RADIO INSTITUTE
^ Dept. 63 Washington, D. C.

TELEGRAPH PICTURES
lliis unique
improved Lei

set of

shman
I'icturc Telegraphing
Machines will tele-

Kraph pictures, maps,
drawings, and hand-
writing. The invcnt-

(ir of the Leishman
systems recently Icle-

craphcd a picture of

President Wilson as

far as from Paris to

Chicago.

This set is highly recommended for experimenters and thonniclily ilhistrates the system.

1 ^ 1 ^ ^^ '*"' ® complete set of two machinesmy 1 O L. J. Leishman Co., ogden, utah

(2) It has a vapor densil\ of 33.4,^,

nearly 2.5 times as heavy as air, and thus
may be readily collected by displacement,

I he height to which the vessel is filled being
noted by the color of the gas. It is quite

soluble in water, at degrees one volume
of water dissolves 1.5 volumes of chlorin

;

at 10 degree—three volumes.

When past into ice water, chlorin furms
a greenish crvstalline mass called chlorin

hydrate (CI: + 8H.O).

3. It can be liquefied at —40 degrees and

boils at —33.6 degrees.

4. It solidifies at — 102 degrees.

Chlorin is now cominercially supplied as

a comprest liquid in steel cylinders.

BLEACHING
Cotton goods are bleached by causing

long rolls of the cloth to pass thru suc-

cessive vats, the first, third, fifth, etc., of

which contain water acidulated with sul-

furic acid; the second, fourth, etc., contain

a solution of bleaching powder. A very
little acid is left with the water on the

cloth as it passes thru the first vat. This
acid liberates chlorin from the bleaching

powder in the second, and the chlorin par-

tially whitens the cloth. In the successive

vats the same operation is repeated till the

fabric is of the desired color. To remove
any reinaining chlorin which might injure

the fabric, the cloth is past thru an anticlilor

of sodium thiosulfate (commonly known in

photography as "Hypo") then thru a vat of

water to wash it, and finally over hot rollers

to dry. Fig. 132 depicts a two-vat bleacher.

Drying tuibe Rubber
connecfor

Co/c/um c/i/ond emp/oycd
OS dr(//ng agenf

lo recemno
bo/f/e r/g. /54 gemra^a:

Drying Tube Which May Be Inserted Be-
tween Generator and Receiving Bottle, as

Described in Experiment No. 145.

EXPERIMENT NO. 145

I'reiiaration from Hydrochloric Acid and

Manganese Dioxid.

CAUTION ! ! ! Clilorin is a poisonous

(/(IS. and great care should exercised in

hiiiulliii(/ it. Az'oid inhaling it. Inhaling

aiiiiiKinia or alcohol ivill counteract some

of its affects.

Pnl 10 grains of manganese dioxid (the

f;raiuilar is preferable to the powder in this

experiment), into a Florence or Erleiiineyer

flask and make the connections as sliown

in Fig. 133. kun the thistle tube thru a

two-hole rubber stopper, and run a short

right-angle connector to the receiving bot-

tle as shown. A drying tube of the form
shown in Fig. 134 may be inserted between
the right angle connector from the flask

to the delivery in the receiving bottle. If

this dryer is used it should be filled with
calcium cblorid, which dries the gas as it

passes thru. Set the flask on the ring
stand or tripod over gauze or asbestos, and
apply only a moderate heat, first pouring in

thru the thistle 25 or 30 cc. of hydrochloric
acid and rotating the flask so as to mix the

solid and liquid. As the experiment pro-
gresses it may be necessary to add more of

the reagents, especially the acid (if the gas
escaping becomes white), shaking the con-
tents of tlie flask in each case. Watch the

action in the generator and flask, and have
other bottles to replace the first as soon as

it is full, or a little before, which can be
told liy the color. Collect three or four

YoH benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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bottles, covering each with a glass plate.

Test the action of the gas towards combus-

tion, bv thrusting a lighted splint into the

flask.

EXPERIMENT XO. 1-U).

Prepare a hydrogen generator and cause

the hydrogen to be liberated by permitting

hydrochloric acid to act upon zinc. Use
only a small quantity of zinc and have some
water in the flask, then introduce the acid

in small quantity thru the thistle tube.

Instead of collecting it under water as

we did in our e.xperinients with hydrogen
(December, 1916, Lesson) bend a delivery

tube as shown in Fig. 135, with a small

opening at the end and reaching nearly to

the bottom of a large bottle. When hy-

drogen is escaping quite freely, test it for

air bv applying a lighted splint, and when
all the air is expelled, ignite the hydrogen

at the capillary.

{To be continued)

WHY NOT ELECTRICITY FROM
THE OCEAN?

(Continued from page i77)

To those who have not experimented with

a float mounted on such a body of water
as to give it appreciable power whenever
waves were produced, such as on rivers,

lakes, or perhaps on the ocean shore, it is

probably a little difficult to perceive that

such a power plant as this will develop any
really appreciable amount of energy. The
reader may form a good idea as to just

how much power even a small wave will

give by an instance which the author noted
not long ago. In this case, the float (on the

shore) measured about ten by twenty feet

and was used as a launch landing on a river

a mile wide. V\'henever one of the steam-
boats plying this river past at a distance of
half a mile, i.e., in midstream, the waves
created from the side-wheels of the boat
were sufficient, when they reached the shore,

to oscillate the float (on which rested one
end of a fairly long and heavy gang plank)
with surprising power, and to give an idea

of just how powerful this action was, it

can be stated that with four people, weigh-
ing about six hundred pounds in the aggre-
gate, the float was thrown rapidly up and
down on its guide poles a distance of about
four feet, much as if it had been merely
an egg shell resting on the water. By
comparison it is easy to see that the ocean
waves, which are much more powerful on
the average, would exert an infinitely

greater power. In the case of the float just

cited, the work expended by the waves
amounted to 2,400 foot-pounds or consid-
erable over one foot-ton. The float was
capable of lifting a much greater weight
than that mentioned, but this will serve
as a practical example to show the great
power possest by a luoving body of water.

For further details see Transactions of the
American Society Mechanical Engineers, XIII,
438 and Kent's Mechanical Engineer's Hand-book.
1916 Edition. Also see article entitled "Electric
Power from Ocean Waves" in the February, 1917,
issue of this journal.

AN ELECTRIC SPEED AND DIREC-
TION INDICATOR FOR TRANS-

ATLANTIC 'PLANES.
( Continued from page 375)

that the floating log being pulled thru the
water would have to be periodically hauled
aboard the aeroplane so as to read its

dials. Several minutes would be consumed
undoubtedly in hauling up the log and tak-
ing its reading, and some authorities have
mentioned that this might cause an error as
great as two per cent, owing to the time
during which the log was out of the water,
and the exact distance flown over would
not then be .recorded by the mechanism.
The drawing herewith shows the simple

arrangement of electrical apparatus in-

How a Failure ai Sixty

^^n Sudden Success
From Poverty to $40,000 a Year—

A Lesson for Old and Young Alike

By R. D. RAINES

THE old-time millionaire "made his pile"

by squeezing the pennies, by overwork

and self-denial. A much bigger army of

men today are piling up inillions withoitt deny-

ing themselves the comforts and little luxuries

of life—by giving up poor jobs for better

ones, by preserving their health and strength,

and by retaining their manhood and independ-

ence all through the struggle. Theirs is a new
secret and one well worth learning.

Our story is about one who learned it—an

old man who got hold of some of these young
ideas. If you could have met him in the sum-
mer of 1915 you would have pitie<^him. For
forty years he had been true to the old creed

—hard work, long hours, patience, faithfid-

ness and economy. By dint of scrimping and
scraping he would save a few dollars only to

have them swept away by a season of illness

in his family. And his reward ? It came at

si.xty, when he was thrown out of employ-
ment onto the scrap-heap. His old-fashioned

rules for winning success had failed to work.

"What was wrong with them or with him?"
He reviewed, one by one, the careers of some
of his old business associates who had pros-

pered. .\ suspicion entered his mind. He
turned his attention to several young men who
were forging rapidly to the front. Suspicion

became conviction. In one respect all those

men were identically alike. The climbing

youngsters and the prosperous oldsters were
strong-willed fellows of determined purpose.

It was almost amusing the way he and others

of his kind scurried to get out of the way of

these men whenever they set out to accom-
plish any purpose. Slowly the full truth came
to him. Success was not a matter of age. It

was not luck. It was not even a matter of

opportunity. It was simply a question of

dominating will power—determination that

brooks no interference, commands respect,

and easily leaps all obstacles. Somewhere
lying dormant within him like an unused mus-
cle, he too possessed a will. He knew it. He
would uncover it. He would exercise and
train it and put it to work.

For a long time he had believed he could
make a success in a certain line of manu-
facturing. He had some new ideas about it.

But he had never been bold enough to even
mention his thoughts to others. Now he
sought out some business friends. Instead of

begging a small loan with which to pay his

rent, he presented and explained his plans for
launching a business of his own. His friends'

first response was to smile. But as they lis-

tened they were struck by a new note in the
old man's voice, a new self-confident poise in

his bearing ; his tone was magnetic, compell-
ing ; his argument sound and convincing.
This gentleman was not to be denied. In two
days he raised $600 capital for his plant.

Three days later his little factory was in op-
eration. In three months he repaid every
penny of the loan and at the end of one
year his books showed profits of $20,000, and
his second year's operations promise $35,000
to $40,000 more.

A better understanding of the tremendous
power of the human will as a force in busi-
ness and in fortune building may be had by

studying the successes of any of our big

money makers.

Interesting and inspiring are several cases

that have come to my personal attention, be-

cause the same methods are open to us all

no matter how young or old we may be. One
is that of a man who was $6,000 in debt three

years ago. Since then he has accumulated

$200,000 without speculating and today is earn-

ing $1,000 a week. He is only one of many who
frankly credit their good fortune to Prof.

Frank Channing Haddock and his very re-

markable book. "Power of Will." Another is

a young man who worked in a big factory.

One day he met Mr. W. M. Taylor, the noted
efficiency expert, who advised him to read
"Power of Will." He did so, applied himself

to the training of his will, and in less than
one year his salary was increased to more
than eight times what he had been earning.

Then there is the case of C. D. Van Vechten,
General Agent of the Northwestern Life Insur-
ance Company. After his first examination of
Prof. Haddock's methods and lessons in will power
development, as pviblished in "Power of Wilb" he
told the author that they would be worth $3,000
to $30,000 to him.

Another man. Dr. H. D. Ferguson, residing in
Hot Springs, Ark., increased his earnings from $40
a week to $150 a week in a remarkably short space
of time after he began the study of will training.
Will power training by Haddock's system has en-
abled thousands to conquer drink and other vices
almost overnight— has helped overcome sickness
and nervousness—has transformed unhappy, anx-
ious, discontented people into dominating per-
sonalities filled with the joy of living.

In this new book Prof. Haddock, whose name
ranks with Bergson, James, and Royce in the
scientific world, has given to the world for the first

time a prac ical, simple system of rules and exer-
cise for will power training that has completely
revolutionized the lives of thousands of people.
I'or the will is just as susceptible to exercise
and training as any muscle of the body. "Power
of Will" is being distributed by the Pelton Pub-
lishing Co. of Meriden, Conn. Any reader who
cares to examine the book may do so without send-
ing any money. If, after five days, you do not feel
that this book is worth the $3 asked for it, return
it and you will owe nothing. Some few doubters
will scoff at the idea of will power being the key
to wealth and achievement. But intelligent men
.^nd women will investigate for themselves by send-
ing for the book at the publisher's risk.

Among the 250,000 owners who have read, used,
and praised "Power of Will" are such prominent
men as Supreme Court Justice Parker; Wu Ting
Fang, ex-U. S. Chinese Ambassador; Lieut. -Gov.
McKelvie of Nebraska; Assistant Postmaster-Gen-
eral Britt; General Manager Christeson of Wells-
Fargo Express Co.; E. St. Elmo Lewis; Governor
.'\rthur Capper of Kansas and thousands of others
equally prominent. .As a first step in will training',
act on your present impulse to write a letter or
address this coupon to the Pelton Publishing Com-
pany, 30-S Wilcox Block, Meridan, Conn., and the
book will come by return mail. This one act may
mean the turning point of your life. Do not hesitate.

PELTON PUBLISHING COMPANY
30-S Wilcox Block, Meriden, Conn.

I will examine a copy of "Power of Will" at
your risk. I w-ill remail the book in 5 days or send
you $3 in payment for it.

Xamc

Address
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Build and Fly
Your Own

TrainingPlane
Train your!>elf lu Avimiuu.

Be an Amateur Artator with an
Aeroplane of your own. L-eara

how AeropIaJn-9 are built ;
learn

the priticlplea of conslrucuon.
operation and control. Witn
IDEAL Accurate Scale Draw-
iitgA. and Building and Flnng
"iisiruction-i. Tou can build a

perfect Model Aeroplane. 3 ft.

il«e. that will rise from the

ground by Ita own power and
fly like a big one. Send now
for the Plans for the one you
want to build.

Drawings and Instructions for

Curtlss Military Tractoi
Blenot Monoplane
Nieuport Monoplane
Taube Monoplane
Cunffls Fr>ni Bo3i EACH
Wright Biplane -, --.v

Cecil Peoll Hac.r (7 (or $1.50)

Send for Our Aeroptane Catalog
Tells about Model AeroplaJies. Racing Aeroplanes.

Flrluf Toys, and parts and supplies to build them
with 48 pa«efl. Send 5 cents for it today.

IDEAL AEROPLANE & SUPPLY COMPANY
76-82 West Broadway New York Clt>

25c

FACTORY-TO-RIDER
SAVES YOU MONEY
Buycirv'-'t ar.il ;avt- SI ' ti'JJM on a

bicycle. RANGER BICYCLES now
come in 41 styiL-s, colors and sizes.

Greatly improvetl; prices reduced.
Other reliable models si6 -5 up. WC
DELIVER FREE to you on approval
&nd SO days trial and riding test.

Our biK FREE cataloK showa
\ everything new in bicycles and sun*

, dries. Write for it.

1 TIRES, lamps, wheels, parts and
fv suppliesat tiiitf iisuat prieet.
'^ Do not buy a bicycle, tires, or

andries until you pet our wonder'
'ul ntw offera.lovf prices and liberal

terms. A postal brings everything.

CAn CYCLECOMPANY
CHU Dept. « 10? Chicaeo

-jjv 110 V. A. C. Generators

'<ii!^)>, ONLY $5,001A Good hand generator*,

r A while stock lasts. $5.00,

I

Order today.
Generators, with pulley. 6

I'TFs^y ^- 6 '"'!' " <-• JiO-dO:

<i''iV ''- < 2'A amp. I>. C, (l/«

nAf-^ H.P. as a mciUir), $15.00;
ifA-^ Batterv Charges, 7 t. 11
^^"^^-'amp. (like cut). $27.50,

Motors, n1th pulley, 110
II < or A. C. $9.00; hi H.P. 32 v. D. C. $21.28

—nil v. U. C. $19.67; 1/6 H.P. 32 v. D. C, $24.51
— 110 V. D. C, $22.71, Immediate shipment, casb
with order.

Watson Electric Co., Oept 10. Gas BIdg., Chicago

35 MILES PER HOUR
Is

Record

Of This

f
r.iilU bv a boy from Junior parts fur-
r. -.bed by us. Any bov can build tliis

i'«r Parts vi'r>' chi'ap, Send 26
1 ."pTs fur hiiif [irims and price list

of parta showing how to build Ibis
dy lifMc car.

S/PHER MFf,
IS6 Warren &!
iOLEDO. OHtti

Convert Vour Bicycle Into a Motor-Cycle

We sell you the motor complete
or furnish you with the finished

parts from niiich you can build

the motor yourself uilh few tools.

^^^ We send you the printed instruc-

tion* vmH. I'...*-' prints of the drawings for $.:;5 or

full particulars for :i-cent stamp.

STEFFEV MFG. CO.. 5Q2-S Brown St.. Phila.. Pa

MOTORCYCLES
and BICYCLES at cut prices.
SlDgles and twins S25 to SlOO.
New Motorcyc le Tlrea S3.
Automobile Tires $3. Beat
Motorcycle Belta $5. Carbur-
• tors 16 Sc>*rt coll. H. 3«eo>d-

hwMj Bk-relM S&- Tuden. Ilfi. Naw Bic7cl«. ftt ractorr PricM.

I>«Dlng«r, The Price Cotter, Boebesler. New Tom

volved in an aeroplane log such as we pro-

pose, and which is, moreover, thoroly feas-

ible, for similar apparatus has been used

for a consideralilc number of years in re-

cording the spcfd of engines, boats, auto-

mobiles, electric dynaiuos, motors, etc. In

brief, its action is based upon the fact that

the voltage of a dynamo is proportional

to its speed, and the more we increase the

speed, the more voltage do we get, and thus

all that is necessary in order to read the

speed of a machine in revolutions per

minute, or other specific terms, is to prop-

erly calibrate the apparatus so that the gal-

vanometer or voltmeter connected to the

wires leading from the dynamo reads over
a scale calibrated in i;ii7t'.s f<cr hour, or

revolutions per minute, etc. If the aero-

plane is flying in a calm or in a wind
which is parallel to the direction in which
the aeroplane is pointed, or the reverse,

then the log will tow directly astern.

Should the wind blow from either side,

or the other as the accompanying diagrams
show, and its direction from the aeroplane
will be exactly the reverse of the direction

in which the aeroplane is moving over tlie

water, as becomes apparent. In other words,
the aeroplane would be swept sidewise and
the degree of its departure from its course
would be at once indicated by the angular
position of the wire leading to the log,

i.e., the log, owing to the fact that it was
gript by the water and not affected by the

wind, would always lag off at one side,

and that side would be the one from which
the wind was blowing.

It would, moreover, not be necessary for
tlic aeroplane pilot to be continually looking
behind to ascertain the angle of the "log
line" with his craft, altho the relative posi-

tion of the log could be determined in this

way at any time, even at night when it is

dark, by virtue of the small electric bull's-

eye attached to the front of the log, as here
shown. In practise the long line is simply
attached to a lever mounted on the aero-
plane so as to cause an indicator needle to

move in the cock-pit.

NEW DEVELOPMENTS IN TELE-
PHOTOGRAPHY.

{Continued from page 387)

a drum of non-conducting material, pre-
ferably on the same shaft as the sending
and receiving cylinders. On this drum,' in

longitudinal alignment, are a very thin strip

of copper or other conducting material and
two resistance elements. All of these are

electrically connected to the shaft. The
current to these resistance strips is supplied

from opposite sides, the purpose of which
will be obvious later. Three brushes—one
for the copper strip, and the other two for

the resistance elements—are arranged so as

to make contact with these as the drum
revolves.

When sending a picture, the thin copper
strip is connected thru the shaft to one out-

going wire ; and the brush is connected in

series with several batteries and the other

outgoing wire. This connection causes a

heavy current to be sent to the receiving

machine whenever the copper strip and the

brush make contact ; that is, once every rev-

olution.

Now let us go back to the receiving

machine at the point where we left it. Now
that the starting relay no longer short-cir-

cuits the incoming current, the said current
is permitted to pass to the synchronizer or
to the picture receiving apparatus, as the

case may be.

The two resistance elements on the svn-

chronizing drum are used in receiving; and
if their connections are born in mind, it will

readily be seen that if the heavy impulse
from the sending machine is received when
the brushes arc in exact centers of said

resistance members, the current in the two
brushes will be equal; but if the brushes
are either above or below center at this

time, there is a differential effect in the

current—that is, the current is heavy in one
and light in the other, this effect becoming
greater the further tlie brushes arc from
center.

The synchronizing impulse is necessarily

heavy to distinguish it from the picture

transmitting current. This being the case,

it is imperative to provide some means to

keep the heavy current from entering the

circuit that receives the picture, as it would
burn out the magnets. The seams of the

picture are arranged to come in line w'ith

the synchronizing strips on the non-con-
ducting drum, so that the heavy impulse is

never received when the picture itself is

being transmitted, but while the seam is

passing. It is, of course, necessary to have
the synchronizing impulse received when
the brushes at the receiving machine are

passing over the resistance pieces ; but for

the sake of clearness this will be explained
later and must be taken for granted for the

present. Supposing, tlicn, that this cur-

rent always comes w'hen the brushes and
synchronizing strips make contact, it is

easy to arrange other contacts and brushes
so that the entire current passes into the

synchronizing circuit while this part of the

cylinder is passing, and so that the current
at all other times passes into the circuit

that receives the picture proper. So long as

the cylinders are revolving in synchronism,
this means can be relied upon to distribute

the two currents into their proper circuits;

but until synchronism is establisht, at the

beginning of a transmission, another ar-

rangement accomplishes the purpose.
This system operates in conjunction with

the means for getting the resistance strips

to pass beneath the brushes when the syn-
chronizing impulse is received.

The principal part of the mechanism is

another gravity relay. In its first position,

this serves to connect the motor witli its

source of current thru a circuit containing
considerable resistance. This causes the

motor to run slower than the one on the

transmitting instrument. This being the

case, the heavy impulse is finally received
(and it takes only a few seconds—seldom
more than ten revolutions) when the resist-

ance elements are under the brushes. The
current is now permitted to flow from the

brush thru the coils of the relay, which
throws the gravity arm, causing the resist-

ance in the motor connections to be short-

circuited, so that the motor then runs at

the approximate speed of the motor of the

transmitting machine.

Until the relay is operated, by the pres-

ence of a current in the synchronizing cir-

cuit, the circuit that sends the picture re-

mains open. This is necessary to keep the

coils for the lighter current from being
burnt out, as the currents cannot be dis-

tributed until the brushes and resistance

elements are in contact when the synchron-
izing impulse comes in. As soon as this

relationshij) is establisht, the relay, which
operates only under the heavy impulse,

causes the picture transmitting circuit to

be closed. This relay performs the two-
fold purpose of closing this circuit and of
short-circuiting the resistance that is in

series with the motor.

It has already been explained that the

current is equal in the two brushes that

touch the resistance strips^ providing the

current is received when tHey are at cen-

(Continued on page 419)
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Leairn Electricit
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PRACTICAL

inthe Great Shops of

COYNE FINISH IN

INSTRUCTION I;t'f.,^3lt^E"^;L"1",'cit°t 3 MONTHS
Thousands of skilled Electricians are needed. The demand is becoming more urgent every

day. The Government is employing every one they can get which is causing a great scarcity

throughout the country and big salaries are being paid everywhere. Right now is your h\g

opportunity. Make up your mind now to prepare for one of these big jobs and then get here

as quick as you can for your training.

Earn $100.00 To $300.00 A Month
In the Electrical business. Come here where you will be trained in

these great $100,000 shops. Experts show you everything and
you learn right on the actual apparatus. You work on
everything from the simple bell to the mighty mo
tors, generators, electric locomotives, dyn;i-

mos, switchboards, power plants, every-

thing to make you a master electri

cian. Wc have thousands of sue

I

cessful graduates. Just as

soon as you have finished

we assist you to a

good position. We
now have more
positions than
we can fill

Think
of it

War Demands Have
Taken Thousands of Men

from this Profession. Men
Must be Trained to Fill their Places.

Prepare Now for a Big Paying Position.

These courses are thorough, short and practical. All instruction given on
tiie actual equipment. Each man is trained individually and stays until tlior-

oughly trained. Start any time—day and evening classes.

Our graduates are in great demand. We are continually receiving letters, telegrams,

and telephone calls from contractors, manufacturing firms, etc., seeking our graduates to fill

responsible positions. We have now more positions than we can fill and the demand is

steadily growing. Every comfort is given our students while here. They live in comfortable

lomes in' the most beautiful section of Chicago—on the lake.

DRAFTED MEN READ THIS

It will only be a short time until you are

called into service. This is a war of skill,

brains, and machinery. Uncle Sam must win

this war and must have tens of thousands of

men skilled in modern trades and professions such

as Electricity, Drafting, Plumbing, and Sanitation.

Such men will be quickly recognized and given an

opportunity to rise. It is not too late for you if you

act at once.

In most cases those of our students in the draft, who
have been called before completing their course, have been

fc'iven an extension of time by their board sufficient to finish

their course, owing to the great need of trained men in these
lines in the Government Service.

LEARN DRAFTING
Skilled Draftsmen are always in demand. Our courses
are thorough—short—practical, preparing a man fully
to hold a position of responsibility. We have more
positions than we can fill. We also liave thorouyh
practical courses in Plumbing and Heating and Mo-
tion Picture Operating.

EARN YOUR WAY ^_^
Many students earn a large part
of their living expenses by do-
ing a little work in their

spare time. Our employ-
ment dept. furnishes j

these positions with- *
out charge. ^

[ 1

Name. .

.

Address.

COYNE TRADE ANDW ENGINEERING SCHOOLS
Dept. 20, 39-51 E. Illinois St.

Chicago, III.

Ple.ise send at (nice your big Free
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t ] Motion Picture Operating
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"Supremacy
in the airLe£u:'n Aviation Mechanics

Tr^iin yourself for the Aviation Service by availing yourself of the Preparatory , i jt'. ^^
Ground Course in Aviation Mechanics, aOordlng preparation prior to entering »»•« ive^ lu
Government Ground School, covering aero-dj'naniics, aero-engines, rigging and Victnrvl"
Lewis gunnery. Previous experience unnecessary. r«i.iu»j'.

COMPlfTf COURSt
including aero-
engine course,

taken In six vreefes (three hours dally) or

three weeks (six hours dally)

/three
^

'60
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WE ARE THE PIONF.FR AVIATION SCHOOL

Special Aero-Engine Course (!.'l'~) _

Wireless Course ^JLll) ^2S
^^TioS

Write for our Illustrated Booklet "H"—"A Message
to You on Aviation"

Telephone Bryant 9078

110-114 WEST 42d STREET, NEW YORK

For
Home
UseViolet Rays

Wonderful HEALTH and BEAUTY GIVER

Electricity from your light socket transformed into the

greatest health-giving agency known to Science—VIOLET
RAV—powerfully effective, yet soothing and gentle in

action. Benefits of tremendous voltage of electricity ab-

sorbed by the human body without the slightest shock,

muscular contraction or pain of any kind ; pleasant and
perfectly safe.

RenuLife Violet Ray
High Frequency Generator
Used and endorsed by physicians and beauty specialists

;

saturates the body with soothing, invigorating, curative

violet rays, producing New Life, Power and Beauty;

purifies the blood stream and brings the circulation to

parts treated, renews and builds up.

Wonderful
Beautifier

Brings the glow
of health-
ful beauty to

the complexion,
removes blem-
ishes, pimples,

waru, etc.

while sieadiiy removing
bringing back normal

SuacSSfu/fy

Rheumatism
Neuritis

Lumbago
Chest Pains

Catarrh

Headache
Ear Diseases

Hardening of Arteries

Wrinkles

Skin Diseases

Falling Hair

Etc. Etc.

Treatment Chart
furnished showing
use for over 100
ailments.

Every home should have this mar- symptoms
velous invention; benefits every per- the cause:

son in sickness or health; smallest conditions,

infant, aged or feeble. It is not
a cure all—but treats success-
fully a wide range of ailments
because it is systematic
in effect—relieves the

LOWEST PRICE
This is the lowest priced, most
effective instrument of its kind in

the world, guaranteed. Price so low

that no family can afford to be

without it.

At Home Get Book "Health" FREE
Vou fan receive Send for our booklet "Health" tcll-

the benefits in the privacy of your ing in detail the wonderful story of

own home heretofore only procur- the Violet Ray—
able through cost

ly treatments RENULIFE ELECTRIC CO.,

539

Marquette

. BIdg.

Detroit,

Mich.

WANTED
Men &nd women
representatives to
cI'Tiionstrat© 1
(liiGlorR and In-
dividuals. Earn
$50. 00 a week up.
We Rive full In-
dtructloUB. Get
•JUT pro[>oelt!on.

SOLD ON
LIBERAL

TRIAL PLAN

BOOKREVItW^^^

CYCLOPEDIA OF APPLIED ELEC-
TRICITY, in seven volumes. 3,000 pages,
7 X 10 inches, 2,600 illustrations, full page
plates, diagrams, etc., with many tables

and formulas. Cross-indexed for quick
reference, bound in half morocco. Pub-
lisht bv American Technical Society, Chi-
cago, in., 1917. Price, $19.80.

This exhaustive Cyclopedia of Applied Electricity
covers a very wide field of electrical engineering
as the reader will perceive by glancing at the con-
tents of the various volumes as outlined below.
The general style of the treatment is such that
anyone with an understanding of the English
language and with an ordinary grammar school
education can readily learn from tliese books the
successive problems involved in the application
of electricity to telegraphy, electric lights and
power distribution, wireless telegraphy, electric
welding, etc., etc.

Volume one covers the elements of electrical
study and starts oflf with the principles of the
magnet and magnetic induction. The style of
treatment by the authors of these books, all of
whom are well-known instructors in well-known
universities and colleges, is very clear, and the
illustrations are particularly well made and ar-
ranged so that the layman or young student can
gain a true idea in every case ot just how a
certain experiment or test is to be properly made.
Wherever possible, photographs are used liberally
to show the commercial instvimients and apparatus,
and by so blending the theoretical study and the
necessary diagrams with photographs of actual com-
mercial apparatus the student or general reader
cannot fail to gain a thoro idea of each instru-
ment described and just how it operates. Volume
one continues with the study of static electricity,
primary cells, the principles of the telegraph and
telephone, the principle of the electric current, the
application of Uhm's law to both series and parallel
circuits, etc. Considerable space is devoted to the
requirements of the Fire Underwriters in install-

ing electrical apparatus, and the wiring of the
various appro vecl types of installation of this
nature are well illustrated by means of photo-
graphs and diagrams where necessary. Auother
section deals with electrical measurements and
covers the use and operation of such instruments
as standard cells, resistance units, electrolytic in-
struments, hot wire measuring instruments, gal-
vanometers, electro-dynamometers, the Kelvin bal-
ance, wattmeters, electro-static voltmeters, fre-
quency meters, power-factor meters, the Wheat-
stone bridge for measuring resistances, the Megger,
the potentiometer, etc. The following chapter
takes up the method of making tests on D. C. as
well as A. C. circuits, and also in polyphase cir-
cuits. The mercury motor watt-hour meter and
ampere-hour ineter are described and illustrated,
also the testing of watt -hour meters and the
method of reading integrating watt-hour meters.
At the end of the volume there appears a number
of review questions which will give the student
a good idea of how the various problems are
worked out.

Volume two takes up dynamo-electric machinery.
The first part of this volume deals with the laws
of electro -magnetism, especially as they are re-
lated to dynamos and motors, and gradually the
student is educated by easy stages to the well-
known laws of the magnetic circuit. Tlie elements
ol armature winding are clearly explained with
many excellent illustrations and the process of
commutation is made particularly clear by means
of numerous special drawings. A very complete
study of the design of a continuous current gen-
erator ot one hundred and fifty kilowatts output
is given, together with every detail and calcula-
tion for the proportioning of the mechanical and
electrical parts of the machine down to the last
bolt. This section will appeal particularly to those
interested in dynamo design, as it includes numer-
ous tables giving data on various designs of
dynamos from one kilowatt output up to several
hundred kilowatts. Another chapter deals with
the various types of generators and motors, and
this chapter is illustrated with numerous photo-
graphs of all of the standard types of machinesgran
and all well-known commercial makes, so that the
student will quickly recognize each respective type
of motor or generator when he sees it for the
first time after studying the text. The latter part
deals with alternating current generators and mo-
tors and a number of questions are appended at
the end of the volume for the student to work out,
which cover the text matter studied in the various
chapters.

Volume three takes up the study of the direct
current motor in detail, also the management of
(iyriamos and motors including their inspection and
maintenance as well as the testing out of motor
and dynamo troubles on the job. This volume
also takes up the principles of electric lighting.

(Continued on page 418)
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CyCMpIA CYCLOPEDM CTCLOPEDIA CYCLOPEDIA CYCLOPEDIA CYCLOPEDU CYCLOPEDIA
*^ «^ ^y tf tf if aj

APPLIED APPLe APPLIED APPLIED APPLED APPLIED
APPLffiD

firamriY. ofcTRicnr EiECTRicm' aEcrRicnr Qfcracm' afcrwcm' EiKiRicm

HERE at last is what you've been looking for. All there is to know-

about electricity written by twenty-seven authorities in such easv

to understand language that it makes studying more like a game
than like work.

Tells all about elements of electricity—electrical measurements—underwriter's re-

quirements—theory calculation, design and construction of generators and motors

—

dynamo-electric machinery—lighting machinery—power transmission—electric rail-

ways—power stations—switchboards andswitching—storage batteries—applied elec-

tro-chemistry—electric elevators—electric welding and heating—wire and wireless

telegraphy.

In fact this remarkable cyclopedia of Applied Electricity explains everything from
wiring a door-bell to the newest wireless discoveries. There is no other work like it.

¥701717 ArjX/TP'F' ^^^'th your set you receive a full year's consuhing
•T IVlIjd JiWJ V iv^Hi membership. This entitles you to the advice and
assistance of our electrical experts without one penny of expense. Many of our cus-

tomers say this personal help has been worth hundreds of dollars to them. Yet it

is yours free if you act quickly.

What These Books Cover
Elements of Electricity— Elec-
trical Measurements — Under-
writer's Electrical Requirements—Theory, Calculation, Design
and Construction of Direct Cur-
rent Generators and Motors

—

Types of Generators and Motors— Management of Electrical
Machinery— Electric Lighting—Alternating Current Machin-
ery—Power Transmission—Elec-
tric Railways — Self-Propelled
Railway Cars—Trackless Trol-
leys—Power Stations—Switch-
boards and Switching—Storage
Batteries — Applied Electro-
chemistry—Electric Elevators

—

Electric Welding and Heating

—

Wireless Telegraphy and Tele-
phony— Land and Submarine
Telegraphy.

EXPERTS
WANTED

Electrical Engineers,
Substation Operators,
Trouble Men, Switch-
board Operators and
Dynamo Tenders are
wanted by light and
power companies every-
where. The demand for

their services exceeds
the supply. Why not
prepare yourself in

your spare time for a
job paying $1,500 to

$5,000 yearly? The
Library of Electricity

will give you the knowl-
edge you need—-in plain,

everyday language.

7 Cents a Day—Half Price
If after examination you decide to own this wonderful seven volume set, send only $2 with-
in a week after receiving the books and then only $2 a month—an average of only 7 cents a
day—until $19.80—the special half-price is paid. The regular price
is $35 so quick action is necessary.

Send No Money
American Technical Society

' Dept. E 3387

/ Chicago, U. S. A

1 Please send Cyclopedia of
Not a penny. Merely fill the coupon and you will receive Applied Electricity for seven

the complete cyclopedia of Applied Electricitv for free / days' examination, I to pay ship-

examination, keep it a week then if you can afford / j;,l steTlavs Ld $2.0o"a'n.!,,uh
not to become a master ot the electrical subjects ' " '

you're interested in, in this simple, easy, inexpensive
way, send the set back and you owe nothing.

/

until I have paid $19.80 or notify

/ yoti and hold the books subject to your
order. Title not to pass until fully paid.

Name.

American Technical Society ^\ddress
Dept. E 3387 Chicago, U. S. A. . Reference./
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Learn Drafting
The Vnited Slates Government and eniiiloyers

everywhere are lookine for skilled draftsmen.
They are offerinir splendid salaries, and still erood
positions are always open, because thousands of
draftsmen have eone into the service. Others
must lake their places and caro' on their work.

No line offers greater opportunity for advance-
ment Draflintj itself not only commands jjood
pay. but it is the first step toward success in Me-
chanical or Structural Enirineeriny or Architec-
ture. And drafting is just the kind of work a boy
likes to do. There is an easy dfliyhtful way in
which you can learn rit^ht at home in spart* time.
For 27 years the International Correspondence
Schools have been eivinjr boys just the training
they need for success in Drafiinj.' and more than
200other subjects. Thousands of boys have stepped
into t^ood positions through I. C. S. help, but never
were opportunities so great as now.
Let the I. C. S. help you. Choose the work you

like best in the coupon, then mark and mail it.

This doesn't obligate you in theleast and will bring
you information that may start you on a success-
ful career. This is your chance. Don't let it slip

by. Mark and mail this coupon now.

-^ TC*R OOT HCRE '

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS
BOX 5400, SCRANTON. PA.
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Send For My Book
Strong Arms and
Military Shoulders

For 25c, coin or stamps.
Illustrated with 20 full-page half-tone
'Ills, showing exercises Ihat will quickly
(li-velop, beautify and e<tln great strength
in your shoulders, arma and hands, with-
out any apparatus. Equal to a $20 Course.

PROF. ANTHONY BARKER,
Studio 562. 127 W. 42nd St., New York.

Learn Watchwork, Jewelrywork and
Encravina '^ ^°^ trade cummaDding a good sal-
'^*5'«»'i*5«ary, and your services are always In
demand. Address HOROLOGICAL Department,
Bradley Institute, Peoria, 111., for our latest catalog.

IS^oNAVIATION
l^eAm of the great opportunitjee in tbia new

n ,i>Xj,0O0.O0O iDdiutry. TbooAandB of men needed.
Learn bymail—free book teil* bow.Write at once.
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BOOK REVIEW.
{Contitntcd from page 416)

The opening section on direct current motors is

up to date, and is very clearly illustrated by numer-
ous diagrams showing how the starting boxea and
speed controllers are connected up to series, shunt
and compound-wound machines. Numerous excel-
lent illustrations are inserted thruout the work,
showing both large and small commercial applica-
tions of the electric motor, all of which tend to
broaden the mind of the student and to thoroly
familiarize him with the appearance and technical
arrangement of belts, chains, etc., in industrial
plants. One of the sections deals with motor-
driven machinery, and shows how motors are
applied to various types of machines, and some
excellent tables are given of the horsepower re-

quired for driving these various sizes and types
of machines. The section on motor and dynamo
trouble is well systematized and arranged so that
the reader can quickly find the various remedies
for any certain trouble. The section on electric
lighting is very complete and opens with the his-

tory ot the incandescent lamp. The various forms
of incandescent lamps are described, and all of
the latest important factors in electrical illumina-
tion are taken up in detail with numerous dia-
grams and photographs of the lamps as well as
tlic comparative effects obtained. Electrical train
lighting systems are discust as well as electric
head-IiKht systems, with complete wiring diagrams.
The measurement of candlepower is well explained
and a very interesting final chapter covers isolated
lighting plants such as those found in surburban
homes.

Volume four covers alternating current ma-
chinery, and in this one book all of the essential
principles of alternating currents are combined,
as well as the principles of the various types of
alternating current machinery. The manner of ex-
plaining the various intricate problems encountered
in alternating current circuits is highly commend-
able, and the student or general reader will find
no difficulty in rapidly mastering the fundamental
principles outlined on this subject, which is usually
consiciered quite difficult even by college students
who have the aid of expert teachers. The various
phenomena of alternating current circuits and
machinery' are clearly and also completely ex-
plained without the application of higner mathe-
matics, and therefore the student of electrical
matters will find this one volume particularly valu-
able and instructive if he happens to be one of
that great army of knowledge seekers, who has
not had a college education. Anyone with an
understanding of the laws of geometry and alge-
bra can readily learn the principles of alternating
currents from this excellent treatise. A chapter
is devoted to the rotary converter and the method
of changing the direct current dynamo into a
rotary converter by attaching suitable contact
rings to the D. C. commutator. A lengthy de-
scription is given of the induction motor and the
theory of its operation, also the various relations
between the operation of the induction motor and
the synchronous motor.

Volume five treats on power transmission, and
it includes the theoretical and practical considera-
tions in designing both direct and alternating cur-
rent transmission circuits. The section on the de-
sign and calculation of A. C. transmission lines is

very clear, and numerous tables containing the
necessary factors to be used in the formulas apply-
ing to the work are included in the text. Such
practical problems as underground construction
arc taken up and various arrangements of the
transformers are described in detail, also the ad-
vantages and disadvantages of these different ar-

rangements. The section on electrical railways is

written in a very interesting manner, and is very
ably illustrated. Detail drawings are given of the
various types of electric railway cars, and railway
motors of the latest type are included in this treat-

ment. Other features treated on are lighting and
healing systems for electric railways, electric rail-

way power plants and their operating characteris-
tics, electrical transmission systems for railways,
track construction, electric locomotives, etc. At
the close of this volume a very interesting descrip-
tion is given together with detail drawings of the
latest trackless trolley utilizing a double-contact
trolley wheel, and a section is also devoted to
self-propelled railway cars of the gas-electric type.

Volume six. Power stations and applied electro-
chemistry are here discust. This booK deals with
electric power stations of various types and the
elementary principles of power station design are
given in a simple manner, so that the student can
quickly progress thru the various studies leading
up to the design of a complete station. The first

chapter takes up in detail the various factors gov-
erning the most desirable location of a power
station, and shows the method whereby this is

calculated so that the station will be as near as
possible, all things considered, to the center of
the electrical load. The text then proceeds with
the design of power plant, chimneys, arrangement
of boilers, etc., and also the installation of water
turbines where waterpower is to be utilized. Part
of this volume is devoted to various types of
electrical switchboards for power stations, and the
necessary instruments to be used on these boards
for various sizes of plants. It is regrrttnble that
the section on water wheels and water turbines
is not larger, as hydro-electric plants are the com-
ing thing and are being developed more and more
every day. Considerable space is devoted to the
study of storage batteries including their relation

to central station operation, where they are used
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to carry the peak of the day's load, e:c. The com-
plete numner in w Inch the storage battery is ex-

plained and illustrated is very good indeed. The
Edison storage battery is described in detail.

Storage battery charging systems are covered very
completely. The closing section of this volume
treats of applied electro-chemistry, and it covers
such interesting and absorbing topics as the fixa-

tion of atmospheric nitrogen, electrical fume and
smoke precipitation, electrical ozonizers, electric
furnaces, the manufacture of aluminum, the elec-

trical production of oxygen and hydrogen commer-
cially for industrial and balloon requirements, the
manufacture of chlorin and caustic soda, tiie

manufacture of hydro-chlorites, electroplating on
non-conducting surfaces, such as glass, etc.
Volume seven. Telegraphy, both wire and wire-

less, electrical elevators, electric heating and weld-
ing are the subjects treated in the seventh and
concluding volume of the Cyclopedia. This volume
treats in the first chapter on modern land and
submarine telegraphy, and the subject is very well
handled indeed. 'ITie various types of telegraph
circuits are discust in a clear manner, and all of
the different instruments used on the circuits are
illustrated both by diagrammatic illustrations and
half-tone cuts of the actual instruments. The
various forms of telegraph repeater circuits are
given, and a section is devoted to the latest de-
velopment in telegraphy, the typewriter key-board
printing telegraph, such as the '"Morkrum system."
The various types of multiplex printing telegraphs
including the well-known Bordot system are illus-

trated and described as well as automatic and
high speed telegraph transmitting and receiving
systems. The section on cable telegraphy is well
written, altho it is somewhat brief in scope. The
next section deals with wireless telegraphy and
the basic principles on which this branch of science
rests are clearly explained. This section will give
the student a good idea of the general principles
of wireless telegraphy, but it is more historical
in its treatment than anything else. The closing
chapter of the wireless section treats on wireless
telephony, and explains the principle of the Bell
photophone, as well as the earlier systems used
by Ernst Ruhmer and A. F. Collins, including the
arc system of Poulsen. The section on elevators
is made of extreme practical value.

THE REVOLVING MIRROR AND
SPARK DISCHARGES.
{Continued from f'agc 390)

off into space. Had the oscillations con-
tinued for one second, 223,500 waves would
have been produced and they would have
been stretched out over a distance ot 186.-
000 miles. In other words each of the 20
waves actually produced was 186,000 ^
223,500 = length in miles or 0.832 mile, or
1,-163 yards. .A wave-meter brought near
the helix would read 1,465 yards wave
length if correctly calibrated.

NEW DEVELOPMENTS IN TELE-
PHOTOGRAPHY.

(Contimied from page 414)
ter; and that the differential effect increases
the further they are from center, one brush
having the greater current above center,
and the other brush the greater when below-
center. Each brush is connected with a
solenoid, into the centers of which protrude
the horn-shaped arms of a rocker that
pivots on a friction bearing. A hand on
this rocker forms the contact on a sliding
contact rheostat in series with the motor.
As long as the machines are running in
synchronism, the current in the solenoids
balances the rocker arm so that the current
to the motor is steady ; but as soon as there
is a slight deviation in the synchronism,
there is a change of current in the sole-
noids which pulls the rocker arm to one
side or the other, thereby moving the rheo-
stat contact so as to give the motor more
current if it is too slow, or less current if
it is too fast. Thij; system of synchronizing
is positive, and because of the resistance
strips and the differential circuits, a very
slight change, causes the apparatus to re-
spond.

When the picture has been received, the
cylinders continue to revolve until they
have advanced far enough to strike the
arm of the starting relay and throw it to
Its original position, breaking the motor
'^"'Ctiit and stopping the machine.

AreYOU Fit tobecome
^a FATHER ?

/J|lirNLESS yc

\i\\ pure youn
ou are. you cannot commit a crime worse than to marry some happy, healthy,

g girl, and make her the mother of children who will be a grief to her and
reproach to you as long as you live.

.'\re >ou strong, vigorous, healthy, with good red blood in

your veins and an abounding vitality, that will impart to

your children the same qualities when you bring them into

the world?

Or are you weak, thin, stoop-shouldered, with your blood

like water, or poisoned by constipation; dyspeptic, bilious;

eating poorly and sleeping poorly— iust dragging yourself

through your daily tasks, with no bif or pep or get-up-and-

go about you?

What YOU are, your children will be, only MORE
so.

1 here's no getting around it.

The Law of Heredity Can't Be Evaded
\ciu can be the father of strung, sturdy. happ\ ciiildrL-n.

no matter what you are now; if you take hold of yourself

and build yourself up into the kind of man you ought to

be; the kind of man you WANT to be, and—above all—the

kind of man your wife or the girl who is to be your wife,

wants vou to be and BELIEVES YOU TO BE NOW.

Don't Be Only Half a Man

LIONEL STRONGFORT
The world's strongest and most perfect
athlete, whose unaccepted challenge
of competition to the greatest llvlnfl

"strong men" still stands.

Take the First Step Right No
Take hold of yourself in time, by sitting down

and filling out the Free Consultation Coupon
Get .T FREE COPY of my book; "Promotion

and Conservation of Health, Strength and
Mental Energy." It will cost you three 2c

stamps for mailing expenses, nothing more, and

YOU OBLIGATE YOURSELF TO NOTHING
\\H.ATE\'ER.
Mark the subject in the coupon that interests

you most, and I will send you FREE, in addi-

tion to the book, information which you will

tind of immense help rieht at the beginning.
I KNOW I CAN HELP YOU, because I already have

helped thousands of other men. who bless the day—and
their wives bless the day too—that they took the first

step by filling out and sending me the coupon. DO IT I

NOW I
I

LIONEL STRONGFORT |

^^

Physical and Health Specialist

You never can get ahead; you never can be successful; you
ne\er can be happy or make your wife happy or have happy
children, unless you WAKE UP and pull yourself out of the
rut. L^nless you build up your physical organism, strengthen

vour vital organs, clear the cobwebs out of your brain; FIT
YOLIRSELF to live a whole man's life and do a whole man's
\\ork in the world.

If you have erred in the past and are suffering now, or fear-

ing the later consequences of those youthful indiscretions,

pet hold of yourself, BE A MAN; correct the conditions

that will be fatal to your own happiness and the happiness
of the girl you love if you should enter the state of matri-

mony while those conditions still exist.

NO MATTER WHAT CAUSED YOU TO LOSE YOUR
M.\NHOOD; whether it was vour own fault or circumstances
you could not control, YOU CAN BE A MAN AGAIN and
the father of happy, healthv, laughing children—AND I

C.W SHOV,- YOU HOW TO BECOME ONE.

Let]Me Help You Become a REAL MAN
I can help you build yourself up; help you strengthen your
nerves, heart, lungs, liver, stomach; help rid you of head-
aches, dyspepsia, indigestion, constipation. I can help you
turn that thin watery-blood of yours into the rich, red blood
of a fighting man fit to fight the battle of life under ANY
circumstance and \\ IN IT.

Whatever handicap you may be laboring under, the result

of weakness caused by early errors, I can help you correct

it and without the use of powders, pills or potions of any
kind. I can help you mentally and physically to become the

kind of man you want to be; a man your wife and your
children and YOU YOURSj^LF will be proud of—the kind
of man who is A SUCCESS IN THE WORLD.

FREE CONSULTATION COUPON
Mr. Lionel Sirongfort. Newark, N. J.—Please

send me your book—"PROMOTION AND CON-
SERVATION OF HEALTH, STRENGTH AND
MENTAL ENERGY." for postage of which I en-
close three 2c stamps. I have marked (X) before
Uie subjfft In which I am interested.

.Colds . . Insomnia ..Vital Losses

.Catarrh ..Short Wind . .Youthful Errors

.Asthma Flat Feet . Gastritis
Obesity . Stomach . Heartweakness

. Headache Disorders . Poor Circulation

.Thinness . Constipation - Skin Disorders
Rupture . .Biliousness . .Despondency

.
Lumbago . .Torpid Liver . .Round Shoulders
.Neuritis . . Indigestion . .Lung Troubles
.Neuralgia , Nervousness . Increased Height
.Flat Chest . .Poor Memory . Stoop Shoulders
.Deformity . , Rheumatism . . Muscular
(describe) . Impotency Development

676 Park Building Newark, N. J.
| Write Plainly

Yon benefit by mcntiotti}tg the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to adicrtiscs.
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CftSHYmtt IQEAS

^. Hundreds of inventions are sold yearly. We will help you sell 'G>
yours without cost.

iQy.'. Before sending your inventions to anvone send for our
"BLANK FORM OF DISCLOSURE"

t0.-- that will Protect you until your application is filed in the Patent
Office.

Kv-_
Our book "Making Ideas Pay" gives full information relative to securing^- Patent Protection. IMaiiufacturers are writing us continuously for new-
inventions.

P0>C- >fi«i for Book and Blank Form of Disclosure today. Prompt service
Best results.

I A. M. BUCK & CO., ..:•-•.
z^ 205 Second National Bank Bldg., Washington, D. C.

Invent Something
J^W ' YOUR IDEAS MAY BRING WEALTH IF PATENTED

^^^f^^^ Now is the time to patent a meritorious invention. We are con-^^LX^^H 'stantly receiving letters from manufacturers and investors in-

l^m^^l terested in new inventions protected by patents secured through us
t H. TA^BERT and which can be turned into money through proper liandling.
/I.ul...r sihurtage has inrreased the demand for inventions In all lines

Lrrilf .«.ini Wants New Inventions to Help Win the War.
A'rite us today for free
'"[)>• of our 104 page
liook, "How to Obuln a
I'atent and What to Invent." At the
same time send us a sketch, model or
photograph with written description
of .vour Invention for our Free Opin-

PATENTS

ion and Evidence of Conception Cer-
tificate. If your invention is proper
subject matter for a patent we will
s^nd you our Certificate to that effect

and our Evidence of Con-
ception and Discl(tsure
Certificate which may

pDive of value and assistance to you.
Our Credit System will enable you to
file your application and proceed
without ciclay. Patents secured by us

/
are .idwrti-sfd at our expense in Popu-
lar Mechanics Magazine. To protect
yourst'll write for our free book and
sutirtiit ynur invention to us todav.

TALBERT & TALBFRT, 4287 Talbert Building Wash., D. C.
Patent Law>era—Succesftors to Talbert & Parker

0^:^.

y'm

^Honi:

" THERE'S MONEYIN IT"

LEARN TELEGRAPHYisSS^
r^MORSE ANDWIRELESS-ni.— -"

TEACH VOURSEUH
In lialf the usual time, at trifling coat, with the
wonderful Automatic Transmitter. THE OMNIGRAPH.
Send^ unlimited Morse or Contmentai messages, at
.iny speed, just as an expert operator would.

Adogtea ay U. S. Gov't. 4 tfylei . Catalogue Iroo.

OiVINIGRAPH MFG. 00.
39L Cortlandi St. Nevt^ York

INDEX
to

ELECTRICAL EXPERIMENTER
SCIENCE & INVENTION

For Vnl 1, 2, 3, 4, S

15c
EXPERIMENTER PUBL. CO.

Rook Dipt. 231 Fullon Si.. N Y.

Edited by
In this Department we publish such matter as

is of interest to inventors and particularly to
those who are in doubt as to certain Patent
Phases. Regular inquiries addrest to "Patent
Advice" cannot, be answered by mail free of
charge. Such inquiries are publisht here for the
benefit of all readers. If the idea is thought to
be of importance, we make it a rule not to
divulge details, in order to protect the inventor
as far as it is possible to do so.

Should advice be desired by mail a nominal
charge of $1.00 is made for each question.
Sketches and descriptions must be clear and
explicit. Only one side of sheet should be
written on.

Readers* attention is called to the fact that
due to the great amount of letters to this de-
partment it is quite impossible to answer them
all thru these columns. The inquiries answered
in this issue date as far back as May. and if
readers wish speedy service they should care-
fully note the announcement appearing in the
preceding paragraph.

Loose Leaf Device.
(261) L. Mac Neil, Mansfield. Mass., writes us

as follows: "As you know there are many styles of
loose leaf books on the market, and most o'i them
have to have a special paper that is supplied by the
saine people that put out the books. Because of the
rings in the l)ook, this paper has to be punched
before it leaves the factory. A man coultl buy a
paper punch for each kind of loose leaf book he
has in his office, but it would cost too much, and
take up too much time to punch all the pages for
the books.
My idea is to have an adjustable paper punch.

It would he alxjut twelve inches long, have at least
-six dies, that could be spaced any distance apart,
inside of the twelve inches. With this punch a
man cnuld have as much paper as he wanted cut to
the size of his book, and punch the sheets as he
used them. W""
in this matter.

and puncl
kindly giy give me your advice

A. device of this kind is not patentable. Unless
there were entirely new features connected with
this die. you could not obtain a patent on the
same. Just by makine a punch die adjustable does
not make it patentable.

J'oii benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Expcr,

Projector.
(262) C. Reginald Wilson, Loosville, Pa., has

an idea which concerns a twelve-inch shell to be
fired from a cannon. It contains a central cylinder
shape, which he proposes to fill with nitroglycerin,
while another ring-shaped partition contains poison
gas. The idea is that when the shell explodes the
nitro-glycerin would force the gas out. Our advice
on this is asked.

A. The idea is entirely impossible. Nitro-
glycerin is one of those explosives which detonate
violently under concussion, consequently, before
the shell would leave the cannon it would most
certainly explode from the shock alone and inci-
dentally biirst the cannon. The chemical, gas-
poison shells, which are now being used at the front,
make use of a certain explosive which open up the
shell, forcing the gas out. Usually a very small
amount of explosive is used for this purpose.
There is, of course, nothing new in an idea of
this kind.

Rubber Stamp.
(263) Don Collier, Mountain Oove, Mo., says,

"Noticing some IJoy .Scouts with a first-class era-
hlcm and merit badge after their signature, I
thought of having a stamp with movable figures like
the dating hand ruber stamps used in offices, but
instead of havinp the figures or numbers, I pro-
pose using the Scout Emblems and merit badges.
Is such an idea patentable?
A. This is dccidely not patentable; just because

you use the Boy Scouts' insignias instead of fig-
ures or letters does not make an idea patentable.
Otherwise, it is a good idea.
There are many, good ideas on which people have

made a lot of money which cannot be patented. It
is not always the patent that counts.

imcntci •'iilu-n writing to advertisers.
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prest against this piece of rubber, it forces the
air out of the cup and, therefore, makes a partial

H. GERNSRACK

Testing Device.
(264) Clarence N. George, Portsmouth, N. H..

has developed a very ingenious scheme for testing
out telephone wires.

It has been found that many times it was neces-
sary to run a number of circuits between two
points where it was not practical to run a lead
cable. These wires are all of the same color and
it becomes necessary to test each pair before they
can be connected to the proper lines and a branch
exchange switchboard. The method usually prac-
tised is to station a man at one end of the wires
with a test telephone and have another man at the
opposite end with a test phone and dry cells. In
this way the right pairs are picked out.

A. The idea which our correspondent advances
is a very ingenious one and more or less simple.
We are sorry we have not available space to show
the entire device, but we are certain that our cor-
respondent's apparatus can be patented. We ad
vise him to get into touch with a patent attorney.

Combination Device.
(265) W. R. Charles, Knob Noster, Mo., shows

a sketch which embodies a combination tool for
pocket use, comprising a gas tank key, a small
screwdriver, a bottle opener, owner's name and
a hole which serves to put on the key ring. Our
advice is asked.

A. We see nothing fundamentally new in this
device. It seems to us we have seen something
similar before.

Telephone Receiver.
(266) Benson Freeman, Jr.. Atlanta, Ga.. sub-

mits a telephone receiver working on the principle
of a suction coil, as the illustration shows. Instead
of having an electro magnet in the shell of the
receiver, this receiver has a rubber tube 1/16 of
an inch in thickness, the inside being hollow,
wound in the usual manner. The diafram is
like the ordinary one except for the fact that in
the center a piece of soft iron or steel 3/16 of
an inch thick and ^4 of an inch in length fits
into the hollow space in the rubber tube. Do
we think that a patent might be secured on this
receiver?

A. This is a very old idea and has been described
over twenty years ago. This is the principle of
the so-called "Thompson" Receiver, and the trouble
with it is that on account of the diafram not
being permitted to swing free, it is somewhat less
sensitive than receivers that are not so encum-
bered.

D/ophrogm

Combination Door Stop and Holder of Suc-
tion Type.

vacuum, holding the door firmly. The device can
be fastened on the flour or against the wall. The
door can be disengaged with a quick jerking pull.
Is the idea patentable?

A. This is indeed a very good idea and we are
certain that a good patent can be secured. We
should think there would be a good demand for
a device of this sort, providing the article can be
made to function surely in every instant.

We have found, however, that the one trouble
with suction cups of this kind is, that unless they
are large they will not function well unless they
are wetted, but perhaps by making, our correspon-
dent's cup-shaped rubber piece about two inches in
diameter this could be overcome. Very pure soft
rubber would have to be used also as otherwise
age and constant use will deteriorate it too quickly.

Dynamometer.
("368) Isaac Weiss, Brooklyn, N. V., says: "I

have an idea of a Dynamometer and Efficiency
Instrument, which I know will work and believe
it practical. I would like to know thru the
columns of your magazine whether or not there
is any demand or field for such an instrument.

LANCASTER^J^MiliE
2SS OURAY BLD'G, WASHINGTON, D. C.

Don't Lose Your Rights
We publish forms called "Evidence of Con-

ception" by which you can establish your rights
before sending the invention to anyone. It is your
best protection. We issue up-to-date bulletins of
improvements wanted; aid inventors to promote
their rights; render reliable opinions free of charge
and secure valuable patents and trade-marks on
reasonable terms. Personal service assured by our
Service Guarantee Contract. References:
2nd National Bank, Washington, The John »P
Roth Packing Co., Cincinnati.

SIMPLY MAIL COUPON
LlnClBTEB & ALLfflNE. 255 Oar»jr Bldg..WMhlQBtOB, D.C.
Send me free book "Inventions—Patenting and

Promoting." Bulletins of Improvements Wanted
and blank form "Evidence of Conception."

Name
., ,

,

Address ;

T5S.WHY "FLUNK"?
inUlin,sladenli? "CAESAR'- Fl RST 8 BOOKS-
CiCERO", OR "VIRGIL" •>nd olhers-. Iianslalrd, word foi woij

inlo ENGLISH Complnc. clothbouod, Sl.OO uch, poslpaid.

MONUNCAHEU NOVELTK CO. BOX 299, MONONGAHELA, P.

.>»^X KL ^ ^^
TENT5 WANTED

TRADEMARKSandCOPYRIGHT^

yar^esi Riieni Firm
' ihe Worldin

JJ

\

special:
OFFER

Before sending your InveDllon to any attorney or
manufacturer or dkscloalng your InventJon, write

for our free blank form PROOF OF CONCia*TION
In order to protect your Invention and flecure your

rintits. This should be itgned and witnessed and re-
turne<l to us, togetber with a model or sketch and de-

•crliitlon of your invention, and we wlH give a FREE
OPINION a« to the patentability of the Invention. If we

rp-port tlie Invention patentable we will fumlsh a Certificate
"f Patentability.

This Certificate of Patentability, together with our blank form
Proof of Conception will protect the Inventor and lerve as proof
of the Invention until the case can be filed In the U. S. Patent
ifflce.

Victor J. Evans.

Our certificate is of great as-OBTAINING ASSISTANCE FOR INVENTORS
sistance to inventors who require financial aid to obtain patents

OUR FIVE BOOKS MAILED FREE
iSee Coupon Below)

Send for these uooks—the finest publications ever issued for free distribution.

Rubber tube

Tefcohone mognef

to any address.

HOW TO OBTAIN A PATENT
OtlT Illustrated elghty-patie Guide Book li a Book
of reference for Inventora and contains 100 mechan-
Icml moTements. iniiotr«(«Hl and de9crlt)ed. Tells bow^

—

-;-y^ to Invent for profit.

-^"^^
7Vi£^

Proposed Telephone Receiver with Solenoid
and Movable Iron Core Attached to Diafram.

Door Stop.
(267) Enos M. Johnston, Binghamton, X. Y..

submits an idea of a combination door stop an 1

holder. The frame is made of brass with a soft
rubber cylinder on one end. This cylinder has a
cup.shaped depression as shown. As the door is

WHAT TO INVENT
Contains a valuable list of Inventions wanted and

suggestlong concerning profitable fields of Inventions;
also information regarding prtzes offered for Inven-
tions amountino to ONE MILLION DOLLARS

LIST OF PATENT BUYERS
Contains requests from manufacturers, mall order bouses and promoters for

patents secured by us and suugestlons as to New Ideas they wish to purchase.
We place our clients In touch with capital free of charge. We have recently
received over 300 requests from manufacturers,

MILLIONS IN TRADE-MARKS
Shows the value of Trade-Marks and information regard-

ing unfair competition
We advertise Our Cllenti' Inventions Free In a list of Sunday news-
papers, in manufacturers* Journals and In World's ProgreBS. Sample
Copy Free. We save you time and money in securing patents. After
the patent is granted we assist, j-ou to sell your patent.

WANTED NEW IDEAS
FREE COUPON!VICTOR J. EVANS & CO.
PATENT ATTORNEYS

New York Offices:
1001 to 1007 Woolworth BIdo.

Pittsburg OfUcei:
514 Empire BIdo.

Philadelphia Offices:
1429 Chestnut St.

Main Offices: 779 Ninth Street, N.W., Washington, D. C.

'^•""e Addrttt

You benefit by nu-ntiuuiiiij the 'LL-ctricul t.t/'crimeiite,'' tvheu writing to advertisers.
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INVENTORS- AMAZED!
FREE BOOK!
\.ai who would Uko to in-

nt something — you who
iiiive inventions in mind

—

you who have been disap-
pointed in your plea for

a ii..:..ii'. i ly for a book that will open
your evfs ; My new 90-paf;e Itook. The most
complete patent book ever published for free

distribution. A straightforward revelation of

valuable Information. Altogether different from
the usual stuff sent out to inventors. Free to

vnii Send a postcard.

My New Kind of Patent
• 1 ptitprpri the

•1
ri • 1 entered the
>arvirP patent field with

itig a superior service to inventors.

My policy has won out big. My
free book explains my personal
service to Inventors. I do not
entnist your Interests to as-

sistants. Fair, square advice on
|

your ideas.

Send Me Your Sketch or Model
Send me skctcb. phoioeraph or model of your Inven-

lion for prompt report. Let me prove to you wh&l
a hiBh-clasB patent atlorao- service realty means.

GEORGE P. KIMMEL. Patent Lawyer
88 J Oriental Building, Washington, D.C.

Can You
think of a simple, practical

idea that will fill one of the many
requests we have on file tor new

inventions? It may mean a fnrtun>-

for you. Thousands of things are need-

ed right now. Your brains can help.

Send today for our great new book

—

"Inventions and Trade-Mirks
Their Protection and Explaitation

. and learn more about mak-

ing money from
ideas than

' you ever

knew before. It tells

many things that are

wanted, too.

A postal will do

—

It la free

We Help Our
Clients

without charge to

get the dollars out

of their ideas—hav-

ing facilities none
others possess. Advice free. Don't delay

—

get the book at once.

AMERICAN INDUSTRIES, Inc.

21S Patent Dept., WASHINGTON. D. C.

Rcftd
Invention and
Manufaoturlno

The beat thins
printed for the m*D
who likes to "dal>-
ble" wlib mechao-
Ics. electricity.
chemlBUT, a e r o -

nauUrm. 10c a copy
from your newi
dealer. Send us 2So
fur 3 numbers,
Better atlll. a %\
bill for a yeAf'a
subscription — IS
Issues.

"The Book

the InveDtor

KEEPS"
Worth more than
all other patent
books combined.
FREE.

Write

LACEY & LACEY
131 Springer BIdg.

Waahlnoton, D. C
EitablliliMl ISSi

"The object of the invention is to provide a

new tvpe of dynamometer in which the power
being transmitted thru shafting is measured with-

out the power being absorbed by or transmitted
thru the dynamometer. Its use is to test the

amount of power each machine in a large plant

is using, and to find the most efficient speed to

run machines. This information. I believe, is

of great value in the daily operation of large

plants using great quantities of power.
"1 have met the requirements of such instru-

ments in producing a portable, direct-reading

dynamometer of large capacity which occupies

very little room on the shaft to be tested, takes

a small amount of time to set in position for test-

ing, and does not require the shutdown of any
ntachine for testing."

A. If our correspondent has really produced
such an instrument we should think that there
would be quite a demand for the same. Not
knowing the full details we, of course, cannot give

an intelligent answer, but would refer our cor-

respondent to one of the patent attorneys.

Tail Lamp.
(267) John Hare, Sheridan, Ind., writes:

"Would an automobile tail-light made in the form
of a cross, to represent the Red Cross, be a good
selling Auto Novelty? The light to be about three
inches in width and length and one and three-

quarter inches in thickness."
A. We are afraid that while this is a good

idea, the authorities would not sanction the use
of a Red Cross emblem of this kind on private
vehicles. We think it would be apt to make for

confusion, but this is merely our idea. Other-
wise, we have no fault to find but we doubt if a
patent can be obtained.

THE MANIPULATION OF GLASS
TUBING.

(Conlinucd from page 395)

This may be all right and may give the re-

quired result functionally, but not me-
clianically, as any one who has handled a

lube with such a constriction knows. It

breaks very easily. The problem is to

make such a constriction and have it as

strong as the original tube. It may be done
very simply. Put the length of glass in a
blow-pipe flame so that a portion about one
inch wide is heated. Rotate the tube con-

stantly to obtain an even distribution of

heat and while rotating gently push the tube

TOfiETHER instead of drawing it apart.

This will cause the walls at this point to

thicken. When the walls are quite thick,

much thicker than the original walls, gently

and firmly draw the tube out, and the re-

siiliin); constriction will have walls fully as

thick, or even thicker than the original tube.

ENLARGING THE DIAMETER OF A TUBE.

It is not so easy to enlarge a tube and
keep the walls heavy at the same time. It

is better to use heavy tubing and not make
the enlargement too big. The entire success

of blowing an enlargement lies in the heat-

ing of the tube. If one side of the tube is

hotter than the other, naturally the en-

largement will be one sided. Also the en-

largement must have a gentle continuous
pressure from the mouth and must be made
in one operation. If you blow too strongly

into the tube, a hole will be blown clear

thru the side, thus spoiling the operation.

With only one blow pipe it is impossible to

heat both sides at once so that if an en-

largement is put back into a flame after

once made, one side is sure to melt before
the rest of it is heated, thus spoiling the

symmetry of the bulb.

Heat the tube as for a constriction, then
when -Mhite hot remove from the flame and
blow with a steady pressure on the open
end, rotating the tube all the while. If you
do not rotate the tube while blowing the

force of gravity alone will make the re-

sultant enlargement lop-sided.

SEALING LIQUIDS IN GLASS.

Making ampoules is a process many an
experimenter has had trouble with. The
process is not hard after the procedure is

learned. The first thing to do is to get

everything ready as it is a very easy matter
to run thru a lot of ampoules at once, do-

ing one step at a time. This will save many
minutes, as there will be no waiting for the

glass to cool.

MILLIONS
OF DOLLARS

are being spent NOW for new
ideas of all kinds. Never before
has the demand for Kood thlnns
PROTECTED BY OWEN PAT-
ENTS been so great—or profitable
to the man who will but use his
brains. Send fur my four free books ajid find

out what inventions are needed.

THF?F ARF FOFFI SUCCESSFUL PATENTS—

a

IIILjL fll\L iniLl 72-paee guide to success;
STEI'I'ING STONES—hundreds of liints of

ideas wanted, truth about prizes for Invon-
tiims; PATENT BUYERS—contains over 400
requests for OWEN PATENTS, with Ideas de-

sired: PATENT PROMOTION—tells how to i

6eU your patent, etc.
'

I'll help without charge to sell your idea
by advertising it and oUierwise putthig you In

touch with prospectiTo buj'ers. Send sketch or

model for free opinion as to pateiiiability. cost
of palent, etc. Advice costs nothing. Write

|

today for my boolts. A postal reauest will do.

RICHARD B. OWEN, Patent Lawyer
164 Owen Building 2276-8 Wooiworlh Bldo.
Washlnoton. D. C New York City

PATENTS
THAT PROTECT AND PAY

Books and Advice Free
If you want to sell vour patent, lake It out ttirough my odlce.

HIGHEST REFERENCES. BEST RESULTS.

WATSON E. COLEMAN, Patent Lawyer
624 F. Street N. W. Washington, D. C.

EVERY INVENTOR
should have this book. "PATENTS AND
PATENT POSSIBILITIES." It Is chtick

full of ideas and practical adrlce. telling

what to invent and where to sell. Writ*
inr vour copy today. IT IS FREE.

I have requests fi»r patents upon aound
Inventions of all kinds. Can you help BUp-
iily the demandf

lir service ta Indlvldnal, prompt knd •tBelaat
11 rears ezperleocel. ttTerr expedient ! eea-
red to secure patents at leaet poealbla cost.

H S. HILL, 804 McLachlen BIdg.. Washington, D. C.

THE MIDGET SLIDE RULE
will add. subtract, multiply, di-

vide; solve problems Involving even
and uneven roots and powers. Also
gives the loKarlLhras of numbera
and the Slries and Cofilnos, Tan-
gents and CutanKeiita of all aniflee.

Us operation Is very simple iQulck-
ly solves any raathematlcal prob-
lem. Durably mado of metal
Adapted for shop and office use.

Fits the Pocket. 3^ Inches diam-
eter. Price with Instructions. $1.00
Vour inoner back If you are not naimhed

GtUon Slide Rule Co., Nilei Mich .

SMALL ENGINES
Perfected Gasoline Englni-s—

V. 1 and 1% h. p.—for Farm
and Shop use. I'rlce $iy.50

and up. Also
WASHING MACHINES

We ship on trial. Send for

Boolilet and Special OITiT.

SIEVERKROPP ENGINE CO.
1401— 19th St.. Raclno. Wis.

STARTER for FORD CARS

XkXrt PrnAfc Charging Auto
Dig rrOniS Storaee Batteries
No oxjirrlr-nce required. Ownurs r.t MT-

500 watt wiulpment clear $4') to %yM a

month extra profit. So can you. Write
for particulars or send $15 with this ad,

and get tliia money-maker In your
garawo on trial order, Ralance In

9 monthly payments of $20 each.

Earnings should easily pay. Ab-
poluto Money-IJack Guarantee. No
risk. Do It Today.

HOBART BROS. CO., Box 10-E, Troy. Ohio

You benefit by mentionina the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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Write For This Catalog
It Is your guide to correct

home study of all electric-

al subjects. Drake's books
ire written In an easy,
jnderstandable way by
icknowledged experts.

DRAKE'S
ELECTRIiCAL

BOOKS]
have helped thousands of

men to bigger Jobs and
Detter pay. Start studying
it home the Drake way
today.

Here are a few of the
titles :

ELECTRICAL TABLES AND ENGINEERING
DATA. Price $1.00

ALTERNATING CURRENT, THEORY. PRAC-
TICE AND DIAGRAMS. Price 1.00

WIRING DIAGRAMS AND DESCRIP-
TIONS. Price 1.00

ARMATURE AND MAGNET WINDING,
Price I.OO

MODERN ELECTRICAL CONSTRUCTION,
Price 1.00

ELECTRIC MOTORS. DIRECT AND ALTER-
NATING. Price 1.00

OPERATORS WIRELESS TELEGRAPH AND
TELEPHONE HANDBOOK. Price 1.00

and many others.

SOLD ON MONEY-BACK PLAN
All Drake's Books sent postpaid on receipt of price.

Keep five days, if not entirely eatisfled return and
money will be refunded. Write today.

Frederick J. Drake & Co.
1009 Michigan Ave. Chicago, III.

Every Electrical Man
Should be in possession of a
Mansfield's Automatic Elec-
tric Water Finding Apparatus
to enable him to act as ad-

viser on water supply.

A remunerative business can be
rapidly acquired.

Particulars from

EDWIN A. MANSFIELD
Electrical Engineer

New Brighton, England

DUCK'S
BIG 300 pp. ELECTRICAL
and WIRELESS CATALOG
Mailed upon receipt of 8c Id stamps
or coin which may be deducted od
first dollar purchase. CataJoE con-
iQina 160 pages of wireless inslru-
nients and 140 pages of electrical

supplies. No bigger or better values
are obtainable elsewhere. We have
a complete stock of everything listed

in this catalog. Wireless orders
promptly filled.

THE WILLIAM B. DUCK CO.
230-232 Superior St. Toledo. Ohio

SHORTHAND
IN 30 DAYS

jBoyd Syllabic System—written with only nine char-
acters. No "positions"—no "ruled lines"—no
r'shading"—no "word-slens"—no "Code-notes."
jSpeedy. practical system that can be learned In 30
Idays of home study, utilizing spare time. For full
[descriptive matter, free, address.

Chicago ConestMindence Schools, 989 Unity Bid;.. Chicago, III.

"EXPERIMENTS" $1.50
By P. Edelman

r^tandi (mi amonget boeks like this mag-
ftdae do6i Id the periodical!. The one
took you want on Soleooe Wonders—Hleo-
irlclty. Wlr^leae. Chemistry, Mechanics,
Laboratory Stunts. 256 pp. IlluBirated
Oold stamped clnth. Guaranteed. SI. 60.

P. EDELMAN. Pub.
1802 Haoue Ave.. St, Paul, Minn.

I^ONAVIATION
Learn of the great opportunities in this new

$1.000.000.000 industry. Thousands of men needed
Leajm bymail—free book tells how .Write at once.
MnOtlM. JIEBO INSTTTIfTE, Dept744.AMlr1eii«ld|.,Cbieiga

Cut a series of tubes slightly longer than
the length desired. After they are cut one
end should be sealed in a flame and put
aside. Next draw out the other end of
each so that a tube with an opening of
about one to two millimeters in diameter is

on the end of each ampoule. Each ampoule
will now be composed of the main portion
which is to form the finished container, a
narrow tube, and then a short untouched
piece of tubing, which was used to hang on
to while drawing out the tube. (See illus-

trations in Part I.)

The ampoules may now be filled with the
desired liquid. This is done by using a
fine hypodermic needle and syringe and in-

serting the needle point all the way down
into the ampoule. But most experimenters
do not happen to have a long needled hypo-
dermic around their laboratory. So one is

quickly made by drawing out a piece of
tubing which will be small enough to reach
into the ampoule and then fitting a rubber
pipette bulb on the other end.

After the ampoules have been filled about
three-fourths full they are sealed off by
rapidly passing the narrow tube thru a very
hot flame. The sides of this tube are very
thin and will melt together almost instantly,
and even tho the ampoule be filled with
an inflammable or volatile liquid, the seal-
ing will take place so quickly that there will
be no trouble in sealing the tulse without
heating the contents. One thing which
must be observed, however, is that the
ampoules must be kept in an upright posi-
tion until the seal is cool, otherwise the
cold liquid coming in contact with the hot
glass will surely crack it. When cool the
ampoules may be scratched with a file near
the seal and put away until wanted. When
it is wished to open one of them the tip

may be broken at the file mark, and its con-
tents extracted.

USES OF SEALING WAX IN GLASS TUBING
MANIPULATION.

Sealing wax is very valuable in working
with glass tubing, as if applied correctly it

will stick to glass firmly. In case of pieces
of apparatus where one tube is to be sealed
inside another, it is especially valuable as it

is almost impossible for anyone but an ex-
perienced glass blower to seal one tube in-
side another. So it is necessary to use
sealing wax to accomplish the same result.
(See Fig. 6.) It has many disadvantages
for chemical laboratories as there are nu-
merous liquids which would dissolve it and
render it useless. But for many purposes
it is invaluable and should always be on the
glass blowing bench.

DUPLICATION OF COMMERCIAL ARTICLES.

When the need for a certain article made
from glass comes up in the laboratory, do
not buy it until you have carefully studied
it and decide that you cannot possibly du-
plicate its yourself. Commercial catalogs
are invaluable for the purpose of giving the
construction of many of these pieces of ap-
paratus. With a little study you will find
that most of the articles illustrated may be
home-made with very little trouble. To il-

lustrate the point, I built a Meinke water
jet vacuum pump, adapting the design to
fit my raw materials, using the illustration
in a catalog of a large supply house as a
guide. There were a number of changes,
it is true, and it did not look as pretty, but
when I came to calibrate the vacuum in
terms of millimeters of mercury I found
that I could exceed tlie vacuum claimed by
the supply house, (See Fig. 7.) I now
have both, and the home-made pump be-
sides costing less than 25 cents is stronger
and works better than the "made in (Ger-
many" product, which cost $2.50. Try it

(Continued on page 425)

"What Do You Know?"
Never mind how siroug you are. The boss.

is looking for brat?is, not briiivn.

It's a fine thing to be healthy and hard as
nails, but when the boss wants a man for a
big job, the kind that pays real money, it's

what you kiioiv that counts.

Right now the Government and employers
everywhere are looking for men with special
training—men who can do some one thing well.

How 3ho\it yoii? Are you ready for one of
these positions.' Have you an expert knowl-
edge of any kind of work?

If you haven't special training, i(et it noiu!
You can do it— in spare time—through the
International Correspondence Schools. Pick
the position you want in the work you like

best and the 1. C. S. will give you the train-

ing you need right hi your own home even-
ings—you need not lose a day or a dollar from
your present occupation.

More than two million have prepared for

success in the I. C. S. way. Surely, what so
many have done, you can do. The first step is

to find out how. Mark and mail this coupon.

— TEAH OUT Henc

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS

BOX 5399, SCRANTON.PA.
Explain, without obligatinif me, how I can qualify for the
position, or In the subject, before which I mark X.

9
ELECTRlCAl, E\<;nEEU cnEMirAF. ENGINEER

n SALESMANSHIP
ADVERTISING MANElectric Wiring

Electric Lighting [I Window Trimmer
-

Electric Car Running C Show Card Writer
Heavy Eleclric'Iraction [I Outdoor Sign Painter~
Electrical Draftsman H RAILROADER~
KlMtrlc Ma.-hine IK-Bigner C ILLUSTRATOR
Telegraph Expert C DESIGNER

1 Practical Telephony i_ BOOKKEEPER
pMEl'HANUiL F.N<;iNEEU

J Mechnnical Draftsman
C StPiiocrapher and 1 vpUt
C Cert, Pub, Accountant

[I Ship Draftsman C Traffic Management
"" Machine Shop Practice C Commercial Law

Gas I-.nsincer [ItGOOD ENGLISH
n CIVIL ENGINEER
_| Su^^ cs juij :ind Mapping

C romrooii School .Siilijerls

C CIVIL SERVICE
n MINK 1 MltlUS nit l-.\«'ll

5 srAiniNua ^^^il.^EEK
Railway Mail Clerk

DTeilllp (K.rsp.r orSopI.

1^ ARCHirtCT E AWKirrLiruK
I Arclilfeclural hraftinian C Navigator lO >*PBnlnh

r PLl JIBIX) AM» HKATI.NO C PoultrvRalsIae trench
Sheet Metal Worker AiitomobUes IZI ItalUn

N
Present

Street
a nH Vn

Ity <!t<it^

Check the Joh You Want!
Thousands Men—Women,Wanted

Railway Mall Clerk
.Postofflce Clerk
.Postoffico Carrier
.Rural Mall Carrier
.Customs Positions
.Internal Revenue
.Stenographer
.Clerk at Washlnoton

SHOO toS2000
SlOOOto $1400
SlOOOtoSMOO

\ 720 to $2160
; 800to$l500
, "TO to $1800
$1100 to $1500
MOO to $1500

Name

Address

Sign your name and address and send us this coupon
immediately. AVe will immediately send you (1) a
full description of the position cheelied, (2) a list of
many U. S. Gov't Jobs now open and directions telling how
to get free coaching for the position checked.

Franklin Institute. Dept. VI02, Rochester, N. Y.

Yon benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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I DO YOU KNOW?
^^ Do you know how to make chemical tricks?

SS Do you know how cloth is bleached?
SS Do you know how to test soil?

^~' Do you want to make invisible ink?

^S Do you know how to test flour?

^^ Do you know how Chlorine Smoke and

^; Chlorine Gas (Germaji War Gas), is made?

^S What do you know about chemistry in gen-= eral?

^SS These and hundred other interesting ques-
^—

"

tions are answered and demonstrated with our

^3 Chemistry Laboratory which we present here-= with.

The chemicals furnished are all tech-

nically pure and put up in appropriate

wooden boxes and glass bottles, and
there is a sufficient quantity to make
dozens of experiments with each. The
apparata are of standard laboratory size

and quality.

Altho all chemicals have nearly dou-
bled in price, we have decided not to

raise the price for this outfit for the

present.

Read the list of chemicals and apparata
and look at the actual photograph of
the outfit at your right.

And order one today!

CHEMISTRY

!

I
We present herewith to our friends our new E. I. Co. Chemical —
Laboratory which contains real chemicals and apparata to ^^
perform real chemical experiments. This outfit is not a toy, ^=
put up merely to amuse, but a practical laboratory set, with all ^=
the chemicals, apparata and reagents necessary to perform ^E
real work and to teach the beginner all the secrets of inor- ^=
ganic chemistry. With this outfit we give free a book con- ^=
taining a Tieatise in Elementary Chemistry, useful data and ^E
recipes, and 100 instructive and eunusing experiments. ^

44

Chemicals

17

Apparata

1

Instruction

Book with

100 Ex-

periments

PRICE

Shipping

Weight 10 lbs

CAN BE SHIPPED
BY EXPRESS ONLY

THE E. I. Co. CHEMICAL LABORATORY
DESCRIPTION OF THE OUTFIT

Ammonium Chloride
Alum
Antimony
Boracic Acid
Charcoal
Sodium Nitrate
Sodium Carbonate
Sodium Borate
Sodium Sulphite
Manganese Dioxide
Oxalic Acid

One Standard Washbottle
One Conical Glass Measure
One Erlenmeyer Flask
One Glass Funnel
One Delivery Tube

It contains ih

Brimstone
Iron Oxide
Sulphate of Zinc
Magnesia Carbonate
Zinc. Metallic
Sodium Bicarbonate
Sodium Sulphate
Sodium Chloride
Calcium Sulphate
Barium Chloride
Lead Acetate

following 44 chemicals:

Ferrous Sulphate
Nickel Sulphate
Sodium Phosphate
Zinc Carbonate
Ammonium Sulphate
Ammonium Carbonate
Ammonium Aqua
Calcium Chloride
Chloride of Zinc
Copper Sulphate
Glycerol

Iron Chloride
Calcium Oxide
Stannous Chloride
Nickel Chloride
Hydrochloric Acid
Sulphuric Acid
Iodine
Mercury, Metallic
Tin, Metallic

Litmus Paper
Ferrous Sulphide

The following apparata are furnished:

Six Assorted Test-Tubes
One Test-Tube Holder
Ten Sheets of Filter Paper
One Glass Dropper
One Spoon Measure

Glass Tubing
One book containing Treatise on
Elementary Chemistry and 1 00
Chemical Experiments to be per-
formed with this outfit.

THE ELECTRO IMPORTING Co., NEW YORK, ^Vr^e'eT
SEE OUR FULL PAGE AD ON PAGE 426 FOR FREE CYCLOPEDIA

cf!t by mcntiouit!(j the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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THE MANIPULATION OF GLASS
TUBING.

(Continued from page 423)

and see, and after a little practise you will

be able to fit up your laboratory with glass

apparatus made in America, by yourself,

which often is better and cheaper than the

average commercial product.
(Conclusion.)

THE EINTHOVEN GALVANOM-
ETER.

(Continued from page 391)

rent flowing thru it. In order to obtain this

deflection, it will be necessary to carefully

regulate the tension of the string and the

intensity of the field flux, which is con-

trolled by adjusting the current flow therein

with the aid of the rheostat, R. This re-

quires a great deal of patience and care

until the instrument is finally adjusted to

this sensitivity. It will be found that the

string will be deflected a maximum at a

given magnet flux intensity, and if the cur-

rent is further increased until the super-

saturation of the cores takes place, the sen-

sitivity of the instrument is decreased

greatly; so it is advisable to take precaiition

in adjusting the current flow in the exciting

electro-magnets. It was also found that as

soon as the tension of the string was al-

tered at a given magnetic flux adjustment,

that its sensitivity was impaired. There-

fore, every time the tension of the string

is varied, a corresponding change of the

magnetic field is necessary in order to keep

the instrument at a maximum sensitivity

point.

The Einthoven galvanometer vvas util-

ized with great success in conjunction with

radio-communication for recording received

signals. It is the only instrument ever de-

vised fo7 receiving directly telegraphic

messages sent by radio at speeds ranging

from sixty to one hundred words per min-
ute. This is accomplisht by photographing
the impulses received by the galvanometer
string, which are projected upon a moving
photographic film. The arrangement
shown in Fig. 21 is used to accomplish this.

The standard radio receiving circuit for the

reception of continuous long wave lengths

is used, since the undamped transmitters

with high speed automatic keys are utilized

for the purpose. A is the antenna con-

nected to the primary of the induction

coupler L C, and back thru the ground. G.

The secondary S, of the inductive coupler

is shunted with a variable condenser, V C,

and linked to a vacuum tube detector A,
the grid and wing circuits being electro-

magnetically coupled to each other by
means of the feed-back circuit, F. This
is done to make the tube regenerative, thus
receiving the undamped oscillations from
the distant transmitter by beat reception.

The audio-frequency circuit contains the

telephone receivers, T, and the Einthoven
galvanometer, each of which may be used
by merely throwing switch, S. W., in the

respective contacts.

To record or photograph the incoming
signals, the operator has but to listen to the

telephone receiver, and as soon as he re-

ceives the proper transmitting station, he
switches S W to the galvanometer terminal

which causes the string W to be displaced

in accordance with the signals. Thus the

string irnages are projected thru the mag-
nifying and projecting telescope, T. to the

moving film contained in a perfectly light-

proof box. The light is derived from an
incandescent electric lamp L, with a re-

flector, R. This light is then condensed to

a single beam by means of a condensing
lens, L, and then permitted to fall on the

string, W. The developing and fixing mix-
tures are placed in the lower compartment
of the photographic container, and as the

film is moved at a constant and definite

(Continued on page 427)
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Send For This
Free Book about
the Latest

T
I

For tke
Telephone

Learn all about the wonderful Skinderviken Transmitter. iNothmg
like it on the market. Will make an old transmitter better than new.
Adjusted in a jiffy. Supersensitive. Talks at all angles. Patent just

allowed. Price $1.00 each. Discount in quantities.

Another Skinderviken patent—a battery saver, is worth investi-

gating. See how it prevents waste of current and prolongs the life

of batteries. A wonder that sells for 25c.

Read the full details of the Skinderviken Private Service Sys-
tem. Even though you may have a party line this neat little attach-
ment makes it possible to have all the secrecy of an individual
wire. Then there is the Victory 'phone—the smallest, handiest,
and most compact wall telephone ever built. Absolutely the last

word in 'phones ! All these latest inventions are fully described
in our book

—

free for the asking. Get your copy at once.

JMail Coupon Now^a
We will also send

you our price list

showing how we can save you money
on all kinds of telephone accessories

and supplies. Send us your open coils

for rewinding. Write TO-DAY.

STECO
2136 N. Clark Street Dept. A Chicago

STECO, 2136 N. Clark St., Chicaeo

Please send me free book and price list

without any obligation.

Name

.A.ddress

Citv

Pay-Raising Books
Reduced Prices

Here's vour cliaiice to get—at bargain priee—a set of

books that will fli you for a better job aad bigger pay.

Yes, and you may pay the bargain price at the rate of

only 50c a week. But you must act now I The rising

cost of paper and binding materials won't permit us to

continue this olfer indefinitely.
No matter what your occupation, one of the sets

listed below is bound to suit your needs. They are
written in easily-understood language by recognized
authorities, and contain thousands of photographs.
full-page plates, diagrams, etc.. that make difficult

points as simple as A-B-C. Handsomely bound in

half or full luorocco leather, gold stamped.

Shipped for 7 Days*
Examination

We'll gladly send any set of books to you for seven
days' examination, sliipping charges collect. Examine
them carefully—use thorn at your work for an entire

week. If, at the end of Uiat time, you feel they aren't
worth many times wliat we ask. send them back to us.

If you keep them, pay the specially reduced price on
the easy terms explained below.

Practical Home Study Books

Civil Engineering i*

Architecture. Carpentry and Building ....10
Accountancy and Business Ifl

Steam Engineering "

Applied Electricity "

Automobile Engineering n

Telephony and Telegraphy 4

Modern Shop Practice ti

Heating, Plumbing and Sanitation 4

Mechanical and Architectural Drawing 4

Motion Picture Work 2

Law and Practice (with Reading Course) .. i:i

Only 50c a Week
If, after seven days' examinatiini. .viu de-

cide to keep ttie set you have selected, send

us S2 and then $2 a month until the present

low price has been paid.

Don't wait. This means money in your
pocket if you act no«'. RememlKT, you lake

no chances whatever. This offer is open to

every man living within the boundaries of

the U. S. and Canad.a. Mall the coupon now.

AMERICAN TECHNICAL SOCIETY
Dept. X3387, Chicago, U. S. A.

Pages
3900
4760
3680
3300
3000
2400
1728
2300
1600
1720
600

6000

Size of Page
7x10
7x10
7x10
7x10
7x10

5M,x8%
7x10

5%x8%
7x10
7x10
7x10
7x10

Illus.

3000
4000
1987
2500
2600
2000
2000
2500
1600
1037
300
24

Reg. Price
$45.00
50.00
50.00
35.00
35.00
25.00
20.00
30.00
20.00
20.00
12.00
72.00

Spec. Pri"
$29.80
24.80
24.80
19.80
19.80
17.80
12.80
18.80
14.00
12.00
6.00

39.80

I
SPECIAL DISCOUNT COUPON

' AMERICAN TECHNICAL SOCIETY, Depl. X3387 Chicago, U.S.A.

Please send me set of.

for 7 DAYS* examination. I will pay small shipping charge.

I will examine the books thoroughly and. if satisfied, will send

$2 within 7 days and $2 each month until I have paid the spe-

cial price of If I decide not to keep tJie books.

I will notlfV you at once and hold them subject to your order.

Title not to pass to me until the BOt la fully padd for.

NAilE
ADDRESS
BBIFERENCE

I
BBIFERENCE I

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" zehcn writing to advertiser.^.
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EXPERIMENTERS

!

No. EX2002

««r-f-MIE BOY'S ELECTRIC TOYS" contains enough mate-
I rial TO MAKE AND COMPLETE OVER TWENTY-
•- FIVE DIFFERENT ELECTRICAL APPARATUS with-

out any other tools, except a screw-driver furnisheti with tlie outfit. The box
contains the following complete instrumeuts and apparatus which are already
assembled

:

Student's chromic plunge batterj', compass-tralvanntnetcr, soletioid, telephone
receiver, electric lamp. Enough various parts, wire, etc., are furnished to

make the following apparatus:
Electromaonet, electric cannon, magnetic pictures, dancing Bpiral, electric

hammer, galvanometer, voltmeter, hook for telephone receiver, condenser,
sensitive microphone, short distance wireless telephone, test storage battery,

shocking coil, complete telegraph set, electric riveting machine, electric buz-
zer, dancing fishes, singing telephone, mysterious dancing man. electric Jump-
ing Jack, magnetic geometric flgures. rheostat, erratic pendulum, electric but-

terfly, thermo electric motor, visual telegraph, etc., etc.

This dr.es not by any means eshaurst the list, but a great many more ap-
paratus can be built actually and effectually.

With the Instruction book which wo furnish, one hundred experiments that
can be made with this oulllt are listed, nearly all of the-^ie being illustrated

with superb Illustrations. No other materials, goods or supplies are neces-

sary to perform any of the one hundred experiments or to make any of the

Z.^! aftparatus. Everything can be constructed and accomplished by means of
this outrii, two hands, a;;<l a screw-driver.

The outfit contains 114 separate pieces of material and 24 pieces of finished

articles ready to use at once.
Among the flnlslied material the following parts are Included : riiromlc salts

for battery, lamp socket, bottle of mercury, core wire (two dlircrcnt lengths),

a bottle of iron filings, three spools of wire, carbons, a nuantlty uf niachiiio

screws, flexible cord, two wood bases, glass plate, paraftlne paper, binding
posts, screw-driver, etc., etc. The instruction book is so <'Iear that anyone can
make the apparatus without trouble, and besides a section of the lnsti-.:?<lon

book is taken up with the fundamentals of electricity to aciiualnt the layman
with all Important facts In clcotrlcUy la a slDiple manner.
We guarantee -satisfaction.

Tbe size over all of the (ulflt Is 14 X 9 I 2?J. Shipping weight, 8 Ibs.lj

No. EX2002 "The Boy'5 Electric Toys." outfit as described
IMMEDIATE SHIPIHENTS

ELECTRO IMPORTING CO.,
231 Fulton St.

NEW YORK

Student's Chromic Plunge Battery

This is an ideal battery for ckrtrical cxperi-
nicntai T^orU where a very powerful current i3

nnt required. This battery will h^hl a 2 volt

lamp lor several hours on one charge: it will
rmi a sina.U tov motor surprlsuiRly well; it will
(!i> small electroplating wt>rU; it is ideal I'lH*

tfStiriK' work: it Kivrs a fairly steady eun-cnt,
and as the zinc electrode can be pulled clear of
the electrolyte, no materials are used when bat-
tery stands idle.

]l>-it Amalgam Zinc only is used, as well as
a liiu'iily iH>rous carbon lo ensure a steadier
turrent, \Ve furnish enoujjh ehiomic sails for

4 charges. Full directions fi>r operation and care of battery are included.
Each battery tests 2 volts and (J aniperes when set Up I'rfbh. Not over 2
amperes should be drami fmni batti-ry continuously. Ity using six or elKhti

of these batteries, a great many experiments can be performed. No solution
can run out of this battery If upset by accident. This makes it an (deal
portable battery. Size over all is Jj".\2". Shipping wclglit, 1 lb.
No. 999. Student's Chromic I'lunuo liattery

IMMEDIATE SHIPMENTS $0.50

The ''Electro** Radlotone
HIGH FREQUENCY SILENT TEST

BUZZER
This instrument givfs a wonderful high

ritched MUSICAL NOTE in the receivers,
impossible to obtain with tlui ordbiary
test buzzer. The R.VBlUTONE Is built
along entirely now lines : it is KOT an
ordinary buzzer, reconstnicted iu some
manner. The KADIOTONK hag a singto
fine steel reed vibrating at a remarkably
Iiigh speed, adjusted to its most eflieicnt
frequency at the factorj'. Hard silver con-
tacts are used to make the instrumeut last
practieallv forevir.

Yes. the RADIOTONB Is SILENT. In fact, it is sa Silent that you must
plaep your ear on top of it to hoar its beautiful musical note.
You wdl be astounded at tlie wonderfully clear. 500 cycle note, soundlnff

sharply in your receivers. To learn tho codes, there Is absolutely nothing
like It. With the radiolone. a key and one dry cell and ANY telephone, u.
fine learner's set is had. Two or more such sets iu series will allord no
end of pleasure for intercnmnuuiiL'atioii woili. Shipping Weight I Ib.^ <va

Radiolone as described each SS Qll
IMMEDIATE SHIPMENTS »p«*/\/

The "Electro" Telegraph

Is not a toy. but a practical,
honestly built telegraph oulllt.
which not only somids but worlds
like tlie big commercial instiu-
nients. By studjing tbe code
for 30 days you can become a
first-class telegrapU operator.
Such operators are in big de-
mand iiuw. Outfit consists of
TWO et»iiipIcfo telegraph instru-
nuTits enih measuring a'/^ x 2V^
X 2'*. All metal parts are high-
ly nickel plated, including key
lever. Note hard rubber kncilj.

Telegraph Code Chart, telesraph
blanks and conmcting wire comes with set. but no batteries. Outfit works
on 2 dry cells (one cell for each instrument). The "Electro" Is the ONLY
Oulllt that works both ways, each siation can call: no switches, uo extras.
NothinK to get out of order. Guaranteed to please ynu or money
back. Price Complete as Illustrated (TWO INSTRUMENTS)..

Shipping Weight. 2 tbs.

IMMEDIATE SHIPMENTS
$1.25

The 'Electro" Codophone (Patents landing)

$1.50What this
rem arkabla
instrument Is

and does.

The "i:iec-

tro" Co d 0-
phone is

positively tho
only instru-
ment m a d e i

that Willi
imitate a, f)

cycle n o t G ^
(• s a c 1 1 y as
beard In. a
WirelcsB re-
ceiver. The
inud-talkiiig receiver c(|uipped with a horn, tallis so loud that you can hear
the sound all over the room, even if there is a h>t of other noise.
THAT'S NOT ALL, By lessening or tightening the receiver cap, a tone

from the lowest, eoftest quaiiiy, up to tho loudest arid highest screaming
eound can he h;jd In a few seconds.
FOR INTERCOMMUNICATION. TTsing two dry cells for each Initru-

ment. two Codophones whm connected with one wire and returji ground,
can bo used for intercoiritiiunieatiun between two hnnses one-half milo apart.
One oii:flt alimo rej'laies tho old-fashioned learner's telegraph set, con-

sisting nf key anj snuiidcr.
The "Elertro" Codophone is a liandsomo, well niado Instrument, fool

proof, and built for bard wnrlc. Cimlacts aro of hard elher Vs iJ'Cti la
djanieler, that will outlast the insljuiaent.

Tliere is aho a neat cde ch.at and full directions enabling any Intelll-
flent young rran or girl to learn the codes wlihln^ 3l> days, praetisin« one-
half hnur a day.

Slzc'^: C-.i X 3 X 2%". Shipping weight, 2 llH.
The "Llectrci" Codnphono as de.-eiiljed. complete $1.50

"The LIvost Catslog In America"
Our biK, new elcrlrlcal cyrldpcdia No. ly Is walliiiff for you. PoslliTely

Uie most coniijlrlo U'lreless and clt-rtrical catalnK In prljit today. tlS }i\x
I'UKcs. (ion JIIUHlradons, OUI) InHtniriifuts and apparatus etc. UIk "Treattso
on wireless Telegraphy." W VnVM coupong for our l/!o-page FREE Wire-
less Tour.^o in liO le.s3oiiR. p^llEfi Cyclopedia Ko. 1!> nieaiures ;x5U".
WdBht ',4 lb. Beautiful stiff covers.

ELECTRO IMPORTING COMPANY
231 Fulton St., New York City

I rnclimr hereB'ith C cnts In stnmpi nr coin for

wliloli jjiease aeiid mc your latest LyiJopedia. Cata.
lot; JN'o. IU as duacrlbcd.

N'AirE

ADDHESS

STATE E E 1Q.18

y«« benefit by mentioning the "BlectHcal Experimenter" wlu-n writinu to adi; rlis
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THE EINTHOVEN GALVANOM-
ETER.

(^Continued from page 425)

velocity b\ two rollers driven In' a motor,

the photographer portion of the film is de-

veloped and fixt. and its message trans-

lated al the moment of its leaving the tixing

tank. The process is very rapid and it is

the only means ntili^ed by the large radio

companies, especially those haxing a great

deal of trafiic.

Not only is this instrument utilized in

r.idio work, but it has played the rnost im-

portant role in the art of transmitting pho-

tographs over electrical circuits. It may be

mentioned that whenever a ver.\- sensitive

gahanometer is wanted, especially for re-

cording high periodicity impulses, the

Einthoven galvanometer is the only one
that will meet the requirements

(Conclusion)

SPECTROSCOPIC METHODS AND
THE PRODUCTION OF SPECTRA.

(Continued from page 393 I

points should be as large as the spark will

permit.

The apparatus can be easily and hand-
somely mounted by the arrangement shown
in Fig. 6. The two wood uprights are

screwed on from underneath. The tube
is held by two bands of tin or copper.

These are clainpcd to the tube by means
of two small bolts and the ends screwed to

the uprights. The electrical connections
are made by pouring some mercury into the

tube "B", and filling the tube "X". which is

glass, bent and fastened to the board by a
strip of metal. Into one end leads the

platinum wire from "C", and into the

other the lead in.

If the apparatus is intended to be con-
nected direct to the spark coil, the wires
from the coil may be directly inserted into

the mercury in the two tubes, but it is better

to fix two binding posts in the base and
connect the coil to these. In this case the

wires leading from the binding posts to the

mercury should be iron, as copper will

amalgamate with the mercury and cause
trouble.

The apparatus is now ready for use. A
solution of the substance to be examined is

placed into "A", preferably with a pipette,

till it is just about level with the jet in

tube "C". The current is now turned on.

The liquid is drawn li\- the capillary at-

traction of the glass to the jet, and each
spark vaporizes a tiny portion.

Both the level of the solution, the hole
in the jet, and the position of the platinum
wire may have to be adjusted before the
apparatus will work satisfactorily. The
chief advantages of this method are:— (1)
Ease of working. (2) Small amounts of
material can be used. (3) Many materials
that w-ill not vaporize in the Bunsen flame
w ill vaporize in the spark, and also many
materials that give a spectrum in the Bun-
sen, in the higher temperature of the spark
will give many more lines. (4) The supply-

is practically inexhaustible.

(.SVi' Part II ill the Xovcinher issue.)

EXPERIMENTAL PHYSICS.
(Continued from page 386)

ever, the coil is held stationary over the
magnet pole no deflection will be observed,
i.e., no current flows. If the coil is drawn
up past the pole the needle will deflect in

an opposite direction. If we alternately
thrust doivn and draw up the coil it is obvi-
ous that an alternating current will result.

By use of a commutator this current can be

converted into direct current (ihc commu-
tator is a device for reversing the current

alternateh- when each change in direction

occurs ; the two reversals being equivalent

to no reversal al all). We ma\' now add to

Oersted's discoxery. the dynamo princii)le

that 'when a conductor mores in a magnetic

field so as to cut the lines of force of the

field, a current is induced in the conductor.

The right-hand three-finger rule is an ex-

cellent guide for determining the direction

of the induced current. Bend the thumb
and the first /wo fingers of the right hand
at right angles to each other. Point the

thumb in the direction of the motion of the

conductor, the first finger in the direction

of the field of the magnet: then the central

finger indicates the direction of the current.

In the modern dynamo, of course, instead

of hand power, steam or water power is

belted to the dynamo to give the motion
and also rotary motion lieing much sim-

pler and possessing other advantages, the

coil is turned continuously rather than
thrust up and down. However, the prin-

ciple is the same and the three-finger rule

applies equally well.

ExPKRi.MKNT 97—If a current is past thru

a dynamo its armature revolves and we
now have a motor. The last experiment
can be slightly modified to show the motor
principle. Suspend a heavy copper wire so

that it is free to swing in a plane perpen-
dicular to the field of a horseshoe magnet.
Let the lower end of the wire dip into a

dish of mercury. Connect a battery or
about 20 volts to the top of the wire and
to the mercury as in figure 87. When the

circuit is closed the wire will be found to

move (swing to the right). Just as might
have been expected,

—

uihcn a current passes
thru a conductor in a magnetic field a mo-
tion of the conductor results'. If now we
substitute left for right we have the left-

hand (three-finger) rule which enables us
to predict the direction in which the con-
ductor is going to move. Otherwise the

rule reads identically with the right-hand
three-finger rule. (These rules are also

called the dynamo and motor rules respec-

tively.)

Experiment 98—Wind about 500 turns

of number 28 insulated copper wire around
one end of a soft iron core and connect to

a galvanoineter such as was used in experi-

ment 96. Wrap about the same number of

turns about another portion of the core
and connect to a battery of several cells.

When the circuit is closed the deflection of
the galvanometer will indicate the passage
of a current thru the coil a in spite of the

fact that the batteries are not in the circuit

of a. When the circuit is opened, an equal

but opposite deflection will indicate the

flowing of an equal current in the opposite

direction. This experiment illustrates the

principle of the induction coil and the trans-

former. The coil b is called the primary
and the coil a the secondary. Causing the

lines of force to appear inside of a (mag-
netising the space inside of a) caused an
induced current to flow thru the coil. De-
magnetisation indiices a current also.

Stated more compactly and correctly, any
change in the lines of force which thread
a coi' produces an induced current in the
coil. In the alternating current trans-

former, the number of lines of force
changes be«»iise the magnetising force is

always changing. In the direct current
transformer (induction coil) the number
of lines of force changes because of the
action of an electro-magnetic interrupter
of the form described in experiment 94.

In figure 88-B, c denotes a soft iron core
composed of a bundle of sofe iron wires;
/> is a primary coil wrapt arotmd this core
and consists of about 200 turns of number
16 insidated copper wire; connected to the

Big Money in Electricity

The electrical Industrie: offer wonderful
opportunities to boyi with a liking for Elec

'Hcity. The salaries paid <o trained men are

llarge, promotion comes rapidly and» bes« o'l
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lines (such as wireles* telegraphy and tele

;j»hory), from lime to time, promise attractive
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ipecialize. The iviU to do and Speaal Train

ng will bring tuccesa to you.

The International Correspondence School*

can help you to become an expert in electrical

work, no matter what branch you like best

Thousands of young men have already won
success through 1. C S help You can do
as well as anybody, ifyou try Everything Si

made so clear that you can learn in youi
tpare time, regardless of where you live oit

what your work No books to buy

There's big money irs Electricity. Gee
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WIRELESS
Individual instruction continues under the
general supervision of E. E. Bucher, In-

structing Engineer. Marconi Wireless Tele-
graph Co,

LAND-WIRE
Mr. G. E. Palmer, Chief Operator of the
Western Union Telegraph Co., is now in

supervision of the Land -line Department.
Touch Typewriting and "Morse" in com-
bination is taught according to the most
modern methods to

Boys, Girls, Men and Won\en

Y.M.C.A. Telegraph School
Marcy Av., near Broadway, Brooklyn, N. Y.
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A CHEMIST
of the Future

Every boy who plays wUh ChenK-rafl now is

gaining knowledge that will be of greatest
value to bim when he grows up. and there
isn't anything more interesting than working
Chemcraft experiments.

Think of being able to make soap and inks,
of testing your water supply and foods, and
there are dozens of wonderful magic changes
that will completely mystify your friends.

Chemcraft is recommended by leading chem-
ists, government ofQdals and professors in
leading schools and colleges. It is scientifically
correct.

Chemcraft No. I sells lor $1.25

West of Ibo Mississippi and Canada. $1.50

Chemcraft No. 2 sells for $2.50

West of the Mississippi and Caiiatia. $3.00

Chemcraft No. 3 sells for $5.00

West of the Mississippi and Canada. $6.00

If your dealer hasn't Cbemcrafi write for full infor-
iiiatJuD and the uame of tXic uvarest store Uiat sells u.

THE PORTER CHEMICAL CO.
oept. B. Hagerstown, Md.

battery circuit by contact point on the end
of screw d. a secondary coil s wrapt around
tlie primary and consisting of about 50,000

turns of ninnber 36 insulated copper wire
connected to the terminal point (spark
gap) / and t' \ and a spring hammer /> for

making and breaking the primary circuit.

Just as in the case of the bell an intermit-

tent current passes thru the primary, hence
inducing a current in the secondary. The
rate at which the lines of force are cut de-
termines the voltage of the current ; also

since the number of turns of the secondary
is so much greater than that of the primary,
the effect is similar to having the same
number of turns but more lines of force
cut, and hence the induced voltage is tre-

mendously greater than that passing in the

primary circuit.

The subject of electricity is a vast one
and because of its great commercial value
is by far the most important division of
Physics. In devoting only three lessons to

it the author had to oiuit details and discuss

only the fundamental of the fundamentals.
His hope is that a desire for further light

on the subject has been awakened in the

reader.

{To be continued.)

1

POPULAR ASTRONOMV.
(Coiiliiiucd from (•ogc i&i)

to be considerably less than our own, is fa-

miliar to every one. A second theory up-
held convincingly by Prof. W. H. Picker-
ing is the one of aerial deposition. The
more prominent canals, according to this

theory, are marshy strips of vegetation,
lying in the path of water-ladened air cur-
rents blowing from the vicinity of the
melting polar cap toward the equatorial
regions and depositing moisture along their

paths during the Martian night. The ab-

sence of dense clouds in the planet's at-

mosphere and the amount of detail visible

in the surface markings at a distance that

is never less than thirty-five million miles
show that the atmosphere of Mars is very
rare. The daily range of temperature must
therefore be very great, the days being ex-
tremely hot and the nights extremely cold.

Much moisture would, therefore, be de-

posited at night.

In regard to the appearance of the

broader and more conspicuous canals, that

are comparatively few m number. Prof.
Lowell slated that ninety per cent of them
were either straight lines or followed the

arcs of great circles, while Prof. Pickering
declares that many of them are quite dis-

tinctly curved and attribtites this curvature
to the deflection of the air currents that

feed the canals or marshes, due partly to

friction with the atmosphere and partly to

the effect of the rotation of the planet on
its axis. He computes from the radius of
curvature of several of these canals at a
recent opposition the velocity of the storms
that feed them and arrives at a value for
the minimum pressure of the atmosphere
of 7.5 inches of mercury or less than one-
quarter of a terrestrial atmosphere. The
corresponding temperature of boiling water
on Mars he, therefore, finds to be 150°F.

It has also been noted m past oppositions
of Mars that certain canals occasionally
shift their positions noticeably both in lati-

tude and longitude by the amount of sev-

eral hundred miles.

A number of observers of the broader
canals have criticised their representation
as fine, straight lines, artificial in appear-
ance, claiming that they appear rather—to

use the words of one observer—as "soft
streams of dusky material with frequent
condensations."

(Continued on page 430)

Uncle Sam Wants Operators
BOTH

RADIO AND MORSE
Your Government is calling for experienced

wireless operators and telegraphers. Many
schools have been opened where special instruc-

tion is given qualifying young men to ac-

cept such positions in tlie army and navy
with advanced rank and increased pay.

You Can Learn atHome
Your Spare Time

NJJ-'I'M:HJ Combination

KNAP?
""•

mnm 9/^_ Telegraphy

OUTFIT

will soon make you an accomplished operator. Teaches Light and Sound Signals, both Radio and Morse. Outfit con>
of exceptionally fine Telegraph Key. Buzzer, 3 Binding Posts. Lamp. Lamp Socket and Control Switch—all mounted
a highly finished base. Two outfits can be operated at considerable distance apart for sending and receiving practice.

PRICE OF COMPLETE
WITH WIRING DIAGRAM. CHART AND FULL

Shipped to You Anywhere, All Charges Prepaid.

OUTFIT
INSTRUCTIONS
Same Outfit Wiihout Lamp

Or your di-alcr cjn -ecurc it for you. Order to-day. Descriptive circular and catalog of celebrated Knapp Motors .ind

Electrical Specialties from loc up mailed free on request.

KNAPP Electric & Novelty Co, 523 W. SUt St., N. Y.

$3.00

You benefit by mentioniny the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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Mcco Ruins
Digestion

.-!^"^^-^v 'V^^^ l t.^ l

f'KVl Tobacco Stunt*
mii BoT** Growth

«^^2.

Tobacco Habit Banished

In 48 to 72 Hours
Immediate Results

Trying to quit the tobacco habit unaided is a losing fight against heavy
odds, and means a serious shock to your nervous system. So don't try it!

Make the tobacco habit quit you. It will quit you if you will just take
Tobacco Redeemer according to directions.

It doesn't make a particle of difference whether you've been a user of

tobacco for a single month or 50 years, or how much you use, or in what form
you use it. Whether you smoke cigars, cigarettes, pipe, chew plug or fine

cut or use snuff—Tobacco Redeemer will positively remove all craving for
tobacco in any form in from 48 to 72 hours. Your tobacco craving will begin
to decrease after the very first dose— there's no long waiting for results.

Tobacco Redeemer contains no habit-forming drugs of any kind and is the
most marvelously quick, absolutely scientific and thoroughly reliable remedy
for the tobacco habit.

Not a Substitute
Tobacco Redeemer is in no sense a substitute for tobacco, but is a radical,

efficient treatment. After finishing the treatment you have absolutely no
desire to use tobacco again or to continue the use of the remedy. It quiets the
nerves, and will make you feel better in every
way. If you really want to quit the tobacco habit
—get rid of it so completely that when you see
others using it, it will not awaken the slightest # . U (0\-=-
desire in you—you should at once begin a course / / f^r^^sij^/;^^
of Tobacco Redeemer treatment for the habit. / ij^l^ld)/pi^^(0)

Results Absolutely Guaranteed / y^ .£%fr"'^/'^/''>

A single trial will convince the most skep- / / mT'^.^^^ ,

tical. Our legal, binding, money-back guar- / / y.y~^^AV|l ">^\ /

antee goes with each full treatment. If / I ./^ /^^-^^^^Klliv ™l /
Tobacco Redeemer fails to banish the tobacco habit / * '^ f

^^»fflB\\ # /when taken according to the plain and viKii^Hi\»^/ /

easy directions, your money will be
cheerfully refunded upon demand.

Let Us Send You
Convincing Proof I NEWELL PHARMACAL CO.,

If you're a slave of the tobacco I "^^P'' 521 St. LouU. Mo.

babitand wantto find a sure, quick way Please send, without obligating me in any way.
of quitting "for keeps" you owe it to | your free booklet regarding the tobacco habit and
yourself and to your family to mail the | proof that Tobacco Redeemer will positively free

coupon below or send your name and me from the tobacco habit.

address on a postal and receive ourfree I
booklet orl the deadly effect of tobacco ^
on the human system, and positive proof I Name -.

that Tobacco Redeemer will quickly I
free you from the habit.

|
street and No

Newell Pharmacal Company '

Dept.521 St. Louis. Mo. I Town „ Bute
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Free Book Coupon
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Send Yonr Name and We*Il
Send Yon a Lachnite

r\ON 'T send pecoy. Seod yoar name and 6nscr Ftz^ and eajr,

'

'-' "Seixl me >. .Lachnitsmounied in a s^lid cold nniton 10

''Wi

Seixl nie — — — — - — ..
. _ .

•YB" freo trial." Wo will send it pm>aid ri«ht M your h.>rae-

.Vben it comes merely depowt 53.To with th«? V"isim:in •n.l ihen
wear the H.-^e for 1 J full days, li yau. or It any c I your Inends
can tell Utrcm a di-sTrond, scn-J it back. Hu: il yn drcule

to bay it—send o* SJ.C-1 a month until jl&,7& liaa Ixtn paid.

«v_s^- riVktflav S«"d your name fiow. Tell us which of the
vvritC MWaj solid trold h^irs illu^itratc^d above you wiab
('.adies' Of men'si. Be sure to send fin«er •i*f-

H3roldLacTirTu:nCo.,12N.Uicbii;ai>Av..Dvpt.7447.ChlcaKO

FREE TRIAL
WE ship you a new Oliver Typewriter

direct from tlie factory for tivo days
fn e trial. Keep it or return it. \ ou

are your own salesman. If you keep it. pay
us at the rate of S3 per month. We offer

here the identical JICO Oliver for $49. So you
save £51. All by our new sales plan. This

is the same Olivcrused by many of the big-

gest concerns. Brand
new— not second liand
n-mbuilt. Write today for

full partifulare. Don't wait.

Tke OliverTypewriterCo.

677 OIiTtr 'Tff:wn\er Bldf.

CkicMO. 111. i763)

1Ufi%m%^t» tiiB. i-ciwerful. permanent: lift
ITlBgnciS, about 3 lbs. Ertiioational. use-
ful. St'iu t-an-cl iK-al $1.00 ea.lj

GENERATORS
Wv also have a number of liigh gr&iAe Holtzer
Cabot Hand Generators which ue uiU dispose
if ai bargain prices. Give up to 110 volis.. A. C.
Vi>u can make d rect and run by pulley if de-
sl^t^tl. Sp^t'lal price $5.00 each.

WATSON ELECTRIC CO.
Dept. 110. Gas Bldg.,

Stop I !

If you are aiming for New York,
why not strike the center? This is

where the HERMITAGE is located.

In the middle of the Time* Square
distHct. The HERMITAGE touches
elbows at once with the great amuse-
ment and business centers o( the

metropolis.

Thoroughly modern and fireproof.

Rates: $2.00 to $3.50

The Management of the HERMIT-
AGE is now under the personal super-

vision of its proprietor

—

FRANK C. HURLEY,
fnrmfrly vith Auditorium and Chirofo
Alhlrtir Club. Chieago th/ Dfni^on
floWl and Columbia Club Indianapolis.

POPULAR ASTRONOMY.
(Continued from /'tij/r 428)

111 addition to these larger canals there

have been seen by a number of observers a

secondary type of canal vvliicb always ap-

pears late in the Martian summer and then

occurs in yreat numbers. More than five

hundred of these canals have been seen and
mapt at the Lowell Observatory Init the

question of tlieir origin is still unsettled.

They differ from the larger canals in being

extremely narrow, straight and uniform in

appearance. It is yet to be decided wliether

they are artificial, as has been claimed by
some oliservers, or an optical illusion, as is

claimed by others, or whether they mark
the course of accidental or local storms.

Some interesting observations made at

the opposition of Mars that occurred this

year have beei given in Prof. Pickering's

Twentieth Report on Mars. It is there

noted that during the Martian summer just

past the desert regions distinctly changed
color from reddish to corn color. The per-

manency of the change showed it was not
due to clouds but was a surface change due
to the presence of moisture in the atmos-
phere and the resulting growth of vegeta-
tion. The only color that could partly neu-
tralize the reddish tinge of the deserts is

green.

Chicago

Diagram I—Scale One Hundred Million iVliles

to the Inch. In the Above Diagram the
Inner Circle Represents the Earth's Orbit
and the Outer Circle the Orbit of Mars Pro-
jected on the Plane of the Earth's Orbit.
This Projected Orbit of Mars Differs Very
Little from the True Orbit, Since the Inclina-
tion cf the Plane of Mars' Orbit to the Eclip-
tic, or Plane of the Earth's Orbit, Is Less
Than Two Degrees. The Eccentricities of

the Two Orbits. Being Small. Are Neglected
and the Orbits are Represented as Circles
with the Mean Distances of the Planets from
the Sun as Radii.
Mars Is in OPPOSITION When the Sun S,
Earth E, and Projected Position of Mars M,
Are in a Straight Line in the Position SEM.
the Earth Being Between the Sun and Mars.
The Planet Is Then Visible Thruout the
Night and Is on the Meridian at Midnight.
When Mars is at Mj and the Three Are in

the Position ESM . with the Sun Between
the Earth and Mars, the Planet Is in CON-
JUNCTION with the Sun and Invisible Be-
cause It Is on the Day Side of the Earth and
Lost in the Sun's Rays.
When Mars Is at M., the Lines SE and
M E Make a Right Angle at E. and Mars
Is in QUADRATURE with the Sun. There Are
Two Positions in Its Orbit in Which It Is

in Quadrature. It is Then on the Meridian
Either at Sunset or Sunrise, According to
Whether It Is East or West of the Sun.
At Quadrature the Disk of Mars Is Slightly
Gibbons Resembling the Phase of the Moon
Within Two or Three Days of Full. Due to

the Fact That We Then See a Small Portion
of the Unilluminated Portion of Its Surface.

The most conspicuous dark, marshy tract

not connected with polar regions, the Svrtis

Major, showed decided changes in form
and color at this opposition due to flooding

with water from the melting polar cap.

.\t times it appeared decidedly blue, due to

the presence of large quantities of water,

at other times it was covered partly by
cloud and at one time was observed to

recede northward six hundred miles in six

days.

Mesco Telegraph

Practice Set

For Learning Telegraph Codes

The Practice Set comprises a regular tele-

t'raph key, without circuit breaker, a special
high pitch buzzer, one cell Red Seal Dry
Battery, and four feet of green silk covered
flexible cord.

The key and buzzer are mounted on a
hiylily tinished wood base, and three nickel
plated binding posts are so connected that
the set may be used for five different purposes.
List Nn. Price
;^42 Telegraph Practice Set. with Bat-

tery and Cord $3.24

Weighs 4 lbs. packed.
Price does not include postage-

j||?Q/^/\ CombinalioB Practice Sel lof leainine the Mttse

IflHiOx/v and Continenlal Tisuat and Audible Cades

This uulflt is the only reliable Ingtruraent which wlU
I'riable sUidenls to become prurtciciit, operators in the
r. S. Na\al Service, bei:ause it la e<iulm>ed with a
buzzer and niiniaiure lamp enablinR tlie user to

inaslcr hulli the visual and audible alsnals quickly.
List No. 52—Practice Set with Red Seal Bat-
tery and Cord $4.05

Weighs 4 lbs. packed. Price does not Include postage.

Send for the New Edition of

Our Catalog W28
It Is pocket size, contains 248 pages, with over 1,000
illustrations, and describes In plain, clear language
all about Bells. Push Buttons. Batteries, Telephone
and Telegraph Material, Electric Toys. Burglar and
Fire Alarm Contrivances. Electric Call Bells, Electric
Alarm Cfocks. Medical Batteries. Motor Boat Horns.
Electrically Heated Apparatus. Battery Connectors.
Switches Battery dauges. Wireless Telegraph In-
struments, ignition Supplies, etc.

Send for the Catalog Now

Manhattan Electrical
Supply Co., Inc.

NRWYORK: CHICAGO: ST. LOUIS
17 I'ark Place 114 S. Wells St. 1106 Pine St.

San Francisco OfDce: 604 Mission St.

MFCHANICALLY RIGHT—A REAL LATK
A Regular lathe, not a toy

Ordei

Swing 4 Inches. 11 Inches between cwn-
ters. 17 inches total length. Net weight
9 lbs. Shlpplnft weiKht 13 lbs.

The bed of tJiia lathe is machined.
Workmanship Is first class throuBhout.
Lathe conies equipped with wood turn-
Infc chuck. Lathe can be fitted with 3

Inch face plate and drill chuck as special cQUipment.
one today. Price $4.50 cash with order.

SYPHER MFG. CO.. DEPT. C, TOLEDO. OHIO

Feldman's "Geyser"
Electric Water Heater

Instantaneous Hot Water

FELDMAN MFG. CO.
1500 Times Bldg. New York City

You benefit by mentioniva the "Electrical Bxferimenter" when writinq to advertisers.
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TELEGRAPHY

and RADIO FOR

MEN IN DRAFT

Send for our latest folder on Land

Wire Telegraphy. Day and Evening

classes for Men and Women. Pre-

pares for all branches.

Day and Evening classes in Radio

for Naval Reserve. Aviation, Tank
Service. Signal Corps and Merchant
Marine. Beginners admitted every

Monday in both branches.

EASTERN RADIO

INSTITUTE

899 B Boylslon Si.

BOSTON, MASS.

WAR CONDITIONS DEMAND
^1 ^.^%^PI^I^% A I men with trainins.tLECTRIwAl- "^^'"^' »fained.over^ ^^ » • -^^ " -^ 2000 young men, The
•Ms* Eloctr
laboratoneSi
oouf«* tn Etectricnl

trieal School, with its well-equipped shops and
'S, is peculiarly qualified to pive a condenssd

, i:teclrical

ENGINEERING with
Mathe-
matics,

Steam and Gas Engines. Mechanical Draw
ing, Shop Work, and Theoretical and Prac-

tlcil Electricity. Students construct dyna
.nos, install wiring and test electrical ma-
chinery. Course, with diploma, complete

J^ L IN ONE YEAR
For practical young men with limited time. 26th year opem
Sept. 25th Catalogue on request.

260 TASOSIA AVENDE, WASHINGTOM C

#%

ARE YOU
IN THE

DRAFT?
10,000 Radio Operators call-

ed for to-day. Important and
pleasant work. Hundreds
liave been trained here.

Modern Equipment. Low
Rates. Gynmasiuin, Dor-
mitory.

Naval Radio Electricians

A knowledge of Morse Tele-

graphy is essential to your
promotion. You can master
it in our courses during your
leisure hours.

Electrical Arc Welding
an essential industry, excep-

tional opportunities and high
pay.

Y.M.C. A. Radio School
145 E. 86th St., N. Y. 'Phone Lenox 6051

Best Radio School in New York

M. C. -\. R.XDIO SCHOOL
145 E. 86th St., \ew York.

Piease send mc complete informa-
tion regarding -iubject marked.

I Ra^ii I
I
Mos^ I I

W.Hin;

Xanie . .

Address
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1 larkening of certain portions of the

desert tracts hourly were also noted at this

opposition and attributed to the warmiuH
and thawing of the ground with the in-

creasing warmth of the sun's rays, the

darkening being most noticeable in the

Martian's afternoon. It was concluded
from this that the ground frequently

freezes at night and thaws out during the

day. Tropical frosts appear to be quite the

usual thing on Mars and two were directly

observed at this opposition. Three tem-
porary increases in the size of the melting
north polar cap were also recorded this

year, due to heavy snow storms at the

north pole. The polar cap in the winter
season frequently extends 35° from the

pole, but at the height of the summer sea-

son it has a diameter of only four hun-
dred miles or so and on rare occasions al-

most, if not quite, disappears.

\\ hatever may be one's opinion as to the

reality or unreality of the canal system the

evidence that !Mars possesses air and water
seems to be beyond dispute and therefore
we are justified in assuming that both ani-

mal and vegetable life may e.xist upon this

interesting planet.

The comparative ages of Mars and the
earth are unknown. It is generally believed
that Mars is more advanced in age and de-
velopment than our planet, due to its

smaller size, which would cause it to cool
off and form a- surface crust earlier.

Mars has one-seventh of the volume and
about one-tenth of the mass of the earth.
Its surface gravity is thirty-eight per cent
of that of our own planet and a body
weighing one hundred pounds on the earth
would weigh only thirty-eight pounds on
Mars. As a result of these facts the Mar-
tians are sometimes pictured as creatures
of great size and agility, far inore advanced
in evolution than the himian race. We
must remember, however, that nothing
whatever could be known concerning the
inhabitants of the planet Mars. If life ex-
ists on Mars it must be adapted to its

environment, which is probably affected by
many factors that make it very dissimilar
to our environment.
To speculate concerning the nature and

characteristics of the Martians is very fas-
cinating, but will not lead to any definite or
satisfactory result and serves no purpose
except to exercise our powers of imagina-
tion.

{Next iiislalhiH'nt Zi'ill appear in A'ovonhrr
issue.)
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THE ARTILLERY BARRAGE-
HOW IT WORKS.

{Continued from page 368)
rage is lifted another twenty-five yards out,
and so it advances as the illustrated time-
table herewith shows—twenty-five yards at
the end of each minute. At 3.01 P. M.
when the barrage has lifted to a distance
of fifty yards in front of the trenches, the
first wave of doughboys go "over the top",
with bayonets fixt and belts loaded with
hand grenades. The advancing barrage is

lifted, the specified increment exactly at

the end of each pre-arranged interval (say
one minute), and not gradually or during
the one minute interval. This is done so
that the infantry ofticers know just how far
their men shall advance by the u'atch. In
other words, they know that at the end of a
minute, the barrage will have lifted another
twenty-fi\e yards, and their men can then
crawl forward that distance; at the end of
another minute the barrage will have lifted

another twenty-five yards and the men can
then proceed forward again for this dis-

tance ; they then hold the new position until

another minute has elapsed, when the bar-
rage will have again lifted the specified in-

crement, et cetera.

Looking at the barrage time-table once
more, we see that C in stage 1, represents

-414 PAGES
1^45 ILLUSTRATIONS

I.C.S.
ELECTRICAL ENGMEER'S

HfiNDBOCK. I$l
lELECTRICITY?
HERE'S just the book on

Electricity that you need
lo answer your many ques-
tions—to solve your knotty
problems, lo teach you new kinks,

to be your memory for tables, rules,

formulas and other Electrical and
Mechanical facts that some people
try to carrj' in their heads— and fail.

With this "Little Giant" I. C S.

Electrical Entjineer's Handbook in

your pocket, toolchest. on your
work bench, drawing table ordesk,
an hour or a day need not be lost

"diET&ine^ up" some lortrotien rule, some un-
familiar fa<t ; you'll just turn to the very com-
plete index and g^et it * in a jiffy." Just a few
of the subjects treated are:

Electricity and Magnetism; Electrical Sym-
bols; Batteries; Circuits; Magnets: Direct and
Alt'^rnat nK Currents; Dynamos and Motors;
Bets; Shafting; Electroplating; Electrical

Measurements; Meters; Arc and Incandescent
Lamps; Mercury Arc Rectifiers; Transformers:
Insulation; Electric Cars; Single and Mult'ple-
Unit Control; Transmission; Rail Welding;
Tables of Wires — Sizes. Capacities, etc.,—
Mathematical Rules; Formulas, Symbols; Tables
of Constants, Equivalents, Roots, Powers, Re-
ciprocals, Areas, Weights and Mea sures;
Chemistry; Properties of Metals; Principles of
Mechanics; First Aid, etc.

Tlie El cliiral Engineei s n.indbook is one of 22

I. C. S. Hrtiid-iooiscoverir g 22*if(.'hnical. Scientific and
Conimeicial subjects. (See tiiles in coupon below,)
Tiiey have the conients of a iull--i/.e book condensed
Into pocket -ize ready to gu with yon anywhi-re and
beat your iisi;inl command. Substantially bound m
cloth, red edi^es. tioldlcaf stamping, printed from new,
clear, reaiiable type on good qu:d't book paper and
IlliiStiated wherever a pictuie will hi-dp.

No Risk Money-Back Offer!
The price of the famous I. C. S. Handbooks, of which

more than 2,000,000 have been sold and are in practical

eveiyday u e, is $1 per copy. So conljdent are we
that you will find them (.'xai-tly what you need for

ready reference in your u orU. that we siand reitdy lo

pronip ly and cheerfully rotund your money if for atiy

reason you are not fully satisfied with their value.
Simply send a letter or the coupon below, enclosing $1

for each book wanted. If at anytime within 10 days you
wish to return the books, yournioney will be refunded.

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS
Box 5397 Scranlon, Pa.

r,:
TEAR OUT

ITERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS
Box 539"?',SCRANTON.PA.

I enclose $, for which send me postpaid Ihe
Handbooks marked X, at ?I 00 each. I may return any or

all and get my money back within ten days from receipt.
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Big Powerful
MAGNET

Finest lungBten magnet Bteel.

absolutely permanent. Length
5 inches. Lifts about 3 potmds.
Educational, useful and enables
you to perform endless tests, ex-
periments and make other mag-
nets. Nothing belter made. Sent
parcel post $1.00 each.

ELECTRIC GENERATORS
We also have a ntimber of

Holtzer-Cabot Hand Generators
which we will dispose of at bar-
gain prices. Give up to about
110 volts, altematiDK current.
You can make direct if desired.
Strictly high grade, fully up to

H-C standards. WTiile they
last. $5.00 each.

Order from this ad.

Watson Electric Co.

Dept.210,Gas BIdg., Chicago
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Build Your Own PHONOGRAPH,
/f'# Easy With Oar Help ^^^^^ e AVT
A row boura IntcresUnE work ^^^BBu 2)AVfc
B«TM many dollftn and glres ^^^^^Hl flVlTD
joa » machine exactly to suit _^^^^4\ V V dlV
your Ideals. We fumish motors. tS^^^^Mt II A1 17
tone anna, case material, blue nno5^v9H Wtnl^T
prints and full Instructions.

Plays any record. Tou can make
fine profit building (diono^aphs
for rour frieoda.

Write Today for Our Free
Blue Print OfTer. Agents
wanted for oor ready built
Choraleons.

CHORALEON CO.
710 Moiio Mdi, ElkluTl. Ia<L

ihe searcliing barrage, B represents the

standing barrage which pounds the enemy
trenches constantly, even while the creeping
barrage A is lifting or going forward, and
finally we have the fourth stage of the
maneuver, or the enemy counter barrage at

stage six. In stage four, the second wave
of "Yanks" is shown forming, while Ger-
man troops are being brought forward to
the front line trench from underground
dug-outs, galleries and supporting trenches
to strengtlien the front line trench, and also
to replace the heav}- casualties occasioned
liy the standing barrage shell-fire.

THE "LITTLE PET"
IS unquestionably the engine you
ha\c always wanted- Ideal to run
small electric power plants, for
charging storage batteries, electro-
plating for the laboratory, for the
workshop, drive bench lathe,
grinder, saw, washing macliine,
etc.

Operates on either gaso-
lene or City gas

Coil buiU inio engine. Cvtuntcr>lijfi and all pears* safely housed. Ready to run when you unpack it. only
battery to be connected. Any speed from 500 to 1400 R.P.M. can be had instantly, while engine is running.
S*^P °" '001 pedal to sUrt engine. Automatic oiling, no grease cups, an ideal home motor safe and dependable.
will last for years. Cost to run ij^ cents per hour. Engine has 2" bore and 2" stroke. Gives over J/^ H.P.
Weight 60 lbs.

Send for free catalog E.

ELGIN GAS MOTOR CO., Elgin, 111.Price complete $40.00

CHARGE YOUR OWN^
and Your Neighbors s

The France Manufacturing Co., Cleveland, 0.

(Get Dad to finance you) ^

The F.F. Battery^

Booster
Every lamp socUt-t a

charging station. An op-
portunity for boys who
wish to become Generals
In the Thrift Stamp Army.
Neighbors will readily pay
for having their autorao-
l)lle battery charged while
they sleep. Put the F. F.

Battery Booster on after

supper, take it oft after
breakfast, without remov-
ing battery from car, and
your stamp book will flU

rapidly. Write for Bul-
letin No. 12.

High Frequency Bargains
In taking our inventory we found over 200 Violet-Ray machines

of all makes. We selected 100 of the best machines, which we thor-

oughly overhauled in our factory making them better than new. Many
of these machines cost over $40.00.

We have placed all these instruments in two groups and are dis-

posing of them for the ridiculously low price of $9.75 and $12.50.

How to secure one of these

machines
Send only 50 cents to pay express charges

and we shall send you one of these instruments

by express for your examination. This amount
will be deducted from total cost of machine.

You need not accept if not satisfactory.

Send at once for we shall send the best ma-
chines out first and the quicker you send in

your order, the better machine you will get.

We shall also send our beautiful booklet

"Violetta" describing the many uses for the

high-frequency ctirrent. Write us before pur-

chasing any kind of Violet-Ray Machine.

BLEADON-DUN CO., li-^'.^.'^'-'ilJIgAS;

"Treat 'Em Ruff Boys" is the only line

tliat fits in' stage five, when the Yanks come
to grips with the Huns in their own
trenches. Here the standing and creeping
barrages combine and advance to the rear
of the German trenches so as to prevent
their retreat, and also tlie bringing up of
reserve troops and supplies, as much as pos-
sible. At stage six, the enemy artillery gets
in a good lick with a counter barrage and
this is liable to happen at any point in the
previous stages, all depending on the
strategical tactics followed by the enemy
commander (the counter barrage is indi-

cated by the curved line of iron crosses)
but, of course, the shells fired by the Teuton
guns are not quite so elaborate in shape

;

ask "Sammy"—he knows. The effect of
the counter barrage is sometimes quite dis-

astrous, unless the storming troops can dig
in and make use of the underground gal-

leries and dug-outs which they have cap-
tured until their own guns can silence the
counter-barrage artillery, which may be sev-
eral miles in the rear in some cases and
well camouflaged. Another effect of the
counter-barrage is to prevent the bringing
up of more than one or two waves of at-

tacking infantry.

It was found, however, that even as ef-

fective as the barrage proved, there were
still loop-holes by which the "Boche" could
make his escape. For instance, he awak-
ened to the fact that if he could withstand
the shell-fire until the barrage had reached
and past his own front trench, that he
could then scamper around the "side" ends
of the barrage "fire-curtain", and thus
escape to his second or third line trenches
and dug-outs. But the Allied artillery ex-
perts soon got on to this cunning maneuver,
and now they make use of what is termed in

artillery parlance a "box barrage." This
is shown in the accompanying illustration,

and as will be seen, a number of the bar-
rage cannon are employed at certain inter-

vals to create a cut-off wall of shell fire,

as at A, A.
Some of the wonders and mysteries of

modern artillery barrage fire are unmasked
in a very excellent lecture recently given
before the Washington Academy of
Sciences by Major-General John Headlam
in charge of the British Artillery Mission
in this country. General Headlam in his
lecture, which was entitled "Developments
in Artillery During the War", treats on
many important and highly interesting fea-
tures of present day artillery practise, and
in line with the foregoing discussion, he
has considerable to say considering the how
and why of barrage fire, particularly as re-

lated to regular artillery bombardments
and the general factors related thereto,

such as the methods of observation, the

manner of allowing for loss in range due to

multifarious factors such as wind velocity,

humidity, air pressure, gun erosion, etc.,

etc.

The accompanying battle-field panorama
sliows in a vivid manner the general ar-

rangement for carying out an artillery bar-

rage and the outstanding features of such

an offensive, notably the numerous and
higlily diversified means of gathering the

important information essential to insure

the hair-line accuracy demanded in such an

artillery operation.

In the first place it is interesting to note

that the artillery, even for carrying out a

barrage offensive, is not always situated as

far back from the front line trenches as

we are wont to imagine, for as General

Headlam says,—"But, as a matter of fact,

just as this war has seen the revival of

hand-to-hand fighting with the bayonet and

the rifle butt, so it has seen guns pushed

into closer ranges. On many occasions I

have known individual field guns put within

livn hundred yards of the enemy's trenches.

Koii benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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NEW BOOK ON

ROPE SPLICING
Useful Knots, Hitches, Splices, etc.

HowDHtflrent Knots Are Made and WhatThey Are Used For

Indispensable TO EVERY mechanic and riccer
A most practical handbook giv-

ing complete and simple direc-

tion for making all the most
useful knots, hitches, rig-
ging, splicps. etc. Over _
100 illustrations. All

about wire rope
attachments, lash-

ing, blocks, tackles,
etc. 37 Heraldic Knots

illustrated. Of great value to

mechanicB. r i e ge rs. campers.
bnntm'''i P'Ice 20 cents oostpaid.

Johnson Smith & Co.. DepL 932, 54 W. Lake St.. Chicago

"The Baby" "HOa-^'-.^rt':',*." Revolver
A HMid*«m« .Mid Mo«t CH»ct)va Weapon. MamurM But 4%
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|ta appearance
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C& well aimed '
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LUMINOUS PAINT
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VAUDEVILLE
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necessary. Splendid engagements always
waiting. Opportunity for travel, Thea-
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Frod.ilc IraDelle, Bta. m. JacJuon, aiik

T YPEW R I T E RS
ALL MAKES. SAVE $25 TO $50

on rebuilt by the well-knowD "Young Process."
Sold lor low cash — Installment or rented.
Rental aprlies on purchase price. Write for
full deiatlB and (ruarantee. Free trial.

Young Typewriter Co., Dept. 656, Chicago

INSYOE TYRES InnerArmor
' ouLa B..d pur., tur^d. K.u.ily upVli-'i'^in'^idny t?,'e. I

Ij
Thijusai.da Bold. tJeUJla free. Ajter *a wanl*.d.
Amer.AccesaorleaCo.,Dept.S3.Cinclnnatl
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ELECTRICAL EXPERIMENTER

With time, ingenuity and courage, a gun
can be gotten almost anywhere, and the ef-

fect of its fire at such ranges is very

marked while its presence affords immense
encouragement to the infantry. One case

I may mention, where a pun had to be

brou.ijht up over the open, and it was moved
at night under a canopy like a dignitary of

the church in high festivities. The gunners
who carried the canopy were trained to

drop it on the gun whenever a "flare" went
up. This gun fired its one hundred rounds
at a range of seventy yards in nine minutes;
completely destroying its objective, and the

detachment then, strictl}' against orders,

joined in the assult,"

General Headlam covers a number of

interesting points, and then comes to the

accuracy of fire. "Accuracy of fire," he
says, "is, of course, the first essential to

success in the artillery. First, we must
have a good position or emplacement for

the gun, and next we must exercise great

care in storing and alloting ammunition.
The powder and fuses must be protected

from the weather, and this entails much
labor and constant care. Guns, cartridges

and fuses are made in lots and no adjust-

ment can quite get over the differences be-

tween these. Therefore, every effort is

made to keep lots together. One of the

things that must be observed by the artil-

leryman is the weight of the shell, and the

\arious lots of shells are carefully exam-
ined, checked and marked for weight.
"The next thing the artillerj'man has to

think of is the age of his gun, or rather

liow hard it has lived, for as a gun wears,
its accuracy and its range fall off. The
former cannot be calculated, tho it must be
allowed for; the latter can, and the loss of
muzzle velocity in each gun must be found
and allowed for. This is what we call cali-

bration, and it has to be repeated with each
propellant—and in a howitzer with each
charge. These problems are usually carried
out on the front, because we prefer when-
ever possible, that every shell should have
at any rate a chance of killing a German.
To enable it to be done the topographical
sections provide the gun batteries with
maps, carefully mounted so as to avoid
errors due to shrinkage or warping, and
showing accurately not only the positions

of the guns and observation stations, but
also such datum points as may be desired
inside the enemy's lines."

Then w^e have the error of the day.
"Having by the various means known to

artillery science, found the errors of the
guns, a battery commander has next to

think of the error of tlte day. or rather, of
the moment", says General Headlam, "He
must ascertain and allow for the height of

the barometer, the temperature of the air,

the temperature of the charge, and the

force and direction of the wind for a given
time of flight, and here he has lo depend
on his scientific friend "Meteor" in the
nearest meteorlogical observation station,

who sends to him every few hours cryptic
telegrams giving above all-essential facts,

Altho when written in book form the di-

rections and calculations to be performed
and carried out by artillery officers seem
really quite methodical and well settled,

yet they are not always so easy to apply in

the field by any means, and also they are
sometimes fraught with considerable dan-
ger, especially where tests are being made
with actual shots from the guns and with
the observers located in shell holes or
front line trenches. General Headlam
mentions the fact that one of his best bat-
tery commanders w-as killed by a shell from
his own battery while he was conducting
the fire from a trench and from which he
had cleared the infantry. This occurs now
and then for the reason that the artillery

oflicer or gunner has misjudged his fire

(Continued on page 435)
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^1,000
Reward

Expert!

Big rewards are frequently^
offered throughout the country

-many are standing right now—
for the catohing of criminals. Finder print experta
have the best chance of winning thesi.' Rreat rewards.
For the finger print system is the most reliable und
effective means of identiticalion known. Yvu can bo
a finger print expert. Send the coupon and tlnd out
how you can master this new and fascinatinR profes-
sion in your spare time at home. Don't miss this big
opportunity. Send coupon today and get our free book.

'

Be a Finger Print
Not only in the police
departm ents, "but in
government institutions,

banks, railroads, insurance companies and other large
industries finger print systems are being installed
under the guidance of finger print experts. You can
eurn from ?2-^.00 to S50.00 a week. Right now there
^sar. urgciU unfulfilled demand for e.'cptrts.

FREE Book on Finger Prints
Send the coupon now for our valuable book
telling all about finger prints and their uses; and
about the big opportunities in the profession. It tells

how you can learn in a short time at home. Special
limited offer now. Get this free book and full
particulars while it lasts. Send the coupon at once.

»». EVANS UNIVERSITY, Finger PrintDept. _
r Desk r-i': 1772 Wilson Ave.. Chicago

'"

g Please 3.-nd me absolutely free and prepaid your new
g book on finger prints. Also particular- of your special

limited offer. I assume no obligations whatever-
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Get Most Use
FromYour Blades

Obtain most service by us-

ing "RED DEVIL" tung-

sten steel blades, vnth

sharply milled (not

punched) teeth and square

cutting points.

"Red Devil"
Hack Saw Blades
are tempered one at a time,

not in batches of 150 or 200.

This makes the teeth re-

markably strong and puts

extra durability into the

cutting edges.

For sale by all dealers. Write

lor "RED DEVIL" Tool Book.

Tells about other blades and tools.

Smith & Hemenway Co., Inc.

gton, N. J.

Ilie first Electrical Razo'

Do you use the electric razor? If not, why? An up-
to-date Jorice Utat ^vill remove the beard without pull-

Ins or irritation. Is designed for attachment to an
ordinars' lamp socket and runs with alteniating cur-
rent of 110 volt5. We also make a razor that runs
witJi a battery. I3 guaranteed to do the work. Price
of eafh, complete, $10.00. Send for descriptive liter-

VrBRATlNG ELECTRIC RAZOR CO.

501 }4N. Sixteenth Street, Omaha, Neb.
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"Yimr Oioice
Absolutely

I

Laboratory Chemistry
By Richard B. Moore, Instructor in Chemistry,
University of Missouri. Contains 195 pages,
innumerable illustrations and experiments.
Printed on highly finished book paper.
Handsome stiff cloth cover. Size 5"x7!/2".

FREE with a year's subscription.
Add postage for 1 lb.

CentlemcDi
Please enter \
my lubscription

Experimental
Electricity Course

This masterpiece contains I 60
pages, 400 illustrations. Size
of book 5"x9". Printed on
extra thin paper, so book can
be slipped into pocket. Hand-
some flexible cloth cover.
FREE with a year's subscription.

Add 6o for postAce

Wireless Course

The most compre-
hensive Wire less
Course ever printed.

Contains 160
pages, 350 illustra-

tions. Size of book
6^"xlO". Very fine

Bexible cloth cover.
FREE with a

year's subscription.
Add So for postage
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with { ^^
You will alio Knd me at once ^/v
FREE your book.

Read This
Remarkable Offer

It may be withdrawn at any time, due to the tremendous cost

of paper, which IS JUST DOUBLE WHAT IT WAS ONE
YEAR AGO. We only have a limited supply of these fine books on hand;
after they are gone we cannot reprint the books until conditions become normal
again. THIS MAY BE TWO YEARS OR MORE. Now is your chance.
The publishers of this journal have earned an enviable reputation of giving
more than 1 00 cents' worth for each dollar spent with them. Profit by this

liberal opportunity NOW; it may never be made again.

HERE'S THE OFFER
Subscribe to the ELECTRICAL EXPERIMENTER for one year, at the
regular subscription price of $1.50 per year (Canada, foreign ^nd
N. Y. C. $2.00) and we will send you FT^EE any one of the above books.
If you subscribe for two years, TWO BOOKS WILL BE GIVEN FREE.
All THREE BOOKS will be sent FREE with a three-year subscription.

If you are a subscriber at present, take advantage of this wonderful
opportunity anyway. If you do, we will extend your present subscrip-

tion from its expiration date.

This Offer Limited. Act Now.
\

Name. . .

Address.

\'
STREET

EXPERIMENTER PUBLISHING CO., ''l^'Z,''^^
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ti^
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THE ARTILLERY BARRAGE —
HOW IT WORKS.

(Continued front page 433)

zone for all of the shells from a series of

rounds fired at the same time and elei'ation

will not fall on the same spot, but will

cover a rectangle varying in size with the

gun and the range.

Not only is the artillery officer con-

fronted with an amazing amount of mathe-

matical calculations to be performed almost

instantaneously, as well as very accurately,

but he must see to it that his arrangements

for the observation of shell fire is com-
plete, and moreover thoroly effective. It

seems, of course, very difficult to maintain

the observation points, especially where
these are in the form of aerial observers

suspended from balloons, as shown in the

accompanying illustration, or where the ob-

servers are in aeroplanes—for the enemy,
especially in a heavy counter offensive, has

an irritating habit of "dropping" these ob-

servation planes and balloons (blimps, as

they are called) with a well directed shell

or spray of shells.

In most cases artillery observation offi-

cers are sent forward witli advancing in-

fantry, and also observers are stationed

near the front line trenches in shell holes

or other advantageous points. The aero-

plane observers communicate their findings

by wireless to earth. A radio station, of

the dug-out or portable auto-truck type,

picks up the message flashed thru the air

from the soaring plane several thousand
feet above the earth, and communicates the

range figures and changes in range imme-
diately to the battery commanders by t^e-

phone. Communication lines are all

handled under the supervision of the Sig-

nal Corps, and these lines of communica-
tion must be maintained in constant work-
ing order at all times and at all hazards,

especially when a battle is in progress. The
observation balloons or bHmps, have a tele-

phone wire running down along their an-

choring cable, by means of which the bal-

loon observer communicates his findings to

earth and thence to the battery commander
thru the field telephone switchboards, etc.

But we are not thru yet with the refine-

ments that the artillery officer has worked
out for the control of modern shell-fire.

We next find the flash-spotter and sound-
ranger. As General Headlam points out in

his lecture,
—

"In the liberally equipt ob-
servatories of the flash-spotters, the burst

of every round may be accurately recorded
by the inter-sections of three widely sep-

arated observers, and instantly transmitted
to the plotting stations. There, too, will

be registered the position of any gun that

is foolish enough to open fire from an in-

sufficiently masked position when the clouds

are dark behind it. Then comes the sound-
ranger, who, with his delicate instruments,

registers the discharge of the enemy's gun.
One of the latest developments in artil-

lery is the "aerial barrage", which comes
within the realm of anti-aircraft gunnery.
This is one of the most remarkable and as

yet not very well-known branches of gun-
nery, and one in which there is a great op-
portunity for students of such work. It has
often been said that it takes approximately
a thousand shells to bring down or "bag" an
enemy 'plane, even at a fairly low height,

and then in most cases, the 'plane does not
come down after all. But as General
Headlam says,

—
"If you think that the re-

sults obtained have been small, that with all

the expenditure of time and material de-
voted to it, the proportion of aeroplanes
brought to 'bag' is insignificant, you must
remember the difficulties of the task. An
aeroplane covers more than half a mile
while the shell is in the air, and I leave it to

the sportsmen among you to say how many
ducks they would pick up under such con-
ditions."

"IW
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in 6months

Group of Students in Corner of Dynamo Testing Laboratory—Practical Training

Learn an Electrical Trade
Clip and mail the coupon below and get de-

tails how you can learn an Electrical Trade
here in 6 months. % day work at good
pay, % day school—or work all day and attend evening class. Splendid positions

provided students while learning, and when they finish course. Thorough, prac-

tical electrical trade instruction, training and development with actual tools,

machines and apparatus to work on while

learning. Electrical trade executives in great

demand. Opportunities rich. Respond to the

call—mail the coupon now.

Of Special Benefit to

Those in New Draft Age
Go as technical man. Chance for officer's commission and
officer's pay. Take six months' course here while waiting

your call—learn motors and generators, their technic,

operation, repairs as government requires; also technic

of telephone, installation, wiring, etc.—see coupon—be

ready when called and go as electro technical man for

service at the front, in industry at home or as training

camp instructor. And have highly paid electrical trade to

follow after the war. Mail the coupon now.

School of Engineering
of Milwaukee

64-373 Broadway, Milwaukee, Wis.

An Electrical
Technicians' Institute

MAIL THIS COUPOS NOW
School of Engineering of Milwaukee,
6.1—373 Broadway, Milwaukee, Wis.

Please send me particulars regarding course (or

courses) checked:
. .Electrical Trouble and Lineman—6 mo.
. .Electrical Meterman—6 mo.
. .Electrical Wireman—6 mo.
. .Electrical Motor and Generator Repairman—

6 mo.
. .Telephone Trouble and Repairman—6 mo.
. .Draftsman—6 mo.

Name

Address -

City r S:ate

Age Education

Alio the Following:

..Electrician Course—12 mo. boys 16 years and
over.

..Electrical Engineering—2 years. Spedal War-
time Course.

..Electrical Engineering Course—3 years. High
School graduate or equal. ^

EARN TELtCRAPHY QUICKER-EASIER
Morse or Wireless Code

Adjustable Buzzer Practice Set
Ouicklv Gives You Speed—No Tools Needed—A Touch of Your Finger Adjusts It

This practice set with Its adjustable BDZZEB enables you to learn telegraphy, Morse or Wireless Code, in shorter
"- - -— - ^ • - OUT BATTERYtime than ever before tiought possible. A touch of your

fliiRer to a thumb screw gives any pitch desired to th.e

BUZZER. Especially deslRiied to give very clear sound
of exceptionally hiph pitch even on ONE DRY CELL.
The adjusment of the BUZZER to any pitch is made
without the aid of any tools—simply by the thumb screw.

The greatest improvement in practice sets ever made

—

superior to any on the market. Beautifully made; mount-
ed on substantial base.

X>^\^^ «^ Cn WITH BATTERY
rrice q>o*bU and wire

Complete Ready for Use. Immediate Delivery. Money
Refunded if not satisfactory. Send for rUustrated Folder.

The TEWNO CO., 41 Park Row, N.Y. C.

AS SHOWN WITH

RADIUM
RADIUM

BadloactiTS Salts, containing one mlcr»-
gram pure Radium. Very powerful! Bril-

liant white luminescenca In the dark I

10 MllHirram of this most carefully pre-
pared Radioactive Salts, sealed In glan
tube (protected by a metal container),
with which every Radium experiment can
t>e conducted, are furnished.

Price of one tubs of Radium Salts m
described, sent prepaid $1.00.
The contents of thli tube can t>e mixed

with special sulphldea to form real /{sdiiun
foinf.

Small bottle of Special Sulphid* with
liquid adhesive, prepaid $0.SO.
Send for one of theee preparations to-

day.

and

Radioactive

Substances
for

Experimenters

CARNOTITE

CARNOTITE
(Radium Mineral. ) The American

Pitchblende found In Colorado, from whieti

/fadium Is extracted.

A generous piece, enough to oondoot
experlmenta. such as affecting photo-
graphic plates thru opa<iue material (flm-
llar to X-Ray pictures), first made bj
Sir W. Croolies and Mme. Curie, la fur-

Dished In neat, wooden box.

Prlc« of one specimen of Carnotlta at
described above, tent prepaid $0.25.

Sensitive, prepared Photographic film

(X-Ray work film) to be uaod for abor*
exterlmenta furnished for $0.10 each
extra.

SIDNEY SPECIALTY CO., 233 Fulton St., New York City
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U. S. AIRPLANE
Mail Service

Started May 15, 1918

marks the real beginning of commercial aviation.

Uncle Sam is carrying mail every day between New
York, Washington and Philadelphia and the end
of the war will make possible the extension of air-

plane mail delivery to all parts of the country. As
fast as machines can be built they will be put to

work carrying freight and passengers. But the de-
mands of commerce must wait. Every man who
knows, not merely how to make one small part of
an airplane, but who has studied and learned the
scientific principles of design and construction is

needed RIGHT NOW to help win the war.

Learn by Mail
in your spare time at home. Our
new, practical course has the endorse-
ment of airplane manufacturers, aero-
nautical experts, aviators and leading
aero clubs. Every Lesson. Lecture,
Blue Print and Bulletin is self-ei-

planatory, right down to the minute
in every detail. No book study; no
schooling required. All lessons writ-
ten in non-technical, casy-to-under-
stand language. You can't fail to
learn quickly under our expert direc-

tion. We furnish just the kind of
practical, scientific training you need
to succeed in this wonderful money-
making industry. Write today.

Men, Young and Old,
to Learn the Mechanics ofMore Men Needed

AVIATION
Wonderful salaries are being paid to trained experts in airplane build-

ing, airplane assembling, repairing and adjusting. Here is an easy road

to promotion or to a splendid paying position in the

private employ of one of the scores of airplane man-
ufacturing companies. We have more calls for men

,j^ -,,.. than we can supply. Never has any industry ofifered

C/"' rv'^^jfew so many golden opportunities for ambitious men.
Make it your business to investigate first before you
decide. But don't wait to send for full information.

FREE
NEW BOOK—"OPPOR-
TUNITIES IN THE AIR-
PLANE INDUSTRY." ^^

Just published and mailed free on request—the first complete story
of the recent remarkable development of the airplane manufactur-
ing business and the wonderful future it holds for you. Get a copy
and read it. Let your friends read it.

Mail Coupon-QUICK
No obligation of any kind. But the edition is limited. Send us your
name today, before it is too late, and avoid disappointnicni.

r

I

American School of Aviation,
431 S. Dearborn St., Dept. 744 A, Chicago, 111.

Without any obligations on my part, you may send me full

particulars of vour course in Practical Aeronautics and your
Special LIMITED offer.

I
Name

.Iddress

Ynii benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisei:
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Opportunity Ad-lets
Y OU will find many remarkable opportunities and real bargains in these clumns. It will pay you to read and investigate the offerings made
' every month by reliable firms and dealers from all over the country. No matter what you may be seeking, whether supplies, automobile
accessories, the opportunity to make money, or anything else, you will find listed here, the best and most attractive specials of the month.

Advertisements in this section six cents a word for each insertion. No advertisement for less than 60c accepted.
Name and address must be included at the above rate. Cash should accompany all classified advertisements unless placed by an accredited

Ten per cent discount for 6 issues, 20 per cent discount for 12 issues from above rate. Objectionable or misleading advertisements not

* Advertisements for the November issue should reach us not later than September 22.

OVER 100,000 CIRCULATION GUARANTEED, A. B. G. AUDIT
EXPERIMENTER PUBLISHING CO.. INC, 233 Fulton Street. New York. N. Y.
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Fords Start Easy in Cold Weather with our
new 191Q carburetors. 34 miles per gallon. Use
cheapest gasoline or half kerosene. Increased
power. Styles for any motor. Very slow on
high. Attach it yourse'lf. Big profits to agents.
Money back guarantee. Thirty days' trial. Air-
Friction Carburetor Co., 270 Madison, Dayton,
Ohio.
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Motorcych-

Motorcycles From $25 Up—New and second-
hand. Easy terms, large list to choose from, all

makes. Send 4c stamps for Bulletin "A." Peer-
less Motorcycle Co., Watertown, Mass.
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Aeronautics

Aerial Age, America's leading illustrated week-
ly, presents the latest developments in aero-
nautics throughout the world. Up to the minute
technical information concerning aero-engines,
aeroplanes, accessories and patents. Complete
model news and instruction. Trial subscription
six months, twenty-six issues, one dollar. $1.50

including Canadian and foreign postage. Sample
copy 10c. Aerial Age, 280 Madison Ave., New
York City, N. Y.
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Auctions

Auctioneers make from $io to $15 a day. Free
catalog. Missouri Auction School, Kansas City.
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Agents IVanted

Insyde Tyres, inner armor for automobile tires,

double mileage and prevent punctures and blow-
outs. Quickly applied. Cost little. Demand tre-

mendous. Profits unlimited. Details free.

American Automobile Accessories Co., Dept. 54,

Cincinnati, O.

$10 Daily refinishing chandeliers, brass beds,
automobiles by new method, without capital or
experience. Free particulars and proofs. Write
today. Gunmetal Co., Ave D, Decatur, 111.

Easy, pleasant work for mechanics, shop men,
clerks, during spare hours, will add many dol-
lars to their salaries. Also want persons who
can give full time. Big wages assured. Novelty
Cutlery Co., 308 Bar St., Canton, Ohio.

At Last, the best seller for agents has been
found. We have it. Don't take our word for it.

Send postal for particulars that will prove it.

Packers Specialty Store, Corner i8th & Regina
Sts., Harrisburg, Pa.
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Hclfy IVanted

You Are Wanted by the U. S. Government.
Thousands positions for men, women, girls. $100
month. Easy work. Experience unnecessary.
W^rite immediately for free list of positions.
Franklin Institute, Dep't V26, Rochester, N, Y.

Men Wanted to join American Toy Manufac-
turers, to make Toy Soldiers, Army, Navy and
other toys. Homeworkers on small scale. Man-
ufacturers on large scale. Greatest chance for

industrious people for independent business.
Enormous demand in American Made Toys.
War stopped all importation. We buy these
goods all year, whole output or surplus over
sales, paying fixed prices. Anyone can turn out
perfect work without experience or additional
tools. Hundred and more made per hour. Cast-
ing form outfits, $2.75 up. Booklet and informa-
tion free. Toy Soldier Manufacturing Co., 32
Union Square, New York.
'inniniiinnMnniiiniiniiiniinniiiiiinpMnimniiinii^

Printing

100 Bond Noteheads, 4 lines, and 100 envelopes,
prepaid. $1.00. Southwestern, 1413-H Berendo,
Los Angeles.

Business Opportunities

Partner to secure patent for half interest. Es-
sential necessity. Address only, J. H. Daly, care
H. A. I.. Clarkson Ave.. Brooklyn, N. Y.

Make Die-Castings. Sketch, Sample, Booklet,
and Proposition, 12c. R. Byrd, Box 227, Erie, Pa.

"Quick-Action Advertising—How it is Build-
ing Business for the Progressive Advertisers of

America": A little story of RESULTS, told by
the advertisers themselves—not the publisher.
You will be interested in reading this little

booklet, which we have prepared for prospective
advertisers, a copy of which will be gladly
mailed to you upon request. It tells you how
to talk business with 1,000,000 intelligent, inter-

ested and responsive Americans every month

—

men who know what the^ want and who have
the money to buy it. Write for particulars and
rates today. Douglas Wakefield Coutlee, 225
West 3Qth Street. New York.

Mr. Business-Man—Your advertisement here
will be read by over 100.000 live prospects. The
"Opportunity Ad -lets" of the Electrical Ex-
perimenter bring quick and positive results.
For proof of what they have done for others ad-
dress Classified Department, 233 Fulton Street,
New York.
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Formulas

Formulas, Alcohol Briquettes, Imitation Dia-
monds. Luminous Paint, Renewing markings on
Chemical Glassware, Nickle Plating, Aluminum
Solder, Etching name on Tools, loc each, 7 for

40c. L. & W. Novelty Co., Wooster, Ohio,
Dept. C.

Five Invisible Ink Formulas only 15c postpaid
from 318 E. 6th St , Plainfield, N. J.

iniiQlliiluiilliiiMiiiiiiuiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiininiiiMrmiftninniiTfiiiPMinmniinmimi^

Miscellaneous

Orations, debates, speeches, special papers.
Original, accurate compositions with true ring
prepared foG all events. 500 words $1. Ephraim
Buchwald,.Dept R, 113 East 129th St., New York.

Tobacco or Snuff Habit Cured or no pay.
$1.00 if cured. Remedy sent on trial. Superba
Co.. SA, Baltimore, Md.

^

Ginseng planting instruction free, 100 seeds,
25c; 1,000, $1.00. Specialty Farm, Rockford, Minn.

Pyorrhea—H. E. Kelty, D. D. S., M. D., pyor-
rhea specialist for 15 years, has developed a
successful home treatment for pyorrhea. Puri-
fying, healing, preventative. Full month's treat-
ment and booklet $1. Circular free. Dr. H. E.
Kelty. Glenwood & Woodland Aves., Leonia, N.J.

We Have a limited number of beautiful art

Bictures on hand of Nikola Tesla ..nd Dr. Lee
•c Forest. These make a handsome decoration

for any laboratory or workshop and should be
prominently displayed. Price for both, prepaid,
IOC Experimenter Pub. Co., 233 Fulton St., New
York City.

"Opportunity Ad-Lets" bring quick results.
Over 100,000 circulation, net. Other firms are
making money—so can you. For proof address
Classified Department, Electrical Experimenter,
233 Fulton St., New York City.

Bargains in Tennis Rackets. We have just
secured an immense shipment of Tennis Rackets,
made by one of the largest firms jin the country,
which we will close out at slashing reductions.
No. 2375—Extra best Tennis Racket, $5 grade, air
dried ash, popular long oval form, concave wal-
nut wedge, superior quality of gut; each $2.75.
No. 2377— First grade. Tennis Racket, second
growth ash, walnut and maple throat, very good
grade of gut; handle of cedar with leather cap;
a $3-25 grade; each $1.85.

No. 2376—Medium grade Tennis Racket made of
the same stock as No. 2377 except the gut. A per-
fect $2.25 grade. Ideal for beginners. Each $1.35.
Shipping weight of each size two pounds. Order
today. First Come, First Served." Don't forget
to include money for postage. The Electro Im-
porting Co., 233 Fulton St., New York City.

Song Poems IVanted

\Vrite the Words for a Song. We write music
and guarantee publisher's acceptance. Submit
poems on war, love or any subject. Chester
Music Co., 538 S. Dearborn St., Suite 26s. Chi-
cago.

niiiimm

Watches

Expert Watch Repairing. Reduced Prices.
References. Leo Hirsh, Elkhart, Ind.

iiuiumiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiJiuiLiiiiiMiiiinnimm^ Photo Developing

Mail us 15c with any size Film for development
and 6 velvet prints. Or send 6 negatives any
size and 15c for 6 prints. 8 x 10" mounted enlarge-
ments 35c. Prompt, perfect service. Roanoke
Photo Finishing Co., 255 Bell Ave., Roanoke, Va.

tujiiuiMuujuiuiuiiiiiiiiiniiiuiiiniiiiniiiiiiiiDninmiiiiTiii

For Advertisers

Quick-Action Advertising—How it is Build-
ing Business for the Progressive Advertisers of
America'; A little story of RESULTS, told by
the advertisers themselves—not the publisher.You will be interested in reading this little
booklet which we have prepared for prospective
advertisers, a copy of which will be gladly
"^^

M
to you upon request. It tells you how

to talk business with t.ooo.ooo intelligent, inter-
ested and responsive Americans every month—
nien who know what they want and who have
the money to buy it. Write for particulars and
rates-tod^ay. Douglas Wakefield, Coutlee, 225West 39th St., New York.

iiniiiniifirimiiiiiiniiiJiiiiiiiinffliiiiiniiuiiiiiiiiiiimiiiKmiiiiDP

FJectnc Supplies & A ppliances

A Bargain, New Robbins & Meyers Motors
One-tenth H. P., no volts, 8,000 R. P M Uni-
versal. Not a toy. $9.00 each. Doubleday-Hill
Electric Company. Pittsburgh, Pa.

Exchange or Sell: Electrical and Wireless
goods; Tesla Coils; Wireless transformers;
Cameras; Sporting goods; Motor and Ice Boats-
Printing presses; typewriters; etc. WANT
Electrical Apparatus; Wireless Goods; Labora-
tory Supplies; Books; Machinery and Tools
or most anything. List for purple stamp. Give
details of what you have and want. LaRoy
/chrbach. Dept. E-E-2, Monroe . Mich.

Experimenters silverplate your switch points
and model parts with L. & W. Silverplating solu-
tion Quick and easy to apply. Send 35c for oz.
bottle. L. & W. Novelty Co., Wooster, Ohio.
Dept. C.

For Sale—Newly invented telegraphic code,
registered U. S. Patent Office. Consists of only
four lessons. None equal to simplicity, speed
and accuracy. Clayton Vandenberg, 1045 JefF-
son Ave., Grand Rapids, Michigan.

Bargains—High-grade radio apparatus, Audion
receiving sets, also several sizes transmitting
sets. State your needs. Harry Weber, 1113 Wal-
nut Street, Dover, Ohio.

Transformer Iron A-1 grade cut to any size
from 1/6 K. W. to 2 K. W. Introductory price loc
per lb.; regular price 25c. Schwab, 3708 Brook-
lyn A ve.. Cleveland. Ohio.

^ Tesla CoUs. 4 K. W. Set. $150.00; i K. W. Set,
$10.00. Also other sizes. Will exchange for use-
ful articles. Send 6c for list and state what vou
have to trade. LaRoy Zehrbach, Dept. E-]S-4..
Monroe, Mich.

Electrical Tattooing Machines and supplies.
Catalogue FREE. Prof. Temke, Exp., 517 Cen-
tral, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Transformer Prices Smashed. Absolutely new
and perfect THORDARDSON transformers; Tvpe
"R," I K. W., $27.50; ^4, $23.00; Yi, $18.00. Otlier
models at reduced prices. Equip your station
now and prepare for the opening. Send 6c for
list and details, LaRoy Zehrbach, Dept. E-E-3.
Monroe, Mich.

Yoii benefit hy mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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mnnrnmrnimninninniifninnmnnniiimiininiin

Chemicals
Experimental Chemists. Extra help and per-

sonal coaching by mail of my chemistry lessons

in this journal. One dollar per lesson. Twelve
lessons Ten Dollars. Albert \V. Wilsdon. 183

West 10th St.. New York.
^

Experimenters! Mystitying, Instructive! Out-

fit of Chemicals for fifteen cents coin. Car-

roll Whitney, 714 Vinton St., E. Waterloo, Iowa.

DnoinEnnnniBimiiiiinniiiiniiiiniiTnHniiiimiiMnuiinnin

Patent Attorneys

Your Idea Wanted, Patent Your Invention.

I'll help you market it. Send for 4 free books,

list of patent buyers, hundreds of ideas wanted,
etc. Advice free. Patent advertised free.

Richard B. Owen. Patent Lawyer, ito Owen
BIdg., Washington, D. C, or 2278-T Woolworth
Bldg., New York.

Patents on Easy Payments. Send model or
sketch for Free Search and Certified Registra-
tion of Your Invention for Your Protection.

Free Book Tells What to Invent and How to

Obtain a Patent on Easy Payments. C. C.

Hincs & Co., 593 Loan & Trust Bldg., Wash-
ington^^ _
Millions Spent Annually for Ideas I Hundreds

now wanted: Patent yours and profit! Write
today for free books—tell how to protect your-
self, how to invent, ideas wanted, how we help
you sell, etc. 212 Patent Dept., American In-
dustries. Inc., Washington, D. C.

Inventions Wanted! Manufacturers constantly
writing us for patents. List of inventions ac-
tually requested and book "How to Obtain a
Patent" sent free. Send rough sketch for free

report regarding patentability. Special assist-

ance given our clients in selling patents. Write
for details of interest to every inventor. Chand-
lee & Chandlee, Patent Attorneys, Est. 21 years.
55t 7th St.. Washington, D. C.

Patents—Without advance attorney's fees. Not
due until patent allowed. Send sketch for free

report. Books free. Frank Fuller, Washington,
D. C.

M. F. Miller, Ouray Bld^.» Washington, D. C—
Patent Attorney; Mechanical and Electrical Ex-
pert. Best quality of work and results. Mod-
erate charges. Advice free.

naiuijiiiiiiMUiiuiii] I iiflMiiiiiMi aiiiu^^^

Scenery for Hire

Collapsible Scenery for all Plays. Amelia
Grain, Phil.idclphia, Pennsylvania.
inmmiimmnmTmiiiiimiifTiinni nniiiniiinmmiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiininiiinmiiiiiiiimiiiiLUiumnm

J'honogral'hs

Build Your Own Phonographs and niauutacture
them for profit. Drawing instructions, Parts,
Price List, Blue Print, etc., complete, sent free
upon reqviest. Write today. Associated Phono-
graph Co., Dept. E-i. Cincinnati. Ohio.

Build Your Phonograph. "Perfection" high
quality spring and electric Motors, Tone Arms,
Keproducers. Wonderful results, big saving.
Handsome new catalog free. Indiana Phono-
graph Supply, Indianapolis, Ind.

Stamps and Coins

Stamps—61 all different, free. Postage ^c.

Mention paper. Quaker Stamp Co. Toledo, Ohio.

500 Finely Mixed United States or Foreign
Stamps. I2C. Philatelic Star, Madison, N. Y.

California Gold, Quarter Size, 27c; Half-dollar
size, 53c; Dollar size, $1.10; Large cent, 1820,

and catalogue 10c. Norman Shultz, Kings City,
Mo.
iniiimiinimiiiiuiiumiD iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii n imniiniimiiiniimiiiiiiiniiunimiiirrnnnmguniiTBi

Rabbits

Raise Rabbits Successfully; 500% proht; free
information, assistance. Booklet 10c. Address
Rabbits, 416 Dearborn, Chicago.

MiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiuininnnniiniiiDiiniiuD^

Tricks, Piiczles and Games
1000 stage tricks with 500 illustrationsT^Cat^

loguc 10c, small catalogue FREE. Hornmann
Magic Co., Sta. 6, 470 Eighth Avenue, New York.
Mechanical Novelty, hundred laughs and bar-

rel of fun, 15c. Rullet Co., New Haven, Conn.

iniiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiuiiiiiiiitmiMniinii^

News Correspondents

Earn ^5 Weekly, spare time, writing for
newspapers, magazines. Experience unneces-
sary; details free. Press Syndicate, 566 St.
Louis, Mo.

muliuiiiiiMuiiiiiiiTiiiiiuiiiRiai

Books
tree—9:1,0110 worth 01 valuable books as pre-

miums. Write for more information and cata-
logue; it's free. I have many books on Natural
healing, personal magnetism, Clairvoyance, seer-
ship, Hypnotism. Mesmerism, concentration,
character reading, mind power, etc. Tell me your
wants. A. W. Martens, JX8, Burlington, Iowa.

What Every Draughtsman Should Know. Very
useful booklet. Price only ten cents. Wack
Booklet Co.. 1943 Patten St., Philadelphia, Pa.

To Get Better Pictures: Read the Amateur
Photographer's Weekly; illustrated; weekly
prize competitions; print criticisms; many unique
features; $1.50 per year; three months' trial sub-
scription 25c. Abel Publishing Company, 401

Caxton Bldg., Cleveland. Ohio.

A Binder for The Electrical Experimenter will

preserve your copies for all time. Price, 500.

Postage on 3 lbs. is extra. Send for one today.
Experimenter Publishing Co., 233 Fulton Street,
New York City.

Fire Sale of Slightly Damaged Books. Due to

fire in our stock rooms, a great many of our
books were water stained, but not otherwise
damaged. Rather than dispose of them to deal-
ers we prefer to give our readers the benefit.
Look at this list! Our celebrated \yireless
Course, 160 pages, 400 illustrations; Experimental
Electricity Course, 160 pages, 350 illustrations;
How to Make Wireless Sending Instruments.
These three books for $i.co prepaid. Regular
selling price of these three books is $2.50. We
guarantee you will be satisfied. Experimenter
Publishing Co., Inc., 232 Fulton St., New York
City.

Old E. E. Back Numbers: We have some valu-
able old E. E. back numbers on hand as follows:

1915—Jan., March, April, June, July, Aug., Sept.,
Oct., Nov., Dec, price each 35c. 1916—Jan., Feb.,
March, May, June, August, Sept., Oct., Nov.,
Dec, price each 35c. 1917—Jan.. Feb., March,
Apr., May, June, July, Aug., Sept., each 35c;
Oct., Nov., Dec, each 20c. 1918—Jan., Feb., Mar.,
Apr., May, June, each 20c; July, Aug., Sept.,
each 15c. We can fill orders at once upon receipt
of your remittance, and if you have not these
numbers already now is your chance to get
them, as they probably will be snapped up very
quickly. Experimenter Publishing Co., 233 Ful-
ton St., New York City.

Scientific Exchange Columns
Y"*^OU"undoubtedly have something you'd like to buy, sell or exchange. In your attic, or workshop, or some far corner of your closet, you

probably have dozens of long-forgotten articles, useless to you now, but very useful to someone else. Live readers with something to

"swap" or sell have found that the surest and quickest way to make the desired trade is thru an ad in these columns.

Remember, the U. S. Postal Laws protect you. No one cati "do" or cheat you. Of 3,495 "ads" published in these column,

during the past five years, only twelve complaints were reported to us, and each one was adjusted to the full satisfaction of the complainant.

The rates are: Five cents per word (name and address to be counted.) Remittance must accompany all orders. No advertisement for lea,

than SOc accepted. We reserve the right to refuse any advertisement which we consider misleading or objectionable. Dealers* advertising ac-

cepted in Opportunity Ad-let columns only. Advertisements for the Nov. issue should reach us not later than Sept. 22.

OVER 100,000 CIRCULATION GUARANTEED, A. B. C. AUDIT

iii
niiiiiiiiiuiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiinimiiaiiiuiiiiMmiiimiiimiimnmiini

W«llt«l—Ur.damped rcceivinf apparatus. Have
portable rectivintr set (Commercial). Fitchette,

170 Marcy Ave.. Brooklyn, N. Y.

For Sale—Ten Dollars—Complete sending and

receiving Radio set, including phones. New.
Letters answered. M. O. Windisch, Maumee,
Ohio.

For Sale—Cyclopedia Applied Electricity, Haw-
kins Electrical Guides. Popular Science Library,

•1.000 ohm receivers. Minute Camera. All new.

Very cheap. Write offer. T. H. Blacknall, Box
107. Ralfign, N. C. ^^__
Trade for wireless instruments, one $22 Clipper

bicycle with new tires, slightly used, $16. One
piccolo. $2. Will pay difference on good wireless

set. All letters answered. Clyde Cheatum,
Penalosa. Kansas. _^_^
Bargain—One inch spark coil, good vibrator,

$3.25. George Fisher. Ramsey. New Jersey.

Collectors! Four stamp collections, 1600 Var.

down. 300 old coins. Flags. $15 Chemicals, $7.50.

Wireless. Bickett Howorth, West Point. Miss.

Wanted— 1 Small Stevens Tip-Pistol. Good con-

dition. State Price. John W. Jones, 605 W.
Court St., Paragould, Ark.

For Sale—'/4 H. P. Holtzer-Cabot Induction mo-
tor, 110 v., 60 cycles, $15. New 1" Spark Coil, $^.

"H R. S." Dynamo, 6 v. 14 A., $4. Other arti-

cles. All cheap. Send stamp for list. Pitts

Elmore Neosho, Mo.

For Sale—Wireless Receiving Outfit. Descrip-

tion free. B. BartzofI, General Delivery, Buffalo,

New York.

For Sale or Trade—Forty-dollar Eastman Kodak
and developing outfit complete, for thirty dollars

or two-cylinder motorcycle engine. Harry Wilson,

Long Pine, Nebraska.

uniiiiiuMiiiiiimiiiimmiiiiiuiiiiiiiiijiiiiiJiiiuyiiiiiiiiMliii^

Trade or Sell—Chemical laboratory, cost $125.

Want printing press or typewriter. E. Sheppard,
3259 E. 57th St., Cleveland, Ohio.

Sale—24 • volt North - East starter - generator,
starting switch, driving sprocket for engine
shaft, silent chain, mounting bracket for Metz
car, fit others. Perfect condition. Make offers.
Roy E. Green, Lowell, Vt.

piiiimiiiii^iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

^ 179 Marcy Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y. ^^ August 22, 1918. ^^ Experimenter Pub. Co., Inc., ^
H New York, N. Y. m
^3 Gentlemen: ^^ Enclosed please find a small classified ^^ ad which I wish run in the October issue ^m of the EXPERIMENTER. =
g I have quite often advertised in your J^ paper and have never been disajipointed ^= with the results. The last classified ad ^
m that I ha* in the EXPERIMENTER |^ brought in over a hundred replies—and ^^ the ad cost me only 75 cents. ^§ The classified columns of the ELEC- ^

TRICAL EXPERIMENTER are without ^s doubt the most successful and profitable =
^M of any publication I have ever known. ^

Very gratefully >^urs,
W. FITCHETTE. m

m mwm
Wanted—One i or 2 kilowatt wireless trans-

former, 25 cycle, no volt. Wilds, 100 Allen St.,

Buffalo. N. Y. .

For Sale—A course in electricity, $12. Address
John L. Van Kirk. 842 Ohio Ave., Wichita,
Kansas.

mniinirmmimiinimmnimiJinmiimiiimiimiinninilllllMMBIllllinillllN

Swap—Electric apparatus; want field glasses.

T, F. Beckner, Plainwell, Mich.

Motorcycle engine two cylinder Excelsior 8
horse power $12. Also one inch "Bull Dog" Spark
Coil, $3. Both together $14. James E. Walker,
Marfa, Texas.

Scholarship— Fifty Dollar Course in School of

Engineering. $45. Write. W. C. Hartman, 373
Broailway, Milwaukee, Wis.

Dynamo 14 volt 3 amperes slightly used, $7;

postpaid. Leo Edmonds, 125 U St., N. E., Wash-
ington, D. C.

Exchange—25 boj;s books for Chemcraft set or

electrical goods. Jim Prewitt, 1406 Vinton, Mem-
phis. Tenn.

Wanted—One complete Voice and Sound Re-
cording Mechanism. Give complete details, stat-

ing the overall dimensions, type, type of cut.

range of recording pitch, age and price. Karl
Kraft, 401 E. 87th St., New York City.

For Sale—Saginaw Cyclecar parts. Paul Oln-

hausen, Chester Ave., East Liverpool, Ohio.

Shaw Motorcycle attachment, complete good
condition, $20. Lowell Yast, Pierpont, So. Dak.

Sell—E. I. Vi K. W. open core transformer. $5;

buzzer, 7Sc; two Leyden jars each lyi pts., $1.50;

Brandes 1000 ohm phone, 75c; Seneca camera,

i'/ixi'/i", $2.50; new Daisy Pump Gun, $3: 2 m. f.

condenser, 6oc; •/," spark coil, $1; Lionel motor,

75c; stamp collection of 1600, $7. Write for ref-

erences and particulars. D. H. Anderson, lioi

Tyler St., Topeka, Kansas.

You benefit by mentionina the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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SINPUriED
Stenography

v-S--^
"Talk M fast <u vou
like, I am taking it down
in K. I. Shorthand."

READ THESE AMAZING— absolutely logical— FACTS
ABOUT K. I. SHORTHAND. This ia a simplified system of

stenography easily learned in a few hours, after which speed in

writing comes with ordinary usage.

The old systems of shorthand are all right but are unnecessary for most of the practical purposes

of life. By comparison you might solve a problem, using logarithms, that could be done more quickly and

easily by simple arithmetic. In certain countries, a knowledge of engineering gained by mtensive study for

two or three terms is necessary to entitle a person to operate a motor boat, yet here in America, even a

girl or boy is able to run such a boat after a few hours of study and practice. Similarly with stenog-

raphy—the simplified K. I. Shorthand enables a person, young or old, to sweep aside old-school

restrictions and do practical stenography in an amazingly short time.

No need of a teacher to stand over you. K. I. Shorthand comes in books—com-

plete—easy to learn in spare moments wherever you are.

The system of IC I. Shorthand is the original and can be obtained solely

from King Institute at the exceptionally low cost of FIVE DOLLARS.
Nothing further to pay and special instruction given without charge, by
correspondence, if needed after you have obtained the Course of

Instruction. No such privilege given with any other
low cost method.

Test for yourself, the simplicity of K. I

Shorthand and the ease with which you learn
by trying the short lesson below. The whole
course is equally fascinating. It is a com- ^^^^^ ^^^ 'W ^^^^^^^ XT T ¥ ¥ "^T
mon remark for patrons to say they .^^^F^^ftl ^^^^ M .J^^^^^^^ VV 11 I
do need study—they .^^^^V ^v^l ^^^B A^^^^^^^ V T A A A
absorb this wonderfully su-

p e r i o r easy-to-learn

K. I. Shorthand.

Here is a

THE photo here
shown ia of Naval

,

Radio Operator
E. D. Scrlbner who
acquired the prin-
ciples of K. I. Shitrt-

hand In a few hours
and soon became able
to use It in hi3 naval
service work. There
are many writers of
K. I. Shorthand In
Army and Nary.
"As a teacher. In-

structing in K. I.

Shorthand. I find it

a splendid system
having the great ad-
vantage of being 80
easily acquired." M.
G. McClernan.
"My school puplla

are learning your
method quickly and
they not only write
rapidly but even I can read their note*

easily." Miss H. R. Noble.
"I cannot say too much In praise of

your system. It is the simplest, easiest

and most practical quick home study
course that it has been ray pleasure to

examine." Elmer DuiTy.
•l did not study your system; I ab-

sorbed It. A great pleasure, a time sayer.

a blessing." Dr. Paul E. Winger. (This
came to U3 written In K. I. Shorthand.)

"Valuable for our detectives; they learn
9o quickly and use K. I. Shorthand ad-
vantageously." From a Chief Detective.

"I learned it in 2 evenings, now gaining
speed by practice. Useful In the store."
George Toles.
"Your system 1b like a motorboat com-

pared to a sail-boat." D. B. Alvanlo.
"Have acquired speed averaging 1 10

words per minute In 5 weeks." Minnie
H. Evans.

Note> Voluntary testimonials are con-
stantly coming to King Instltuto. A plen-
ituile, with full addresses, will be mailed
with our FREE BROCHURE on request.

Try These K. 1. Shortcuts

Association
This word takes 34 pen movements in or-
dinary writing—only 2 in K. L Shorthand.
See how many times you can write it while
your friend writes in the usual way.

^^ Notwithstanding
^"^^ Takes 54 movements in longhand; only 3

in K. I. Shorthand. The whole method is

surprisingly easy to learn.

SO EASY
TO LEARN

You can set down words in K. I. Short-

hand as fast as they are spoken, or as rapidly as your

mind logically acts when you are thinking out an essay,

speech, directions, etc.

You can read your own notes—transcribe everything—word for

word, accurately, weeks, months or years

afterward. Your assistant can quickly

learn to read and typewrite your notes.

i? Representative
^ ^ Takf»« 41 mnvfimfintQ inTakes 41 movements in longhand; only 2

in K. I. Shorthand. Learners, all ages, are
delighted with their quickly attained speed

TRY THIS LESSON
list a tiny

circle
This is t

So here is at 1"ere s

n spelled as
pronounced

ng or ing

cat (kat)
I

acting

One reason why K. I. Shorthand is

so easily learned—and never forgotten

—is that you are not (like the extensive,

expensive systems) compelled to do light

or heavy shading; or write in special posi-

tions above, on or below lines.

All superfluous technicalities elim-

inated; they are as unnecessary for

all ordinary purposes as is the

knowledge of trigo-

nometry or ancient

Greek lan-

guage.

To

Readers of

Electrical Experimenter

TO WRITE "ACTING" IN THE ORDINARY WAV RE-
QUIRES 21 PEN MOVEMENTS—ONLY 4 IN THE PER-
FECTED AND SIMPLIFIED K. I. SHORTHAND.

See how easily you have learned to use four signs

in K. I, SHORTHAND, Quickly, like a pastime, you can

iearn the whole set of 30 and then attain speed so you

may write in a quarter to a tenth of the time needed for

writing in the ordinary way. Thus you may write as
rapidly as the words are spoken.

How
To Order

so:easy to
LEARN

Add
Efficiency

Many young men In
the Govern ment urvlce are

now using K. I. ShorUiand. At
one U. S. Naval Submarine Base, a

yeoman acquired a speed over 100 words
per minute within a month.

Wonderful efficiency aid in K- I. Shorthand.

King Institute
Dept. EE.300

8 So. Wabash Ave. 154 East 32nd St.

CHICAGO NEW YORK

You know about electrical In*

ventions that have simpUfled hitherto

laborious mechanical processes. On the

same theorv—and proved by practice—
K. I. SHORTHAND Is manifesting IW
remarkable time-saving merit both in

Oie learning of it and in the facility

with which the not«3 are transcribed.

No matter what your occupation Is,

you should use K. I. Shorthand with
advantage. Even President Wilson
finds the personal use of shortiiand
advantageous—aa do many other
men who are doing big things in the world nowadays,

Act upon your judgment NOW. Either enroll to
learn K. 1. Shortiiand or send for our FREE
BROCHURE EE-300. which demonstrates more
fully wliy our method la Incomparable, It
13 the original and genuine ; the only
system of simplified stenography per-
fected, with which the person who
enrolls by mall Is entitled to
correspondence course of ad-

" arge. The total cost Is five

dollars for K. I. Shorthand System—no more—and wo fluaran<

pay $4.00 when the
Course of Instruction

comes to you.
Bear In mind, we claim that

the K. I. Shorthand System la

relatively wortJi fifty dollars and
we are teaching this registered,
fully' copyrighted, gnaranteed
method for only one-tenth Its
value which you can learn In
less than a tenth of the time of
most other stenography systeras.

Make money-order or check
payable to King Institute. Or
send cash. Mail your order to
either of our offices. Be stire to
mention tlie Electrical Experi-
menter.
Use the Coupon below or
write a letter—as you pre-
fer—but don't delay in
taking advantage of this
opportunity. The best
$5.00 investment you
evtr could mate.

Send $5.00 In full payment.
Or. if more conYenient---to save

time—mail $1.00 now and you may

Prepare for Government work

dltlonal Instruction without extra charge,

tee satisfaction or will refund your money!

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

At the Lecture

King Institute,

154 East 32nd St.,

New York, N. Y.

8 So. Wabash Ave.,
Chicago, III.

me the complete
K. I. Shorthand System in

accordance with your offer.

[ ] / enclose $5 in full payment.

[ ] / enclose Si and will pay the

balance, $4, when the K. I. Short-

hand System comes to me.

Name

Address.

.

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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LEARN BY DOING

'

The Only Way to Learn Electricity

The only way you can become an expert is by doing

the very work under competent instructors, which you
will be called upon to do later on. In other words, learn

by doing. That is the method of the New York Electrical

School.

Five minutes of actual practice properly directed is

worth more to a man than years and years of book study.

Indeed, Actual Practice is the only training of value, and
graduates of New York Electrical School have proved
Siemselves to be the only men that are fully qualified

to satisfy EVERY demand of the Electrical Profession.

At this "Learn by Doing" School a man acquires the

art of Electrical Drafting ; the best business method and

experience in Electrical Contracting, together with the

skill to install, operate and maintain all systems for pro-

ducing, transmitting and using electricity. A school for

Old and Young. Individual instruction.

.\o previous knowledge of electricity, mechanics or
mathematics is necessary to take this electrical course.
Von can begin the course now and by steady application
prepare yourself in a short time. You will be taught by
practical electrical experts with actual apparatus, under
actual conditions. 5,000 of our students arc today suc-
cessful Electricians. Come in and read their enthusiastic
letters. Let us explain this course to you in person. If

\ou can't call, send now for 64-pagc book—it's FREE
to vou.

Name

New York Electrical School
29 W. 17th St., New York, N. Y.

Please send FREE and without obligation to

me your 64-page book.

NEW YORK El-^ 29w.i7ihst

Address

NEW YORK, N.Y.

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when ivritinp '" ndvcrtuers.
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Just what you need to know to succeed in ELECTRICITY
EVERY electrician, every engineer, every mechanic should know

about tliese wonderfully helpful instructive books, which give in

plain words a complete working knowledge of electrical engi-

neering in all its phases.

You run into some new electrical problem almost every day. The
information you need to help you in your every day work is in

HAW KINS
ELECTRICAL GUIDES
These bonks place electricity at your finger ends. They cover every imaginable

subject, principle, theory, problem, trouble, and way of doing things electrically.
Every subject is indexed so that you can turn right to it. They are a study course
and a reference guide in one, written in plain every day language—no wasted words
—only what you need to know—chock full of up-to-the-minute electrical knowledge.
The guides are a complete course in electrical engineering. They will help you in
every detail of the day^ electrical work. You can't ask an electrical question that
Hawkins Guides can't answer.

Pocket-Size Flexible Covers
Tha books are small enough to allp into your coat

pocket—ha.ndsomeIy bound in flexible black covers.
You can carry each volume with you until you have

mastered its contents. 3,500 pages of actual information
and 4,700 illustrations. Once you see these books and
put them into actual use you will never again want to be
without them. Try it at our expense.

SEND NO MONEY
It will cost you nothing to receive these books—to look

them over—ask them all the questions you can think of—use them in your work—study them—pick up some In-
formation that will Increase yoiu- earning ability. We
will ship you the entire set of 10 voIuihcs entirely FREE

This is a sign of our confidence in the guides. Pure
gold does not object to being tested. Keep them for
seven days and if you do not decide that you can't get
along without them, return them to ua and owe us
nothing.

When you decide to keep them you only bavo to pay
$1.00 down and remit the balance of $9.00 on the easy
payment of $1.00 a month till paid for.

Use this coupon to get the books. It will pay you
tnauy times over.

THEO. AUDEL & CO.
72 Fifth Ave. New York, N. Y.

What Dectrical Men Say

Helped Him Make Good
"It U only right for me to recom-

mend highly the Hawkins Guides, for

they have b?en of the greatest assiat-

ance to me in placing me in my pres-
ent position as Superintendent of Con-
•truction Department of one of Ohio's
largeal Electrical Companies. I would
like to B*e every man have a set of
Bawklna Guides."

Geo. Knecht. Columbus, Ohio.

In the Naval Electrical Dept.

"Tha Hawkins Guides are great help
to ma tn the Naval Electrical Depart-
ment, which they cover very thorough-
ly." C. J. Cornell.

tJ. B. BeceivlDg Ship. Brooklyn. N. T.

Superintendent
"I am now superintendent of the

Dunnville Hydro - Electric Systems.
and Hawkins Guides were a great help
to me in holding down & responsible
position."
W. E. Swartz, Dunnville. Ontftrto.

Wireless Operators
"I have worked wireless for ten

years—but I wish I had these books
years ago. as thev have saved me a
fraat deal of trouble." H. Marshall.

Steamer M A B No. 2.

WalkervUle, Ont.

READ THIS PARTIAL LIST OF CONTENTS
Nrt 1 Contains 348 pages. 388 Illustrations. Electrical
''"• * signs and symbols—static and current electricity
—primary cells—conductors and insulators—resistance and
conductivity—magnetism—induction colls—dynamo principle*
—classes of dynamos—armatures—windings—commutation

—

brushes, etc.

No 2 Contains 348 pages. 394 Illustrations. Motor
i^vp* A principles—armature reaction—motor starting

—

calculations—brake horsepower—selection and installation of
dynamo and motors—galvanometers—standard cells—current
measurement — resistance measiu-ement— voltmeters — watt-
meters—watt hour meters—operation of dynamos—operation
of motors, etc.

No. 3 *^ontains 300 pages. 423 illustrations. Distribution
aystems—wires and wire calculations—inside, out-

siae and underground wiring—sign flashers—lightning pro-
tection—rectifiers—storage battery systems, etc.

No. 4 *^ontain3 270 pages, 379 illustratlona. Alternating
,.

current principles—alternating current dlagrami
—the power factor—alternator principles—alternator con-
struction—windings, etc.

No S Contains 320 pages. 614 illustrttions. A. O. Motors
* --ssmchronousandinductlon motor principles—A. C.

fommutator motors—induction motors, transformers; losses.
lonstruction, connections, tests—converters— rectifiers, etc.

No. 6 Contains 298 pages. 472 illustrations. Altematlna^ current sj-stems^switching devices—circuit break-
ers—relays—lightning protector apparatus—regulating devices—synchronous condensers—indicating devices—meters—power
factor indicators—wave form measurement—switch boards, eto.

No 7 Contains 316 pages. 379 Illustrations. Alternating
^'^ current, wiring power stations—turbines: manage-

ment, selection, location, erection, testing, running, cars and
repair—telephones, etc.

No. 8 Contains 332 pages. 436 lllustraUons. Telegraph
. ,

—simultaneous telegraphy and telephony— ^
wireless—electric bells—electric lighting-photometry. «tt ^
No 9 Contains 322 pages. 627 Illustrations. Elec- ^

! „ ^"'^ railways—electric locomotives—car light- ^Fmg—trolley car operation—miscellaneous applications— ^
motion pictures—gas engine Ignition—automobile self- ^^starters and lighting systems, electric vehicles etc ^r
No 10 ConUins 513 pages, 599 Illustrations. .^iiv». Av Elevators—cranes—pumps—air com- ^^
pre98ors—electric heating — electric welding- ^^ TMPn
soldering and brazing—industrial electro- ^^ Aimc-i pnn
lysia—electro plating—electro-therapeutic ^r AUUtL & KjU.
—X-rays. etc. ^^ 72 Fifth Avenu*
Also a complete 126-page ready ^^ New York, N. Y.
reference index of the complete ^^
library. This index has been ^^ riease submit me for
planned t-i render easily ac- ^ aiamination Hawklai
cessible n the vast infor- ^T .Electrical Guides (pries

10 electi al guides. ^ isfactory I agree to send you |1
There are over 13,- ^ ^ within seven days and to further
500 cros; refer- ,^r mail you $1 each month until paid,

ences. Tou find .^
what you want
to know in-
stantly. A

£lonatu.-e
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Dont , , _^^
youneverhad a chance*!
"Four years ago you and I worked at the same bench. We were both discon-

tented. Remember the noon we saw the International Correspondence Schools'
advertisement? That woke me up. I realized that to get ahead I needed special

training, and I decided to let the I.C.S. help me. When I marked the coupon
I asked you to sign with me. You said: 'Aw, forget it!'

'I made the most of my opportunity and have-7EAR OI'T HKRE

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS
Box 53y», SCRANTON, PA.

Explain, without obligatinK me. how I can Quality for the pdltion, or in the

ubject, before which I mark X.

CEIcclriclin
^FJrcitlcWIrlnff
^FJrcUic LlKhling
CJ Flrctiic Car Runnine
O Hravy Ktrc-iric 1 fsiction

C Flcctrical l>rafi«mfln

D F-I»clf ic Machine Defti^ner
DTelcgraph F.nKinecr
D Telephone Work
QHKt II (Ml (I. FM<t\F»)I
OMcchanir^l Drafiaman
G Machinr Urtignor

Machin*- Shop P»*rtic«-

D Boilermaker or Deaisnrr
3Pa'i«-fnmaker
_j Toohnalirr
D Foundry Work
CBIarkamith
GShref-Mrial Worker
G *l HtMUHll.fK
QAutomobilc Kepainng
BKTHH f\<.imc»:k

Steam-Klrctric Fngineer
GSlationiry Fireman
^.Marine Fngmecr
^ Refriecration Engineer
^ Ga« Engineer
DIHIL E^lil>RrK
DSurveying and Mappine
DR. R. Conatructing

J^ame

Occupation^

Street and No..

City

D Bridge F.nsineer
HjSiruciural Dr^ftaman
GStrudural Fngineer
C Municipal Engineer
~ 4KI IIIIK r

^ Architectural Draftsman
"Contractor and Builder
_ Building Koreman
DCarpenlcr
DLumber Dealer
OConcrele Builder
Gi'M Jiitm * HTFAW Kinm
GHealing anil Ventilation
_ Plumbing Inspector
_ Foreman Plumber
GBI SIXFHH (oDfileie]

I] Bookkeeper
GStenogrjpher & Typist
Higher Account'

DTIUKFIC MANAGER
OCarlooniat
QILMMKATUR
OPcrapeclive Drawing
DCarpet DeRigner
Wallpaper Designer

DBookcover Designer
GShip Draflnman
Q Common School Subject!
D High School Subjects
G Mathematics
Q Teacher
TfM ll-FOVEimFFKt»U 811'T.

GCoiion Manufacturing
QWoolen ManufaciurinK
G* III^IIH \\. ¥\i.\\\.V.K

C Analytical Chemiai
I
V||>Kl^ltKF««M>RKKtilhKRH

^Certified Public Accountant GCcal Mining
_ Railway Accountant
^ Commercial La>v
„ Good English
"SlhJHIUNHllII'
G *n* f.KIISlM. JH>
G W'indow Trimmer
G Show-card Writer
G Outdoor Sign Painter

C< nil. MKKVMK
G Railway Mall Clerk
C Mail Carrier

GM«tal Mining
G Metallurgist or Prospector
Q Aasayer
GSAVIIilTIttS QSPAMSII
GJli-i'T K..1II Ki.nnV DFrench

*(.1(M I I.TI Ki: GGerman
G Fruit (^rowine Oltallan
GVegetiible Growing
G Live Stock and Dairying
O Poultry Rslaer
OPouliry Breeder

been climbing ever since. You had the same
chance I had. but you turned it down. No,
Jim, you can't expect more money until you've

trained yourself to handle bit^ger work."

There are lots of 'Jims" in the world—in

stores, factories, offices, everywhere. Are you

one of themp Wake up! Every time you see

an LC.S. coupon your chance is staring you in

the face. Don't turn it down.

Right now over one hundred thousand
men are preparing themselves for bigger jobs

and better pay through I.C.S. Courses.

You can join them and get in line for pro-
motion,

Mark and Mail This Coupon and Find Out How

Emptoyer_

_State_

Reports on 27,000 typical I.C.S. students show
14.900 now receiving S1500 a year or more;
2451 receiving S250O or more: 413 receiving
S5000 or more,' 20 receiving SIO.OOO or more;
and fi with annual incomes of S25.0if0 or more.

WHAT OTHERS HAVE UOr^E
YOV CAN DO

^


